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chapter one

Editors’ introduction

What is Immunity?

This is decidedly not the question we initially posed to our colleagues when we first 
invited them to participate in a conference to be held at the university of toronto 
in June of 2004. We had instead issued a call for papers that sought to understand 
the diverse ways by which immunological knowledge had been articulated in clinical 
medicine. at that time, not much more than a decade had passed since scholars in 
science studies began to issue systematic calls for a general reorientation of their 
field away from the problem of science as theoretical knowledge and towards issues 
surrounding scientific practice.1 Historians of immunology were also starting to mine 
similar territory, eschewing histories that seemed to follow the ‘invented traditions’ of 
immunologists themselves and proposing instead that we explore ‘histories of vague and 
contingent subjects such as immunity, infection, or allergy – topics not often identified 
as part of the patrimonial legacy of the reinvented tradition’.2 yet there still seemed to be 
very little in the historical literature that would help us to find out what immunologists 
actually did, as opposed to what (or how) they thought. and so we decided to try to 
fill that lacuna by calling a conference on the link between bench and bedside, as ilana 
Löwy has so nicely put it.3

The results of our organizational efforts were not quite what we expected. it was 
not so much the pretences of immunology as a branch of biological knowledge with 
clinical applications that came under scrutiny as it was the very fact of immunity 
itself. Throughout the more than two centuries under consideration at the conference, 
immunity traversed a vast number of domains, from the sweeping claims of public 
science at the municipal, institutional, national, and even international levels to the 
micro-practices of histo-pathology, serology, bacteriology, and virology. immunity 
served its interlocutors as both idea and experience, as telos and as technique. it could 
be gendered. it could be standardized. it could even be distributed geographically.

instead of attempts to historically reconstitute a field of knowledge around 
practice rather than theory, our conference participants presented us with a series of 
investigations, each of which showed the way the parameters of immunity had been 
determined differently in specific contexts. indeed, in the instances with which our 
volume begins, it is difficult to identify anything like immunology, properly speaking, 
even though theories of immunity and their attendant experimental systems did 
precipitate out of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century debates over the risks of 
smallpox vaccination. more recent instantiations of the question of immunity appear 
no less practical. identifying and defining aiDS at the national institutes of Health, 
for example, seemed to be more a matter of clinical and institutional orientation than 
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theoretical predisposition, while radioimmunoassays appear to have initially emerged 
and proliferated less for their theoretical value than for the perceived need to find novel 
and practical applications of radioisotopes.

in short, our authors had captured the diversity of immunity’s history as an 
investigative object. This volume thus belongs to a larger movement in the sociohistorical 
study of medicine (and in the study of science more generally) that decentres 
disciplinary preoccupations in favour of tracing the trajectories of objects, technologies 
or experimental systems through time.4 There are, of course, multiple ways of adopting 
such an approach. andrew Pickering’s idea of the ‘mangle of practice’, for example, 
construes practice as a ‘dialectic of resistance and accommodation’.5 He sets off from the 
catchy slogan of the mangle to present science in terms of scientific realism, as a dialogue 
between the material world and the actor-network whose negotiations are often invoked 
by science and technology studies. Each of them, human and nonhuman, is equally 
important in science. in Crafting Science, Joan fujimura also recognizes that practice 
involves contingencies and negotiations surrounding the roadblocks or opportunities 
for participants on the ‘shop floor’.6 Her histories show researchers constructing their 
problems, defining their area of practice, and negotiating a way forward. Practice here 
appears as a series of multilateral interactions between actors, events and materials.

Historians of medicine have their own traditions of examining such interactions. 
most, if not all, are familiar with the fact that the interaction of clinic and laboratory 
was the explicit function of the rockefeller Hospital. founded in 1910, the Hospital was 
an objective correlative of the mangle of practice. all who worked there were to be at the 
same time researcher and clinician. One of those who managed to be both, according 
to Olga amsterdamska, was D.D. van Slyke.7 Van Slyke’s work on alveolar CO2, blood 
pH and clinical diabetes captured both the clinical laboratory and the clinic in practice: 
his tests were quantitative and they defined new facets of the disease, even as they 
answered to the needs of the clinic in being quick and simple enough to allow for close 
monitoring of a patient. Van Slyke’s widely used blood-gas apparatus brought a new 
instrument to bedside practice. Eighty years on, alberto Cambrosio, ronald guttman 
and Peter Keating came to a similar conclusion about the use of flow cytometry and its 
peculiar lymphocyte subsets in the clinic as a means of monitoring graft rejection.8 The 
technique had become ubiquitous by 1994, when they published their study. But did 
the technology drive the clinic, or did the clinic drive technology? That question, they 
say, is simple but too crude: the diffusion is better described as a pattern of interaction 
and feedback between an open-ended set of heterogeneous elements, with ‘the clinic’ 
and ‘technology’ as networks of people, tools and practices. Elsewhere, they put that as 
the ‘intersections’ between ‘human actors, the tools, the entities and the bodies that are 
constitutive of the new medical technologies’.9

Some of these accounts of practice come very close to home: Patricia gossel’s ‘a need 
for Standard methods: The Case of american Bacteriology’, explains how robert Koch’s 
tightly controlled and standardized laboratory practices were passed down through his 
hands-on courses, and could not be mastered by merely reading the literature.10 in the 
same collection, Keating, Cambrosio and michael mackenzie take on the legendary 
problem of the definition of avidity and affinity – two words, perhaps with the same 
meaning, used to express the speed and firmness of antibody binding, which were, 
and still are, difficult to define in any way other than by practice.11 The use of such 
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terms became a touchstone for practitioners in the discipline of immunology: it is 
only outsiders that need to try to define them, an example of which they provide by 
examining the course of a patent dispute. a further paper by this extraordinary team 
deals not with a new machine, but a new style of practice, the clinical trial, hall-mark 
of the evidence-based medicine of the present day: like the cell-sorter, the protocol has 
become ubiquitous, and both drives and is driven by the clinic.12

Perhaps the richest accounts of immunological practice, however, are the two full-
length studies produced by Keating and Cambrosio on the one hand, and by ilana Löwy 
on the other.13 The former’s discussion of ‘biomedical platforms’ frames a compelling 
argument for the utter transformation of the interplay of the normal and the pathological 
in a domain that fits rather uncomfortably under the rubric of ‘cancer immunology’. 
The authors work around this term, as their mission is not to describe a theoretically-
coherent sub-discipline or field, but rather to show how investigative practice has, since 
the 1960s, been re-organized with the introduction of a new ‘platform’ – a term which, 
like immunity, seems to gain strength from being both ostensible and elusive. One 
key to this approach is its emphasis on automated systems and their epistemological 
effects. in comparison to the morphological platform which preceded it (and which is 
now coextensive with it), flow cytometry acts where humans cannot. flow cytometry, 
and biomedical platforms in general, are engineered forms of agency, which redefine 
and reconstitute surrounding practices, all the way from architectural design to doctor-
patient interactions. from the perspective of the platform (on which one is obliged to 
stand in order to have any perspective at all), the normal and the pathological are no 
longer separate and distinct spheres of investigation and action. Both are implicated – or 
rather, built into – the same platform.

Löwy’s Between Bench and Bedside, on the other hand, derives its power from its ability 
to reconstruct the perspective of the practitioner and patient. Löwy, the professionally 
experienced native observer, unlike the naïve anthropologist of some science studies 
literature, is both historian (who knows the back story even better than the tribe 
themselves) and watcher from the sidelines. She feels there has been an asymmetry 
between the basic science of immunology and its clinical applications, at least in the 
field of cancer treatment. There have been several attempts to use an immunological 
approach in cancer control over the past century, and this reflects not only theory 
change but different institutional elements, including the postwar appearance of the 
new specialized bio-science companies and the development of large, multi-centric 
coordinated clinical trials. as the system has become larger and heavier, its rhetorical 
power has increased along with its power as an industrial complex. The centrepiece of 
her analysis is her ‘thick description’ of the experimental testing of iL-2, a lymphokine 
activating a sub-set of cells that, it was hoped, would attack cancer cells. Her account 
is personal, yet sociological and scientific, so that, as in reading a good novel, you feel 
you were there yourself, and know the people she knew. The conflicting dispositions, 
competing interests, shifting grounds and strategic systems of identity, described by 
Pierre Bourdieu as integral parts of the ‘craft’ of the scientist, take on flesh and bone 
in Löwy’s account.14 The system as she saw it demanded close collaboration between 
the interests involved: the commercial producers of iL-2, the mouse-centred research 
immunologists, the hospital technicians and clinical staff, and the patients themselves 
generated a complex series of interactions taking place in the space between biological 
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knowledge and its clinical application. as she found out, each actor had a personal 
interest. for some, the results were important as knowledge-gathering, as career-
promoting, or as structuring boundaries between immunologists and oncologists. for 
the patients, the results were not very good: there were some temporary remissions, and 
some deaths from the effects of treatment, but no true cures. yet all seem to have shared 
the doctors’ view, itself based on a general, community understanding of the pathology 
of cancer, that the acceptance of an end-of-life treatment that gave uncertain results and 
severe side-effects was ultimately a good decision.

So on the one hand, we have a form of engineered stability that draws upon the abilities 
of the laboratory-based sciences to be simultaneously ‘self-vindicating’ and innovative.15 
This seemingly paradoxical situation relies heavily on the way that instruments – the focal 
point of twentieth-century big science – first embody theory, but are then reintegrated 
into practice only to find novel and unanticipated applications. But on the other hand, 
we find the dynamics of ‘public science’, self-identity and belief (not just of practitioners 
but of patients) presented in a fine-grained sociological analysis of systems of practice that 
seem particularly attuned to the investigation, regulation and exploitation of biomedical 
risk.16 The papers in our volume combine aspects of both approaches. When presented 
with the challenge of how to get at the historical relationship between the immunology 
of the clinic and that of the laboratory, many of our participants imagined conflict 
that played itself out at the level of individuals mounting arguments and claims in an 
agonistic field. Others depicted the stability achieved through instruments, automated 
platforms and other regulatory devices. But in each case, there is still to be found here 
a similar interplay of the normal and the pathological, the theoretical and the practical. 
There are issues of standards and routines, tools and techniques, concepts and strategies, 
local knowledge and international agreements, public disputes and private reassurances. 
although the clinic figures strongly in each chapter, it is not clear that knowledge of 
the pathological leads the understanding of the normal in any straightforward way, as 
georges Canguilhem suggested many decades ago.17 after all, when you are mounting 
claims about smallpox vaccination by correlating morbidity rates to the appearance of 
vaccination scars, it is uncertain what constitutes ‘the normal’ of which you are seeking 
knowledge. it is rather that you are using claims about immunity to usher into existence 
the very idea of the normal – by persuasion if possible, by legislative force if necessary. it 
seems rather that, in each of our cases, the question of ‘what is immunity’? can be traced 
back to such interactions. immunity, not immunology, is the object coming into view, 
and it does so in each case by virtue of an identifiable, if idiosyncratic, set of practices.

We describe such practice as a craft-like process to reinforce precisely this lack of 
disciplinary coherence to the diverse ways in which immunity has been constituted as a 
practical and theoretical object of interest. Our vision of craft is not so much an ‘ideal 
type’ as one that can serve to demarcate an epoch of immunology’s history distinct from 
the ‘rationalized production’ of late-nineteenth-century bacteriological laboratories 
and the ‘systematic innovation’ of contemporary immunology.18 The engineer does not 
figure strongly in many of our stories. it is rather the case that the investigators under 
study tend to fashion themselves as engineers of sorts, always attempting to somehow 
rationalize and thereby disseminate their systems of production, be they of neurotropic 
viruses or solutions to perennially irritating allergens. innovation, that much-admired 
word of university administrators and capital investors, is still on the agenda, though 
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it more frequently appears here on a local scale. Craftwork is innovative at this level 
precisely because it involves creative use of the tools available, and is accountable only 
through analysis of its practical results. Sometimes (as it seems in our studies of allergy 
and epidemic encephalitis) practitioners’ attempt to integrate their results back into 
immunological theory generate dispute. in other instances, potential instability is 
silenced by the work of regulatory bodies, be they cyclotrons or international health 
organizations. indeed, when taken as a whole, the chapters in this volume present the 
argument that immunity itself is the product of the craft of negotiating the terrain 
between the idiosyncratic and individualized ideals of the clinic with the more formalized, 
regulatory apparatus of the laboratory. 

Part I. Reason and Risk

The two chapters in this section describe the invention and rapid adoption of Edward 
Jenner’s smallpox vaccination at the end of the eighteenth century and the coalescence 
of political, theoretical and practical problems that tempered late-nineteenth century 
enthusiasm for the practice. unlike the treatment given in most vaccination histories, 
our authors reconstruct the rational contexts of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
vaccination practices as integral parts of the experimental systems used to make artificial 
immunity a visible and reproducible phenomenon. andrea rusnock and Jennifer 
Keelan both describe how convergences in techniques, theory, and instrumentation 
underpinned the practices and arguments supporting smallpox vaccination. 

rusnock’s paper adds a unique perspective to the historiography of early vaccination 
by adding theoretical dimensions to the familiar story of the invention of vaccination. 
She argues that Jenner’s approach to demonstrating vaccine-immunity was heavily 
shaped by eighteenth-century natural history and taxonomy. Vaccinia, a pox disease 
striking cows, was effective in protecting against smallpox because the two diseases were 
very closely related, if not actually the same, species. Classification was a favourite form 
of eighteenth-century natural history, in medicine as well as in botany or chemistry. 
The Edinburgh clinical teacher William Cullen (1710–90), for example, lists at least five 
recent classification systems, and adds two more from the seventeenth century in his 
1783 nosology.19 His classification of fevers included Variola (smallpox) and Varicella 
(chickenpox) as genera which were then divided into different species that differed 
according to severity and other criteria: Variola discreta and Variola confluens, then, were 
not the same disease, as they had different symptoms. But they were closely related. 
Jenner, likewise, could argue that Variola and Vaccinia were close enough to modulate 
into one another in different hosts. an ontological purist could attack this: they had 
different hosts, different rashes (the exanthem), and different outcomes. But a drift of 
one seemingly distinct fever into another was not unknown: the constitution of the year 
might modulate this year’s common fever, acute Synocha, into next year’s low nervous 
typhus. They did have different symptoms, but they had a family relationship: both of 
them belonged to Class i, Pyrexiae; Order i, Febres; type ii, Continuae: Synocha, Synochus 
and Typhus. Ontology on this model was not as sharp-edged as it was later to become 
a century later with bacteriological specificity, matching species of infecting organism 
with species of disease as tightly as the Berlin bacteriologists hoped. Clinicians were 
prepared to see new relationships, intermediate forms and subtle modulations. They 
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knew how difficult it was to tell one disease from another. as rusnock demonstrates, 
it was only after the experiments of rural physicians like Jenner were repeated on tens 
of thousands of patients in urban smallpox hospitals, that delineation of types could be 
undertaken and discrete categories of immune responses quantified. 

The shift from the naturalist’s description of vaccination to a more quantitative and 
categorical approach created unexpected problems. more data did not result in ever 
more precise demonstration of immunity, and the theoretical premises that supported 
vaccination were not easily jettisoned. Keelan shows that, as the nineteenth century 
progressed, a series of practical and technical problems surrounding the quality of 
circulating vaccine led physicians and vaccine manufacturers to revisit the theoretical 
premises of Jenner’s experimental system. Vaccination data were difficult to interpret: 
the disease itself was highly variable and the risks of getting it varied, too. and then there 
were risks associated with vaccination itself. technical problems with both vaccine and 
vaccination remained unsolved. an active anti-vaccination movement led by medical 
men drew on the same data as the pro-vaccinators, but the two groups came to opposite 
conclusions: acceptance of the efficacy of vaccination required acceptance of a theory 
as well as an empirical practice. The attempt to enforce compulsory vaccination in late-
ninteenth-century montreal brought the political element in all this into the open, 
highlighting the inter-relatedness of the political, theoretical and clinical reasoning 
involved in government universal vaccination schemes.

Part II. The Conundrum of Allergy

mark Jackson’s paper perfectly fulfilled our editorial hopes that participants would 
investigate the clinical roots of immunology and its more craft-based aspects. as a group, 
the allergists never lost touch with their patient-base. as in much early immunological 
research, the primary object of study in early allergy work was the antidiphtheria serum 
and its behaviour in clinic and laboratory. The austrian paediatrician, Clemens von 
Pirquet, began with a laboratory exercise tracking the curve of the antigen-antibody 
reaction, but, always a clinician, his analysis of ‘serum sickness’ (a reaction following 
the use of the antidiphtheria serum) provided him with a model explanation for the 
symptoms of childhood infectious disease. although later workers used Pirquet’s word 
‘allergy’, its specific meaning and application was unclear and even controversial. a 
London group took their cue from Sir almroth Wright of St mary’s Hospital Vaccination 
Department, and built up a clinical department that treated allergic patients by 
immunizing or desensitizing them with the pollens that set off their symptoms, very 
much as Wright had done with his personal vaccination programme for chronic diseases 
like acne. Like Wright, they worked closely with a manufacturer, and preferred to rely 
on a patient’s individual feeling of relief or otherwise than upon statistical analyses of 
signs to support their claims. The patients themselves had considerable influence on 
their treatment and how it was administered; they were people with a certain class 
confidence, it seems. interestingly, as Jackson points out, doctor-patient relationships 
were fragile and probably did not survive the uniformity of treatment under the national 
Health Service in 1947. 

The nineteenth-century american allergists in Carla Keirns’s paper have a different 
background, but an equally close link with their patients. Like the allergy sufferers of 
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St mary’s, the patients tended to be upper class, or at least well enough off to go to a 
more healthful climate in hay-fever season, and to thereby control their own treatment. 
The uS Hay-fever association, founded in 1874, was a group of patient-collaborators, 
some of them doctors, who, like those in a traveller’s club, used their members’ feedback 
each year to map out safe destinations. The patients’ support society of the early years 
was replaced after World War i with two regional groups. in the west, the group formed 
the Society for the Study of Hay fever, asthma and allergy, and in the east, the Society 
for the Study of asthma and allied Conditions; in 1973, they amalgamated to form the 
american academy of allergy. Though these were professional groups, it is noteworthy 
that some of the leading professionals were also sufferers: as merrill Chase of the 
rockefeller institute remembered, founder robert Cooke had asthma attacks triggered 
by cows and horses, and arthur Coca suffered from migraine and a number of food 
allergies.20 interestingly, as in St mary’s, the same connexion with commercial drug 
firms appears: desensitising doses had to be prepared in bulk and marketed. The need 
to standardize the making of vaccines on a large scale required the help of a commercial 
laboratory. Coca was to become medical director at Lederle Laboratories, which was 
marketing sets of allergens for skin testing and desensitizing. analogies between pollen 
and bacteria as a model of disease causation kept the allergists attached to main-stream 
immunology, in spite of their somewhat marginal status.

Part III. some Tools of the Trade

The two decades that intervened between the first two World Wars has long been 
recognized by historians as the point at which many scientific fields began to assume 
their now-characteristic, large-scale organizational structure.21 Systematic funding from 
industry and the public purse, widespread media coverage of discoveries, large and even 
international groups working on projects boasting an extensive integration of support 
staff, engineers and researchers were beginning to come together, and, more often than 
not, they converged around a large and expensive instrument. This same period also 
featured one of the most devastating pandemics since the rise of a new public health 
grounded in bacteriological research. The chapters in Part iii examine the different ways 
in which British, french and german investigators responded to these developments.

The guiding paradigm of research into immunity, with its central act in the antigen-
antibody reaction, or toxin-antitoxin neutralization, was by this time familiar to everyone 
in the field. michael Bresalier’s paper underlines again the pervasiveness of this view, 
while at the same time emphasizing the way in which it achieved a more public profile as 
the key mechanism in the ‘device’ needed to understand viral epidemics. Virus research 
at the British medical research Council’s Hampstead Laboratory was pushed along by 
the recurring epidemics of flu with their very high mortality that followed World War 
i. although the discipline of virology began to appear in the 1930s, its methodology 
depended largely on the practical lines laid down in the bacteriological laboratory of 
the last decades of the nineteenth century: it called for a suitable experimental animal, 
a key tool for any bacteriological project, that would show symptoms of the disease 
and produce a specific antibody, leading to a neutralisation or a bactericidal effect. The 
new susceptible animal turned out to be the ferret, through which cultures could be 
made and experimental transmission of the disease worked out. it seems that laboratory 
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practice was so well entrenched in standard operating procedures or SOPs that it did 
not need explicit discussion. fifty years into its history, bacteriology was strong enough 
by now to continue with or without bacteria. But this could not have happened without 
the concept of immunity, which, through its employ by the mrC as a modernizing 
device that translated laboratory practices into clinical effects, definitively established 
flu as a viral disease in the public mind. 

immunity was fast becoming visible in other ways, and Kenton Kroker’s study 
unveils how laboratory investigations into the cause of a deeply symbolic viral disease 
were depicted at the Pasteur institute during the 1920s. Viruses were then defined 
as invisible entities, as they passed through porcelain filters which embodied the 
very limits of light microscopes at the time. But, given the rhetorical power of the 
‘immunological devices’ described by Bresalier, other visual strategies lent themselves 
to the imagination of Constantin Levaditi, to powerful ontological effect. Levaditi’s 
work on epidemic encephalitis, a neurological disease with an extremely loose and ill-
defined collection of symptoms, made a virtue out of necessity. Viruses could only be 
identified by a combination of their behaviour as filter-passers and through their effects, 
which included a specific histo-pathology, and a specific immunity. So Levaditi crafted 
a complete visual, iconographic system that depicted and defined a group of neurotropic 
viruses as a function of time and tissue, rather than morphological space. Where others, 
such as Simon flexner of the rockefeller institute, had failed in their efforts to capture 
the virus of epidemic encephalitis, Levaditi had used immunity and its cellular effects to 
change the very rules of the game of capturing viruses, in time, or in space.

anyone examining the history of the Pasteur institute will find plenty of connexions 
between laboratory and clinic. in fact, the institute between the wars was a scene so 
clinic-based that it was once labelled ‘low-grade artisanal practice’, a sign of the relative 
backwardness of french medicine, waiting for the cleansing effect of the afflux of uS-
based biomedicine that came after World War ii.22 new, more scientific methods swept 
away the colloidal point of view that had characterized the thought of pasteuriens, 
along with the old french vitalistic emphasis on the clinic rather than the laboratory. 
But, as Löwy argues in her chapter, colloid chemistry as the chemistry of life forms is 
both reductionist (as physical chemistry) and holistic or vitalistic (as an explanation 
of clinically manifested disturbances of the body). and in france, in particular, this 
particular form of conceptualizing immunity in terms of colloids, cellular reactions, and 
anaphylactic effects, characterized here as the ‘anaphylactic episode’ in french medicine, 
effectively bridged the very public innovations of the Pasteur institute with the more 
majestic heritage of the clinical tradition. While the tendency has been to deride this 
episode as the last gasp of holism in the face of the triumph of reductionist biomedicine, 
Löwy cautions against such simplistic dualisms. She instead argues that this period 
reveals the enormous difficulties in transplanting immunological knowledge into the 
clinical domain, suggesting, perhaps, that if we look closely, the divide between the 
clinical practice of the 1930s and the early twenty-first century becomes more apparent 
than real.

The uncanny ability of pasteuriens to philosophize by other means finds its limits in 
Pauline mazumdar’s story of the standardization of serotherapy. no less than cherished 
holistic precepts, vaccines and their assays were dependent on the cellular tradition of 
the Pasteur institute, and on the choice of colloidal precipitation rather than bio-assay 
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as a standardization system. Paris’s cells, colloids and vaccines, as mazumdar brings 
out in her contribution, formed a disputed frontier with those trained in the german 
tradition of serological standardizing by the frankfurt toxin neutralization method of 
bio-assay with its many guinea pigs. This was more than a mere technical problem of the 
standardization of dosage for the serotherapy of diphtheria or tetanus: with the recent 
conclusion of hostilities and an aspiring international governing body, political elements 
were also at work. But it seems that the Pasteur institute’s ‘artisanal’ vaccine producers 
had a longer future ahead of them than the laboratory-based serologists of the League of 
nations Standardisation Commission. in practice, prevention trumped cure, and craft 
defied regulation. The standardization of substances designed to create immunity in 
diphtheria, tetanus and dysentery ultimately followed very different trajectories.

Part IV. Insiders, Immunity, and Identity after World War II

The final part of our collection begins with angela Creager’s paper on radioimmunoassay. 
Her story dates to the end of World War ii, when excess military production of radio-
isotopes was promoted for use in civilian society, beginning in the ‘insider’ military 
hospitals of the Veteran’s administration. The technique was one of the outgrowths of 
the in vitro colloidal precipitation tests of the twenties and thirties, such as the Kahn test 
for syphilis.23 The new version, where one of the components of the antigen-antibody 
reaction was labelled with a radioisotope or in some cases with a fluorescent dye, was 
more sensitive, and more quantitative, than the old guesstimates of flocculation in tubes 
held up to the light. its first clinical success came with the detection of anti-insulin 
antibodies in diabetics: the antibodies were directed at the foreign insulin, not to their 
own pancreatic product. The situation mirrored the development of serum sickness 
in patients who had been given horse antidiphtheria serum in the first decades of the 
century. By 1975, notes Creager, more than 4,000 hospital diagnostic laboratories were 
using radioimmunoassays. in the 1980s, commercially available kits took advantage 
of the new monoclonal antibodies whose ‘exquisite specificity’, in Cambrosio and 
Keating’s phrase, still further enhanced the sensitivity of the method.24 We now rely 
upon radioimmunoassay for diagnostic tests to detect a long list of substances of clinical 
importance; it is ironic that the methodology was built upon the colloid precipitation 
tests that were regarded as so subversive in the interwar period.

With our next essay, we let go of the simple serological antigen-antibody reaction, and 
enter the period of the dictatorship of the lymphocyte, as the Soviet immunologist rem 
Petrov called it.25 Like the phenomena of allergy and anaphylaxis, pregnancy has long 
presented a challenge to the essential antagonism between self and nonself presupposed 
by most immunological theory. This model conformed well to the experience it was 
originally devised to explain; namely, falling ill from infectious disease. yet such a model 
all but precluded an immunological analysis of reproduction, an activity of considerable 
importance to the species. in fact, the question of the nature of maternal immunity 
during pregnancy seems to have eluded immunology’s founding fathers entirely, even 
as they worked around problems of reproduction: Ehrlich, for example, made an 
immunological analysis of mother’s milk while metchnikoff focused on invertebrates 
and the ontogeny of immune cells.
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During the 1950s, the graft or transplant, with its foreign histocompatibility antigens 
activating the cellular defences of the recipient, came into its own as an explanatory 
device. Even as he cautioned against exaggerating the usefulness of pathologies in 
pregnancy for understanding immunological intolerance in the early 1950s, Peter 
medawar usually cast the foetus as a graft or transplant, raising maternal reactions 
generally seen as defensive.26 During the 1960s and early ’70s, the foetus and mother 
became indelibly stamped as foreign organ and host, or, as two of medawar’s colleagues 
baldly stated, ‘nature’s carefully coordinated preparation of her grafts and the “beds” 
intended to receive them’.27

moira Howes, a feminist philosopher, takes on this ideologically loaded problem. 
is the foetus a foreign body within the mother, or is it her own body – a body part, in 
fact? in this case, she feels the self/not-self paradigm of graft rejection has constrained 
research by subconsciously guiding experimental practice in the clinical field of the 
investigation of infertility. She proposes a new model: the foetus is neither a transplant 
nor a body part, but something in between. She posits a less sharply-defined immune 
self, using pregnancy as its model relationship, rather than relegating pregnancy to the 
realm of the pathological exception which has to be explained, somehow. ‘Pregnancy’, 
she says, ‘points to selfhood as it really is, nebulous, but self-sufficient’. it is possible 
for a model to persist in laboratory practice even when it has been questioned or even 
discredited. Polly matzinger suggests that instead of self/non-self, we might try the 
‘danger signal’, which is close to Barbara Katz rothman’s body-part model.28 if the 
foetus emits no danger signal, the mother’s immune system is not activated; attention 
is focussed on protection and maintenance, as it would be if the foetus actually were a 
body part. This seems better, but it is still not enough, argues Howes, to account for the 
positive protective effect of the mother’s immunological involvement in the pregnancy.

The advent of fertility clinics in the last decades of the past century changed the 
situation very little. as Howes observes, even those theoretical assumptions that have 
been nominally overturned can become embedded in practice. Despite the resolute focus 
on ‘women’s health’ that must obviously be maintained by such clinics, they nonetheless 
persisted in characterizing maternal contributions to immunological function during 
pregnancy as pathological or passive 

as the resident or embedded historian of the uS national institutes of Health, 
Victoria Harden offers an insider’s access to some unique sources, collections and 
contacts. Her interviews with the makers of aiDS research in the eighties have an 
intimacy that makes her more like a primary source: she was actually there at the time. 
in her paper, the lymphocyte is no longer a dictator: by 1984, it had become the helpless 
victim of the aiDS virus. 

By the early eighties, when aiDS appeared on the scene, new tools were available 
to immunologists. monoclonal antibodies had enabled the seemingly identical swarm 
of lymphocytes to be divided again and again, into several different antigenic families, 
many with well-defined functions, co-ordinated by the lymphokines. new instruments 
based on flow cytometry used antibody tagged with fluorescent dyes to activate cell 
counters; antigenically distinct cells were now easier to distinguish, and many new 
antigenic subgroups were defined. in 1975, the fluorescence activated Cell Sorter came 
on the market, allowing the operator to collect segregated populations of different cells. 
as Keating and Cambrosio have detailed at length, though both fluorescence tagging 
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and automated particle counting dated back to the sixties, the new machines utilizing 
the sharper specificity provided by monoclonal antibodies took differentiation between 
cells to a different level, and provided a new platform from which to work.29 The cell 
populations were created, as it were, by the machines, which then became the key to 
aiDS investigations, both for research and for clinical assessment of patients. instead of 
the immunologists struggling to grasp the fact of different populations of lymphocytes 
(as one of us well remembers from 1968), the man-in-the street could now be heard 
enquiring about the health of a friend’s CD4 count. in 1981, the national institutes of 
Health’s national Cancer institute (nCi) acquired a cell sorter. aiDS, explains Harden, 
did not fit neatly into the niH structure. it just happened that the national Cancer 
institute had the money to pursue this particular avenue of research.

The practical significance of low cell counts produced by the machines is evident 
in the terrible case histories of multiply-infected patients: one man had Pneumocystis 
carinii pneumonia, cytomegalovirus, Herpes simplex, candidiasis, and mycobacterium 
avium tuberculosis. He could neither make immune globulin nor respond to a tuberculin 
skin test, even though he had tuberculosis. But a pilot study by the nCi found that 
CD4 and CD8 cells were often low even in asymptomatic patients, if they were gay. 
The unknown infectious agent that triggered all this had to be something that attacked 
t-lymphocytes. as in Levaditi’s research on Encepalitis lethargica, and the flu virus 
research of the thirties, the cause was invisible, but the effects were profound.

Harden feels that the understanding of the t-cell defect depended wholly on the 
growth of molecular immunology. in terms of the intracellular pathway of the retro-
virus, that is clearly true. But, as richard Krause, the Director of the national institute 
of allergy and infectious Disease from 1975–84, is quoted by Harden as saying: 

The principles for identifying sexual transmission of a disease were in place … We would 
have used cruder immunological techniques to make a diagnosis. a 1950s serological 
test would have been more primitive, but i think we would have come up with 
something …

in contrast, anthony fauci, Director since 1984, emphasized to Harden how molecular 
thinking had made older models of disease seem helpless: ‘i think we would not have 
had a clue’, he concludes.

Christopher rutty’s essay is based on archives that are generally inaccessible. Like 
Harden, he is an embedded historian in his institution, and they share a similar kind of 
intimacy with their material. as he says, it is very unusual for anyone to be given access 
to a manufacturer’s archives, if in fact any archival material has actually been kept. rutty 
deals with the practical issues of smallpox vaccine production between 1917 and 1980, 
testifying to the legacy of the technical problems that had bedevilled Keelan’s montreal 
vaccinators twenty years earlier. The continuity of problems is unmistakable. He writes 
of the day to day concerns: the bulk production of consistently efficacious vaccine, the 
sterility problem, the packaging, and the need to conform to all possible standards – 
Canadian, american and those of the World Health Organization as it struggled with 
its smallpox eradication campaign.

* * * * *
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These papers share a point of view: the history they reveal is a working history. 
immunity has an active presence in many different fields, and involves clinicians, patients, 
instruments, techniques, and manufacturers negotiating with each other and with the 
laboratory. Theories and paradigms are a questioning presence in the background, but 
the real action appears to be elsewhere.
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chapter two

making Sense of Vaccination c. 1800
andrea rusnock

at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the triumph of vaccination seems self-
evident and secure. Vaccination is responsible for the elimination of naturally occurring 
smallpox. its principle has been adapted to the control of many other diseases and has 
contributed significantly to the development of the field of immunology. two hundred 
years ago, the success of vaccination, of course, was not at all certain. in 1798, when 
Edward Jenner published An Inquiry into the Causes and Effects of the Variolae Vaccinae, 
his contemporaries struggled to make sense of his discovery and his success depended 
on his ability to convince other physicians to adopt vaccination.

for historians, this process of understanding, of making sense of Jenner’s Inquiry, 
means placing vaccination within the medical practices and theories of the time and 
showing how these framed the early evaluation and interpretation of Jenner’s results. With 
respect to practice, most of the physicians interested in testing the efficacy of Jenner’s 
vaccine and its reported advantages over inoculation turned to the hospitals and clinics 
that opened in the last half of the eighteenth century. These relatively new institutions 
provided opportunities to conduct systematic trials. in terms of theory, Jenner and his 
contemporaries approached vaccination through natural history, not immunology, a 
field that did not develop until the late nineteenth century. Jenner wanted the readers 
of his Inquiry and prospective vaccinators to focus on the classification and description 
of cowpox and its relation to smallpox. These were the arguments Jenner used to make 
sense of vaccination, and they are the focus of this essay.

Practice

The basic outlines of the story of Jenner and vaccination are well known. Early in his 
career as a country practitioner, Jenner noted that individuals who had suffered a bout 
of cowpox seemed to be safe from smallpox. in 1796, he deliberately infected a boy, 
James Phipps, with cowpox taken from an infected milkmaid, and then later inoculated 
Phipps with smallpox to no effect. Jenner wrote up the trial and sent the announcement 
of his discovery to the royal Society, who politely declined to publish it for lack of 
evidence. Jenner then diligently compiled 23 case histories, added an introduction 
discussing the origins of cowpox, and privately published his Inquiry, thus launching a 
revolution in medicine.

Jenner, as historians are wont to point out, was not so much the discoverer of 
vaccination as the person most responsible for introducing the technique.1 Others, such 
as the Dorset farmer Benjamin Jesty, had tried inoculating cowpox against smallpox, but 
they had not substantially changed medical practice. The reason was straightforward: 
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through much of the eighteenth century there already existed a very successful medical 
technique for providing immunity to smallpox, namely, inoculation. The introduction 
of vaccination was thus a process of replacing an already accepted technique with an 
unproved one. inoculation versus vaccination: this was the debate, and winning this 
debate was Jenner’s objective.

in the 1790s, it was generally accepted that inoculation worked and it was widely 
practiced among the general population. in the 1720s, the decade during which 
inoculation was introduced in England, an extended controversy over the morality 
and mortality of the practice had been resolved in favor of inoculation. This context is 
crucial in several respects. first, the basic idea behind inoculation was accepted: a healthy 
individual was deliberately infected to provoke a usually mild case of smallpox, which 
exempted that individual from a subsequent attack of more virulent natural smallpox. 
Second, the method of inoculating by taking pox matter and inserting it in the skin, 
had become routine. Third, the widespread adoption of inoculation encouraged some 
individuals, most notably the physician and fellow of the royal Society John Haygarth, 
to envision a world without smallpox.2 That is, the successful practice of inoculation 
informed contemporary views about humans’ ability to control and prevent disease. By 
1800, inoculation had contributed to a significant shift in mentality regarding the scope 
of preventive medicine.

Equally important, inoculation framed the early reception of vaccination in terms 
of how it would be evaluated. Participants in the early debates about inoculation had 
introduced two new methods to evaluate its safety and efficacy:

1. Observation of individual cases including deliberate human experimentation
2. Statistical comparison of inoculated and non-inoculated populations

The most famous example of the first method was the experiment conducted under 
the patronage of the Princess of Wales. in 1721, six prisoners from newgate prison in 
London were inoculated. all but one prisoner recovered from a mild case of smallpox, 
and the exception, who was later discovered to have already had smallpox, had no reaction 
at all. all were set free.3 The second method was developed by James Jurin, physician 
and secretary to the royal Society, during the 1720s. Jurin’s numerical comparison of 
the mortality of inoculated and natural smallpox stands as the first example of medical 
statistics.4 taken together, these new evaluative methods convinced some physicians, 
natural philosophers, and the public that inoculation worked.

in their early evaluations of vaccination, Jenner and his contemporaries pursued the 
same methods. in his Inquiry, Jenner followed the first method through his presentation 
of 23 case histories of patients who either contracted the cowpox naturally or who were 
deliberately vaccinated with cowpox. These case histories were drawn from several 
years’ practice in different locations. many patients were subsequently exposed to 
natural smallpox or inoculated with smallpox. it is important to stress that Jenner’s 
contemporaries did not consider the inoculation of an already vaccinated individual 
as unethical. On the contrary, inoculation was the accepted practice. There were no 
ethical barriers to testing the efficacy of vaccination by observing whether the vaccinated 
patient reacted to smallpox inoculation.
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Jenner’s use of case histories to prove the efficacy and safety of vaccination drew upon 
an established tradition within medicine and spoke to the importance of practice to the 
creation of new medical knowledge. information about inoculation and vaccination 
was collected at patients’ bedsides, not at laboratory benches. Case histories allowed 
physicians to note the specific nuances and idiosyncrasies of each patient and, at the same 
time, describe and characterize the typical course of a disease and its usual treatments.

Jenner was not a statistical thinker. although he numbered his case histories, he 
did not tabulate or quantify the results of his cases. instead, he compiled one case 
history after another. The effect was cumulative, not additive. He noted the peculiar 
characteristics or features of specific cases and discussed how these features might aid 
in the general understanding of vaccination. So, for example, Case iX, William Smith, 
illustrated for Jenner the possibility that an individual could contract cowpox more than 
once, a fact that made cowpox different from smallpox.5

Some early reviewers of Jenner’s pamphlet were uncomfortable with the quantity of 
evidence he presented. george Pearson, physician to St george’s Hospital in London 
and a chemist who translated antoine Lavoisier’s Nomenclature Chimique, was one of 
the first London physicians to try Jenner’s vaccination. nonetheless, Pearson charged 
that ‘the testimony of a single observer, however experienced, and worthy to be 
credited … is insufficient for procuring such facts a general acceptance’.6 in order to 
boost Jenner’s credibility, Pearson supposed that Jenner’s published case histories were 
‘selected for illustration’, and that ‘several hundred instances must have fallen under 
his own observation’.7 after thus reassuring himself, Pearson devoted the remainder 
of his pamphlet to evidence in support of vaccination from his own practice and from 
correspondence with other physicians. for Pearson, large numbers of trials made by 
several physicians were necessary for demonstration.

Jenner’s use of case histories was in part a product of his country practice. He 
attended individual patients in their homes. Pearson and other early vaccinators worked 
in cities. They carried out their trials in hospitals or clinics. indeed, hospitals were a key 
medical innovation in the late eighteenth century, and increasingly, physicians gained 
their reputations through hospital appointments.8 The origins of hospital medicine have 
been traditionally located in Paris during the french revolution.9 recently, the historian 
Othmar Keel has done careful studies to show how this picture needs substantial revision. 
His work shows that hospital medicine emerged in many European countries, including 
great Britain, during the second half of the eighteenth century due to a variety of 
socio-political and institutional factors, including demographic changes, increased 
state involvement in public health, and humanitarianism. The new hospital medicine 
helped to merge surgery and medicine, to create new understandings of disease based 
on pathological anatomy rather than humoral imbalance, and to medicalize institutions 
of social control.10

most scholarship on hospital medicine has focused on the development of 
pathological anatomy, but hospitals also functioned as places to evaluate medical 
practices. The Swiss physician-historian ulrich tröhler, for example, has discussed the 
evaluation of various preventives and therapies at British military hospitals during the 
second half of the eighteenth century. tröhler places his analysis within the context 
of the history of medical statistics and evidence-based medicine, and he explains 
how empirical evaluation became acceptable within mainstream medicine. ‘Bacon’s 
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distinction between “ordinary experience” and “ordered experience”’, tröhler concludes, 
‘started to be applied in medicine’ in the late eighteenth century.11

Similarly, andreas-Holger maehle has explored the more ordered approach to 
therapeutics that began to emerge both inside and outside of hospitals in the eighteenth 
century. in his study of lithrontroptics, opium, and Peruvian bark, maehle shows that 
the ‘case history approach’ predominated. reports of individual cases were published to 
evaluate the effects and benefits of various medicines:

There was a conscious tendency in the course of the eighteenth century to increase the 
numbers of case reports concerning a particular therapeutic issue, such as mrs Stephens’s 
medicines against bladder stones or Peruvian bark in “gangrene”, in order to obtain more 
reliable overall results. towards the end of the century, the numbers and ratios of “cures”, 
relapses, or deaths after different treatments were sometimes retrospectively compared 
with each other … in this way the occasional trying out of medicines in individual 
patients was gradually transformed into actual therapeutic trials.12

The evaluation of smallpox vaccination partook of both old and new approaches. 
Jenner collected case histories and compiled them into his Inquiry. His supporters 
evaluated vaccination in London, Paris, Vienna, and Boston hospitals, the new places 
for trials or ordered experiences. These hospital trials were initially small in size, typically 
including fewer than twenty persons and were the same in procedure. individuals were 
vaccinated, and were then inoculated with smallpox to test the vaccine’s success, which 
was defined as immunity against smallpox. if the patient did not react to the inoculation 
or had only a mild reaction, the vaccination was deemed successful.

in England, among the first physicians to test Jenner’s vaccine was William 
Woodville, author of an extensive history of inoculation in great Britain and director of 
the London Smallpox and inoculation Hospitals, established in 1747. in January 1799, 
Woodville vaccinated six patients at the Smallpox Hospital with lymph taken from 
an infected cow housed in a dairy in gray’s inn Lane. He kept detailed records of the 
symptoms exhibited by each patient. after this small clinical trial, Woodville carried 
out over 500 vaccinations on patients at the London Smallpox Hospital. many of these 
individuals were also later inoculated with smallpox to no effect, a demonstration of 
their immunity to smallpox. Woodville published the results in may 1799.13

in austria, Johann Peter frank conducted a public vaccination trial at his clinic 
in Vienna on 1 September 1801. Thirteen children were vaccinated with cowpox; they 
were subsequently inoculated with smallpox with no reaction. following this trial, 
vaccination was officially recommended.14 in Boston, under the supervision of the 
physician Benjamin Waterhouse, 19 boys were vaccinated in august 1802 at a newly 
built hospital on noddles island near the Long Wharf. in november, the boys were 
inoculated with no reaction. two unvaccinated boys were inoculated at the same time 
and both came down with smallpox, thus demonstrating that the inoculated matter was 
active. a broadside was published announcing the success of Waterhouse’s trial.15

much broader trials were conducted in france. The Comité Central de Vaccine, 
established in 1800, was granted permission by Lucien Bonaparte, minister of the 
interior, to test vaccination on foundlings. an initial trial occurred at the Hôpital 
de la Pitié in June 1800. The vaccine, however, produced bad reactions and the trial 
was discontinued. Woodville then traveled to france with a fresh supply of cowpox. 
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a vaccination hospital was set up near the Hôtel de Ville and numerous vaccinations 
were performed. These trials were more successful and were carefully detailed in 
the Committee report published in 1803. This report endorsed vaccination and free 
vaccination clinics were soon established throughout france. 16

as these examples illustrate, the emergence of hospital medicine strongly shaped the 
early assessments of vaccination. Certainly the extensive trials conducted on foundlings 
in Paris would have been impossible outside a clinical setting. in addition to housing 
many patients, hospitals facilitated the collection of medical statistics.17 numerical 
evaluations of vaccination took place in the first years of the nineteenth century. in 
response to a smallpox epidemic in 1806, King george iii and Parliament asked the 
royal College of Surgeons their opinion on vaccination. The College had compiled 
statistics for 164,381 vaccinations. Only fifty-six patients had contracted smallpox, and 
just three had died.18 Likewise, the Comité Central de Vaccine collected information 
on the number of vaccinations performed throughout france and their results. These 
data were analysed by the mathematician and economist E.E. DuVillard who published 
a pamphlet in 1806 that examined smallpox mortality and the potential effects of 
vaccination on population and longevity.19 His analysis showed the devastating impact 
of smallpox mortality and the considerable benefits brought by vaccination.

all of these ways to make sense of vaccination were emphatically empirical – that is, 
inoculation and vaccination were legitimated through successful practice. trials, carried 
out in the countryside or the urban hospital, coupled with quantitative analyses of large 
numbers of cases furnished proof that vaccination was safe and effective. Thus Jenner 
and his contemporaries found means to measure immunity and to demonstrate that 
vaccination worked. But why did it work?

Theory

The historian and physician anne marie moulin has examined what she calls ‘the 
paradox of immunization without immunology’. inoculation, vaccination, and Pasteur’s 
rabies vaccine were all developed without any ‘theoretical advances in the understanding 
of immunity’.20 The immunologist and historian arthur Silverstein also points to ‘the 
surprising absence of any hint of speculation in Jenner’s writing on what he thought 
was the mechanism of vaccination in providing immunity to smallpox’.21 and many 
textbook histories of immunology state that theories of immunity developed only after 
the emergence of germ theory in the late nineteenth century. in general, empirical 
demonstrations of the efficacy of vaccines took precedence over theoretical accounts of 
how they worked in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

as moulin and Silverstein have shown, the idea of acquired immunity existed 
before the emergence of immunology as a field. The term immunity comes from the 
Latin immunitas, which referred to a legal exemption from service.22 it was sporadically 
applied to disease beginning in the middle ages and became widely used as vaccination 
was adopted in the early nineteenth century. Quite literally, immunity in the early 
nineteenth century meant exemption from smallpox. The question to be explained was 
how did one become exempt?

Explaining why inoculation worked was in one sense quite straightforward. it was 
common knowledge that individuals who had recovered from a natural case of smallpox 
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were exempt from future attacks. This was so widely accepted that few undertook to 
explain the fact. instead, writers addressed the question of whether inoculated smallpox 
was simply a milder version of natural smallpox. if inoculated and natural smallpox were 
the same disease, then there was no question of the practice producing immunity. Thus, 
Thomas nettleton, one of the first inoculators to practice outside of London, wrote in 
1722:

in short, as this Distemper [inoculated smallpox] is raised by an ingraftment from the 
Small Pox, as it has the very same appearance, and as it is capable of producing the same 
by infection, there seems to be no room to doubt of its being the true and genuine Small 
Pox. and if that be allowed, it will follow from thence, as a Corollary, that Those, who have 
been inoculated, are in no more Danger of receiving the Distemper again, than Those who 
have had it in the ordinary Way.23

in an earlier letter, nettleton had observed that ‘we have not yet found, that ever any 
had the Distemper twice; neither is there any reason to suppose it possible, there being 
no difference that can be observed betwixt the natural and artificial Sort, (if we may be 
allow’d to call them so) but only that in the latter the Pustules are commonly fewer in 
number, and all the rest of the Symptoms are in the same proportion favourable’.24

Providing a reason for why inoculated smallpox was milder than natural smallpox 
was more difficult. One attempt came not from a physician, but from a Boston minister, 
Cotton mather, who was an early and fervent supporter of inoculation. mather argued 
that the method of infection was of critical importance. inhaling smallpox miasma 
brought it immediately to the lungs and heart, while inoculation through the skin only 
affected the periphery of the body. This could explain the difference in the severity of 
the two types of smallpox. But mather was careful to remark that inoculated smallpox 
nonetheless entered the body in sufficient force to make it invulnerable to future 
infection. The inoculated smallpox takes, consumes, or devours whatever makes the 
body susceptible to natural smallpox. ‘The Enemy, ‘tis true, gets in so far, as to make 
some Spoil’, mather explained, ‘even so much as to satisfy him, and leave no prey in the 
Body of the Patient, for him ever afterwards to seize upon’.25 mather’s explanation has 
been referred to as the depletion theory of immunity.26

The case for how inoculation produced acquired immunity, then, hinged on the idea 
that inoculated and natural smallpox were the same disease and that once seized with 
either type, the human body would be forever exempt from future attacks. Vaccination, 
it would seem, provided a formidable challenge to this explanation for acquired 
immunity. How could cowpox provide safety against smallpox? Were they variations of 
the same disease or distinct diseases?

This issue came at a time when the very idea of disease was in flux. By the end of 
the eighteenth century, physiological views of disease as an imbalance within the body 
had largely been displaced by ideas about contagion and disease specificity. inoculation 
had helped strengthen these new concepts of disease, as had the eighteenth-century 
preoccupation with classification in general, epitomized in Linnaeus’ new system of 
plant classification. Borrowing from Linnaeus, physicians such as William Cullen and 
françois Boissier de Sauvages created influential nosologies: hierarchically arranged 
taxonomies of diseases based on their symptoms.27 Each disease was considered a 
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distinct species. in Cullen’s system, for example, smallpox appeared in the first Class 
of Diseases (Pyrexia), Order 3 (Exanthemata), and genus 28 (Variola). genus 29 was 
‘Varicella’ or chickenpox. Cullen distinguished two species of Variola, ‘Variola discreta’ 
and ‘Variola confluens’, based on the appearance of the pocks and the duration of the 
fever. Cullen thus sought to record and order distinct disease species based on their 
symptomology.28

Jenner worked within this nosological framework, and one of his goals was to show 
how cowpox and smallpox were varieties of the same disease. Jenner’s approach to 
natural history, however, was somewhat different than Cullen’s.29 instead of focusing 
solely on disease symptoms, Jenner examined a much broader range of characteristics, 
including where the disease could be found, who was most likely to contract it, and 
how the disease might change, depending on its environment. This tradition of natural 
history co-existed with the more narrowly defined classificatory enterprises represented 
by Linnaeus and Cullen.30 Jenner’s rural practice in gloucestershire strongly shaped his 
approach to disease.

in his Inquiry, Jenner speculated that smallpox and cowpox were modified forms 
of horsepox, or what he called grease.31 in evidence, he noted the incidence of cowpox 
depended on the gendered division of farm labor. ‘if the Cowpox be unknown in the 
Country in which you dwell’, Jenner wrote to Jean de Carro, a genevan physician who 
later became one of the leading vaccinators outside of England,

i should presume that men Servants, who are employ’d among Horses, are not employ’d 
in milking Cows. in ireland, & in Scotland, where the men Servants do no milk, the 
disease is also unknown.32

Cowpox only flourished in areas where farmhands worked with both cows and 
horses. Direct transmission of cowpox from cow to cow had not been observed by Jenner; 
cowpox was the result of infection from a horse through human hands. The origin of 
cowpox was horsepox and in this sense they were varieties of the same disease.

Later in this same letter, Jenner discussed the link between cowpox and smallpox. 
The immediate context for his comments was the trials carried out by Woodville at 
the London Smallpox Hospital. many patients who had been vaccinated by Woodville 
had generalized eruptions characteristic of smallpox. Jenner maintained that cowpox 
inoculation did not produce pustules all over the body, only at the site of vaccination, and 
he sought to explain at length the discrepancy between his and Woodville’s experience:

after reading my Publication and observing my assertion that the Cowpox does not 
produce Pustules, you may probably ere now have been much surpris’d at finding that 
they appear’d in considerable abundance among the Patients, inoculated with the virus 
taken from a Cow, at the Smallpox Hospital in London. However i presume this surprise 
will cease when you are inform’d that on the 5th day after the Cowpox virus had been 
inserted into one arm, the variolous virus was inserted into the other, in those whose 
eruptions resembled those of smallpox; & thus, in my opinion, the two diseases became 
blended. The Pustules, as the disease made its progress from one Patient to another 
soon began to decrease in number, and now they are become quite extinct, the matter 
producing appearances exactly similar to that newly taken from the Pock on the nipple 
of the Cow. How extremely curious & singular is this fact! Does it not almost tell us that 
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the Cowpox is the original disease, the Smallpox a Variety & being the weaker is driven 
off by the stronger? Or is the latter assimilated by the former?33

as in the case of horsepox and cowpox, Jenner speculated that smallpox was the 
human variety of the same disease. By maintaining a common identity among horsepox, 
cowpox, and smallpox, Jenner forged a connection to earlier explanations for how 
inoculation worked.34 if these diseases were merely varieties of the same species, then it 
was clear how cowpox would make a person exempt from a future attack of smallpox.

The other approach Jenner used to identify disease was to examine the origin and 
course of disease. in his pamphlet, Jenner raised the issue of what happens to a disease 
when it passes through different hosts: horses, cows, and humans. Some of Jenner’s 
contemporaries were hesitant to accept his ideas. C.r. aikin, a member of the royal 
College of Surgeons in London, found Jenner’s assertions about horsepox and cowpox 
‘the most dubious of all the facts that have been advanced on the subject’. nonetheless, 
aikin called for further studies to examine ‘the particular modifications which a disease 
assumes, by passing through animals of different species’, noting that these would 
contribute greatly to a better understanding of contagion.35

Pearson, whose ideas have been discussed earlier in this essay, also criticized Jenner 
for believing cowpox and smallpox to be varieties of the same disease. Pearson thought 
they were distinct species because they produced different symptoms. His approach was 
in line with Cullen’s nosology and characteristic of one strand of eighteenth-century 
natural history. Pearson weighed in on the cases at the London Smallpox Hospital:

Whether the vaccine poison, when it produces these cases resembling the small-pox, has 
really become, by composition or decomposition, variolous matter, is undetermined. if 
this should be found to be the case by future experiments, still we must consider the two 
poisons as of distinctly different species, on account of the different characters of the 
pustule in the small-pox and the cow-pox.36

Pearson provided a chemical analogy to drive home the point: magnesia and sulphate 
of magnesia are distinct species, even though magnesia can be turned into sulphate of 
magnesia through its union with sulphuric acid. although Pearson rejected Jenner’s 
theory that smallpox and cowpox were varieties of the same disease, he did not offer any 
explanation for how cowpox produced immunity to smallpox.37

Early attempts to make sense of vaccination addressed the relations between 
cowpox and smallpox. Jenner, the country doctor, used a broad, diachronic approach to 
explain the origin, course, and transformation of pox diseases. He was able to observe 
the appearance of and relations among horsepox, cowpox, and smallpox in his day-
to-day practice in rural gloucestershire. Pearson, by contrast, focused narrowly on 
symptomology and textbook nosology. His daily experience was with large numbers 
of hospital patients, not farm animals. Despite their disagreements about the nature of 
cowpox, for Jenner and his contemporaries, the key question regarding why vaccination 
worked belonged to natural history.

But more important than theory was the practical question: did it work? This question 
was addressed through patient trials, carried out in the countryside and the urban clinic. 
The trials were reported first as case histories and later as statistical accounts. These 
trials overwhelmingly demonstrated the safety and efficacy of vaccination and led to its 
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widespread adoption. The triumph of empiricism may not be surprising (especially to 
physicians), but its results in the case of vaccination were revolutionary.
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chapter three

risk, Efficacy and Viral attenuation  
in Debates over Smallpox Vaccination in 

montreal, 1870–1877
Jennifer Keelan

Historians, such as anne marie moulin, have drawn rather sharp distinctions between 
immunology and vaccinology, separating the theoretical exploration of cellular and 
serological immunity from the practical manipulations of vaccine material for disease 
prevention. yet, until the last decade of the nineteenth century, concepts of immunity 
and nascent immunology were shaped primarily by the vaccinator’s lancet.1 Warwick 
anderson, myles Jackson and Barbara guttman rosenkrantz, in their article ‘toward 
an unnatural History of immunology’, call for more research outside the entrenched 
genealogy of ideas that has come to define the history of immunology.2 This paper follows 
their lead in focusing on the inter-connected history of the developments in theoretical 
concepts of immunity and the methods for measuring and controlling vaccine quality 
achieved through the nineteenth century practice of smallpox vaccination.

The first theoretical explanation of how vaccination worked was advanced by 
Edward Jenner himself in his 1798 treatise on vaccination.3 He argued that vaccination 
was a human infection with a modified form of smallpox found in cows which he called 
variola vaccinae (literally smallpox of the cow). He observed that vaccination provided 
as much protection as an infection with human smallpox but invariably produced a 
mild infection that was not contagious. His empirical observations were bolstered by 
large-scale clinical trials of vaccination in smallpox hospitals (see rusnock this volume). 
Data collected in smallpox hospital trials, in the early years following the introduction 
of vaccination, generally confirmed Jenner’s claims that vaccinated patients showed the 
same peculiar immunity to smallpox as those who had naturally caught the disease, or 
those who had been artificially inoculated with smallpox, but without the associated 
risks of death or disfigurement. Jenner’s emphasis on the aetiology of variola vaccinae 
as an attenuated form of human smallpox was initially overshadowed by the clear and 
convincing body of empirical evidence supporting the practice.

However, by the 1830s, difficulties in procuring and propagating effective vaccine and 
reports of smallpox in patients who had been successfully vaccinated complicated the 
clinical picture of vaccination and its effect on smallpox. Heterogeneity in vaccination 
practices both locally and internationally further fuelled a debate over which vaccines 
and what techniques worked best, and some physicians began to question whether 
vaccination really worked at all. The attempts to sort out the technical problems took 
on a particularly public dimension in regions where vaccination was already actively 
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resisted by the public. The increasingly diverse experiences with vaccination and popular 
resistance to the technology led to intense public scrutiny of the practice and forced 
physicians to re-examine the theoretical nature of vaccine-induced immunity.

The socio-political context of debates over vaccination has been explored by Sanjoy 
Bhattacharya, in his work on vaccination in colonial india, and by nadja Durbach, in her 
examination of the class dimensions that shaped debates over compulsory vaccination 
laws in England.4 The combination of socio-political and medico-technical problems 
confronting advocates of universal vaccination was also strikingly evident in cities like 
montreal where political tensions between french Catholics and English Protestants 
made compulsory smallpox vaccination a wedge issue in local politics. This tension 
came to a head in the early 1870s when municipal public vaccinators, lamenting the 
high infant mortality rate and poor uptake of vaccination among the french Canadians, 
focused their attention on the working-class french Canadian districts of montreal and 
attempted to enforce compulsory infant vaccination. Discord between french Catholics 
and English Protestants was so high that it was reported in the New York Times that at 
the height of the smallpox epidemic, when the dog guarding the Catholic cemetery 
died, the french populace refused to allow a dog from the Protestant cemetery to 
stand guard over their dead.5 at the same time there was a crisis in confidence in the 
technology itself. Physicians complained of a high rate of failure for public and private 
smallpox vaccinations and there was widespread distrust of public vaccinators and 
their vaccine supply.6 The myriad problems with procuring safe and effective vaccine 
were highlighted during the smallpox pandemic of 1870–2 and remained critical issues 
throughout the 1870s. annual epidemics of smallpox consistently inflated montreal’s 
infant and total mortality above other cities like London and Paris.7 The ensuing debate 
over the usefulness of vaccination quickly polarized montreal physicians into camps of 
pro- and anti-vaccinationists.8

The study of both the content and the context of this debate can serve to frame 
– or perhaps problematize – moulin’s description of the paradox of ‘immunization 
without immunology’.9 Historians michael farley, Peter Keating and Othmar Keel have 
sketched out the technical, political and cultural difficulties faced by those implementing 
municipal vaccine campaigns in montreal and, in the process, have highlighted the 
fact that physicians were concerned about the type and quality of the vaccine used. 
But they did not explicitly relate the theoretical commitment to viral attenuation 
with vaccination practice nor did they examine its impact on how the empirical data 
was constructed and interpreted.10 Though it was not a predecessor of any significant 
breakthrough in twentieth-century immunology, the theory of viral attenuation 
(the idea that the virulence of infectious contagions could be weakened if specially 
cultivated) encapsulated nineteenth-century concepts of immunity. attenuation theory 
was more than an amorphous metaphor.11 it was the working language that framed 
vaccination for both supporters and detractors. Problems with the technology in the 
field both framed and were framed by the theoretical understanding of vaccine-induced 
immunity and its attendant risks. Just as Olga amsterdamska has argued that the way 
in which socially relevant problems are selected and formulated as research questions are 
constrained by contemporary theoretical conceptions, i argue that there was a complex 
and recursive relationship between the practical problems vaccinators faced in assessing 
and implementing safe and effective vaccination and theories of viral attenuation.12
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interestingly enough, both supporters and critics of vaccination used concepts of 
viral attenuation to describe the varied clinical presentations of smallpox and to account 
for the inconsistent success of vaccination. Pro-vaccinationists tended to argue that what 
appeared to be the large scale failure of vaccination was a result of variable attenuation of 
the vaccine which altered its potency or virulence, but they increasingly conceived of wild 
smallpox as a relatively fixed species. By ‘fixing the contagion’, the effectiveness of the 
vaccine during a particular epidemic could be measured through standard hospital data, 
and the technique of vaccination could be improved accordingly. anti-vaccinationists 
maintained that wild smallpox was variously attenuated as it spread through human 
and animal populations and further that there was a range in human susceptibility to 
the disease. The protective effects ascribed to vaccination were simply a manifestation 
of natural changes in one or the other.13 anti-vaccinationists were particularly successful 
in using concepts of attenuation to provide an alternative interpretation of data used 
to support vaccine’s efficacy. Theoretical arguments about how vaccination worked 
underpinned the fundamental belief or disbelief in vaccination which in turn shaped 
the reading of nineteenth-century data and profoundly shaped the assessment of both 
risk from the vaccine and its ability to protect the individual against smallpox.

nineteenth-century Attenuation Theory

Jenner did not invent the concept of viral attenuation. Descriptions of attenuation can 
be found in many eighteenth-century treatises on inoculation including the following 
passage written by the tuscan inoculator angelo gatti:

i think that a variolous matter which has passed through several bodies … becomes 
weaker than wild smallpox and in passing through different chosen bodies, could 
insensibly acquire a better nature, could come to terms, so to say, with the human body, 
be weakened and insensibly altered by these successive transplantations, and finally to 
cease playing such a considerable role among contagious poisons.14

Jenner believed that cowpox outbreaks were the result of a spontaneous chain of 
infections that originated in cases of human smallpox, spread through direct contact 
to horses, then to cows and transmitted back to humans. it was not the symptoms of 
the diseases cowpox, horsepox, and smallpox that led Jenner to embrace this theory, 
although all produced fluid filled pustules (see figure 3.1), but rather his careful tracing 
of the natural history of several cowpox outbreaks. The rarity of cowpox outbreaks and 
the unusual chain of transmission from horses to cows to dairymaids, noted in his case 
studies, convinced Jenner that a complex chain of events was required to produce the 
benign human cowpox infection that folklore credited as a natural and sure protection 
against smallpox.

implicit in Jenner’s theory was a process of attenuation whereby a single smallpox 
contagion could, through a natural process of inter-species infection, be permanently 
transformed. Once this process of transformation occurred, the contagion would remain 
essentially stable if propagated solely from human to human. attenuation theory also 
implied that each species of contagion was associated with a ‘target host’, in which the 
contagion could grow and express its fullest potential or virulence. Jenner’s ideas about 
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figure 3.1 a,b Spontaneous horsepox (above, left [3.1a]), and spontaneous cowpox (above, right 
[3.1b]. Source: Edgar march Crookshank, History and Pathology of Vaccination 
(1889), Plates 2 and 19.
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figure 3.1c a spontaneous human infection. Source: Edgar march Crookshank, History and 
Pathology of Vaccination, (1889), Plate 23.
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attenuation were taken up by leading vaccinators in Canada, as illustrated by this quote 
from a treatise on vaccination written by montreal physician and public vaccinator 
William E. Bessey:

[Jenner’s observations] led him to perceive in cow-pox, small-pox in its mildest possible 
form, or in other words that pox was pox, one and the same, no matter upon what animal 
it might make its appearance and, only modified in character and severity by the animal 
through which it happened to be transmitted … [cowpox] is identical with and only a 
modified form of smallpox.15

it was imagined that the growth and propagation of the contagion depended on 
the presence of a vital nutrient that was exhausted during the course of the infection, 
hence rendering the person immune to re-infection. This theory of exhaustion was the 
most common explanation for how vaccination actually produced immunity in the 
individual:

Vaccinia is but one member of a group of exanthemas among which non-reoccurrence 
is the rule, and a second attack in the life-time the exception; and another is small-pox; 
with which vaccinia, as one of the varioloid maladies, has the very closest relationship; so 
close, that the vaccine disease, when undergone, destroys that in the human system which 
imparts to it the capability of developing vaccinia.16

By the 1830s, over a thousand generations, taken from the various variola vaccinae 
(cowpox) stocks, had been produced by serially propagating cowpox solely in humans 
(each generation required about a week to mature). Preserving this humanized vaccine 
on threads, glass or on ivory points was fraught with difficulties and more often these 
techniques failed to produce or maintain a good vaccine supply. The nineteenth-century 
trade in vaccine lymph highlights the technical problems vaccinators faced when 
distributing vaccine to india, China, Japan, north america and elsewhere. margaret 
Schibuk has described the problem that vaccinators faced trying to maintain the original 
stock vaccines distributed by Jenner or other strains certified as authentic cowpox by his 
followers.17 Some physicians believed that the serial propagation of vaccine in humans 
over time led to a gradual ‘humanizing’ or weakening of the strain, in a process similar 
to the original inter-species attenuation. This meant that the vaccine strain would 
ultimately fail to produce a protective infection after an unknown number of generations. 
Certainly potent vaccine strains were difficult to maintain. Physicians required a steady 
stream of susceptible children to grow their vaccine, in a process called arm-to-arm or 
‘Jennerian’ vaccination, and after hundreds of generations, some vaccinators found that 
their harvested vaccine material diminished in power.

technical problems with maintaining vaccine stocks first drove physicians to seek 
out new sources of spontaneous cowpox, but in the absence of natural sources of vaccine 
lymph, vaccine manufacturers began to experiment with artificial attenuation. They 
attempted to either re-invigorate the humanized vaccine supply by growing it in the 
cow, or they tried to produce an entirely new source of variola vaccinae (cowpox) by 
artificially replicating the inter-species cycle of infection that Jenner described.18

Empirical research into vaccine potency and the experiments with the artificial 
production of stock vaccine via the retro-vaccination of wild smallpox were clearly 
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driven by the theory of viral attenuation. During the 1830s and 1840s, for example, the 
English vaccine farmer robert Ceely and the chemist John Badcock performed a variety 
of experiments to refresh the source lymph and to increase its virulence to a level where 
it would provide better protection.19 Human or wild smallpox was far more common 
than cowpox, and if wild smallpox could be used to create stock lymph, the pressure 
to find natural cowpox stocks would be eased. reports that variola vaccinae could be 
created by inoculating cows with wild smallpox were widespread and reported in the 
montreal literature. The principle of attenuation was generally, though not universally, 
accepted in montreal, as in Britain and the german-speaking territories, until well into 
the twentieth century.20 for example, in The Principles and Practice of Medicine, William 
Osler stated that, ‘The weight of evidence favours the view that cow-pox and horse-pox 
are variola modified by transmission’.21 While admittedly a more difficult technique that 
achieved less success than the use of ‘true cowpox’, manufacturers claimed that they had 
successfully changed smallpox into cowpox to produce many lots of vaccine lymph.22

if cowpox was simply smallpox attenuated by growth in cows, then the exhaustion 
theory provided a coherent explanation for vaccine-induced immunity. This physical law 
of immunity, which dictated that individuals were protected against repeated infection 
with the same contagion, neatly tied together the taxonomy of the pox viruses with a 
physical mechanism of immunity, but only if vaccine and smallpox were basically the 
same contagion altered by the process of attenuation.

The Principles of Vaccination and the Assessment of Vaccine’s efficacy

While the theory of viral attenuation supported a natural law for immunity ‘once infected 
forever protected’, the arguments used to support intrusive government policies like 
compulsory infant vaccination relied instead on the empirical and statistical support for 
the practice. as was mentioned earlier, the simplistic assertion that vaccination provided 
lifelong immunity against smallpox was challenged by contrary evidence that accumulated 
during the nineteenth century. Patients with a confirmed case of spontaneous cowpox 
infection reportedly caught smallpox, and the reverse scenario was also observed. Cases 
were also reported where individuals whose vaccination was confirmed with smallpox 
inoculation (an inoculation challenge) still caught a serious form of smallpox. There 
even seemed to be people naturally immune to both smallpox and cowpox – even with 
the best lymph and the most renowned vaccinator, the vaccine would reportedly not 
‘take’ among some children who had never had either smallpox or cowpox. in Canada, 
for example, there were numerous reports of medical staff working in smallpox wards, 
such as the montreal physician Dr P.E. Plante, who refused vaccination and apparently 
never caught the disease.23 Vaccination seemed to sometimes provide specific protection 
against smallpox, but not in all people, and some people seemed naturally immune. 
Beyond the technical difficulties of achieving a proper vaccination, it became clear to 
critics that vaccination often failed to protect people against smallpox. Still, Dr William 
Hales Hingston, a staunch advocate of vaccination, and mayor of montreal from 1875 
to 1877, argued rather unrealistically that proper vaccination gave as much protection 
to the individual as a primary attack of smallpox, and further that vaccination was even 
more effective in mitigating the disease than a primary infection.24
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But how was a ‘proper’ vaccination defined? Smallpox itself was mutable through the 
natural processes of attenuation and this might account for a variation in its virulence 
or infectivity, independent of any effect produced by vaccination. attenuation was 
extremely useful in explaining specific immunity, but by introducing the idea of a 
mutable contagion, it undermined how clinical categories were constructed and how 
the assessment of vaccine’s efficacy could be read from empirical data. more puzzling, 
an unvaccinated person infected with one form of smallpox, such as a mild but distinct 
smallpox case, could be shown to infect another unvaccinated person with a more 
serious form of smallpox, thus raising the question of how Hingston could use clinical 
data to judge vaccine’s ability to mitigate the disease.

as andrea rusnock has shown, the basic mode of statistic analysis used to study 
inoculation and vaccination remained unchanged throughout the nineteenth century. 
it depended on the mathematical techniques developed for life insurance rates or 
‘merchants’ logic’.25 The kinds of analysis used to determine whether or not inoculation 
should be used relied on key assumptions concerning the perceived risk of catching 
smallpox, the risk of dying from smallpox, and finally the risk of catching smallpox 
from inoculation or vaccination. These categories tended to be binary: subjects were 
classified as either ‘protected’, or ‘unprotected’, and either ‘died of smallpox’, or 
‘survived smallpox’. These categories, designed for life tables, were often inappropriately 
simplistic for assessing smallpox and vaccination. The raw data were ambiguous. Data 
that seemed to correlate a decline in smallpox with the introduction of vaccination 
were problematic, as smallpox appeared to have a complex natural pattern where it 
periodically waxed and waned. The character of its virulence seemed to oscillate as 
well. if the statistical determination of the effects of vaccination in mitigating smallpox 
depended on identifying good from bad vaccinations, and good and bad vaccinations 
were determined by the presumed mitigation of the severity of the resultant disease, the 
result was an intractable tautology.

an example of how this tautology shaped the reading of epidemiological data is 
demonstrated in this excerpt from the Canadian Journal of Medical Sciences of 1876:

We have recently passed through a pretty severe epidemic, in which a large number have 
been attacked; and we think that two things have been amply demonstrated. first, the 
great majority of those who have passed through critical attacks have been unvaccinated, 
indifferently vaccinated or not successfully vaccinated, for many years previously [emphasis 
added]. Secondly, it has been clearly shown that where persons recently vaccinated 
successfully have been attacked, they have passed through a modified form of the disease 
[emphasis added]. it has been further shown pretty conclusively that most persons 
exposed, but recently protected, have escaped altogether.26

at first glance, this seems perfectly supported and reasonable. The critical elements, 
however, relate to the tricky concepts of what defined successful and unsuccessful 
vaccination. Physicians had yet to develop a system for predicting whether a vaccination 
was real or spurious.27

Though it was often argued that a good vaccination was defined by its ability to 
perfectly protect a person from catching smallpox, or it at least protected as much as a 
primary infection, data taken from smallpox hospitals did not support these assertions. 
merely having been vaccinated did not necessarily prevent an individual from catching 
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figure 3.2 Lithograph of J.E.B. Denarp-Decanteleu’s ‘analytic, Descriptive, and iconographic 
table of Vaccine Scars’. Source: reproduced in martin, On Animal Vaccination, Boston, 
1878, n. 29.
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figure 3.2 Detail.
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the disease or even dying from it. admission data from British smallpox hospitals, and 
local data from montreal, frequently reported that only 50 per cent of their patients 
were not vaccinated, and in the same time period, the number of unvaccinated infants 
in montreal was generally estimated to be higher than 50 per cent.28 Even the data of 
esteemed pro-vaccinationists did not always support vaccine’s efficacy without a number 
of imposed qualifiers.

if you were vaccinated in the late nineteenth century, how would you or your 
physician be able to predict whether or not you would likely contract smallpox or die 
from the disease? By the 1870s, the number and character of vaccine scars or ‘cicatrices’ 
were seen as critical markers for vaccine’s efficacy. a taxonomy of smallpox scars was 
developed by the french vaccinator J.E.B. Denarp-Decanteleu and popularized by 
the american vaccine manufacturer Henry austin martin.29 martin had Denarp-
Decanteleu’s scar taxonomy re-published and distributed across north america in an 
attempt to show how different circulating vaccines caused distinctly different vaccine 
scars. He particularly wanted to show the superiority of vaccine propagated solely in 
cows (animal vaccine) over more traditional Jennerian vaccination, propagated arm-
to-arm. The folio also instructed the average physician how to distinguish the marks 
of a true vaccine scar from other scars caused by other infections or injuries, such as 
skin burns. The large table-sized lithograph illustrated over one hundred different types 
of vaccine scars divided into families, subfamilies, groups, and types based on their 
physical characteristics (See figure 3.2). martin argued that the scar types could be used 
to distinguish between different types of vaccines and this could be correlated with 
the degree of attenuation of the vaccine and ultimately its potency and effectiveness 
(the more attenuated, the weaker the vaccine). However, to use Denarp-Decanteleu’s 
taxonomy to assess the quality of vaccine would require that fine visual distinctions be 
made between scars, skills few physicians likely possessed.30

The number of scars was far easier to 
tabulate. it corresponded with the number 
of discrete colonies raised during a primary 
vaccination. The recorded number of 
vaccine scars could but did not usually 
indicate a second or third vaccination, since 
re-vaccinations rarely raised good vaccine 
scars. Thus, four pronounced smallpox 
scars likely resulted from four distinct 
colonies raised during a single vaccination 
procedure as seen at right (figure 3.3).

figure 3.3 This photo shows a ‘typical’ good 
vaccination of the late 1880s. 
notice the five colonies raised on 
this primary vaccination. These 
would each form a separate vaccine 
scar. Source: S.m. Copeman, 
Vaccination; its Natural History and 
Pathology, London: macmillan, 
1889, Plate 10.
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How vaccine scars were counted is important contextual information when trying to 
decipher nineteenth-century smallpox hospital records. Hospital data showed that there 
was a marked difference in the sign of protection against smallpox given respectively 
by four, three, two, and one scar. The incidence of patients admitted with four scars 
differed from those with only one scar by a factor of fourteen, and the incidence of those 
admitted who had been vaccinated but did not have a clear scar was forty-two times 
larger than the population admitted with four clear vaccine scars.31

The London vaccinator J.f. marson was one of the earliest respected vaccinators to 
advocate multiple cicatrices (scars). using data from the London Smallpox Hospital, 
he correlated the number of prominent cicatrices with a decreased mortality rate from 
smallpox and a decrease in the severity of the disease. However, while vaccinated patients 
were more likely to suffer from the mildest form of smallpox (varioloid) and these cases 
became synonymous with the category ‘vaccine-modified smallpox’, he claimed that 
vaccination did not invariably prevent any of the more life-threatening forms of smallpox, 
though it did decrease the likelihood of dying from confluent or fatal smallpox:

When one or two cicatrices can but just be seen, or doubtfully seen, the case may be 
as severe as if there had been no vaccination at all, the eruption pass through its several 
stages quite unmodified and the disease proceed, terminate, uninfluenced, in any way by 
previous vaccination. 32

marson stated that an acceptable failure rate for vaccination was, given his experience, 
about 1 in 50. However, he lamented that with current practices (untrained physicians 
using poor technique and weak lymph) the real failure rate for vaccination was closer 
to 1 in 15. ‘Operations for hernia and for stone, for instance, if roughly, carelessly, and 
badly done, end badly; so it is with vaccination: and so far as the public is concerned, it 
is quite as objectionable to them, no doubt, to die of Small-pox because they have been 
badly and carelessly vaccinated’.33

1 unvaccinated 35 
2 Stated to have been vaccinated, but having no cicatrix 23.57 
3 Vaccinated
 a Having one vaccine cicatrix 7.73 
 b Having two vaccine cicatrices 4.70 
 c Having three vaccine cicatrices 1.95 
 d Having four or more vaccine cicatrices 0.55 
 a Having well-marked cicatrices 2.52 
 β Having badly-marked cicatrices 8.82 
4 Having previously had Small-pox 19

figure 3.4 marson’s data from the London Smallpox Hospital, giving percentages of all admissions 
vaccinated vs unvaccinated 1836–55. note that the 35% unvaccinated patients is 
compared to the 23.57% categorized as unvaccinated because they had no scar and to 
the remainder categorized as having clinically verified vaccinations (one or more clear 
scars). approximately 15% of those vaccinated had scars, but only 3% had what marson 
considered a true sign of protection. from marson, ‘Smallpox’, in reynolds (ed.), System 
of Medicine, Vol. 1. London: macmillan, 1876. p. 264.
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marson emphasized that as long as the source of the variability of clinical presentations 
could be attributed to spurious vaccinations (the 23.57 % in this data set), it would be 
impossible to objectively quantify the effect of vaccination (see figure 3.4). Categorizing 
vaccinations as ‘true’ or ‘false’ helped stabilize the definition of clinical syndromes of 
smallpox, which, in turn, became an index of the vaccine’s efficacy.

There were critical problems with this kind of analysis. anti-vaccinationists were 
quick to point out that the number of people in the population with four good scars was 
a very small fraction of the overall number vaccinated during this period. They credibly 
argued that because of different styles of vaccinating, only a minority of vaccinators 
raised four vaccine colonies in a single vaccination, so the one, two, and three scar theory 
simply reflected the proportions of these results (raising one, two or more marks), and 
had nothing to do with the relative protection offered by the vaccine. They also used 
similar arguments to dismiss the statistical data showing that the lowest incidence of 
mortality was among those with four clear vaccination marks.

The montreal Debate: Risk, efficacy, and Attenuation

Between 1870 and 1872, a severe smallpox epidemic ripped through Europe and the 
united Kingdom, where vaccination programs were far more advanced. in 1872, the 
epidemic hit montreal, a city of 120,000, killing 897 people. two years before the 
European pandemic, a prominent montreal surgeon, Dr Joseph Emery Coderre, gave 
a talk to the Institut Médicale on the ill effects of vaccination. Of his eleven children, 
two died shortly after being vaccinated.34 Having renounced vaccination forever, he 
now appeared before an audience of physicians to persuade them that the dangers of 
vaccination had been grossly underestimated.

Coderre would become the voice of french Canadian anti-vaccinationism until his 
death in 1888. Sometime in 1872, he and a group of montreal physicians formed the 
first Canadian anti-vaccination League. He promulgated his anti-vaccination views as 
a co-founder of the montreal medical Society, and used his position, and the journal, 
L’Union médicale du Canada, to disseminate anti-vaccination ideas to the profession. 
Coderre’s reputation as a physician, skilled surgeon, and teacher does not appear to 
have been sullied by his staunch anti-vaccinationism. for 43 years he was a fixture at the 
Hôtel Dieu, and by all accounts had an extremely lucrative surgical practice.35

The debate intensified on 20 December 1871, when many physicians present at a 
meeting of the montreal medical Society expressed concerns over the quality and nature 
of the vaccine. Dr a.t. Brosseau presented six cases of smallpox among the vaccinated, 
of which two were severe and one ended in death. He also noted that an unvaccinated 
child in his practice escaped the disease altogether.36 Despite his experience, he was not 
willing to pronounce vaccination useless, but rather argued that the vaccine in use in 
montreal was of an inferior nature.37 Dr L.a.E. Desjardins agreed that it was not the 
underlying principle of vaccination that was in question, only its implementation. With 
the present technology, however, vaccination was neither preventative nor preservative. 
Cases of smallpox among the vaccinated did not appear to be less severe than among 
the unvaccinated:
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i am for vaccination in principle, but i have doubts about the effectiveness of the vaccine 
as it has been used here. most of the smallpox cases under my care had been vaccinated and 
i did not notice that [cases of ] discrete smallpox or confluent smallpox were influenced 
by this method.38

Dr g. grenier added that the protective quality of vaccine stock must somehow 
fade or become attenuated after an unspecified number of life cycles through individuals 
and animals, causing the virus to lose all protective potency and leaving the vaccinated 
person as unprotected as the unvaccinated.39 in the same discussion, Dr P.E. Plante 
commented that the current vaccine stock in use appeared to actually be dangerous. He 
had vaccinated fifty cases in his first year of practice, of which four had reacted severely 
to the operation – and two cases resulted in gangrene, for which the normal treatment 
would have been amputation of the arm.40 He, like Brosseau, would not continue to 
vaccinate under these conditions: ‘i believe in the transmission of syphilis through 
vaccination and have ceased, for the time being, to vaccinate’.41 He also argued against 
suggestions that that the current lymph could somehow be restored by passing it back 
through the cow to regain its virulence through a process of reverse attenuation.42

in this discussion, the source and strength of the vaccine stock lymph was seen as 
a critical variable. While all agreed that there was a problem procuring ‘good’ vaccine, 
they could not agree which stock vaccine produced the most reliable results. for some, 
the idiosyncratic results were caused by the use of humanized vaccine that had become 
heavily attenuated by serial passage through humans (a process Jenner disputed could 
occur), and for others, vaccine taken directly from the cow (animal vaccine), was not 
attenuated enough to be used safely. While pure animal vaccine was preferred by some 
leading vaccine manufacturers like Bessey and martin, many physicians reported that 
it caused extreme reactions and constitutional symptoms such as fever and excessive 
swellings under the arm.43 Despite the fact that many physicians testified that they had 
not had much personal success with vaccination, they still maintained that vaccination-
induced immunity was a robust phenomenon. Explaining the failures in their own 
practices meant re-examining the technology and seeking out a vaccine that worked in 
the field. Their understanding of why some vaccines were superior to others remained 
bound to the concept of attenuation.

in a series of lectures given before the montreal medical Society in January and 
february of 1872, Coderre outlined the problems with trying to assess the efficacy of 
vaccination without taking into consideration the full implications of attenuation 
theory, with incomplete statistics, and far too much implicit faith in the procedure.44 in 
an exploration of how belief in vaccination influenced the reading of the data, Coderre 
began a systematic re-analysis of typical pro-vaccinationist data. in a report taken from 
the Paris Hospital Gazette, smallpox data on french soldiers admitted during the siege 
of Paris was recapitulated. Of 504 cases of smallpox tabulated in the report, nine-tenths 
had been vaccinated, one-sixth re-vaccinated, five-eighths caught mild smallpox (variole 
légère), and there were few deaths among the vaccinated. The article’s original author had 
interpreted this as proof of vaccine’s efficacy, but Coderre came to a completely different 
conclusion. He took it as self-evident that vaccination did not prevent the vaccinated 
from catching smallpox, as nine-tenths of those admitted had been vaccinated. He further 
argued that this data could not be used to prove the mitigation of the disease either. 
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The argument that vaccination caused milder cases of smallpox among the vaccinated 
made no sense if there was no difference in the attack rate between the two groups. 
How could vaccination mitigate the disease without preventing it in greater proportions 
among the vaccinated compared to those who were unvaccinated? it is important to 
note that while annual admissions to montreal smallpox hospitals frequently reported 
that unvaccinated patients outnumbered the vaccinated by a ratio of 2:1, without an 
accurate estimate of how many people in montreal were actually vaccinated, this ratio 
could arguably represent the poor uptake of vaccination rather than the decreased 
susceptibility to smallpox among the vaccinated, that is, there may be twice as many 
unvaccinated as vaccinated in the general population. also, hospital data from montreal 
was rarely complete enough to allow for a direct comparison between vaccinated and 
unvaccinated groups since vaccination data were routinely missing for nearly a third of 
smallpox patients and ‘doubtful cases’ were combined with cases where the vaccination 
status was unknown.

What pro-vaccinationists like to call vaccine-modified smallpox, argued Coderre, was 
a manifestation of the complex and poorly understood interaction between a changeable 
contagion and the particular constitution of the host, a phenomenon well documented 
in the natural state of the disease, as well as among the unvaccinated.45 Smallpox was a 
disease that did discriminate against the poor, malnourished, and ill-kempt of society. 
The severity of smallpox among the poor living in crowded tenement housing blocks 
was undoubtedly exacerbated by the social conditions of the victims and their poor and 
vulnerable constitutions.

The second part of Coderre’s argument drew explicitly on writings of the french 
vaccinator and theorist J. DePaul.46 DePaul, like Jenner, believed that pox viruses formed 
a continuous species that were communicable among a wide range of host populations. 
DePaul argued that cows, horses, ewes, and many other domestic animals could catch 
smallpox from humans, and communicate it among their herds. Departing from 
Jenner, DePaul, and most provaccinationists, Coderre argued that vaccine was clearly 
communicable, and recently vaccinated people could spread the infection to other parts 
of their bodies and to other people and animals.47 He cited a case reported by Ceely 
in which a woman infected with smallpox appeared to have transmitted classic cowpox 
to her five cows. Smallpox epidemics appeared and disappeared in human populations, 
but Coderre did not believe that they occurred spontaneously. He argued instead that 
smallpox circulated in different forms among many animals, and that it was transmitted 
in epidemic situations via animals associated with humans. By its growth in different 
animals, the virus could undergo changes and become more or less virulent to humans, 
depending both on the host and the conditions under which it grew. Coderre believed 
that the process of viral attenuation was reversible. Cowpox was not merely smallpox of 
the cow, it could revert to its more lethal wild type.48 The attenuation of the virus as it 
passed from animal to human was unpredictable and unstable.49

Coderre felt that vaccination not only could revert to a wild type and spread 
smallpox, but it could spread any other contagious disease present along with it.50 
most vaccination was performed arm-to-arm in Canada until the mid-1880s, hence 
contagious diseases were thought to be spread if the vaccinator chose to propagate the 
virus in an unhealthy child. Coderre related a particular set of complications from his 
own vaccination days when he was vaccinating with a rather antique lymph. five infants 
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from four separate families suffered similar and severe reactions from his vaccine. Large 
pustules developed on the vaccinated arm accompanied by smaller pustules on the arm 
and face. four of the five children died before reaching the age of two and one half 
years. Coderre also felt that the rise in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in infants, and 
of cases of scrofula, was linked to infant vaccination.51 He argued that the difference in 
deaths among the vaccinated and unvaccinated was too small to put infants at risk of 
complications from a vaccine that could revert back into a serious disease, or expose the 
child to other serious contagious diseases.

to summarize Coderre’s understanding of the comparative risks of vaccination versus 
that of contracting smallpox (which was hardly ubiquitous in montreal), he argued that 
the known risk of vaccination was far greater than the possibility that a child would 
contract smallpox and be harmed by it:

is the disease inevitable? is the cure certain? in the first case, one can say that the large 
number of people never catch smallpox; and in the second, on the contrary, the great 
number who catch smallpox has been vaccinated.52

Coderre’s series of lectures in 1868 and 1872 won him a number of allies in his anti-
vaccination work. tensions between the pro- and anti-vaccinationists mounted when 
new measures to record vital statistics were proposed based on the recommendations 
of the newly-appointed Public Health Officer, Dr a.B. Larocque. it was also proposed 
that the list of births be given to the public vaccinators such that vaccination could be 
performed before the child was four months old. up to this point, any discussion about 
compulsory vaccination was truly academic – the decision was up to the discretion 
of the individual and their physician, as there were no existing municipal records 
that consolidated lists of children and verified their vaccination status. The spectre of 
compulsory vaccination intensified the debate over the relationship between smallpox 
and vaccine.

in 1875, the staunch pro-vaccinationist Hingston was elected mayor of montreal. 
Smallpox sharpened Hingston’s interest in the lamentable state of public health in 
montreal and made him a passionate advocate for reform. He was an energetic leader 
who was convinced that smallpox could be eradicated if only the municipal government 
followed England’s lead and authorized public vaccinators and sanitary police to enforce 
compulsory vaccination. He regularized the health committee of the city by appointing 
Larocque as the medical Health Officer of montreal, formalizing his position with 
a proper salary.53 He countered Coderre’s series of frightful broadsheets depicting 
vaccine-injured children, which were prominently displayed in public places in french 
wards (in shop windows), and the vitriolic anti-vaccinationists’ speeches, with his own 
campaign supporting vaccination.54 in 1876, Hingston was featured on the front page 
of the Canada Illustrated News. The cartoon depicted Hingston as St george, slaying the 
dragon smallpox (see figure 3.5).

Both Larocque and Hingston waged a public war against Coderre over the issue of 
vaccine safety and compulsory vaccination. given that compulsory vaccination was a 
matter of public policy, Coderre argued that there should be a public airing of the scientific 
and medical arguments supporting vaccination. in an open letter to Hingston, dated 8 
January 1876, Coderre pressed him to form a commission to investigate the statistical 
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figure 3.5 William Hales Hingston portrayed as St george slaying the ‘smallpox dragon’. Source: 
Canada Illustrated News, 14, 4 november 1876, cover.
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and theoretical case for compulsory vaccination. He argued that the commission should 
consist of one vaccinator, one anti-vaccinator, and a third member chosen by both 
physicians to collect and interpret the relevant statistics. if such a commission proved 
that vaccination was as efficacious as claimed, Coderre declared that he would renounce 
his anti-vaccination stance. However, if the commission found that the evidence did not 
support vaccination, then Hingston must abandon compulsory vaccination. Coderre 
concluded his challenge with the note that if Hingston refused to take up the offer, 
he would be perceived as conceding the case.55 Hingston’s response was to survey the 
montreal medical profession’s opinion on the matter. He published a lengthy report in 
favour of vaccination, attached to which were the signatures of 146 family physicians.56 
This neatly bypassed Coderre’s attempt to re-engage the montreal medical Society in a 
public debate over vaccine’s efficacy.

By December 1875 Hingston publicly dismissed the anti-vaccination League’s 
arguments as unscientific, simplistic, obtuse, and uninformed. armed with the theory of 
attenuation to explain any anomalous data, and with tools such as the sub-categorization 
of vaccine scars to qualify vaccination as ‘true’ or ‘false’, pro-vaccinationists argued that 
the prophylactic value of vaccination had been proven without a doubt to all reasonable 
men. The persistent problem that blocked universal acceptance of vaccination was the 
poor implementation of the technology – a failure of practice, not principle.

Proponents on both sides of the debate were confident that the collection of better 
statistics would solve the debate. J.W. mount claimed that there was already a significant 
body of proof to support the procedure, but that anti-vaccinationists simply selected from 
the data anything that supported their arguments.57 Of course, the same accusation could 
have been directed at the pro-vaccinationists, who attributed any failure of vaccine to its 
imperfect practice rather than its principle. Pro-vaccinationists maintained that patients 
had to be properly vaccinated, then re-vaccinated. if they caught smallpox, the disease 
would have been more severe had they remained un-vaccinated. Pro-vaccinationists 
read efficacy into the nineteenth-century data, just as anti-vaccinationists read failure. 
Hingston was justified in stating that trying to convince someone who did not believe 
in the principle of vaccination of its efficacy was like trying to convince someone of 
the reality of a projectile that ‘almost’ fractured their skull. anti-vaccinators would 
likely have agreed with this assessment as it laid bare precisely the kinds of judgements 
required to assess the technology. The debate over vaccination ended in stalemate, but, 
as smallpox was on the decline in montreal, the impetus for compulsion faded away, 
and so too did the debate over the nature of smallpox and its relation to vaccination.

Conclusions

moulin has argued that vaccine research in the nineteenth century was almost purely an 
empirical endeavour, and one that eschewed theory and failed to make any significant 
breakthroughs in ideas about immunity. This case study suggests otherwise. not only were 
physicians struggling to understand immune phenomena associated with vaccination, 
they were also assigning a natural law that conformed to their experience. as shown, 
they were heavily influenced by theories of viral attenuation, which provided both a 
fairly satisfactory explanation for how immunity worked, and explained the variable 
potency of vaccine. However, measuring the impact of a mutable vaccine on what was 
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arguably a mutable contagion became increasingly difficult, as statistical data showed 
an ambiguous picture of vaccine’s efficacy. as rusnock has pointed out, the early part 
of the nineteenth century was a time when smallpox was ubiquitous and the chances of 
escaping the disease altogether nearly zero. The issues of the risks of vaccination and the 
duration of protection were thus overshadowed by the risks of the disease itself. By the 
1880s, smallpox was not inevitable, and it was clear that, as then practised, vaccination 
did not provide permanent protection against the disease – it could even itself spread 
disease or cause life-threatening infections. it was also clear that not all vaccinations 
were equal, as many leading pro-vaccinationists were willing to discount a faint or single 
scar as an index of protection.

When pressed to explain the widespread failure in vaccination, as measured by the 
complex epidemiology of smallpox among the vaccinated, pro-vaccinationists were 
drawn to explanations that located the source of the failure in the variable attenuation 
of vaccine. The commitment to both the principles of vaccination, and the theory of 
viral attenuation, embedded a theoretical framework into all the epidemiological data 
constructed in this period to promote vaccination. it also shaped vaccine practices and 
the selection of stock vaccines, in particular it supported the push to replace Jennerian 
vaccines with less attenuated, and more potent, animal vaccines. However, the pro-
vaccinationists’ use of viral attenuation theory under-determined the statistical data 
leaving the door open for other interpretations.58 anti-vaccinationists successfully adapted 
Jenner’s theory of smallpox attenuation to re-interpret clinical data and to provide an 
opposing but coherent explanation to support their beliefs. The complexity of smallpox 
aetiology, suggested by attenuation theory, provided them with a sophisticated theoretical 
framework to explain vaccine injury and failure as the unintended consequences of 
intervening in the natural life cycle of a disease.
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chapter four

‘a Private Line to medicine’: The  
Clinical and Laboratory Contours of  

allergy in the Early twentieth Century
mark Jackson

Introduction

in 1976, the nobel Prize winning Danish immunologist niels Jerne (1911–94) began his 
introduction of an expansive collection of papers on the origins of lymphocyte diversity 
at the Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Quantitative Biology by reviewing what 
he termed ‘the common sense of immunology’, that is, the range of immunological 
‘notions that have gained general acceptance’ by immunologists at any one time. after 
exploring discussions from a previous symposium on antibodies in 1967 that had 
vindicated the clonal selection theory proposed by frank macfarlane Burnet (1899–
1985), and then outlining the nature of current debates about lymphocyte structure and 
function, Jerne looked to the future. recognizing the progress that had been made since 
immunology’s origins in the late nineteenth century, he highlighted the potential for 
basic immunological research to ‘lead to important medical advances’. in the process, 
he implied that the development of closer links between the immunological bench and 
the bedside had been, and would continue to be, made possible by the persistent clinical 
orientation of certain sub-disciplines within immunology:

immunology has come a long way. it used to be an esoteric subject employing its own 
terminology (immunity, sensitivity, tolerance, avidity, etc.) to deal with problems that 
seemed scarcely related to other fields of biology. Because of vaccination, allergy and 
serological diagnosis, immunology had a private line to medicine, which compensated 
for its isolation.1

Jerne’s evaluation of the distance that had separated many laboratory immunologists 
from their colleagues in the biological sciences and in the clinic during the first half of 
the twentieth century and his explicit attempts to bridge that gap are instructive. as 
Jerne’s reflections elsewhere demonstrate – and as many historians of immunology have 
pointed out – the 1960s and 1970s constituted a critical moment in the emergence of a 
‘new immunology’.2 not only were stronger links promoted between immunobiologists 
and immunochemists (or what Jerne referred to as cis- and trans-immunologists), 
but immunologists also became anxious to prioritize and publicize the biological 
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tenor and clinical significance of their research. although Jerne acknowledged that 
immunochemical approaches had clearly elucidated many critical features of antibody 
structure, he suggested that by the 1960s ‘the wrinkled features of immunology were 
definitely in need of a face-lifting’.3 Within this context, Jerne’s appropriation of allergy, 
serology and vaccination into the immunological fold served not merely to emphasize 
the clinical tradition within immunology; it also facilitated and endorsed a fundamental 
intellectual and political transformation in the discipline.

as Warwick anderson, myles Jackson, and Barbara gutmann rosenkrantz warned 
some years ago, however, historians should be wary of accepting without question the 
retrospective constructions of the history of immunology by leading immunologists, since 
they often served discrete professional purposes.4 indeed, there is some contemporary 
evidence to challenge Jerne’s surreptitious affirmation of a close and unproblematic link 
between allergy and immunology during the twentieth century. according to Lucia 
fisher-Pap, who surveyed the relative positions of immunology and allergy in 1975, 
for example, not only was the relationship between the two disciplines more often ‘a 
marriage of convenience’ than a ‘wedding of love’, but allergists also occupied largely 
separate professional spaces both from other clinical specialists and from most laboratory 
immunologists.5 Similarly, some historians have suggested that during the early twentieth 
century immunologists were troubled by the paradoxes of immunologically-mediated 
diseases and deliberately turned away from studies of allergy and anaphylaxis, leaving 
allergists on the fringes of the field. Such assertions have been tentatively supported by 
prosopographical evidence demonstrating that, although the origins of immunology 
and allergy were both rooted in the explosion of biological and pathological sciences in 
the late nineteenth century, there was in reality little overlap between the two areas for 
much of the twentieth century. according to arthur Silverstein and Thomas Söderqvist, 
for example, allergists only ‘rarely attended other immunological meetings’ at least until 
the 1970s and allergy conferences and symposia ‘did not contribute substantially, if at 
all, to the integration of clinical and basic theoretical issues in immunology’.6

Both Jerne’s reconstruction of disciplinary relations between allergy, immunology 
and medicine, and contemporary and historical objections to that reconstruction, raise 
significant questions about the intersecting histories of immunology and allergy that 
this chapter aims to explore. in the first place, the history of allergy, implicit in these 
accounts, challenges traditional narratives of the evolution of immunological theories 
and practice. according to many historical accounts, during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, immunological approaches to bodily defence mechanisms and disease were 
framed by a series of distinct paradigm shifts.7 During immunology’s infancy between 
approximately 1880 and 1910, both laboratory and clinical immunology were closely 
allied to experimental pathology and physiology. This linkage served to encourage the 
development and dissemination of immunological treatments for infectious diseases, such 
as vaccination (the use of vaccines to stimulate prophylactic active immunity), vaccine 
therapy (the use of vaccines to cure on-going bacterial infections), and serotherapy (the 
administration of antisera to confer passive immunity).

During the early twentieth century, by contrast, declining support for vaccine 
therapy,8 together with the advent of ‘immunochemistry’ (a term introduced by the 
nobel Prize winning Swedish chemist Svante arrhenius in 1904),9 served to divorce 
immunology from physiology and pathology and to divert immunological attention away 
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from clinical problems towards more detailed laboratory studies of the biochemistry of 
antibodies and antigens. During this period, in which a ‘tyrannical chemical view [was] 
imposed upon studies in immunity’,10 the ‘zone of collaboration’11 between clinicians 
and scientists was effectively reduced. as ilana Löwy has suggested, although the loss of 
interest in cellular phenomena was not complete, as a result of the ‘immunochemical 
turn’, immunology became ‘a set of esoteric laboratory practices isolated from the 
mainstream of biological knowledge’.12

after the Second World War, however, a further transition was effected. a revival 
of interest in immunobiological phenomena, such as transplant rejection, tumour 
biology, autoimmune diseases, and, to some extent, allergies, apparently provided the 
momentum for the emergence of a ‘new immunology’, in which cellular mechanisms 
once again took centre stage amidst debates about the ability of organisms to distinguish 
‘self ’ from ‘non-self ’. This process in turn allowed ‘the development – or rather the 
reconstitution – of a “zone of collaboration” between scientists and physicians 
interested in immunology’.13 as Jerne insisted in the 1970s and as several historians have 
subsequently agreed, immunology thus became a specialty which once again linked 
‘fundamental biological research with medical practice’.14

Significantly, this tri-phasic history of immunology does not fit the intellectual 
evolution and disciplinary direction of allergy studies in the early twentieth century. 
indeed, the origins and emergence of allergy as a specialty offer several interesting 
counterpoints to the general historical narrative in which immunology became 
temporarily divorced from the exigencies of clinical medicine in that period. This is 
not to say that laboratory experimental work was not important in fashioning early 
understandings of allergic reactions. On the contrary, at the start of the twentieth century, 
a number of crucial experimental observations in both humans and animals provided 
the basis for the elaboration of new immunological models of disease. novel clinical 
understandings of pathogenesis were thus informed by the work of Charles richet 
(1850–1935) and Paul Portier (1866–1962) on anaphylaxis, by subsequent investigations 
of the specific biological mechanisms and manifestations of anaphylactic sensitization 
by maurice arthus (1862–1945), milton rosenau (1869–1946), and John anderson 
(1873–1958), and by the studies of histamine carried out by Henry Dale (1875–1968) and 
his colleagues at the Wellcome Physiological research Laboratories.15 However, as i shall 
argue in this chapter, while research in the field of experimental physiology provided a 
preliminary framework for exploring and explaining allergic reactions, early formulations 
of allergy and the subsequent development of the field on both sides of the atlantic were 
shaped more precisely by encounters with patients in the clinic. in many ways, as Jerne 
intimated, allergists (perhaps alone amongst students of immunological processes) refused 
to relinquish the ‘zone of collaboration’ between the bench and the bedside.

in addition to challenging broad interpretations of the history of immunology, the 
history of allergy also raises questions about the scope of the ‘laboratory revolution’ in 
medicine. according to andrew Cunningham and Perry Williams, in their expansive 
edited volume analysing the rise of laboratory medicine, ‘modern medicine is based 
in the laboratory’. as a result of dramatic developments in the biomedical sciences, 
in medical education, and in the political regulation of the medical profession during 
the nineteenth century, it was both the experience and the knowledge gained from 
observations in the laboratory (rather than those made in the hospital or at the bedside) 
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which came to ‘provide the power and authority of modern medicine’.16 in some ways, 
the immunochemical turn within immunology supports this interpretation of the 
gradual dominance of the laboratory. However, as i shall suggest here, while leading 
allergists such as John freeman (1876–1962) undoubtedly recognized the value of 
laboratory research and frequently emphasized the symbiotic nature of the relationship 
between laboratory and clinic, the study of allergy during the first half of the twentieth 
century revolved almost exclusively around clinical practice.17

reservations about the relevance of broad histories of immunology and the 
laboratory to the history of allergy raise a final, and perhaps more fundamental, question 
about the relationship between allergy and immunity, and by inference the relationship 
between allergy and immunology, during the early twentieth century. When Clemens 
von Pirquet (1874–1928) introduced the term allergy in 1906, he regarded allergy as 
a convenient umbrella term for all forms of altered biological reactivity including 
both immunity and hypersensitivity. for von Pirquet, immunity and hypersensitivity 
constituted opposite sides of the same immunological coin.18 However, von Pirquet’s 
formulation of allergy was rapidly abandoned. frustrated by the contradictions inherent 
in the notion of immunologically-mediated diseases, immunologists regarded allergy 
(or hypersensitivity) largely as an aberration or anomaly and diverted their attention to 
elucidating the biochemical mechanisms of bodily defence (or immunity).19 By contrast, 
allergists concentrated predominantly on understanding and treating the clinical 
manifestations of hypersensitivity and ignored experimental studies of immunological 
processes. in this way, a fundamental chasm was established not only between theoretical 
formulations of ‘allergy’ and ‘immunity’ but also between the disciplinary trajectories of 
allergy and immunology. in spite of Jerne’s retrospective attempt to incorporate allergy 
into the immunological fold, it may well be that the growth of allergy and immunology 
during the first half of the twentieth century should be regarded as discrete, rather 
than overlapping, phenomena. indeed, this disciplinary fissure may well explain why 
historians of immunology have, until recently, been reluctant to pursue what anderson, 
Jackson and rosenkrantz have referred to as the rather more ‘vague and contingent’ 
history of allergy.20

This chapter aims to explore such questions by tracing the origins and expansion 
of allergy studies on both sides of the atlantic during the first half of the twentieth 
century. By focusing particularly on the work of von Pirquet and freeman, the manner 
in which allergists, unlike immunologists, developed and maintained loose but effective 
links between the clinic and the laboratory in this period can be elucidated. However, 
although the origins of allergy were deeply rooted in both clinical and experimental 
studies and although close connections between work at the bench and the bedside 
remained central to the evolution of allergy and to the self-image and professional 
identity of modern allergists, i shall argue that allergy emerged predominantly as a 
clinical specialty relatively untouched by the tyranny of immunochemistry or by the 
laboratory revolution. in the process, i shall attempt to evaluate in a preliminary manner 
the suggestion implicit in Jerne’s words that the persistent clinical orientation of allergy 
facilitated the effective re-integration of immunology and medicine in the 1950s and 
1960s.
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The origins of Allergy

The notion of allergy as an immunological phenomenon with significant clinical 
manifestations was initially conceived by von Pirquet while he was working in the 
paediatric wards in Vienna. The son of an aristocratic Belgian father and a Viennese 
mother, von Pirquet took a degree in theology before entering medicine, largely against 
the wishes of his family. Having studied in Vienna, Königsberg, and graz, where he 
gained his mD in 1900, he spent six months as a medical officer in the armed forces and 
then chose to specialize in paediatrics, working first in Berlin under Otto von Heubner 
before beginning his internship and residency in 1901 at the Universitäts Kinderklinik 
in Vienna. apart from a brief period in north america, where he became the first 
professor of paediatrics at Johns Hopkins university in Baltimore, and a short time at 
the university of Breslau in germany, von Pirquet spent the whole of his professional 
life in Vienna, eventually succeeding his mentor, Theodor Escherich, as professor of 
paediatrics at the new Kinderklinik in 1910.21

from the outset of his career, von Pirquet developed a close interest in a variety 
of immunological problems, publishing early papers on specific precipitation, serum 
sickness, and the agglutination of streptococci.22 it was the study of incubation times 
in acute infections, vaccinations, and serum sickness, however, which provided the 
foundation for many of his later reflections in, and contributions to, the field. The idea 
to focus on incubation times had apparently been proposed by max gruber (1835–1927), 
professor of hygiene at the universities of Vienna and munich, who had suggested to 
von Pirquet that ‘a study of incubation time would furnish an important clue to the 
concept of immunity’.23 in addition, von Pirquet’s interest in charting the development 
of immune responses through time may well have been influenced by contemporary 
preoccupations amongst paediatricians both in Europe and north america with 
accurately recording and analysing the fundamental features, or milestones, of child 
development.24

Von Pirquet’s initial speculations about the significance of incubation times focused 
on the natural history of childhood diseases and vaccination reactions, and on the 
character of antigen-antibody interactions. together with gruber, for example, von 
Pirquet participated in frequently hostile debates about antibody-antigen interactions 
by publishing articles which challenged Paul Ehrlich’s account of the neutralization 
of toxin by antitoxin.25 more critically in the present context, however, von Pirquet’s 
reflections on incubation times led him to question traditional views of the role of 
micro-organisms and their toxins in human disease. in 1903, in a preliminary paper 
on the theory of infectious diseases, he argued that the cardinal signs of illness (fever, 
exanthemata, a decrease in white cells in the blood, and other constitutional symptoms) 
were dependent not solely on the action of the invading bacteria but also on the body’s 
ability to develop antibodies which subsequently reacted with those bacteria and their 
toxins:

1. The length of the incubation time depends not only upon the foreign body, but also 
upon the organism in question.
2. The manifestations of disease appear at the moment when the antibodies formed in 
the organism begin to react with the causative foreign body.
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3. The acquired immunity, which persists, lies in the ability of the organism to produce 
the antibodies more rapidly than before, and there is a corresponding shortening of 
incubation time.26

Von Pirquet’s belief that specific biological responses, as well as external agents, were 
primarily responsible for clinical symptoms was contrary to mainstream pathological 
approaches at that time. While clinicians and pathologists certainly understood 
pathogenesis in temporal terms, they generally construed the signs of disease simply as 
the product of the invasion of a host by a hostile organism. from this perspective, the 
subsequent course of disease was visualized in terms of a battle between external aggressors 
(bacteria and their toxins) causing tissue damage and internal defence mechanisms (white 
blood cells and antibodies). However, although it represented a departure from the 
dominant paradigm, von Pirquet’s formulation of the pathogenesis of acute infectious 
diseases and vaccination reactions, in which the body itself played a critical role, was not 
entirely new. as Ohad Parnes and Löwy have recently suggested, around the turn of the 
century a number of clinicians and scientists, such as Carl Weigert (1845–1904), tytus 
Chalubinski (1820–1889), and Ludwik fleck (1896–1961), also understood pathology 
in more dynamic and holistic terms, stressing the contribution of host reactions to the 
manifestations of disease.27

faced by the clinical challenge of treating patients in the paediatric wards in Vienna, 
von Pirquet subsequently extended his observations on the natural history of infectious 
diseases and vaccination reactions to the study of serum sickness, in which children 
treated with antisera developed severe systemic reactions including fevers, rashes, 
diarrhoea, falling blood pressure, joint pains, breathing difficulties, and sometimes 
death. focusing once again on the temporal characteristics of the clinical phenomena, 
von Pirquet and his Hungarian co-worker, Béla Schick (1877–1967), demonstrated that 
serum sickness presented a familiar set of pathological features. in particular, clinical 
experience confirmed that the onset of symptoms after serum therapy followed a pattern 
analogous to that exhibited in infectious diseases: there was a reproducible interval, 
or incubation period, between the initial injection and the appearance of symptoms; 
and subsequent injections (like secondary exposure to infection) were accompanied 
by accelerated and exaggerated responses. Von Pirquet and Schick concluded that 
the clinical features of serum sickness were not the direct product of the antiserum 
but the outcome of a hypersensitivity reaction characterized by ‘a collision of antigen 
and antibody’. The results of their investigations into the role of host reactivity in the 
pathogenesis of serum sickness, first tentatively announced in 1903,28 were subsequently 
expounded in a seminal book published in 1905:

The conception that the antibodies, which should protect against disease, are also 
responsible for the disease, sounds at first absurd. This has as its basis the fact that we are 
accustomed to see in disease only harm done to the organism and to see in the antibodies 
solely antitoxic substances. One forgets too easily that the disease represents only a stage 
in the development of immunity, and that the organism often attains the advantage of 
immunity only by means of disease.29

it was these distinct but related observations of clinical phenomena gleaned from the 
bedside that provided von Pirquet with both the evidence and the impetus to formulate 
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the concept of allergy. in a brief (now classic) paper published in the Münchener 
Medizinische Wochenschrift in 1906, von Pirquet proposed an elegant description of 
immunological reactivity, in which he attempted to account for similarities in the 
natural histories of serum sickness, infectious diseases, and vaccination reactions, and 
to reconcile the apparent contrast between immunity and hypersensitivity. although 
von Pirquet acknowledged that the ‘two terms contradict each other’, he nevertheless 
emphasized close biological parallels between immunity and hypersensitivity, particularly 
in terms of the shifting chronology of the response on primary and secondary exposure 
to antigen. anxious to synthesize existing knowledge and to facilitate further research in 
this area, he proposed the introduction of a new general term which would express ‘the 
change in condition which an animal experiences after contact with any organic poison, 
be it animate or inanimate’:

for this general concept of a changed reactivity i propose the term allergy … The 
vaccinated, the tuberculous, the individual injected with serum becomes allergic towards 
the corresponding foreign substance … The term immunity must be restricted to those 
processes in which the introduction of the foreign substance into the organism causes no 
clinically evident reaction, where, therefore, complete insensitivity exists.30

Von Pirquet immediately recognized the clinical implications of his approach 
to altered reactivity. in particular, he explicitly linked his novel formulation of 
immunological reactivity, or allergy, to traditional clinical notions of idiosyncrasy, 
thereby paving the way for new understandings of a range of both well-established and 
seemingly novel conditions.

among the allergens should be included the poisons of mosquitoes and bees in so far 
as their stings are followed by hypo- or hypersensitivity. for this reason we may also 
enrol under this term the pollen causing hay fever (Wolff-Eisner), the urticaria-producing 
substances of strawberries and crabs, and probably too a number of organic substances 
leading to idiosyncrasy.31

although von Pirquet drew predominantly on his own clinical experience to 
formulate the concept of allergy and although his attention was largely concentrated on 
the clinical implications of his ideas, he was also keen to incorporate into his theory of 
altered reactivity the disparate observations of hypersensitivity reported by experimental 
physiologists studying the reactions of various animals to the injection of foreign 
substances. in his 1906 paper, for example, he cited the work of Emil von Behring on 
the signs of supersensitivity (überempfindlichkeit) in guinea pigs exposed to repeated 
doses of diphtheria toxin, the seminal laboratory studies of richet and Portier on 
anaphylactic reactions in dogs, and the research of rosenau and anderson illustrating 
the supersensitivity of guinea pigs to horse serum.32 His awareness of the experimental 
laboratory tradition which had made the notion of allergy possible is also evident in his 
reflective overview of the history of allergy published in 1927, shortly before his death; 
although the majority of the paper focused on his own contributions to the field, he 
opened his discussion by referring at length to the laboratory studies of richet, arthus, 
and Theobald Smith.33
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in 1911, von Pirquet published a more expansive account of immunological reactivity 
and disease, in which he developed many of the ideas that he had sketched out only in 
skeleton form in 1906.34 The 1911 monograph illustrates, in the first place, the manner 
in which he clearly retained a close interest in the seemingly paradoxical relationship 
between immunity and hypersensitivity. Secondly, his focus remained steadfastly fixed 
on tracing the precise temporal, qualitative and quantitative aspects of various types 
of altered reactivity that enabled him to compare and contrast diverse clinical and 
laboratory observations of hypersensitivity reactions. finally, he retained his strong 
emphasis on the broad clinical significance of allergy. although much of the text 
was preoccupied with serum sickness and vaccination reactions in humans and with 
experimental anaphylaxis in animals as paradigmatic forms of allergy, von Pirquet also 
considered the role of altered immunological reactivity in urticaria, food idiosyncrasies, 
and hay fever, and speculated about the contribution of allergy to the symptomatology 
of various infectious diseases, such as syphilis, scarlet fever, and tuberculosis. indeed, his 
clinical preoccupations are betrayed by his insistence on using the word allergy primarily 
as ‘a clinical conception without being prejudiced by the bacteriological, pathological 
or biological findings’.35

in his 1911 monograph, von Pirquet also reflected more extensively on the possible 
mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of these conditions, drawing both on his own 
clinical observations at the bedside and on his reading of the results of experimental 
work in animals. in particular, he reviewed contemporary disputes about the nature of 
the sensitizing substance (or allergen), summarized evidence regarding the specificity 
of ‘serum allergy’, and discussed the results of experiments demonstrating the passive 
transfer of anaphylaxis. although the precise character and mode of action of the serum 
factors responsible remained unknown, von Pirquet was convinced that most forms of 
allergy (whether leading to immunity or hypersensitivity) were mediated by antibodies 
interacting in some way with an allergen. The implications of this hypothesis, which 
closely echoed his own earlier reflections on the pathogenetic significance of host 
reactivity, were not lost on von Pirquet:

This explanation involved also quite a new conception of an antibody. Thus far the 
antibodies were numbered among the protective substances, which is just the contrary of 
the supposition. Diphtheria antitoxin was considered as a typical antibody. The action of 
this antibody is to neutralize completely the antigen, i.e., the diphtheria toxin, while in my 
hypothesis these other antibodies form a new toxic body with the antigen. The principal 
new conception consisted in the suggestion that a disease might be due indirectly to an 
antibody, an idea to which at that time adherents of the school of Ehrlich, like Kraus, 
took strong exception.36

as von Pirquet’s words imply, his approach to immunity and hypersensitivity 
was not well-received by many of his contemporaries. in particular, critics dismissed 
his terminology, his emphasis on host reactivity in human disease, and his insistence 
on the close parallels between immunity and hypersensitivity. in promoting his own 
understanding of the precise mechanisms operating in anaphylaxis, for example, richet 
condemned the introduction of what he regarded as an unnecessary new term: ‘Pirquet 
and Schick have termed the reaction of an organism to a foreign substance allergy; 
but it does not appear necessary to me to introduce this word in addition to the word 
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anaphylaxis’.37 richet’s rejection of the term allergy was echoed elsewhere. When von 
Pirquet’s book was reviewed in the Lancet in 1911, the reviewer referred to the term as 
‘not a happy combination’, and pointed out that richet had already coined the word 
anaphylaxis for increased sensitivity.38 Some years later, in their preliminary classification 
of the phenomena of hypersensitivity, arthur f. Coca (1875–1959) and robert a. Cooke 
(1880–1960), two leading american immunologists, also expressed their dissatisfaction 
with the word ‘allergy’ as a means of classifying even clinical conditions, since adherence 
to von Pirquet’s original definition resulted in the inclusion of diseases ‘of such different 
nature as to make their association valueless if not positively confusing’. in its place, 
Coca and Cooke advocated simply using the term hypersensitivity, which, as they 
explained, was already in regular use in the literature on anaphylaxis.39

Contemporary commentators also challenged von Pirquet’s account of serum sickness 
and his emphasis on the role of antibodies in the pathogenesis of human diseases. in a 
short study of immune sera published in 1908, Charles Bolduan (b. 1873), a german-born 
bacteriologist working in new york, discussed experiments in guinea pigs which, he argued, 
indicated that von Pirquet and Schick’s theory that serum disease was the direct product 
of an interaction between antigen and antibody was ‘untenable’.40 Coca and Cooke also 
disputed von Pirquet’s explanation of the features of serum sickness. in particular, they 
cited studies which had failed to demonstrate any correlation between the symptoms 
of the disease and the presence or absence of either ‘specific precipitins’ or ‘antigen’ in 
the blood. arguing that this lack of relationship alone was ‘sufficient to overthrow von 
Pirquet’s theory’, Coca and Cooke insisted that serum disease in humans was not directly 
comparable to anaphylaxis in animals, as von Pirquet’s work had implied.41 in doing 
so, they not only rejected the explicit link that von Pirquet had constructed between 
immunity and hypersensitivity but also, as Jules Bordet (1870–1961) had done before 
them, disputed the clinical significance of laboratory demonstrations of anaphylaxis.42

Von Pirquet periodically responded to criticism by carefully evaluating competing 
theories of hypersensitivity. in his 1911 monograph, for example, he pointed out that 
richet’s belief that immunity and hypersensitivity, to a particular poison, were stimulated 
by ‘two different substances’ remained speculative, since ‘thus far the separate existence 
of both these hypothetical substances has not been proved’.43 However, von Pirquet 
was acutely aware that his work on the analogies between serum sickness, vaccination 
and infectious diseases ‘remained unnoticed’, and that ‘the main point of the theory, 
the difference in the time of reaction, has not been understood by many scientists’.44 
Von Pirquet’s assessment appears to have been accurate. While the notion of allergy, 
and more specifically the role of host reactivity, remained marginal to many studies 
in experimental physiology and clinical pathology, interest in anaphylaxis by contrast 
blossomed. During the first two decades of the twentieth century, an expanding stream 
of articles and books on anaphylaxis (rather than allergy) appeared in a number of 
languages.45 in addition, contemporary commentators both in Europe and in north 
america noted, sometimes ironically, how anaphylaxis had become ‘one of the most 
popular scientific terms of the day’.46

Significantly, however, while anaphylaxis proved immediately popular, von Pirquet’s 
formulation of allergy gradually attracted increasing attention and support from clinicians 
and scientists. it is noticeable, for example, that when richet was awarded the nobel 
Prize in 1913 for his experimental work on anaphylaxis, the linguistic and scientific tides 
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were perhaps already beginning to turn. The previous year, the american pathologist 
Ludvig Hektoen (1863–1951) had published an article in the Journal of the American 
Medical Association in which he not only used the terms anaphylaxis and allergy almost 
interchangeably but also made explicit the links between the laboratory and the clinic 
that had been central to von Pirquet’s formulation of the concept of altered reactivity.47 
four years later, in an article in the Lancet on prophylactic vaccination against hay 
fever, B.P. Sormani, a lecturer in serology in amsterdam, similarly used allergy as a 
shorthand for ‘hypersensibility for the pollen extract’.48 By the late 1920s, the titles of a 
number of books and journal articles, as well as the emergence of ‘allergy clinics’ around 
Europe and north america, suggest that the concept of allergy was slowly superseding 
anaphylaxis as a means of not only describing, but also conceptualizing and analysing, a 
variety of experimental and clinical phenomena within what von Pirquet referred to as 
‘the domain of immunology’.49

The construction of a new conceptual framework was not the only legacy of von 
Pirquet’s formulation of altered reactivity. always alert to the clinical implications 
of his findings, von Pirquet’s studies led him to suggest that modified skin reactions 
to bacteria or their toxins might be utilized for diagnostic purposes. applying his 
observations to tuberculosis, he suggested in 1907 that the nature of the skin reaction 
to inoculation with tuberculin (or ‘the tuberculin test’) could be used to determine 
whether or not a patient had been in contact with the tubercle bacillus. although the 
test could not necessarily distinguish between old and active infection (especially in 
adult patients), von Pirquet was insistent not only that the cutaneous test was preferable 
to the conjunctival test later introduced by albert Calmette (1863–1933) but also that 
the test was important in prevention, since it could reveal which children in hospitals 
and schools were tuberculous and should therefore be segregated.50 Von Pirquet was 
manifestly proud of what he termed ‘the allergy test’ for tuberculosis. as he pointed 
out in a review of the field of allergy, published in 1927, his ‘finding of most practical 
importance, the cutaneous tuberculin reaction, is used by paediatricians all over the 
world with the same interpretation i devised years ago’.51 although there were recurrent 
debates about the precise role and the nature of hypersensitivity in the evolution of 
immunity against tuberculosis during the middle decades of the twentieth century, von 
Pirquet’s test (as it became more commonly known) became a standard diagnostic tool 
and served as the model for the development of similar tests for other diseases, such as 
diphtheria, glanders, and actinomycosis.

Von Pirquet’s notion of allergy carried other consequences. By postulating a clear 
link between immunity and hypersensitivity, von Pirquet helped to maintain interest 
in the role of what were generally regarded as the body’s defence mechanisms in 
dictating the symptoms and course of human diseases. Whether framed primarily in 
terms of hypersensitivity, anaphylaxis, or allergy, altered immunological reactivity was 
rapidly implicated in the pathogenesis of a number of conditions increasingly referred 
to as ‘allergic disorders’: hay fever; asthma; urticaria and eczema; food idiosyncrasies; 
supersensitivity to aspirin and other drugs; reactions to bee stings; infectious diseases, 
in particular tuberculosis; and a variety of diffuse clinical manifestations such as 
rheumatism, eclampsia, migraine, and epilepsy. By drawing together a range of disparate 
clinical conditions in this way, von Pirquet’s reflections on the clinical and laboratory 
manifestations of altered reactivity provided a conceptual framework within which 
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allergy emerged as a distinct field of clinical practice and scientific study in the first half 
of the twentieth century.

The evolution of Allergy studies

Just as the original notion of allergy had been strongly shaped by von Pirquet’s clinical 
acumen, so too the subsequent emergence of more focused studies of allergic reactions 
was embedded in the exigencies of clinical work. During the early decades of the 
twentieth century, both English and north american pioneers in the study of allergy 
were primarily concerned with developing novel treatments for clinical conditions 
such as hay fever, asthma, and food idiosyncrasies, rather than with elucidating more 
clearly the immunological mechanisms or biochemical pathways involved in allergic 
reactions. more particularly, early studies of allergy revolved around clinical efforts to 
refine a specific form of treatment, generally referred to as desensitization or allergen 
immunotherapy, introduced during the first decade of the century. However, as i shall 
suggest here, while allergists certainly focused predominantly on perfecting therapeutic 
approaches to hay fever and asthma in the clinic, they also retained an interest in 
pursuing experimental studies of allergens and antibodies in the laboratory.

unlike many aspects of the history of allergy, events surrounding the introduction 
and refinement of desensitization are relatively well-known.52 The procedure was 
developed by John freeman (1877–1962) and Leonard noon (1877–1913) working in the 
inoculation Department at St mary’s Hospital in London. funded largely by a lucrative 
contract for vaccine production with an american pharmaceutical firm, Parke, Davis & 
Company,53 the Department was directed by Sir almroth Wright (1861–1947), whose 
work focused particularly on developing vaccines designed to stimulate active, rather 
than passive, immunity against a range of infectious diseases, such as typhoid, cholera, 
tuberculosis, and staphylococcal skin infections. initially seconded to contribute to 
Wright’s development of vaccines for infectious diseases, noon and freeman began to 
expand their clinical interest in immunization to the treatment of hay fever.

Convinced that passive immunization with a specific antiserum was both difficult 
and unlikely ‘to bring about a permanent cure’, noon suggested, in a preliminary article 
published in the Lancet in 1911, that ‘the induction of an active immunity’ to pollen might 
offer a more satisfactory outcome. He therefore embarked on a series of clinical experiments 
with the aim of determining ‘what degree of immunity can be induced in hay fever patients 
by inoculations of pollen toxin, how these inoculations may be best regulated, and whether 
the affection can by this means be permanently cured’.54 accordingly he inoculated a small 
number of hay fever sufferers subcutaneously with increasing doses of an extract of pollen 
from Phleum pratense or timothy grass, which had been discovered to generate the most 
active extract. although he recognized the need for further studies, noon was cautiously 
optimistic about the initial results of inoculating his patients:

The result of these experiments so far is to show that the sensibility of hay fever patients 
may be decreased, by properly directed dosage, at least a hundredfold, while excessive or 
too frequent inoculations only serve to increase the sensibility. it still remains to be seen 
whether the immunity thus attained is sufficient to carry the patients through a season 
without suffering from their annual attacks of hay fever.55
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Later the same year, freeman provided a more detailed account of the procedure. 
in addition to setting out the protocol that was employed in preparing, quantifying, 
and administering the various pollen extracts, freeman carefully charted the dosage and 
timing of inoculations, clinical estimates of the patients’ growing resistance to pollen as 
measured by the ‘ophthalmo-reaction’, and the patients’ own assessments of the efficacy 
of treatment. Having dismissed possible sources of error in his results, freeman was 
enthusiastic about the impact of desensitization: ‘Considering all the cases generally, 
there seems little doubt that there has been a distinct amelioration of symptoms. This 
improvement took several forms; a greater freedom from attack, the attack not so bad as 
in former years, and the attack sooner over, the constitutional disturbance not so great, 
less asthma’.56 for freeman, the absence of a clear explanation for the positive results 
of pollen inoculation was less important than evidence of clinical efficacy: ‘increase in 
immunity produced by pollen vaccine is in itself the best proof of the soundness of this 
line of treatment, whether prophylactic or phylactic’.57

Significantly, the mode of desensitization adopted by freeman and noon did not 
appear to draw on either the growing physiological literature on anaphylaxis or the 
speculative pathology which linked experimental anaphylaxis and allergic reactivity with 
human hypersensitivities; indeed, apart from occasional references to Besredka’s work on 
‘anti-anaphylaxis’ and the eventual (but rather reluctant) adoption of the word ‘allergy’, 
freeman’s published writings demonstrate a distinct disregard for the blossoming interest 
in the mechanisms and meanings of allergy and anaphylaxis initiated by richet and von 
Pirquet.58 nor was noon and freeman’s innovation overtly inspired by earlier attempts 
to immunize against hay fever and food intolerance.59 instead, the approach to hay fever 
(and ultimately other allergies) adopted by noon and freeman was shaped partly by 
previous studies of hay fever by Charles Blackley (1820–1900) and William Dunbar (1863–
1922), who had identified the pivotal role of what they thought was a ‘pollen toxin’ in 
pathogenesis, and partly by trends in bacteriology, in which investigators such as almroth 
Wright were attempting to develop active, rather than passive, bacterial vaccines.60

noon and freeman’s method of treating hay fever was rapidly assimilated into 
clinical practice on both sides of the atlantic. in Britain, contributors to the Lancet 
reported the outcome of cases treated by noon’s method, debated the most appropriate 
means of preparing, quantifying and administering pollen, discussed the possibility of 
vaccinating against asthma, and advertised the availability of commercial ‘hay fever 
reaction outfits’ containing pollen extracts prepared at St mary’s and marketed and sold 
by Parke, Davis & Company.61 in addition, the technique was adopted and adapted 
by clinicians in the united States, who devised their own diagnosis and treatment 
protocols, and who were assisted in the production and distribution of pollen extracts by 
pharmaceutical companies such as Lederle and abbott Laboratories.62 in particular, the 
technique was developed by Karl Koessler (1880–1925) and robert a. Cooke. Koessler, 
a Viennese-trained physician practising in Chicago and later President of the american 
association for the Study of allergy, had worked with almroth Wright at St mary’s 
before emigrating to america, where he first began work on active immunization for 
hay fever in 1910.63 Cooke, a founding member of the Society for the Study of asthma 
and allied Conditions, cited the contributions of both Koessler and freeman in his first 
publication in 1915, and continued to explore the efficacy, safety, and mechanism of 
active immunization throughout his professional life.64
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although american and British clinicians devised slightly different protocols 
for vaccinating with pollen, commentators on both sides of the atlantic generally 
acknowledged that the papers published by noon and freeman between 1911 and 1914 
constituted the first systematic account of therapeutic and prophylactic inoculation 
against hay fever and, in the process, ostensibly signalled the birth of clinical allergy in 
Britain and elsewhere. By providing what appeared to be a viable alternative to climate 
therapy (see Keirns this volume) and to the wide range of commercial preparations 
available for asthma and hay fever, the form of inoculation developed at St mary’s became 
the cornerstone of treatment for allergic disorders worldwide until well after the Second 
World War. indeed, the dominance of desensitization survived the introduction of novel 
pharmaceutical preparations for allergies (such as antihistamines, bronchodilators, and 
steroids) in the middle decades of the twentieth century and only began to decline in 
clinical importance after a number of deaths occurred following desensitization during 
the 1980s.65 as the prominent german-born american allergist, max Samter (1908–99), 
put it in 1979, ‘the practice of allergy is virtually synonymous with immunotherapy’.66

Closer scrutiny of the evolution of allergy studies during the first half of the twentieth 
century suggests that developments continued to be shaped largely by the pragmatic 
concerns of clinical practice rather than by the need to elucidate theoretical issues in the 
laboratory. much of freeman’s time and effort at St mary’s, for example, was focused on 
improving the diagnosis of allergic disorders through the modification of conjunctival 
and skin tests and on generating better treatment protocols for pollen desensitization. 
Thus, he experimented not only with the ‘leisurely desensitization’ that he and noon 
had introduced in 1911 but also with ‘intensive desensitization’ (every day for a week or 
so) and ‘rush inoculation’, in which injections were given every hour or two during one 
day. However, these concentrated courses of inoculation appear to have been designed 
on an ad hoc basis to accommodate the hectic professional and social lifestyles of his 
patients (particularly perhaps those seen in his private practice) rather than being driven 
by any clear conceptual rationale for the varying treatment regimes.67

indeed, freeman was a self-confessed empiricist, regularly emphasizing the centrality 
of clinical experience (or the ‘experiental method’) over either theory or statistical 
evidence.68 This feature of his work was apparent not only in his flexible approach to 
establishing therapeutic doses in particular patients, but also in his close descriptions of 
the cardinal clinical features of patients with allergy (such as the ‘allergic nose’) and in 
his liberal use of individual case studies and anecdotes, rather than tables and figures.69 
revealing the holism characteristic of a certain breed of English physicians in this 
period,70 and self-consciously pursuing an appreciation of biological individuality that 
was increasingly absent from immunological studies, freeman warned against basing 
clinical decisions merely on an accumulation of cases:

it all boils down to this: you must not treat human beings as mere cases – of hay-fever 
or whatever it may be. you must observe the traditional medical maxim of “treat the 
individual man” and all his special commitments at the moment; this is as true for us 
doctors who work in laboratories as for doctors who never go into them. it is especially 
important when you are deciding whether the patient, though undoubtedly sensitive to 
grass pollen, is really suitable for a desensitization treatment.71
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However, although freeman’s curiosity was largely consumed by the challenge of 
perfecting desensitization through clinical experience, he was not immune to fostering 
research initiatives both in the clinic and the laboratory. Throughout the 1930s and 
1940s, research fellows and visiting scholars affiliated to the allergy Department not only 
contributed to freeman’s on-going clinical commitments but also pursued their own 
research interests, some of which intersected with broader immunological enquiries into 
the biochemistry of antigen-antibody reactions. During the 1930s, for example, David 
Harley, a research fellow in the Department funded by the asthma research Council, 
published the results of experiments exploring the nature of antibody-antigen (or more 
specifically reagin-allergen) mixtures. During the same period, freeman also encouraged 
research into the biological polyvalency of pollen allergens, publishing papers himself 
with W. Howard Hughes, a medical graduate from St mary’s Hospital and an assistant 
in the Department, as well as supporting the studies of Erich Wittkower (1899–1983) 
into the ‘allergic personality’.72

Some years later, when rosa augustin (née friedmann) was appointed to the allergy 
Department in 1952 with the help of a grant from the asthma research Council, 
she not only carried out, with a.W. frankland, probably the first controlled trial of 
desensitization but also published the results of a series of internationally acclaimed 
studies of both the chemical structure and standardization of allergens and the nature 
of reaginic antibodies.73 augustin’s detailed work on immunochemistry was regularly 
applauded in the annual reports of the Wright-fleming institute of microbiology (as 
the inoculation Department had been renamed in the 1930s), the self-professed aim of 
which was to ‘foster and engage in research in microbiology and immunology’.74 The 
institute’s commitment to immunochemical approaches to allergy, carried out in what 
was sometimes referred to as an ‘immuno-chemistry unit’,75 was bolstered in 1953 by 
the recruitment of a research assistant, miss B.J. Hayward, who worked in the allergy 
Department with augustin until they both left in 1960, and subsequently, in more 
profound ways, by the appointment of the protein chemist rodney r. Porter (1917–
1985) to the new Chair of immunology in 1959.76 The contributions of rosa augustin 
to freeman’s allergy empire suggest that, although largely preoccupied with patients in 
the clinic, allergists were also eager to develop and maintain constructive links between 
clinical practice and laboratory science.

This collaborative process is evident in freeman’s own writings. Thus, although 
freeman was a dedicated bedside clinician, he was also an advocate of close cooperation 
between the laboratory and the clinic. in his monograph, published in 1950, he pointedly 
noted that laboratory work had ‘always had a practical application to treating the sick 
who crowded to us’, and suggested that ‘laboratories and clinics are symbiotic: they are 
mutually necessary if the work described in this book is to go on’.77 freeman’s emphasis 
on the pivotal relationship between laboratory and clinic was partly rhetorical but it 
was also intimately bound up with his expansive vision of the appropriate organization 
and delivery of health care services. in 1948, when administrative changes following the 
national Health Service act threatened the autonomy of the Department and when the 
volume of patients seen in the allergy Clinic was thought to have become ‘too cumbersome 
for research purposes’, freeman stressed to his colleagues on the Department’s Council 
‘the importance of not divorcing the Clinic from the laboratories’.78 Similarly, in the 
allergy Clinic’s annual report for 1953, freeman not only recounted the wide range 
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of laboratory research and clinical trials being conducted in the Department but also 
stressed that there was ‘close cooperation between the laboratory workers and the clinical 
material available’.79 Within his domain at St mary’s, therefore, freeman was always 
keen to keep open the ‘zone of collaboration’ between clinical allergists and laboratory 
scientists.

John freeman’s preoccupation with immunotherapy and his distinctive blend of 
clinical practice and scientific research was often reproduced by allergists elsewhere. 
in north america, as in Britain, allergy practice revolved predominantly around the 
application and refinement of desensitization, most notably in the clinics of robert 
Cooke and albert Vander Veer (1879–1959) in new york, Karl Koessler in Chicago, and 
ransom Claude Lowdermilk (1872–1948) in Kansas.80 However, like freeman and his 
colleagues, american allergists also recognized the importance of pursuing research in the 
laboratory, and of combining clinical insights into allergic diseases with studies of basic 
immunological processes. in the 1930s, for example, robert Cooke published accounts 
of the possible immunological mechanisms involved in desensitization, introducing the 
notion of a ‘blocking antibody’ (later identified as igg) which was thought to prevent 
‘the action of allergen on the sensitizing antibody’.81 in conjunction with arthur Coca, 
Cooke also devised a classification of hypersensitivity, including the notion of ‘atopy’ 
(or familial predisposition to certain hypersensitivity reactions), which appeared in the 
Journal of Immunology in 1923.82

Significantly, arthur Coca’s career exemplifies the nature of the collaboration between 
allergists and immunologists during the early twentieth century; a practising physician 
and author of many books on allergic diseases, Coca was also Professor of immunology 
at Cornell university medical College in new york and the founder and first editor of 
the Journal of Immunology.83 Coca’s subsequent appointment as medical Director of 
Lederle Laboratories illustrates a further feature of twentieth-century allergy studies, 
namely the development of close links between allergists, botanists, and pharmaceutical 
companies in their search to identify and refine more locally specific pollen preparations 
for diagnosis and treatment. as gregg mitman has pointed out, within the realms of 
north american clinical allergy, research was pursued not only in the clinic and the 
laboratory but also by ecologists and aerobiologists in the field.84

more broadly, the membership and focus of the two major american allergy societies, 
both founded in the 1920s, also reflected an appreciation of both clinical and laboratory 
approaches to allergic diseases. although the Eastern Society boasted a more academic 
and élite membership of physicians and immunologists, including robert Cooke, 
francis m. rackemann (1887–1973), george m. macKenzie (1895–1952), and Harry 
L. alexander (1888–1969), it was the Western Society, dominated largely by clinicians 
keen to popularize their specialty, that had first established an allergy research Council 
in 1929. The express aim of the Council was to promote ‘basic research and to urge 
existing laboratories and research institutes to devote a larger percentage of their funds, 
resources and energies to a more fundamental type of immunological work’.85 When 
the two societies merged to form the american academy of allergy in the early 1940s, 
its members founded a research Council which not only encouraged both clinical and 
laboratory research but also facilitated the emergence of a global network of allergists 
and immunologists by inviting leading international clinicians and scientists, such as 
maurice arthus, Charles richet, Carl Prausnitz, Willem Storm van Leeuwen (1882–
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1933), and John freeman, to become society members and to speak at conferences.86 as 
in Britain, therefore, the promotion of laboratory research remained central to allergists’ 
intellectual agenda and professional identity.

Conclusion

Careful analysis of the origins and evolution of allergy studies on both sides of the 
atlantic reveals some historical evidence to support niels Jerne’s assertion that allergy 
constituted a field of research in which links between the laboratory and the clinic were 
constructively maintained during the first half of the twentieth century. for Clemens 
von Pirquet, one of the strengths of the concept of allergy was that it served to unite 
observations made in the laboratories of experimental physiologists and pathologists 
with those made by clinicians at the bedside of children in the paediatric wards in 
Vienna and elsewhere. Thus, allergy neatly captured both the characteristic features 
of experimental anaphylaxis in animals and the paradigmatic clinical manifestations 
of vaccination reactions, infections, serum sickness, and a host of seemingly related 
idiosyncrasies in humans.

as clinical interest in allergy accelerated during the early decades of the twentieth 
century, the ‘zone of collaboration’ between laboratory scientists and clinicians persisted. 
although John freeman was primarily a clinician, with little concern for the constraints 
of regulated research, he nevertheless recognized the manner in which clinical 
improvements were based on insights offered by laboratory studies of the chemistry of 
allergens and antibodies. notwithstanding his evident anxieties about the increasing 
bureaucratization of the health care services and the fundamental re-orientation in 
medical thinking that had been wrought by laboratory medicine (also expressed by 
Lord Horder (1871–1955) and others during the interwar years),87 freeman was prepared 
to integrate the laboratory into his clinical world, using it to reveal and celebrate, rather 
than silence, both biological individuality and clinical freedom.

John freeman’s cautious acceptance of the laboratory and allergists’ willingness to 
sustain communication and collaboration between the bedside and the bench suggest 
that although both allergy and immunology were rooted in the late-nineteenth-century 
expansion of the biomedical sciences, the two disciplines did indeed pursue rather different 
trajectories during the first half of the twentieth century. unlike most immunologists, 
allergists were not wholeheartedly persuaded by developments in immunochemistry nor 
entirely consumed by the power of the laboratory. While laboratory and field research 
undoubtedly contributed to the expansion of clinical allergy as a legitimate specialty, 
both were regarded as subservient to the authority of experience gained in the clinic.

The possibility that the persistent clinical orientation of allergy facilitated the 
resurgence of immunobiology, in which basic immunological research was once again 
linked with medical practice, remains speculative. it is certainly the case that some 
immunologists were interested in allergy, both in Britain and in america, throughout 
the first half of the twentieth century and that their commitment deepened during the 
post-war period. it is noticeable, for example, that during the 1940s and 1950s, allergy 
increasingly attracted the attention of British immunologists who had previously been 
largely preoccupied with the biochemistry of antibodies and antigens. When the British 
Society for immunology was founded in the early 1950s, allergy (along with serological 
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reactions, biological aspects of immunity, protection against disease, and routine 
diagnosis) was thought to constitute one of the five major areas of immunological 
research, and a number of prominent scientists and clinicians working in the field 
of allergy (such as John freeman, Carl Prausnitz, Henry Dale, Jack Pepys, and a.W. 
frankland) were elected as members or honorary members of the Society.88 in addition, 
some leading immunologists, such as John Humphrey (1915–87), who was appointed 
head of the new immunology Division at the national institute for medical research 
in 1957, and who published a major textbook of immunology for medical students 
in 1963, dedicated much of their professional life to investigating the mechanisms of 
allergic reactions.89 Closer integration of allergy and immunology in this period may 
also have been encouraged by the identification, in 1967, of the antibody involved 
in many allergic reactions (igE), thereby reviving beliefs in the biological parallels 
between hypersensitivity reactions and the mechanisms of host immunity that had been 
postulated by von Pirquet.90

Significantly, the emergence of a ‘new immunology’ during the 1950s and 1960s was 
marked not only by a revival of interest in the cellular mechanisms involved in immune 
responses, but also by growing clinical, scientific and public interest in a range of clinical 
phenomena, such as transplant rejection, tumour biology, autoimmune diseases, and 
indeed allergies. This immunobiological turn, in which links between the clinic and the 
laboratory once again took centre stage, was certainly anticipated, and may have been 
accelerated, by the ‘private line’ or ‘zone of collaboration’ between clinicians and scientists 
that allergists had established and maintained during the early twentieth century. 
although further research on the post-war period is clearly necessary, the predominantly 
clinical aspirations of allergists, together with their belief in the symbiotic significance 
of laboratory and clinical work, may indeed have provided a framework or blueprint 
not only for the emergence of ‘clinical immunology’, as it came to be known during the 
1970s, but also for the immunobiological revolution that infected immunology in the 
decades immediately after the Second World War.
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chapter fiVe

germs, Vaccines, and the rise of allergy
Carla C. Keirns

The state of allergy is bounded on the north by the internist, on the east by the 
dermatologist, on the south by the rhinologist, and on the west by the pediatrician. in 
fact, this state has been carved out of the territory originally within the confines of the 
surrounding states and its borders are still ill defined. a great deal of argument, sometimes 
acrimonious, is going on continually as to the claims of territory by the surrounding 
states and even the right to separate statehood is opposed by some of the more pugnacious 
neighbors …1

– J. Harvey Black, President, american association for the Study of allergy, 1935.

an austrian physician, Clemens von Pirquet, coined the term ‘allergy’ in 1906 to 
describe all of these forms of ‘altered reactivity’, ranging from what we think of now as 
allergic diseases (asthma, hay fever, hives) to various idiosyncratic responses individuals 
had after vaccinations, and, finally, the natural immunity following many infectious 
diseases.2 in the first decades of the twentieth century, the nascent allergy community 
used the terms ‘allergy’ and ‘reaction’ to describe any immune response to a substance to 
which an individual had previously been exposed, encompassing most of what we now 
think of as clinical immunology.

This paper situates the nascent medical specialty of clinical allergy in Europe and 
north america, describes its approaches to the diseases of asthma and hay fever, and 
points to ways in which their theory and practice initially had strong continuities with 
bacteriology and natural history, in both laboratory techniques and the physiological 
ideas that inspired them. While immunologic theory and allergy immunotherapy 
diverged from these origins, practice of allergy in the lab continued to be strongly linked 
to theories of infection, and in the clinic to medical geographical discussions about 
climates of health and disease. The practices of allergy immunotherapy developed into 
a new body of practice and a new set of understandings about the immune system, 
but the first attempts at analysis of the asthmatic’s sputum and development of pollen 
antitoxins were firmly in the tradition of microbiology, based on understandings of 
disease which developed from invading organisms and their poisons. The idea that the 
problem could be the host’s immune system arose through the development of allergy 
vaccines, but was not the vision that initially inspired them.

as part of the growth of interest in the history of immunology, there is now a growing 
literature on the history of asthma and allergy, and intellectual histories of theories 
and experiments which advanced modern understandings of the disease have recently 
been supplemented by broader scientific, social, and environmental histories. mark 
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Jackson’s work on the history of allergy in Britain explores the foundations of allergy in 
immunology and the social place of allergy within the British medical profession and 
the wider community.3 gregg mitman’s environmental history of asthma and allergies 
in the united States is characterized by his focus on place in case studies of hay fever in 
the White mountains, asthma in the rocky mountains, and ragweed as an ecological 
scourge of disturbed environments.4

Building on this literature, this paper attempts to create an historical bridge 
between the laboratory traditions of microbiology and immunology and the medical 
geographic traditions of climatological medicine as they transformed the understanding 
and treatment of asthma and hay fever (later called allergic rhinitis) in the decades 
just before and after 1900. following up on an earlier study of the construction of 
allergen-free indoor environments, in which allergists fought germs by adopting 
modernist architectural trends, the current paper emphasizes the impact of germ theory 
on asthma and the emergence of theories of allergy and the use of the techniques and 
ideas of bacteriology in the development of allergy vaccines.5 While there were multiple 
candidates for microscopic causes of asthma and hay fever, including bacteria, coils, and 
crystals found in the sputum, pollen soon emerged as the most important of these tiny 
threats to the nose, throat, and lungs. as a microscopic cause of asthma and hay fever, 
pollen linked microscopic methods with older traditions of geographic medicine.

Before the beginning of the twentieth century, symptomatic relief for asthma and 
hay fever consisted principally of change of climate and a variety of symptom-relieving 
drugs including caffeine, opiates, cocaine, and tobacco. Between 1900 and 1950 a small 
group of physicians sought to replace climatic therapy, working to sever the persistent 
link between disease and place. in particular, through an ambitious and highly contested 
set of strategies they sought to adapt the allergic or asthmatic individual to any climate 
he or she chose through modification of the patient’s local environment and his or 
her immune responses. in so doing, they established both a medical specialty (clinical 
allergy) and a distinct mode of medical practice that included a detailed analysis of the 
patient’s home environment and occupation, skin tests for specific allergens, and a new 
form of desensitization therapy (through vaccinations). Their methods held out the 
possibility for a multi-dimensional technical fix to a refractory clinical dilemma.

immunology also offered a scientific explanation for the clinical problem of 
idiosyncrasy. until the late nineteenth century, physicians used the principle of 
individual idiosyncrasy to explain observations that some patients were sensitive to 
certain substances, including horses, cats, roses, and hay, which had no effect at all on 
the vast majority of people.6 Detailed explanations of idiosyncrasy were produced in 
fields as diverse as heredity, immunology, neurobiology, and psychology, all of which 
attempted to explain why individuals exposed to the same disease-causing stimuli 
sometimes developed immunity and other times illness.

The field of allergy has been rooted in two distinct traditions: the first, a medical 
geographic approach to observing the topographies of diseases and their local and 
regional causes, and second, a vision of the human body and its responses to bacteria 
and other substances arising from the traditions and practices of germ theory. These 
two sets of ideas merged in the pollen theory of the cause of hay fever and asthma, 
which used geographic arguments about pollen distribution to explain the efficacy of 
travel in mitigating symptoms, and analogies between bacteria and pollen to explain 
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the mechanisms of disease. in the first section, we explore the place of asthma and hay 
fever under the emerging germ theory of disease in the final decades of the nineteenth 
century. next, we look at the pollen theory of hay fever and asthma and how it links 
these new unseen agents of disease with the already established climates of health and 
illness. germ theory and pollen studies combine in the creation of pollen vaccines, 
which are no longer seen as straightforward prophylactics against attacking agents such 
as bacteria, but instead as modifying the body’s immune reactions in myriad ways. This 
transition from vaccine as booster for natural immunity to modifier of the immune 
response happened gradually in the laboratories where it was first explored. finally, 
while the vaccine treatments for asthma and hay fever attempted to free the sufferer 
from dependence on favored healthy places, they required the physician to learn the 
seasonality and geography of pollen distribution in order to use the therapy effectively.

microscopic Causes of Disease

By the mid-nineteenth century, improvements in glass manufacture and precision 
instrument manufacture transformed microscopes from expensive custom-made 
instruments to mass-produced tools available to a wide body of researchers, facilitating 
first microscopic studies of tissue structure and disease, and ultimately the discovery of 
microscopic causes of disease. The age-old debates about spontaneous generation and 
Louis Pasteur’s work on fermentation led to extensive use of the new microscopes to 
study microbes in the air and in the water. from the 1860s to the 1890s, investigators, 
at first in german and french laboratories, discovered microscopic organisms that they 
linked to many major animal and human diseases – in short order the bacterial causes 
of anthrax, cholera, diphtheria, and tuberculosis were identified. after a few spectacular 
successes, the search expanded, and a race began in which thousands of researchers 
around the world sought explanations under the microscope to account for many 
poorly understood diseases. The next stage was for a whole generation of scientific and 
medical workers to learn to see – and to interpret what they would find – under the 
’scope. in these newly-revealed worlds, researchers had to relearn the normal anatomy 
and physiology that they had formerly known at the level of the naked eye. What were 
normal findings in blood and phlegm? What were uncommon but healthy variants? 
and finally, what were clear signs of disease?7

as many historians have shown, the germ theory of disease altered both medicine 
and society, changing the ways that people thought about their bodies and the world 
around them.8 The existence of germs changed the way people thought about all diseases. 
The question, ‘Could this be caused by an unknown germ?’ had to be asked, even if the 
answer was ultimately, ‘no’. researchers quickly found that bacteria were everywhere, on 
the skin, in the mouth and nose, as well as on glasses, plates, and myriad everyday objects. 
The presence of bacteria in and on the bodies of apparently healthy people presented a 
challenge to linkages between germs and disease which had to be explained – either these 
people were immune to these bacteria, or these particular bacteria were not ones that 
caused disease. The challenge faced by these researchers and their contemporaries was in 
establishing causality. if a microbe was found in the phlegm of a patient with a disease, 
did that prove that it was the cause? What about the bacteria found in those apparently 
perfectly healthy? Koch’s postulates, promulgated by the leading german bacteriologist, 
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became the gold standard for proof that a microbe was the cause of a disease, including 
isolation of the suspect microbe, growth in pure culture, then reproduction of the disease 
by exposing a new person to the bacterium.9 While suited for these narrow purposes, 
Koch’s principles failed to explain the laboratory anomalies of microbes without disease, 
disease without microbes, and the coexistence of individual microbes with a host of 
different diseases. These puzzles fed debates about heredity and predisposition, infection 
and resistance, and the new science of immunology.10

Coils, Crystals and Bacilli

Clinical observations that ‘animal emanations’ from horses, cats, and other creatures 
caused asthma in some patients led researchers to search for microscopic elements that 
these animals released, whether germs or otherwise.11 The most compelling studies, 
though, came from the examination of the sputum of asthmatics, which showed bacteria, 
crystals and spiral forms which appeared to be specific to asthma. Circumstantial 
evidence also came from the discovery of bacteria related to other respiratory diseases. 
Diphtheria and its associated toxin became a microbial success story when antitoxin 
started saving children’s lives. and while asthma and consumption were frequently seen 
as distinct diseases before the tubercle bacillus was discovered in 1882, they had been 
just as often seen as part of a spectrum of disease, as conditions which could transform 
into one another, or at least as related diseases of the lungs which could benefit from 
the same treatments. Both diseases were sometimes thought to be caused by the same 
diathesis, with weak lungs manifesting as asthma in one family member and tuberculosis 
in another. most of all, the laboratory orientation that had placed all diseases under the 
microscope led researchers to search for causes of asthma in the copious, thick sputum 
produced by its sufferers.

in 1860, when Henry Hyde Salter published his authoritative monograph on 
asthma, he reviewed the leading theories on the causes of asthma from the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries.12 He reviewed theories of nervous spasm or paralysis of the 
bronchi, irritating mucous which caused cough and wheezing, and toxins in the blood, 
as well as arguments that asthma is not a specific disease at all. absent from Salter’s 
discussion, but present in monographs on asthma from the 1870s and 1880s, was a 
detailed microscopic analysis of the asthmatic sputum. in 1853, Jean-martin Charcot, 
best known for his work as a pathologist and his descriptions of neurological diseases, 
published a paper on hexagonal crystals seen in the blood of a person with leukemia 
and in the sputum of someone with bronchitis.13 in 1870 Ernst von Leyden expanded 
on Charcot’s observations, arguing that the crystals caused mechanical irritation to the 
bronchial lining, directly causing the characteristic asthmatic wheezing and spasm.14 
Heinrich Curschmann disagreed with von Leyden, arguing that it was not the crystals 
but the thick mucous which he noted sometimes came out in the sputum in thin coils 
which led to difficulty of breathing in asthma.15

Other authors pointed to the frequent findings of bacteria in the sputum as well as 
in the mouth and nose. These bacteria, however, lacked specificity for asthma, being 
commonly found in other diseases and in the absence of disease. One group of authors 
explained, ‘The number of streptococci in the nasal secretion of hay fever patients greatly 
exceeds that in the secretion of normal persons. Often streptococci were present in pure 
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cultures in the case of hay fever sufferers’, which implied a claim of causation, in that 
pure cultures were a requirement of Koch’s postulates.16 The authors went on to say that 
‘while there are not enough data on hand to permit the assignment of an etiological role to 
the streptococci found in the nasal cavities of hay fever patients, these observations certainly 
tend to compromise the pollen theory of hay fever and should stimulate renewed 
investigations of this interesting malady’.17

British physician J.B. Berkart analysed these debates in an 1889 monograph. He 
advocated the bacterial origins of asthma based on his observations of the inflammatory 
quality of the mucous during an attack of asthma, and because he felt that a self-
reproducing bacterium could explain how asthma could affect the entire body and 
progressively worsen for days:

The clinical peculiarities of Bronchial asthma plainly indicate the nature of their exciting 
cause. as has above been shown, the pathological process involved is a progressive form of 
inflammation … The sero-fibrinous exudation becomes more and more fibrinous, where 
such is wont to occur; and the consequent mechanical interference with the respiratory 
function now constitutes the most striking of all its symptoms. no mechanical nor 
chemical irritant – no foreign body, no abnormally high nor abnormally low temperature, 
no vaso-motor neurosis, nor anything else, that has hitherto been alleged as a provocative 
of the disease – can possibly give rise to such a series of phenomena. none of them 
can exert its injurious influence beyond its immediate point of impact … The agent, 
endowed with such properties, must necessarily be one, that is capable of reproducing 
itself. Suspicion, therefore, attaches itself to the various microorganisms, which have 
previously been described … it shall, at once, be conceded that the mere presence of 
a micro-organism, however constant it may be, proves absolutely nothing as regards its 
pathogenic nature. nor would it serve any useful purpose to refer here to the failures, 
which attended my numerous attempts to satisfy, as far as possible, the postulates of 
bacteriological science, in order to arrive at some decision on that point.18

Berkart’s qualifications about the problem of satisfying Koch’s postulates in asthma 
highlight the difficulty of making either a definitive case for a bacterial cause for disease 
but also the challenge of dismissing such a theory when it was so strongly held. The 
bacterial candidates for the causation of asthma eventually faded from favor as the 
pollen theory of asthma and hay fever was widely adopted. Likewise, the Charcot-
Leyden crystals and Curschmann spirals took on the status of curiosities rather than 
causal agents.

William Osler’s 1892 textbook of medicine offered a learned observer’s compromise 
on this debate, explaining the appearance and disappearance of Curschmann spirals and 
Charcot-Leyden crystals as pathologic markers of the length of an asthmatic attack.19 
first, the sputum appeared as Lännec’s perles, which could often be unfolded into 
collections of Curschmann spirals. Then, in two to three days, as the mucous hardened 
and decomposed in the bronchial tubes, the Charcot-Leyden crystals would form. These 
findings, while characteristic of the sputum in an attack of asthma, were seen not as the 
cause of the disease but its consequence.

Bacterial theories about the origins of asthma persisted, with periodic case reports and 
discussions in the literature, but the dominant explanations at the end of the nineteenth 
century were of nervous excitement and pollen intoxication. The evidence for bacterial 
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explanations was ambiguous, but was best demonstrated by the empiric use of antiseptic 
inhalers to treat the disease based on the new practice of antisepsis for surgery, which 
Joseph Lister introduced through his use of carbolic acid in 1869.20 The treatment was 
promoted for lung diseases like asthma, bronchitis, and catarrh, as well as influenza and 
consumption with substances like carbolic acid, phenol, nitric acid, creosote, benzoin, 
tar extracts, and chlorine inhaled for the purpose of disinfecting the lungs. 21 The use 
of caustic and acidic inhaled antiseptics to treat asthma continued into the 1920s, long 
after researchers stopped publishing on possible bacterial causes of asthma, illustrating 
the distance that often separates medical theory and pharmaceutical practice. But the 
microbial vision proved important in thinking about pollen, ‘animal emanations’ and 
other causes of asthma and hay fever. if these were not infections with living organisms, 
could they be mediated by some kind of toxin, or did they work in another way?

Pollen, Infusoria and Toxins

Pollen, on the other hand, has had a longer and more successful career as a microscopic 
cause of asthma and hay fever, as it linked microscopic methods with older traditions 
of geographic medicine.22 Pollen explained the seasonality of asthma and hay fever in 
some patients, the problem of ‘rose cold’ as well as much of the clinical lore about 
which places were safe and dangerous for those with asthma and hay fever. The precise 
mechanism by which pollen produced its symptoms of burning of the eyes, cough, 
sneezing, congestion, and in some asthma, however, remained uncertain.

The first studies linking pollen to asthma and hay fever were published in the 1870s, in 
the midst of the discovery of microbial causes of many diseases.23 Pollen grains appeared 
to fit smoothly into this new vision of disease from unseen attackers, leading to an 
explanation of hay fever and asthma as ‘pollen poisoning’. Pollen theory explained both 
the seasonal and geographic features of hay fever and asthma, and allowed for predictions 
of when and where patients could expect to be free of symptoms. Pollen maps supported 
the old wisdom that mountains and seacoasts were best for asthmatics, while reducing 
that clinical observation to a single numerical pollen count. Questions would follow 
about why some people were susceptible while the majority of the population was not, 
about the identity of a particular pollen toxin or group of toxins, and innumerable other 
details. But in the beginning, pollen counters and pollen maps explained much about 
patterns of illness, and pollen soon formed the foundation of a new set of methods for 
testing and treatment based on theories of allergy.

unlike the rocky mountains and Desert Southwest, which became the favored 
new homes for many asthmatics, the White mountains of new Hampshire became a 
treasured retreat during the summer and early fall, a gathering place for those asthmatics 
and hay fever sufferers wealthy enough to take a vacation, and who could also afford 
the long and arduous trip by ship, rail and carriage.24 for a significant number of the 
Bostonians, new yorkers, and Philadelphians who annually turned to the small towns 
of the White mountains as summer retreats from work and city life, these places also 
afforded relief from their sneezing, wheezing, and misery at home.25 The united States 
Hay fever association, founded in Bethlehem, new Hampshire, in 1874, dispensed 
advice about such areas to its members, who consisted primarily of sufferers of hay 
fever and ‘hay asthma’ (for those who had both sneezing and shortness of breath) and 
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interested physicians. a kind of self-help organization, the group met to discuss hay 
fever and share their experiences with treatments. They combined their findings and 
produced official tables that, like weather reports, offered the reader an idea of the sort 
of pulmonary responses they could anticipate in their new locale. Their annual Manual 
of the US Hay Fever Association included as a regular feature a list of places members 
had visited and been ‘exempt’ from symptoms. The table from 1892 shows that high 
mountains and seacoasts dominated the list of favored destinations, though the list of 
places is most notable for their status as tourist destinations (figure 5.1).

figure 5.1 Exempt places from hay fever (1892). Source: Survey of the membership, Manual of the 
United States Hay Fever Association, 1892.
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many of the visitors to the White mountains during the autumn hay fever season (late 
august and early September) had medical or scientific training, and these visitors sought 
explanations for why they felt well in new Hampshire and ill at home. in keeping with 
the scientific discoveries of the day, the discussion was dominated by talk of miasmas, 
spores, animuncules, infusoria, mites and other microscopic culprits which might be 
carried on the air unseen, and which might die with the autumn frosts – just when 
symptoms were almost universally relieved each year. as Secretary of the association, 
Edmund S. Hoyt discussed the causes of hay fever as he understood them, emphasizing 
both local atmospheric factors and individual idiosyncrasy:

it is evident that whatever may be the occasion of Hay-fever in the physical idiosyncracies 
[sic] of the victim, the real causes of it exists in circumstances external to himself, and 
over which he has, or may have, more or less of control, and that those circumstances are 
atmospheric, or, in other words, that the atmosphere is the bearer of the specific poison, 
whatever it be, whether it be miasmatic, sporadic or animalcular … it is evident that these 
atmospheric influences are periodic … it is evident that these atmospheric influences are 
local in their character, and this is the great comfort which your secretary has to bring 
you in all your affliction. time one may not annihilate, even by sleep, but localities may 
be selected, according to the liking, or, according to the purse. medicine may accomplish 
little or nothing, and it is safe to say, notwithstanding the protestations of interested 
parties, that medicine has yet accomplished little or nothing, yet there is ‘balm in gilead,’ 
and in gorham, and in Bethlehem, too, and in numberless regions known and perhaps 
unknown.26

many physicians and scientists in the association published on both their personal 
experience of hay fever and experiments and observations about the disease. By the 
end of the 1870s, for example, Dr. morrill Wyman of Harvard medical School – whose 
family had been traveling to the White mountains for some years – was, like his 
British counterpart Dr. Charles Blackley of manchester, England, arguing that pollen 
was the major exciting cause for asthma and hay fever. its appearance coincided with 
intensification of symptoms in the summer and fall, and such a concept fit the most 
modern theories of the day – finding the causes of disease in microscopic particles. 
neurologist george m. Beard called the pollen hypotheses the ‘infusorial’ theory of hay 
fever, linking it explicitly with germ-based explanations of disease.27 morrill Wyman’s 
experiments in this vein began with the observation that he and his family suffered in 
Boston in the late summer and fall, and found relief in the White mountains. Wyman 
conducted a series of studies of pollen and its relationship to hay fever and asthma, paying 
special attention to the geographic distribution of pollens. When Wyman published his 
book on hay fever in 1872, he included several maps of pollen distribution during peak 
season in the united States, which he had developed from his wide correspondence 
with physicians and hay fever sufferers. The frontispiece featured his favored White 
mountains region (figure 5.2).28

in parallel with Wyman’s observations, British physician Charles Harrison Blackley 
studied the relationship between pollen counts and symptoms of hay fever and hay 
asthma with a novel device. He invented a ‘pollen counter’ which featured a microscopic 
slide covered with a layer of sticky glycerine and left outside to catch pollen in a birdhouse-
like apparatus with a roof but no walls. rather than geographic variation, Blackley’s 
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figure 5.2 map of the White mountains and Vicinity. The light area in the middle of the map 
was considered exempt from pollen. Source: morrill Wyman, Autumnal Catarrh (Hay 
Fever), new york: Hurd & Houghton, 1876, frontispiece.
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work illustrated seasonal variation, with day-by-day counts from may to august which 
showed late June peaks 20–50 times his counts from early may or early august.29 This 
illustration from his book, Experimental Researches on the Causes and Nature of Catarrhus 
Aestivus, published 1873, shows the pollen counter, and the graph following shows daily 
pollen counts for the summer of 1866 (figures 5.3 and 5.4).

Despite the first rush of enthusiasm for pollen counts, Wyman, Blackley and others 
soon found that individual cases responded differently to the same counts. individuals 

figure 5.3 Pollen counter used by Charles Blackley, with glass slide covered with glue and placed 
under a roof to collect only airborne particles. Source: Charles H. Blackley, Experimental 
Researches on the Causes and Nature of Catarrhus Aestivus, London: Ballière, tindall & 
Cox, 1873, opposite p. 122.
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differed in their reactions and showed variations in symptoms when they stayed in the 
same place. Competing explanations for the disease persisted. Samuel Lockwood, a 
member of the association, explained the state of hay fever and hay asthma pathology 
in 1890:

i think that writers generally on this disease are too apt to specialize in theory. The very 
nature of the malady is a temptation in this direction, since it exhibits such a complication 
of symptoms, and is accredited to so many and diverse causes. One ascribes it mainly to 
summer heat; another to dust in general; another to pollen in especial; and still another to 
a peculiar microbe, which he calls diplococcus … i hesitate not to express my belief that 
Hay-fever in its advanced stages is the collective effect of all the causes stated.30

While crediting pollen with causing much of the suffering of hay fever and ‘hay asthma’, 
Lockwood went on to argue that: ‘This pollen theory, as a sole, or main cause of Hay-
fever, has been unduly magnified, and should be given up. i am now convinced, 
however, that of all the atmospheric dust it is the most irritating’.31

figure 5.4 graph of daily pollen counts. Source: Charles H. Blackley, Experimental Researches on 
the Causes and Nature of Catarrhus Aestivus, London: Ballière, tindall & Cox, 1873, 
opposite p. 129.
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Beard, also a member of the association, offered an alternative explanation by building 
on the widespread belief that asthma and hay fever were nervous diseases restricted to 
the upper classes.32 He wrote about hay fever as part of a family of enervating diseases of 
civilization afflicting the new urban american élite. While Beard’s work was respected, 
and hay fever earned a place among the nineteenth-century nervous diseases, this 
designation did not exclude a role for pollen in causing the disease; it rather specified 
why certain individuals seemed especially sensitive to it.

By the 1910s, the pollen theory had been widely accepted. The correlation of the 
temporal and geographic appearance of pollen with wheezing and sneezing made a 
compelling case, but it was one that had not yet been explained through a pathological 
mechanism. Such a theory would have to account for not only the connection between 
pollen and the symptoms of asthma and hay fever, but also the puzzling individual 
idiosyncrasies in the diseases. Starting in the 1890s, William Philips Dunbar in germany 
would begin to explain the links between pollen and asthma and hay fever as a reaction 
mediated by a specific, soluble pollen toxin, and to develop vaccines for that toxin.

The Rise of Allergen Immunotherapy

The science of immunology that underlies twentieth-century explanations of allergic 
diseases such as asthma arose from nineteenth-century successes in fighting infectious 
diseases. The desire to improve existing immunizations and antisera, and to develop 
new therapeutic agents, led researchers to explore more carefully the mechanisms of 
immunity from infection, both naturally occurring and vaccine-induced.33 in the first 
decade of the twentieth century, disturbing reports that some individuals were becoming 
ill after receiving potentially life-saving antisera added to the urgent need to understand 
more about the human immune system. as an accumulating number of clinical accounts 
demonstrated, foreign serum could produce a slow reaction called ‘serum sickness’, or an 
acute and fatal form which Charles r. richet (1850–1935) dubbed ‘anaphylaxis’, or a kind 
of ‘anti-protection’, to contrast it with the normal ‘prophylaxis’ from the serum.34

This model of anaphylaxis was widely used (and many argued misused) in the first two 
decades of the twentieth century, applied to everything from gastroenteritis to eugenics, 
but it had special resonance for those who studied asthma.35 The commonalities between 
anaphylaxis and asthma included triggering of an attack by exposure to foreign protein 
and the resulting shortness of breath and feeling of suffocation, which led to widespread 
application of the concepts of anaphylaxis to the study of allergy. Dr. S.J. meltzer, of 
the rockefeller institute for medical research, explained: ‘The theory is here offered 
that asthma is an anaphylactic phenomenon; that is, that asthmatics are individuals 
who are “sensitized” to a specific substance and the attack of asthma sets in whenever 
they are “intoxicated” by that substance’.36 meltzer went on to describe in detail the 
relationship between nerves and muscle fibers deep in the lung. But his principal point 
was that asthma was a toxic response like anaphylaxis rather than a nervous reflex, the 
mechanism behind contemporary theories of nervous asthma. This comparison with 
anaphylaxis placed asthma squarely within the realm of a new immunology.

Though vaccinations, allergies, and serum sickness seemed initially to constitute 
divergent processes, early immunologists recognized that in each case a previous 
exposure to a substance could change an individual’s response to that substance when 
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they encountered it again. individual variation in responses to the environment could 
be accounted for in immunological terms, based in a combination of hereditary 
predisposition and life experience. Contemporary theories of protein sensitization set 
two prerequisites to an asthmatic reaction to a specific substance such as a pollen: first, 
it had to be in a susceptible individual (a condition that seemed to travel in families), 
and secondly, the allergic response followed an earlier exposure.37 When von Pirquet 
coined the term ‘allergy’ in 1906 he used it to describe all of these forms of ‘altered 
reactivity’, ranging from what we think of now as allergic diseases (asthma, hay fever, 
hives) to responses to vaccinations, and, finally, the natural immunity following many 
infectious diseases.38 This usage of the term ‘allergy’ to describe all immune responses, 
protective or deleterious, was not widely accepted, with most practitioners instead 
using it synonymously with hypersensitivity reactions, though the use of the term was 
certainly in flux for some time (and arguably still is).39

Visions of the immune system as a cause of disease were only beginning to emerge 
when the first serious attempts were made to modify response to pollen in hay fever 
and asthma.40 So while the terms and concepts of allergy and anaphylaxis would come 
to define allergy immunotherapy, initial attempts at vaccination were based, instead, 
on theories of hay fever and asthma as infectious diseases, either resulting from direct 
infection or a toxin akin to diphtheria.41 Both the vaccines against hay fever created by 
H. Holbrook Curtis, a new york physician, and the ‘Pollantin’ antitoxin developed by 
Dunbar, for example, were derived from the previous generation’s work linking pollen 
to asthma and hay fever.42

Pollen Toxins, Antitoxins, and Vaccines

By the 1910s, these trends had become organized around three research groups centered 
around Dunbar in germany, almroth Wright in Britain, and robert anderson 
Cooke in the united States. These emerging allergists offered courses of ‘desensitizing’ 
immunizations along with other approaches, to try to accommodate their patients to 
climates and occupations that they could not avoid through relocation or retraining.

Dunbar (1863–1922) was an american physician from St Paul, minnesota, who, in 
the last decades of the nineteenth century, followed the path of many ambitious young 
scientists. He traveled to germany to learn the new microtechniques, eventually earning 
his medical qualification at giessen in 1892 before becoming swept up in a devastating 
cholera epidemic in Hamburg during which he was credited with improving the 
detection of cholera in the water supply and thereby helping to eradicate the disease.43 
He spent the rest of his career in germany, eventually rising to the position of Director 
of the State Hygienic institute in Hamburg. Best known for his work on sanitation, he 
had a side interest in hay fever, which sharpened every spring when his own symptoms 
worsened.44 Dunbar laid out his vaccine treatment of hay fever and asthma as the only 
alternative to physical methods of avoidance such as masks or relocation:

Since the discovery of the etiology of hay-fever it has been evident that there are only 
three ways by which the disease can be successfully treated. The first is to search for 
localities free from the specific agent; the second to employ apparatus to protect the eyes, 
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nose and mouth of patients from contact with such agents; the third to immunize the 
patient actively against pollen toxin or to use a specific antidote.45

The ways in which Dunbar’s expectations were shaped by his work on bacteria, and 
on the receptor-specificity theories of Paul Ehrlich, are apparent in his own description 
of his work: ‘i advanced the theory that hay-fever is a disease caused by vegetable poisons 
contained in the pollen of certain plants. These substances were connected with the 
proteid of the pollen grain and of a highly specific character’.46 He went on to say that 
‘for hay-fever patients the proteid of active pollen is a toxin comparable to abrin, ricin, 
diphtheria toxin, etc’.47 While the clinical manifestations of hay fever were not as dire 
as those of the other deadly and recently-discovered toxins he listed, Dunbar argued 
that his procedures for chemical isolation of the active extract of pollen were consistent 
with fractionating a toxin from a bacterium, a toxin which would, in time, be further 
characterized.

Dunbar’s arguments about the specificity of his solutions were somewhat inconsistent. 
He argued that there were distinct reactions to grasses, north american ragweed, and 
cat saliva, and that a person sensitive to one may be impervious to the others, but also 
argued that most would respond to a generic ‘Pollantin’ as the common factor in each 
might be an identical toxin. He described a case of a woman whose sensitivity to her 
cat responded to treatment by the pollen antitoxin. He explained this curious situation 
by arguing that the sensitivities to cat and pollen were of a kind: ‘The case appears 
particularly important to me because such idiosyncrasies to my mind are very nearly 
related to hay-fever, for otherwise it would be impossible to influence them favorably 
by pollen antitoxin’.48

as with many researchers, he performed a large series of experiments on himself 
and his assistants, with the hay fever sufferers in his lab serving as subjects and those 
without the condition as controls. following the techniques of bacteriology, Dunbar’s 
group worked to obtain pure supplies of pollen, and prepared multiple extracts to 
determine the active element, testing these solutions on the conjunctiva (in the eyes) of 
the hay fever sufferers who worked in his lab. Once the active extracts were isolated, they 
were injected into horses and rabbits to produce Pollantin, the manufacture of which 
they contracted out to Schimmel & Company in miltitz, a local chemical, drug, and 
perfume manufacturer. Patients could choose from an antitoxin for injection, a powder 
form which could be applied to the mucous membranes, an ointment, and pastilles. 
Though most preparations were made from horse serum, Pollantin r, the rabbit serum, 
was available for those who had reactions to horse serum.

a competing remedy, graminol, was introduced by Wolfgang Weichardt of 
Erlangen, who had served as one of Dunbar’s assistants. graminol was derived from the 
serum of ruminants, presumed to be naturally exposed to pollinating grasses by their 
grazing, rather than through a process of injecting purified pollens and later isolating a 
specific antiserum. The precise constituents of the formula were, however, secret, and 
Dunbar in discounting this ‘nonspecific’ serum (as opposed to his laboratory prepared 
antisera) argued first that there was little chance that exposure via the digestive tract 
would produce natural immunity because of breakdown of proteins, and, second, that 
the true active ingredient in graminol was adrenaline.49
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as Dunbar’s group continued their work on pollen and Pollantin, they were disturbed 
by increasing reports of reactions to horse serum preparations, both in their patients 
and in those receiving antitoxins for diphtheria and tetanus. The substitution of rabbit 
serum did not solve the problem, however. in fact, an even larger percentage of their hay 
fever patients appeared to develop sensitivity to the rabbit serum form of Pollantin than 
to the horse once they started using it. Dunbar presented his dilemma as follows:

The occurrence of horse serum anaphylaxis in hay-fever patients using pollantin has led 
me to pursue my investigations on this subject since 1905. all endeavours to prevent it 
have been in vain. On the other hand i found that it only occurred in a comparatively 
small percentage of cases, and that it then is regularly an indication of a decline in the 
hay-fever predisposition … nevertheless this condition was not desirable, especially since 
the alternative use of antitoxin from the rabbit was also soon followed by anaphylaxis. 
Such experiences convinced me of the desirability of recommencing experiments on 
active immunization.50

Dunbar’s group was not the only one pursuing immunization strategies for hay 
fever and asthma, with the early efforts of Curtis supplanted by systematic efforts 
in Britain and the united States by some of the leading immunologists of the early 
twentieth century.51 The precise meaning of ‘antisera’ and ‘vaccine’ was still in flux, and 
the scientists themselves were still trying to understand the mechanisms for their largely 
empiric treatments. antiserum was generally used after exposure to a bacterium, and had 
as its goal treatment, such as with diphtheria antitoxin used to fight outbreaks. Vaccines 
were initially preventive, as with the use of the Vaccinia virus to prevent smallpox. But 
in the early twentieth century, as the science of immunology was developing rapidly, the 
boundaries of vaccine therapy were open, with preventive strategies well-established, 
but with many researchers working to show the value of deliberate manipulation of the 
immune system with vaccines at every stage of illness. it was no accident that allergy 
desensitization should emerge in the Department of inoculation run by Sir almroth 
Wright.

Sir almroth Wright (1861–1947) was the leading proponent of vaccine therapy in 
Britain in the early twentieth century.52 Wright established the inoculation Department 
at St mary’s Hospital in London soon after his appointment in 1902 to the pathology 
staff. His department was concerned with the therapeutic possibilities of vaccination 
against infectious diseases, and Wright was a leader in promoting the potential of 
vaccines to prevent and treat infections.53 Wright developed a relationship with the 
Parke Davis Company, who had the right to produce and market vaccines developed at 
St mary’s and split the profits with the Department to support its research and clinical 
activities. By 1907, Wright had been joined by John freeman and Leonard noon, young 
physicians who had studied together at the Pasteur institute in Paris. While most of 
the work of Wright’s laboratory was directed to fighting pneumonia, boils, and other 
bacterial diseases, noon and freeman developed a program in hay fever vaccines which 
both would continue for the rest of their careers.

after working on several other projects, noon and freeman began experimenting in 
1908 with vaccines for hay fever. in his first publication on the topic, noon immediately 
adopted Dunbar’s pollen toxin theory: ‘Hay fever is a form of recurrent catarrh affecting 
certain individuals during the months of may, June, and July. it is caused by a soluble 
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toxin found in the pollen of grasses. The patients present the idiosyncrasy of being 
sensitive to this toxin, which is innocuous to normal individuals’.54 But in opposition 
to Dunbar’s extensive work on antisera, both noon and freeman were committed to 
direct immunization with pollens – so-called ‘active immunization’ – both because 
it avoided the problems Dunbar had encountered with serum reactions, and because 
they reasoned that if the patient’s own immune system produced a protective response, 
it might be lifelong (in contrast to the temporary protection offered by antisera). as 
noon explained, ‘The local application of a specific serum, such as pollantin, offers a 
reasonable method of treatment, but one which is difficult and laborious, and which is 
not calculated to bring about a permanent cure’.55

Their initial clinical trials demonstrated both qualitative and quantitative success: 
‘The result of these experiments so far is to show that the sensibility of hay fever patients 
may be decreased, by properly directed dosage, at least a hundredfold’.56 But they 
continued to depend upon careful calibration of the pollen dosage to the individual 
patient’s state of reactivity. after noon’s premature death from tuberculosis in 1913, 
freeman carried on their work on hay fever inoculation, reporting in 1914 on their first 
three years of clinical experience:

The 84 cases have between them experienced 113 hay fever seasons after – or under – 
treatment. The results of these summers are as follows:

in 34 seasons (30.1 per cent.) the hay fever was completely cured or was so slight 
as to be insignificant.

in 39 seasons (34.5 per cent.) the hay fever was greatly diminished.
in 27 seasons (23.9 per cent.) the hay fever was admittedly diminished, but only 

to a slight extent.
in 13 seasons (11.5 per cent.) the hay fever was no better, and of these, two cases 

reported that they were worse.57

freeman continued his work on hay fever until his death in 1962. in keeping with the 
atmosphere of Wright’s inoculation Department, and perhaps inspired by the financial 
imperatives to produce the profitable ‘Pollacine’ series of vaccines, freeman concentrated 
on the practical issues of extracting pollen, formulating vaccines, and techniques and 
schedules of administration. He left scientific matters such as the mechanism of allergy 
immunotherapy to others.58 By 1915 several other researchers had published their work 
on hay fever vaccines, but that of robert anderson Cooke (1880–1960), arthur f. Coca 
(1875–1959) and their colleagues in new york stood out for their careful laboratory 
methods, commitment to standard procedures, and extensive research into the 
mechanisms of human sensitization and the precise immunological responses patients 
had to treatment.59 Cooke and Coca became known for their rigorous laboratory-based 
investigations, which yielded improved practical tests such as skin tests for sensitization 
to replace the ocular tests used by Dunbar and freeman and a means of standardizing 
strengths of pollen extracts.60 Skin tests for allergenic sensitivities, for example, had the 
advantage of allowing testing for many different allergens at once.

in the 1920s and 1930s, Cooke and his team, using techniques such as transfusion 
and serum injections from inoculated hay fever patients to those who had not 
undergone desensitization treatments, postulated the existence of a ‘blocking antibody’ 
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which interfered with the interaction between the pollen grain or other allergen and the 
sensitized cells of the patient:

using ragweed hay fever as the representative of a certain type of allergy we have made 
studies to determine if possible the mechanism of the protection afforded by specific 
injections thus far established only by clinical observation.
1. Blood transfusions and serum injections from clinically immune, treated patients 
stopped the clinical reaction in untreated patients, thus indicating a transferable 
immunity.
2. The amount of skin sensitizing antibody in the serum was found to be practically 
unchanged by specific injections.
3. injection of allergen-antibody mixtures into normal skin showed an immediate (1 
hour) reaction when sites were made if serum of untreated cases (Serum a) was used but 
none or slight reaction if serum of treated cases (Serum P) was used.
4. When sites made with allergen-antibody mixtures were tested after 48 hours, reactions 
were absent with Serum a mixtures if enough allergen had been used, but were positive 
with mixtures of Serum P even though a much stronger allergen was contained in the 
mixture.
5 The primary inhibition of reactions with mixtures including Serum P was not due to 
antihistamine effect nor to binding of skin sensitizing antibody nor to binding or lysis 
of allergen.
6. The inhibiting antibody appears to be specific.
7. These serological studies supported by transfusion experiments have been interpreted 
by us as showing the development under treatment of a peculiar blocking or inhibiting 
type of immune antibody that prevented the action of allergen on the sensitizing antibody 
and hence showed in the type of human allergy under consideration (hay fever) the 
coexistence of sensitization and immunity.61

While early confirmations such as that by francis rackemann’s team at Harvard helped 
the ‘blocking antibody’ theory gain currency, continuing studies of the mechanisms of 
allergen immunotherapy would reveal additional immunologic mechanisms.62 from 
a purely clinical perspective, responses to allergy shots varied substantially from one 
patient to the next, just as the symptoms of allergic diseases themselves had. as an 
early twentieth-century researcher complained: ‘nothing is more difficult to explain than 
why any particular method of treatment should cure one case and have no effect on 
another which is apparently exactly similar. The recognized practices of bacteriology 
show strange misfits when applied to asthma’.63 This individual variation confounded 
both standardization of procedures – which were often customized to the patient – and 
evaluation of the therapeutic value of allergen immunotherapy. in the 1940s and 1950s, 
a.W. frankland and rosa augustin, both members of Wright’s institute and both well 
aware of the new standards for blinded, placebo-controlled clinical trials, set out to study 
the benefits of allergen immunotherapy.64 During the summer of 1953, they received 
support from the asthma research Council to study 200 patients who were sensitive 
only to grass pollen and had never received injections for hay-fever. Half received one 
of two active vaccines and the other half received one of two inactive controls. Seventy-
nine per cent of the hay-fever patients reported good or excellent results following pollen 
vaccines, while thirty-three per cent of those receiving control vaccines reported good or 
excellent results, both evaluated by daily symptom diaries as well as the patient’s overall 
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impression of the success of treatment at the end of the summer.65 Likewise, francis C. 
Lowell and William franklin at the massachusetts general Hospital studied ragweed 
pollen injections over the summers of 1959 to 1963. They also found improvements in 
those receiving ragweed extracts over controls, but their papers are more notable than 
the British group’s for their frustration with daily and weekly variations within as well 
as between groups – ultimately they found a modest, but real effect in favor of pollen 
injections.66

Allergy in Practice

after these initial developments, the practice of allergy immunotherapy still required 
substantial standardization of techniques and reagents. Even after Parke Davis in Britain 
and Lederle Laboratories in the united States began commercial production of pollen 
vaccines, there were problems in supply, variations in concentration, and limits to 
the number of different extracts available, which was a particular problem because of 
different regional ecologies of hay fever plants. Sometimes, practitioners had to collect 
and purify their own antigen preparations for diagnostic and therapeutic use. in some 
cases, a particular item was not commercially available; in others, the dosage had to be 
modified according to the sensitivity of the individual patient, since even early attempts 
to create standard solutions by weight, protein content, or nitrogen content did not 
correlate with allergenic strength. This proved an ongoing problem, and many methods 

figure 5.5 map produced by O.C. Durham (abbott Laboratories) demonstrates both overall 
pollen counts and the species of plants representing most airborne pollen. Source: 
O.C. Durham, ‘The Pollen Content of the air in north america’, Journal of Allergy, 6, 
1935, pp. 128–49 at p. 129. With permission from the american association of allergy, 
asthma & immunology.i
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were developed to create and measure the clinically-relevant strength of pollen and other 
allergen desensitizing vaccines. Over the years, working groups and professional societies 
of allergy have taken this project to facilitate both intellectual dialogue and therapeutic 
safety and effectiveness.67

an irony of allergy practice in the early twentieth century was that the allergists’ 
determination to free patients from the constraints of geography required that these 
physicians themselves obtained a detailed local knowledge of the plants in the region 
where they practiced. This was essential both so that they would know what their 
patients might be sensitive to, and to enable them to prepare allergen extracts. Even 
after commercial companies began producing vaccines for allergy, the allergist still had 
to know his local ecology, the distribution of allergy-inducing plants in his local region, 
and be able to produce his own extracts when commercial vaccines were not available 
for local hay fever plants.68 in order to improve understanding of the epidemiology of 
allergic diseases and to guide clinical practice, pollen surveys were conducted across the 
country, some by clinics, others by public health authorities, and others by botanists 
employed by the companies selling pollen extracts (figure 5.5).69 Botanist Oren C. 
Durham, for example, started collecting pollens in 1916 for his brother-in-law r. Claude 
Lowdermilk, who published one of the earliest studies of pollen vaccines. Durham then 
started working for William Duke, an early president of the american association for 
the Study of allergy, and finally did extensive work with abbott Laboratories in the 
production of many pollen vaccines.70 Botanist roger Wodehouse started his work on 
pollen grains when he was a graduate student in plant physiology at Harvard and began 
to collect material for Dr Joseph goodale’s allergy patients at massachusetts general 
Hospital. Wodehouse helped produce vaccines at the arlington Chemical Company 
while working on his doctorate at Columbia, and then directed work on pollen vaccines 
at Lederle Laboratories with Coca.71as mitman has shown, partnerships between 
allergists, botanists, and pharmaceutical companies were critical to the establishment of 
vaccine treatment of allergy, but the pharmaceutical companies’ plans to create a single, 
universal pollen vaccine for all patients and all regions of the country ultimately proved 
futile.72

in 1923 and 1924, two allergy societies were founded in the united States: a western 
group founded in San francisco as the Western Society for the Study of Hay fever, 
asthma and allergic Diseases (later renamed the association for the Study of allergy) 
and an eastern group based in new york founded the Society for the Study of asthma 
and allied Conditions.73 These new specialty organizations shared technical knowledge 
about the manufacture and use of the new allergy vaccines as well as the survey data 
about the distribution of pollinating plants. They also worked together first to plan 
hospitals and clinics, then to work to establish the field of allergic diseases within 
academic medicine.74 They merged in 1943 to form the national allergy society for the 
united States and formed a specialty board for recognizing and certifying allergists 
under the american Board of medical Specialties.

Immunotherapy Challenged

after 1945, the new specialists in allergy would find themselves in scientific and 
territorial disputes with chest physicians over asthma, with dermatologists over urticaria 
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and eczema, and with gastroenterologists over food allergy.75 after 1950, as tuberculosis 
declined in prevalence, allergists and chest physicians in the united States would argue 
over almost every aspect of the treatment of patients with asthma.76 The safety and 
efficacy of the allergists’ immunotherapy became one of the most bitterly contested 
points.77 allergist Philip norman, summarizing nearly a century of data on allergen 
immunotherapy, presented the following puzzle about its interpretation:

Despite continued use by specialists in allergy and immunology worldwide, 
immunotherapy for asthma is a perennial target for criticism by nonallergists who also 
care for patients with asthma. immunotherapy for hay fever, on the other hand, generates 
little controversy, even though the immunologic pathogenesis of hay fever is essentially 
identical. The reasons for this difference are not apparent from the evidence collected. 
Similar numbers of studies of hay fever and asthma may be found, and both find similar 
clinical improvement and immunologic changes.78

norman was too polite to name the ‘nonallergists’ in question as the chest physicians 
who competed with allergists for the opportunity to care for asthma patients but not for 
those with hay fever. While allergy had become an established outpatient specialty in the 
united States with thousands of practitioners, in the British hospital specialist system, 
allergists were a small group, and the clinical practice of allergy immunization often fell 
to interested general practitioners. as Jackson has demonstrated, when questions arose 
there about allergy immunotherapy’s efficacy and safety, it had only a small community 
of defenders to fall back on.79 asthma immunotherapy was much better established 
in the united States than in Britain, with thousands of fellowship-trained allergists. 
There has been a decline in the past 25 years, however, because newer non-sedating 
antihistamines, safer selective bronchodilators, and inhaled steroids have come to be 
seen as safer, simpler, and less expensive than weekly injection regimens, making it seem 
more convenient for patients and more cost-effective for health insurers.

Conclusions

in the early twentieth century, allergists created a dual-pronged strategy of allergy 
desensitization shots and manipulation of the indoor environment as a conscious 
alternative to climatic treatment and available pharmaceuticals. The practice of allergy 
and the immunologic theories that underlay it had their origins in the germ theory 
of disease and in the subsequent development of new theories of immunity. These 
beginnings shaped early theories of hay fever and asthma as diseases of infusoria, initially 
imagined as specific but unknown germs. it was only later that allergy came to be 
understood as a disease of the body’s pathological response to ubiquitous stimuli such as 
pollens and animal danders. Even after the theories of allergy diverged from their origins 
in microbiology, the microscopic nature of the threat and the community of researchers 
continued to extend microbiological thinking into the theory and practice of allergy, 
borrowing both techniques of immunization and strategies of cleansing the patient’s 
environment. While improved drugs became available in parallel with the development 
of allergen immunotherapy and avoidance strategies, theophylline, ephedrine, and 
cortisone had serious limitations both in effectiveness and safety, and were better 
treatments for severe manifestations of asthma than the more common symptoms of 
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sneezing, congestion, and itchy eyes. The everyday symptoms of allergy and asthma 
remained the province of the allergist and his complex schemes of allergen avoidance 
and immunization through the second half of the twentieth century.
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chapter six

neutralizing flu:  
‘immunological Devices’ and the making 

of a Virus Disease
michael Bresalier

in fall 1936, a team of virus researchers from the national institute for medical research 
(nimr) in London joined groups of physicians and pathologists at hospitals and 
military establishments in a crucial series of medical studies aimed at tackling the cause 
and control of influenza. two years earlier, three nimr workers, P.P. Laidlaw, Wilson 
Smith, and C.H. andrewes, discovered that they could use ferrets to isolate a ‘filterable 
virus’ from flu patients and, with this research animal, begin to determine flu’s identity 
as a ‘virus disease’. The discovery, noted the institute’s director, Sir Henry Dale, had 
drawn flu ‘within the realm of experiment’, for it made it possible to elucidate the 
relation between the virus and the disease, and to explore the nature of flu immunity.1 
Within a year, the team had added a laboratory mouse to their experimental system 
and the animal became the basis for a serological test that enabled them to identify and 
measure ‘neutralizing’ antibodies associated with the virus, and thus indirectly determine 
its presence in human populations. These developments went far towards transforming 
flu into an object of virus research. But establishing flu’s viral identity required more 
than a working experimental system. as the nimr workers knew, such efforts would 
hinge on their ability to link the virus disease they developed in ferrets and mice with 
what the medical profession and public health authorities knew as ‘influenza’. The team 
had to confront the critical problem of how to make a laboratory object relevant to 
constituencies outside the laboratory walls. it was to this end that the nimr, through 
its governing body, the medical research Council (mrC), initiated its collaborative 
research scheme to correlate laboratory and clinical knowledge in support of a new 
definition of flu. 

Since the nimr was a freestanding research institution with no formal connections 
to metropolitan or military hospitals, the team recruited a young physician from St 
Bartholomew’s hospital in London, C.H. Stuart-Harris, as their lead clinical researcher 
and charged him with developing clinical alliances and coordinating the clinical work. 
The nimr workers hoped that by collaborating with clinicians and pathologists 
in London hospitals they could align the virus with a specific clinical entity, and 
thereby solve the long-standing medical question of what constituted ‘influenza’. The 
construction of flu’s virus identity would thus involve the simultaneous construction of 
new social relations around the disease.
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a generation of physicians, epidemiologists and medical researchers knew flu as a 
remarkably protean entity, the dangers of which had been dramatically revealed during 
the 1918 ‘great Pandemic’. While the medical profession had started to recognize flu as 
an infectious disease in the early 1890s, four decades of laboratory work had failed to 
determine its cause or put its diagnosis and control on firm laboratory footings. until 
1933, most British medical textbooks, and much of the medical profession, assumed that 
flu’s specific cause was a bacillus identified in 1892 by the reputed Berlin bacteriologist, 
richard Pfeiffer. Though claims supporting the role of a filterable virus surfaced during 
the 1918 pandemic, the issue of what caused flu remained undecided. The nimr’s 
investigative tools raised new hopes for a solution to this vexing problem. Stuart-Harris 
suggested that he and his colleagues were now in a position to delineate ‘true influenza’ 
from the ‘scrap-heap’ of conditions usually associated with the disease.2 Besides the 
obvious diagnostic implications, linking the virus to a specific disease entity would also 
allow the team to test an experimental vaccine on known cases of flu virus infection. 
But while the prospect of developing new methods for the scientific management of 
the flu had already won the nimr workers’ research attention in the medical and lay 
press, their contribution to existing clinical and public health approaches was by no 
means self-evident. Establishing flu’s viral identity meant legitimizing virus research 
as an investigative field. The nimr’s scheme was thus part of a complex process of 
positioning virus research – and virus workers – as indispensable to the elucidation and 
control of flu. 

This re-positioning depended, to a large degree, on the ability of the nimr researchers 
to move their work from the realm of experiment to the realm of medicine in hospitals 
and clinics. The production of tools for tackling medical problems associated with flu 
was an important way of bridging these realms. yet not all the tools in the experimental 
set-ups of interwar virus research could serve this function. This paper concentrates on 
how a serological assay – the virus neutralization test – fashioned first through ferrets, 
and then through mice, gained characteristics of a boundary object that mediated the 
different social worlds through which flu was framed.3 i trace the making of the nimr’s 
flu virus neutralization test and explore how, through its application to clinical and 
public health problems, it participated in the construction of both flu’s viral identity 
and a group of virus workers necessary to the medical management of the disease. The 
multiple uses of these tests for the serological identification of flu virus, for tracking 
serum antibodies in Londoners, and for evaluating the efficacy of vaccines, enabled the 
nimr workers to align their laboratory work with the interests and practices of medical 
constituencies who claimed ownership over the flu. 

neutralization tests, though widely used in the burgeoning field of interwar medical 
virus work, were also bound to the specific contexts in which they were deployed. as i 
show, the flu virus neutralization test reflected a particular research style developed at 
the nimr. This style was defined by a particular orientation that construed viruses and 
virus diseases as problems best solved by the production and use of what nimr workers 
called ‘immunological devices’.4 Historians, such as ton van Helvoort, have suggested 
that this immunological orientation was largely the product of technical constraints and 
limitations of interwar virus work, which had its roots in bacteriology and serology.5 
While there is truth in this observation, interwar approaches to viruses and diseases need 
to be set in relation to broader professional and institutional concerns with the practical 
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applications of immunology to medicine.6  interwar virus workers used serological assays 
to demonstrate the ways in which the nascent field of virus research was applicable to the 
tangible problems of a disease’s aetiology, epidemiology, and immunization. Demands 
for workable tools for clinical and public health medicine were thus an important factor 
in shaping the nimr’s immunological style of virus work. This research style was itself a 
manifestation of an ethos of scientific modernization promoted by the mrC that aimed 
to make the products of laboratory science relevant to medicine. immunological devices 
were seen as particularly useful for realizing these goals.

flu and the ‘filter-passers’

in early 1922, Walter morley fletcher, the pugnacious secretary of the new medical 
research Council, organized a meeting of leading British medical scientists and 
colleagues at the War Office to hammer out the details of a new scheme of research on 
the problem of ‘filter-passing’ viruses.7  That the mrC had conceived this scheme in 
the wake of the first World War was no coincidence. Established in 1913, with limited 
responsibilities as a research committee for the national Health insurance Commission, 
by war’s end the mrC’s authority had expanded over a wide range of medical problems 
and it had established methods of scientific and administrative organization that were 
judged relevant by government for the coordination of post-war medical research.8 
The mrC was rewarded for its wartime efforts by being granted status as a research 
council, which freed it from obligations to government departments and enabled it to 
pursue its own agendas.9 Having used the war as an opportunity to define new areas of 
medical research as indispensable to military and civilian medicine, the mrC searched 
for new domains to bring under its remit. The still relatively unknown filter-passing 
viruses, which posed a host of problems for established laboratory technique, were seen 
as just the kind of complex object around which the mrC wanted to remake medical 
science.10 

yet there was a more immediate reason for the mrC’s interest in the so-called 
‘filter-passers’: the devastating 1918–19 flu pandemic. Comprising three epidemic waves 
that swept the globe between may 1918 and march 1919, the pandemic had killed an 
estimated 23,000 in London, 250,000 in Britain, and 50 million worldwide.11 nearly 
65% of all those killed in Britain and the rest of the world died in a span of 8 to 10 
weeks between October and December 1918.12 The pandemic challenged the authority 
of the medical profession, as it eluded all known methods of treatment and prevention 
and, in industrial nations, revealed the limits of laboratory medicine.13 But while many 
medical constituencies were indeed paralyzed by the pandemic, some, like the mrC, 
seized on it as opportunity. in particular, the mrC used research it supported during 
the pandemic to make connections between a filter-passer and flu, and to promote its 
new virus research scheme.

The mrC gained credibility during the pandemic from its collaboration with the War 
Office and army medical Services (amS), and in coordinating laboratory investigations 
into the clinical pathology of flu.14 at the time, British medical authorities shared the 
view that determining flu’s cause was a key ingredient to its prevention.15 They reckoned 
that once the primary agent was found, a flu vaccine, like those developed for typhoid, 
tetanus, or diphtheria, could be developed for effective use in military and civilian 
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populations.16 This approach was initially based on the assumption that the culprit was 
bacillus influenzae or Pfeiffer’s bacillus. Though many supported the bacillus as the cause 
of flu, this aetiological link was never completely secure. Doubts about Pfeiffer’s claims 
surfaced in the decades before the 1918 pandemic, as bacteriologists in various parts of the 
world failed to consistently isolate the bacillus from clinically defined cases of flu during 
sporadic outbreaks and epidemics.17 British bacteriological investigations during the 
summer wave of the pandemic in the armed forces reinforced these doubts. While failing 
to isolate the bacillus, they found numerous other bacterial agents in uncomplicated 
cases of the disease.18 This played havoc with the prospect of creating an effective flu 
vaccine and the War Office decided in early november 1918 to produce a combined 
vaccine from Pfeiffer’s bacillus and other bacteria associated with secondary respiratory 
infections.19 While somewhat effective against mild bronchial complications, this vaccine 
offered no protection against flu itself. in the eyes of British medical authorities, this 
undermined the specificity of Pfeiffer’s bacillus as the cause of flu.

With evidence mounting against the bacillus, the War Office’s advisor on 
Pathology to the amS, William Boog Leishman, called an emergency meeting with 
his colleagues at the mrC in early november 1918, and they decided to initiate the first 
British investigations into the possible role of a filter-passing virus in influenza. The 
experiments would take place at military laboratories in Etaples, france and abbeville, 
flanders. The mrC supplied the teams with necessary equipment and materials, 
including experimental animals.20 Within weeks, both groups claimed to have isolated 
filterable ‘coccoid bodies’ from sick servicemen and used them to produce ‘experimental 
influenzal’ lesions in the lungs of apes.21 This work won support from Colonel S.L. 
Cummins, advisor in Pathology to the British armies in france, and  leading London 
bacteriologists such as f.W. andrewes, the respected Bart’s professor of pathology and 
member of the mrC. But in a devastating critique of this work, J.a. arkwright, known 
for his studies on the ‘carrier problem’, demonstrated that the alleged bodies were not 
pathogens, but either benign globoids or bacteria.22 in Britain, as in other industrial 
nations, the matter of flu’s aetiology plunged into controversy.

although preliminary virus studies failed to solve the aetiological questions 
surrounding the disease, they succeeded in turning flu’s viral identity into a genuine 
research problem. The possible connection between a filter-passer and the pandemic 
took on new meaning in the context of post-war reconstruction. Seen as part of the war 
effort, the struggle against the pandemic provided the mrC with a rationale for making 
virus research one of the cornerstones of its plans to modernize medicine.23 Virus 
research fit well with fletcher’s vision of making basic research the necessary conduit 
through which to control the greatest health threats in modern society.24 The pandemic 
had revealed flu as one such threat, and as it emerged as an important epidemiological 
and social factor in the interwar period, the disease presented a host of novel research 
problems for any virus worker venturing into this terrain. 

Prior to the pandemic, flu was known to medical professionals and public health 
authorities as a potentially explosive epidemic disease, capable of affecting upwards of 
25 per cent of a population, but deadly for only a small number of the aged, infirm, 
and very young. Since flu’s premonitory signs were notoriously vague, its incubation 
period short, and the speed of its spread unparalleled, medical authorities also knew 
that standard prevention measures were ineffective against the disease. yet until 1918, 
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few worried about its ramifications for public health. Seen more as a nuisance than a 
threat, it was treated as one of the unavoidable maladies of modern life. The pandemic 
altered this picture irrevocably. not only had flu’s virulence changed, but so, too, had its 
pattern of mortality. rather than killing the most vulnerable, it was men and women in 
the prime of life who accounted for the greatest number of dead. While features of the 
1918 pandemic conformed to established knowledge of flu, its anomalies shook medical 
assumptions and the authority on which they rested.25 

up to 1918, British public health authorities approached flu prevention using an 
epidemiological model of the disease that had been constructed a quarter-century 
earlier. Large-scale investigations of a series of pandemics between 1889 and 1894, by 
public health bodies across Europe, including Britain’s Local government Board (LgB), 
established that flu was a contagious disease, caused by a specific microbe that spread 
from person-to-person.26 But the complexity of flu epidemics and the sheer numbers 
left sick and dead during the pandemic were testimony that the state of knowledge was 
woefully inadequate to protect populations from the disease. major greenwood, one 
of London’s leading epidemiologists, and the architect of the ministry of Health’s 1920 
Report on the Pandemic of Influenza, admitted that the pandemic challenged the state of 
epidemiological knowledge far more than any epidemiologist could have anticipated.27 
its scale and virulence raised doubts about simple causal models of infection and turned 
attention to multiple factors – including changes in the environment, changes in 
susceptibility, changes in the pathogen, or a combination of all three. These were all 
seen as factors responsible for flu’s epidemiological variations and the rise and fall of 
epidemics.28

notions of flu as a complex entity were hardly new. for clinicians, the pandemic 
confirmed an observation made in 1907 by the eminent British physician Sir Clifford 
allbutt, regius Professor of Physic at Cambridge university, that flu was ‘of protean 
diseases the most protean’.29 Clinical records stretching back to the eighteenth century, 
when the name ‘influenza’ first came into usage among English physicians, presented 
a clinically polymorphous disease associated with a stunning array of symptoms.30 
Beginning in the 1890s, British physicians constructed rather elaborate classificatory 
schemes to impose clinical order on the disease. By 1918, the general clinical picture 
presented in medical textbooks distinguished between uncomplicated (or simple) and 
complicated cases of flu. uncomplicated influenza was defined as an acute disease, with 
an abrupt onset, severe prostration, and high (or continued) fever, accompanied by a 
range of constitutional symptoms, the most significant of which were racking headache, 
intolerable pain in the loins and limbs, and a dry cough. uncomplicated cases were 
divided into three or four types: the respiratory, the gastric, and the nervous, and also 
sometimes the malignant. Physicians most commonly identified the respiratory form 
of flu, but the predominance of different types varied within and between outbreaks 
and epidemics.31 Each type of influenza could morph into another, and turn into a 
more severe condition, usually of a respiratory kind. Complicated cases introduced an 
entirely new clinical picture, marked by bronchitis, tonsillitis, trachaeitis, and ‘influenzal 
pneumonia’, a deadly complication made notifiable in 1919.32 

Despite clinicians’ best efforts, flu remained a diagnostic challenge, a fact dramatically 
underscored by the 1918 pandemic. flu emerged in entirely novel forms during the 
autumn wave, and physicians attending the worst cases in London hospitals were 
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overwhelmed not just by the numbers of in-patients, but by the severity and complexity 
of symptoms.33 most striking were complications associated with heliotrope cyanosis, 
a condition associated with influenza pneumonia in which volumes of mucous filled 
the alveoli of the lungs. as patients slowly suffocated, their lips turned blue and their 
complexion a pallid grey.34 a sign of imminent death, the combination of pneumonia 
and heliotropic cyanosis claimed tens of thousands of lives. a key problem for clinicians 
was that they lacked a pathognomonic sign from which to make a clear-cut diagnosis of 
flu, so they were always negotiating through a complex symptomatology. Bacteriologists 
had been trying to establish a specific pathogen as a diagnostic marker for flu since 
1890. But doubts about the status of Pfeiffer’s bacillus and claims for other candidates, 
including a filterable virus, meant that laboratory-based definitions of flu had little 
bearing on clinical practice.

The variety of deadly cases and the scores of uncomplicated ones during the pandemic 
also highlighted the elusive nature of flu immunity. By 1918, physicians knew that a bout 
of flu provided little subsequent protection and, as a result, individuals were susceptible 
to repeated attacks of the disease. Just how often a person could catch the disease and 
the factors involved in their susceptibility were matters of debate. While the idea that 
people of certain dispositions or poor constitutions were at greater risk of the disease 
had been popular in the 1890s, this idea lost favour in 1918 as the disease swept away 
healthy young men and women. 

By thrusting the disease into public consciousness and illuminating it as a serious 
national threat, the medical challenges posed by the pandemic changed flu’s clinical 
and social visibility.35 The experience of the pandemic became a prism through which 
understandings of flu were shaped in the 1920s.36 Epidemiological, clinical and 
aetiological questions took on new significance as flu’s identity was now intimately 
connected to the pandemic.  

flu could be no longer treated as an inconsequential medical problem. it came 
to occupy a central place in the social experience of health and disease in interwar 
Britain. The country was struck by four major epidemics in 1922, 1924, 1927 and 
1929, while minor epidemics occurred in almost every other year (figure 6.1). among 
infectious diseases, only diphtheria and scarlet fever accounted for greater levels of 
annual morbidity. although flu rarely killed on its own, complications associated with 
it produced high levels of mortality. Between 1926 and 1929, ‘influenzal pneumonia’ 
accounted for the greatest annual levels of mortality among infectious diseases, killing, 
on average, nearly ten times more people than diphtheria or measles (figure 6.2). 
The north riding physician, William Pickles, famous for his epidemiological studies 
in Wensleydale in the 1930s, described flu as the ‘commonest and most important’ 
infectious disease in modern Britain.37 This perception was reflected in the experience 
and attitudes of medical practitioners, patients, politicians, and the press. flu typically 
ranked highest amongst cases reported by general practitioners and highest amongst 
patients’ complaints.38 Physicians used flu as a catchall for various idiopathic respiratory, 
gastric and nervous conditions. in popular discourse, ‘the flu’ referred to an array of 
ailments, from fevers and colds to pneumonia. for government and the captains of 
industry battling constant economic crises, the disease mapped onto interwar anxieties 
over economic efficiency and social organization. a Times editorial in 1928 captured 
contemporary worries: ‘at more or less regular intervals influenza breaks out and 
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marches across the world, claiming millions of victims and causing grievous dislocation 
of human enterprise. immense sums of money are spent on sickness benefits and on the 
care of the sick, and heavy losses are incurred by the majority of industrial undertakings; 
while numberless men and women lose their health permanently and become dependent 
on others.…’39

1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929

England 28.2 23.7 56.3 22.0 49.0 32.7 22.9 56.7 19.6 73.4

germany 96.0 27.2 64.2 38.8 23.5 22.4 25.8 46.3 19.4 57.5

uSa 70.9 11.4 31.2 44.3 19.4 29.7 40.8 22.6 45.3 55.5

figure 6.1 annual flu mortality rates per 100,000 in England (Wales), germany, and the uSa, 
1920–1929. Source: z. Deutschman, ‘trends of influenza mortality During the Period 
1920–1951’, Bulletin of the World Health Organisation, 8, 1953, p. 636.

1926 1927 1928 1929

influenzal Pneumonia 32,339 37,242 31,014 43,846

Diphtheria 2,994 2,732 3,191 3,446

measles and german measles 3,518 3,642 4,314 3,419

figure 6.2 Deaths in England and Wales from the three leading notifiable infectious diseases, 
1926–1929. Drawn from data compiled in the Eleventh annual report of the ministry 
of Health, 1929–1930. London: HmSO, 1930, p. 30.

Concerns about a possible recrudescence of the 1918 pandemic, along with the 
impact of annual epidemics and outbreaks, kept flu in the public purview. The evident 
failure of modern medicine and laboratory science to control the disease prompted 
calls for, and the development of, new research efforts into its aetiological, clinical and 
epidemiological features. it was in this context that the mrC began putting together the 
pieces of its virus research scheme. 

A scheme for Virus Research

at the time of the pandemic, little was known about the basic nature of viruses. Having 
only emerged as research objects in bacteriological laboratories at the turn of the 
century, viruses were operationally identified as pathogens that were neither retained 
by standard bacteriological filters nor visible by methods of light microscopy.40 Because 
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most pathologists at first assumed that filter-passers were susceptible to cultivation in 
ways similar to bacteria, filterability functioned as the key criterion of classification.41 a 
‘filterable virus’ was defined as a causative agent when clinical material that was passed 
through the smallest of available filters still induced disease in a host.42 On this basis, 
a number of important human and animal diseases – including smallpox, rabies, foot-
and-mouth, measles and poliomyelitis – had been classified as ‘virus diseases’ in the 
decades before the first World War.43 The new category became popular among some 
experimental pathologists and bacteriologists as a way to explain the wide range of 
diseases for which specific causes could not be ascertained by standard bacteriological 
methods. Virus workers used ‘filterable viruses’ as professional levers for expanding the 
disciplinary bounds of bacteriology to include pathogens not classified as bacteria.44

The mrC started assembling the necessary institutional supports for a ‘scheme 
of research’ on the filter-passers in late 1922.45 The nimr, already designated as the 
mrC’s central research laboratory, was made the hub of the programme. Situated in the 
London suburb of Hampstead, the institute occupied the buildings of mount Vernon 
Hospital, a sizeable four-story structure, which the mrC had purchased in 1914 (figure 
6.3). fletcher and the nimr’s director, Henry Dale, reckoned that virus research would 
put the institute at the cutting-edge of medical science, making it and the rockefeller 
institute for medical research (rimr) in new york the only two institutes in the world 
specializing in this nascent field.

The nimr’s virus programme aimed to develop basic knowledge and tools for 
elucidating the fundamental nature of viruses and virus diseases.46 The strategy was to 

figure 6.3 national institute for medical research – Hampstead (front View). Source: Charles 
Harrington, ‘The work of the national institute for medical research’, Proceedings of 
the Royal Society of London, 136, 1949, p. 348.
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build the nimr’s expertise on established research lines. The mrC decided that the 
institute would first concentrate on diseases that might best serve as models for the 
general development of virus research.47 measles, mumps and the common cold were 
selected from among human diseases, while dog distemper was selected from among 
animal diseases. Though the choice of dog distemper seems peculiar for an institute 
mandated for work on human diseases, fletcher’s explanation for it is revealing. Dog 
distemper’s apparent analogies with influenza, he claimed, made it ‘peculiarly suitable 
for working out methods by which human diseases of this class might be subsequently 
investigated’.48 Dog distemper represented an indirect way to address the ‘influenza 
problem’. fletcher spelled out this rationale in his 1922 annual report: 

There is good reason to think that [dog distemper] offers a close parallel to human 
influenza. it seems probable that the infective agent is a filterable virus, and that here also 
the severity of the resulting disease depends largely upon secondary infections, facilitated 
by the primary infection. There is ground for hope that the study of dog’s distemper under 
strict experimental conditions may throw important light upon analogous problems of 
human disease, and at least suggest new clues for investigation or new technical methods 
for the investigator. it is with the primary object of gaining knowledge of human disease 
that the Council decided to support further study of distemper in dogs.49

Whether used as a rhetorical appeal or part of a prescient research vision, influenza 
figured into nimr’s virus programme from the start.

The programme itself reflected important aspects of the kind of scientific modernism 
fletcher and the mrC wanted incorporated into interwar medicine.50 fletcher and 
Dale framed viruses and virus diseases as complex scientific problems that no specialist 
could tackle alone. When they set out the institute’s scheme of virus work, they stressed 
the importance of combining expertise from the physical, chemical and pathological 
sciences. Devised on the principle of teamwork, this approach presupposed institutional 
arrangements that not only brought together workers from disparate scientific fields 
but facilitated interaction so that ideas, methods and materials could be productively 
exchanged.51

The institute’s Department of Experimental Pathology and Bacteriology was home 
to the programme. initially comprised of a small nucleus of experimental pathologists 
directed by S.r. Douglas, a one-time student of almroth Wright and a key figure 
in the mrC’s war effort, and a tiny division of applied Optics run by J.E. Barnard, 
an enigmatic West End hatter and part-time physicist who pioneered methods of 
ultraviolet light microscopy, the department grew with the development of virus work. 
Patrick Laidlaw was recruited in 1922 to expand the virus programme. a respected 
Cambridge-trained biochemist and pathologist, who qualified in medicine at guy’s 
Hospital in London, Laidlaw had collaborated with Dale at the Wellcome Physiological 
Laboratories in the early 1900s on studies of the actions of histamine, before being 
appointed to the William Dunn lectureship in pathology at guy’s in 1913. Preferring the 
bench to the office desk, he embraced the opportunity to work directly on establishing 
the experimental foundations for virus research at the institute.52

Laidlaw’s main object of study through the 1920s was dog distemper. it was with 
this disease that he made his mark in virus research and shaped the nimr’s approach 
to virus diseases. Laidlaw’s distemper work received financial support from The Field, a 
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figure 6.4 mill Hill ‘farm’ Laboratories, Dog 
Distemper isolation Compound. 
Entrance and disinfection house is 
at the left corner. a kennel maid’s 
bungalow is in the foreground, behind 
the tree, with the kennels in the 
background. Source: P.P Laidlaw and 
f.W. Dunkin, A Report upon the Cause 
and Prevention of Dog Distemper, 
London: The ‘field’ Distemper fund, 
1928, p. 12.

figure 6.5 mill Hill, animal Hospital. Source: 
Laidlaw and Dunkin, Report …, p. 14.

figure 6.6 mill Hill, Laboratory. Source: Laidlaw 
and Dunkin, Report …, p. 13.
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magazine for the ‘country gentleman’, whose readers included dog breeders and owners 
whose animals were regularly ravaged by this deadly canine disease. The Field’s ‘Dog 
Distemper fund’, administered by a research committee, helped build a new research 
facility at mill Hill, north of Hampstead.53 Completed in 1924, the ‘farm Laboratories’ 
provided a site for the breeding and housing of dogs and ferrets used in the work, and 
a well-equipped laboratory (figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6). The facility enabled Laidlaw and 
his colleague, f.W. Dunkin, to carry out extensive clinical and pathological studies on 
the disease. Collaborating with Barnard and the physicist, William J. Elford, who had 
joined Barnard’s division in 1925 and devised new methods of virus filtration using 
collodion membranes, Laidlaw and Dunkin isolated dog distemper virus in the ferret, 
established its size, photographed it, characterized its pathogenesis in dogs and ferrets, 
and elucidated the nature of the immunity it induced. 54 By 1928, they had developed 
methods for producing a virus vaccine. Dale described the research as an exemplar of 
‘a complete and systematic investigation of a virus disease’, and its culmination in the 
large-scale production of a vaccine in 1931 made it a symbol of the efficacy of the nimr’s 
style of virus research.55

Virus research at the nimr was moulded around two lines of work. The first drew 
on physical and biochemical methods to create instruments and techniques for exploring 
the fundamental nature of viruses. The second, exemplified by Laidlaw’s research, aimed 
to create ‘immunological devices’ for the identification and control of virus diseases.56 
familiar to any bacteriologist, these devices included serological assays, therapeutic sera, 
and vaccines. used with varying degrees of success on a number of virus diseases before 
the first World War, they were a standard part of virus research in the 1920s. Both 
research lines were critical to the nimr’s virus programme, but in the first instance 
viruses and virus diseases were approached as immunological problems best solved by 
immunological tools and techniques. 

Partly reflecting virus work’s connection to medical bacteriology, the use and role 
of immunological techniques took a form that was specific to the special demands of 
viruses and virus diseases. This was particularly true of the means employed to establish 
viruses as causative agents. Since these entities resisted cultivation in artificial media and 
visualization by light microscopy, interwar virus workers had two ways to demonstrate 
their presence in a disease. Viruses were made visible either by inducing an experimental 
disease in a susceptible animal or by tests for serum antibodies in convalescent animals 
or patients.57 Serum antibodies were treated as crucial evidence in establishing the 
aetiological role of a virus. immunological tests were thus essential to the elucidation 
of a disease’s virus identity. The prominent american virus researcher, Thomas rivers, 
described the pursuit of viruses and virus diseases as uniquely dependent on ‘the 
science of immunology’.58 yet unlike bacteriologists, who had developed sophisticated 
serological assays with a variety of antibodies, virus workers relied heavily on one group 
of antibodies for their immunological evidence – the so-called neutralizing antibodies.59 
Based on an in vitro reaction between virus and antibody that was measured by the 
inactivation of the pathogenic effects of a virus in a research animal, virus neutralization 
tests defined approaches to what contemporaries called ‘virus immunity’ and shaped 
ways of working with and knowing viruses and virus diseases.
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Virus neutralization

neutralization was a concept and technique intimately linked with the origins of modern 
immunology. When the Berlin bacteriologists Emile von Behring and Shibasaburo 
Kitasato discovered in 1892 that a serum substance – so called ‘antitoxin’ – inhibited 
diphtheria toxin, they illuminated a key immune reaction that paved the way for the 
late-nineteenth-century explosion in serum therapy and the development of humoral 
theories of immunity.60 Embraced as a key property of immunity, the mechanism of 
neutralization emerged as a defining research problem in immunology. The american 
bacteriologist, george Sternberg, first used the term ‘neutralization’ in 1892 to describe 
how a soluble substance in the serum of immune cows inhibited the pathological effects 
of vaccinia.61 a chemical term that referred to the reaction between acids and alkaloids, 
Sternberg used neutralization to denote the ability of a serum substance ‘to destroy 
the specific virulence of [a] virus, when it contacts it’.62 Paul Ehrlich, working on the 
standardization of diphtheria antitoxin in the late 1890s, developed his side-chain theory 
to explain this mechanism.63 Describing neutralization as the irreversible union of toxin 
with antitoxin, Ehrlich argued that humoral immunity depended on the production 
of ‘neutralizing antibodies’.64 The quantitative methods Ehrlich developed to assess 
diphtheria antitoxin made neutralizing antibodies indispensable serological tools.65 
By first determining a consistent unit – the minimum lethal dose – of a toxin that 
killed a guinea pig, he measured the ‘neutralizing power’ of an anti-serum by injecting 
dilutions of toxin and serum mixed in vitro into the susceptible animal. neutralization 
was identified when 50 per cent of the animals survived. This method made it possible 
to quantify the amount of neutralizing antitoxin in a serum sample and to produce 
standardized antiserum. Ehrlich’s quantitative work demonstrated how neutralizing 
antibodies could be harnessed for serological tests and serum therapies for different 
bacterial diseases.66

By the late 1920s, neutralizing antibodies were also becoming closely identified with 
virus work. They had been discovered in a number of virus diseases and neutralization 
tests were used in work on poliomyelitis, smallpox, vaccinia, measles, herpes and yellow 
fever.67 f.m. Burnet summarized the basic methodological principles behind such tests 
in his influential review of Immunological Reactions in Virus Diseases:

[Virus neutralization tests] all take the form of the inoculation of mixtures of virus and 
antiserum into tissue of a susceptible animal. The effect of antiserum is judged by the 
nature and extent of the lesions that develop in the animal after some convalescent 
arbitrary period [sic], in comparison with those produced in the absence of serum. The 
species of animal and particular tissue used for inoculation both play an important part in 
determining the result of inoculation of serum-virus mixtures … neutralization of virus 
is … synonymous with suppression of a macroscopic … lesion.68

The histological lesion or the death of a laboratory animal served as an endpoint for 
neutralization. The tests were specific to the virus disease for which they were developed. 
They varied according to the animal, serum-virus mixture, inoculation technique, and 
endpoint used. The specific action of neutralizing antibodies in protecting against the 
pathogenic effects of viruses made them valuable diagnostic and therapeutic tools. no 
laboratory working on virus diseases could operate without them. 
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at the nimr, neutralization tests were part of the practical work of identifying 
viruses, measuring serum antibodies and investigating the extent of immunity associated 
with vaccination and serum therapy. Serum quantification methods already figured 
centrally in the institute’s work on setting national standards for biological substances, 
and Laidlaw’s distemper studies demonstrated their usefulness for virus research.69 
neutralization tests also constituted the main focus of nimr workers’ investigations 
into the nature of virus immunity, then considered one of the most important issues in 
virus research. andrewes and Smith were recruited in 1927 to explore this problem, and 
they contributed to establishing the neutralization reaction as the key to understanding 
virus immunity.

Virus immunity was a lightning rod for controversy in the 1920s.70 Early workers 
had claimed that virus immunity differed from bacterial immunity in both its duration 
and basic mechanism. This generalization derived from experience with a small sample 
of virus diseases – particularly poliomyelitis, smallpox and vaccinia – in which viral 
infections were known to induce highly specific and long-lasting immunity rarely seen 
in bacterial infections.71 for some, this suggested that the underlying mechanisms of 
virus immunity depended less on the action of serum antibodies than on changes in 
tissue. The pasteurien, Constantin Levaditi, was a vocal proponent of the centrality of 
cellular immunity in virus diseases.72 Virus workers like Thomas rivers and the young 
Jonas Salk found support for this view in the increasing evidence that viral infection was 
a fundamentally intracellular process.73 Even a sceptic, like the eminent bacteriologist, 
W.W.C. topley, acknowledged that, ‘it seems very possible that this habit of [viruses] 
functioning as intracellular parasites has an important bearing on antiviral immunity’.74 
However, while many researchers accepted the possible role of cellular immunity, the 
preponderance of work on this problem aimed to bring virus immunity into accord 
with dominant humoral models. Elucidating the mechanism of virus neutralization was 
key to this project. 

Early workers claimed that the mechanism was analogous to the action of 
bacteriolysins against cholera vibrios, such that neutralizing antibody acted liked a 
‘virucide’.75 This explained solid immunity observed in diseases like vaccinia, but it failed 
to account for why in other virus diseases – such as herpes simplex – immunity appeared to 
be short term or transient. These cases suggested that neutralization operated on a principle 
other than lysis, and by the late 1920s virus workers were trying to determine this principle. 

The problem preoccupied andrewes when he started his career at the nimr. after 
studying medicine and bacteriology at St Bartholomew’s hospital in London, where 
his father, f.W. andrewes, was a leading pathologist, he spent two years training at 
the rockefeller Hospital in new york, where he became familiar with immune 
reactions in virus diseases.76 Vaccinia was then the model for studying in vitro antigen-
antibody reactions in filterable viruses, and andrewes used the disease for his work 
on virus neutralization. in 1928, he demonstrated that vaccinia virus and ‘Virus iii’ 
could be recovered from neutral serum-virus mixtures.77 This contradicted early claims 
that neutralization destroyed the virus. yet the presence of virus in immune sera also 
suggested that neutralization did not involve the strict union of antigen with antibody, 
but was instead reversible. andrewes’ claim was challenged by Samuel Bedson, a leading 
virus researcher at the London Hospital, whose work on herpes virus had shown that if 
a virus-serum mixture was allowed a period of contact in vitro, a ‘slow union’ occurred 
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between virus and virus antibodies.78 When andrewes re-examined the reaction 
between vaccinia virus and anti-vaccinial serum in light of Bedson’s work, he revised 
his earlier claim and argued that while virus neutralization was based on a reversible 
antigen-antibody union, virus immunity depended on the durability of this union.79 
andrewes’ studies effectively aligned virus immunity with established humoral models, 
and his conception of virus neutralization became a framework for approaches to virus 
immunity at the nimr.

Virus neutralization held two promises for virus workers: within the reaction were 
the keys to the mechanisms of virus immunity; and with the reaction, they could 
make neutralization tests for identifying, tracking and controlling virus diseases. The 
first promise proved elusive. Hampered by technical constraints, it was not until the 
development of plaque and fractionation techniques in the 1950s that researchers could 
fathom the chemical bases of neutralization. Even then, virus neutralization remained 
a contested issue.80 neutralization tests thus functioned as tools without an agreed-
upon theoretical explanation. This did not stop their development and use, yet making 
workable tests for virus diseases was hardly straightforward. as Burnet underlined, 
experimental animals were a necessary condition for their production, and this imposed 
an important constraint on their range of application. 

The lack of a viable research animal foreclosed the experimental investigation of a 
number of suspected virus diseases, including flu. Through the 1920s, work on flu’s virus 
identity was limited to the use of humans as experimental subjects. inferences made 
from observational studies of the disease in humans had a long history, but these kinds 
of studies yielded few new insights into flu’s cause, and provided little foundation for 
the development of vaccines or other forms of prevention. By the early 1930s, researchers 
had exhausted all the possible routes for studying flu in humans. fletcher summed up 
the state of affairs: 

The prime difficulty is that no animal (except possibly the anthropoid ape) is affected by 
influenza … we might get … success with influenza if we could … use humans especially 
bred without any previous contact with influenza, who would submit themselves to 
experimental study. This of course is impracticable.81

The solution to flu’s virus identity hinged on creating a workable animal model.

ferret flu

in the eyes of most medical authorities, the inability of laboratory workers to resolve flu’s 
aetiology meant that medicine and public health were impotent against flu epidemics. 
‘The etiological problem presses for solution’, noted W.W.C topley and g.W.S. Wilson 
in the first edition of their authoritative textbook, Principles of Bacteriology and Immunity. 
‘for against epidemic influenza the public health administration is at the moment, 
entirely powerless…’82 This worry was underscored by a dramatic epidemic in 1929, 
which summoned memories of the 1918 pandemic and lead to widespread demands for 
more concerted medical research on the problem. Since this was now the domain of the 
mrC, politicians, the press, and the medical profession looked to the Council for answers. 
much attention concentrated on advances made in virus research and, particularly, the 
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success of Laidlaw’s dog distemper work. ‘[t]he sad state of unpreparedness in which the 
world finds itself ought to awaken determination to discover, if possible, some means of 
prevention’, argued the Times in late 1929. ‘an effective approach to the problem’, the 
editorial continued, had already been demonstrated with dog distemper: ‘is it too much 
to ask that work on similar lines should be undertaken in the cause of influenza? The 
work on distemper has opened a way; general studies organized by the medical research 
Council on virus diseases have made parts, at any rate, of that way smooth. Has not 
the time arrived to launch a campaign and to come to grips with the enemy?’83 Public 
pressure on the mrC to act on flu came to a head in December 1932, when another 
epidemic struck London. Letters sent to the mrC and published in the Lancet and BMJ 
(British Medical Journal) demanded to know what initiatives the Council was taking.84 
Sir Halley Stewart, an important mrC patron, offered fletcher the considerable sum of 
£2,500 to launch an ‘influenza Campaign’.85

Through the 1920s, the mrC supported flu research through grants to individual 
researchers at university laboratories, while at the nimr, Laidlaw and his colleagues 
developed general expertise and techniques for studying filter-passers. This strategy paid 
dividends for the institute, making it a world-leading centre of virus research, but it bore 
little fruit in the battle against flu. With public pressure mounting, fletcher and Dale 
decided that, with the nimr now ready to tackle a complex disease like flu, the best 
strategy was to concentrate research in the hands of a small team of experienced virus 
workers. Laidlaw, who was about to be knighted for his dog distemper work, was put in 
charge of the investigations; andrewes and Smith joined him as co-workers.86

Virology textbooks treat the nimr’s contributions as the birth of modern flu virus 
research.87 much has been made of the remarkable speed at which the team succeeded 
in changing the material practices and meanings of influenza. two crucial discoveries 
facilitated these changes: the first, credited to Smith and made only a month into the 
team’s research, demonstrated that the ferret could be used for isolating a virus from 
flu patients; the second, made less than a year later, rendered the mouse into a tool 
for accurate neutralization tests. Though there is little doubt that these discoveries 
transformed laboratory work on flu, we should not forget the extensive labour that went 
into their production and legitimization. ferrets and mice did not come ready-made for 
flu virus work. resources and time had to be invested into making them into workable 
models and tools for flu research and into establishing their wider medical relevance. 
flu’s virus identity was the outcome of a long series of transformations that involved the 
creation of new social relations between the laboratory, clinic and public health. 

When the nimr workers started investigating flu in January 1933, their first aim 
was to tackle the vexing problem of creating an animal model of the disease. to do 
this they tested animals at the institute for their potential susceptibility to flu. Since 
the nimr was not connected to the London hospital system, they relied on fellow 
pathologists at guy’s Hospital and St Bartholomew’s Hospital to supply them with nasal 
washings and lung samples from flu patients in their wards.88 The team received samples 
from eight patients, including a young girl who had died of respiratory complications 
at Bart’s. Smith injected filtered and centrifuged washings into rats, mice, guinea pigs, 
rabbits, monkeys, pigs, and horses.89 These efforts failed. Curiously, the ferret was not 
among the first test animals, even though it had been part of the nimr’s laboratory 
ecology since 1926, when Laidlaw and Dunkin had introduced it as a model for dog 
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figure 6.7 nasal injection of a ferret. andrewes, holding the pipette, and an unknown assistant, 
holding the ferret, demonstrate the standard technique of ‘instilling’ virus material 
into the nose of a ferret. The ferret was anaesthetised with ether, to ease injection of the 
virus material. Source: Picture Post, ‘Can We Beat influenza?’, 2 february 1946, p. 10.
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distemper. The idea to test the animals was prompted by reports of an outbreak of a 
flu-like disease among ferrets at the Wellcome Physiological Laboratories, where the 
animals were being used to manufacture dog distemper vaccine. in early february, 
Smith dripped (‘instilled’) into two ferrets’ noses filtered nasal washings taken from 
andrewes, who had himself caught flu. Within forty-eight hours the animals started 
sneezing and displaying signs of a flu-like disease. Washings from seven other patients 
also induced the disease. But almost immediately the team lost the experimental disease 
– and the chance to isolate the virus – when distemper broke-out among the ferrets. By 
a twist of fate, Smith caught flu after the outbreak on 4 march, and this time, andrewes 
used his washings (and his instillation methods) to infect a new batch of ferrets now 
maintained under strict quarantine at the mill Hill facilities (figure 6.7). This work 
ultimately yielded the first flu virus – later designated ‘WS’ after Smith – which became 
the nimr’s master strain.

Stunned by their results, the team fashioned the ferret into a workable research 
animal through the spring of 1933, and started using it to explore longstanding research 
problems. The ferret enabled the team to isolate a filterable virus from the ‘infecting 
material’.90 The agent met established criteria: while the agent was filterable, invisible 
and could not be cultivated in standard growth media, it was also easily transmitted to 
ferrets, and the experimental disease could be reproduced in large numbers of animals 
through serial passage. moreover, the agent could be neutralized with serum from 
recovered ferrets, as demonstrated by the inhibition of flu-like symptoms in treated 
animals. The last two techniques were especially important for virus identification. The 
reproduction of an experimental disease by ‘serial passage’ was a classic bacteriological 
technique for isolating pathogens, and interwar virus workers relied on it to make viruses 
visible in the form of lesions or other pathological changes in experimental animals. 
Serum neutralization tests represented the only other indirect method of visualizing a 
virus, and because of their presumed specificity, neutralizing antibodies were especially 
important for linking a virus to a disease. The credibility of both techniques, however, 
rested on workers’ ability to delineate a typical and replicable experimental disease in a 
research animal. for these identification techniques to work for flu virus, the ferret itself 
had to be established as an animal model of human influenza.91

The fact that the ferret was a familiar laboratory animal eased this process. Laidlaw’s 
experience with the animal and the availability of a laboratory, animal house, and 
breeding and isolation facilities at mill Hill enabled the team to devote their attention to 
turning the ferret into a flu model. making an animal model involved a combination of 
the technical acumen needed to perform serial passage experiments and representational 
practices to render the experimental disease into a credible clinical entity. in the first six 
months of their research the team reproduced the experimental disease in over 135 ferrets 
and traced ‘the full course of [the] illness’ in 64 animals.92 Serial passage enabled them to 
establish continuity in the illness’ clinical picture, which they described in detail in their 
first report in the Lancet on 6 July 1933 and on various occasions thereafter. Laidlaw gave 
the following description to an audience at guy’s Hospital in summer 1934:  

[The disease in ferrets was] characterised by an incubation period of 48 hours, followed by 
fever, in which the temperature may rise as high as 107f. This is followed by a remission, 
and thereafter a second febrile period, usually lasting three or four days, during which there 
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are symptoms of severe nasal catarrh, such as sneezing, nasal obstruction… mucopurulent 
discharges from the nose, sticky encrustation round the nares, and so on. Throughout the 
illness, but varying considerably from cases to case, there is prostration and lethargy, and 
occasionally obvious signs of muscular weakness.93

Laidlaw called the disease ‘experimental influenza’; in more vernacular settings, he and 
his colleagues preferred the term ‘ferret flu’. 94 The names denoted significant analogies 
between the animal and the human disease, and this became an important rationale for 
using the ferret for studies of flu immunity and pathogenesis. yet what mattered most at 
this stage was to show that ferret flu was the outcome of an experimental infection with 
human flu and the product of virus infection. 

One way the team demonstrated this link was through fever charts. a standard 
representational device in clinical and veterinary medicine, the nimr workers used 
fever charts to visualize the onset and progress of experimental infection, and to 
identify possible diagnostic markers for the presence of the disease agent. a hand-drawn 
chart published as part of the nimr’s report of their discovery in the Lancet details 
the production of ferret flu with human flu material (figure 6.8). from andrewes’ 
laboratory notes we know that the chart represents his inoculation of Smith’s washings 
into a ferret (‘f24’) and traces the process of the experimental disease between 4 march 
and 4 april 1933.95 temperature readings from the ferret’s rectum were taken every 
morning (‘m’) and evening (‘E’) from the outset of the experiment to its completion, 
when the ferret was returned to the ferret house for future immunological work. The 
chart presents readings up to 26 march, when the ferret started to fully recover. The 
first temperature spike, recorded on the morning of 7 march, preceded the onset of 
mild flu-like symptoms by a day. it marked the height of infection and, as the nimr 
workers found out when they tested other ferrets, the point at which the virus was 
most concentrated in the animal and most easily recovered. The temperature spikes thus 
corresponded with the activity of the virus. fluctuations recorded in the symptomatic 

figure 6.8 ferret flu – fever chart. Blank fever charts, such this one used for this data, were sold at 
chemists such as Boots. Source: W. Smith, C.H. andrewes, and P.P. Laidlaw, ‘a Virus 
Obtained from influenza Patients’, Lancet, 2, 1933, p. 67.
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stages of the disease curiously resembled the ‘continuous fever’ long associated with 
clinical influenza in humans. The second temperature rise, two weeks later, announced 
a ‘relapse’ of symptoms (‘S’). although deemed somewhat unusual, such recrudescence 
was familiar to any clinician who had encountered flu. 

as a form of visual evidence, the fever chart had many functions. Widely used in 
clinical medicine, it was readily legible to any physician, who could easily connect  the 
production of ferret flu with the ‘garglings of [an] influenza patient’ and see the link 
being made between the experimental disease and the human disease. When allied with 
the team’s descriptions of ferret flu, the chart also illuminated a process of infection that 
was analogous to that seen in flu patients. more generally, it placed the discovery of flu 
virus in a clinical format. This last point is especially important, for it was through the 
production of ferret flu that Laidlaw’s team were able to develop a neutralization test 
to determine whether sera from their ferrets – and humans – contained antibodies that 
specifically neutralized the virus. 

The ferret test was rather rudimentary. neutralization was demonstrated when a 
dilution of ferret or human sera, and a fixed amount of virus mixed in vitro, protected a 
healthy ferret against ferret flu. a ferret infected with a virus-saline mixture was used as 

figure 6.9 ferret flu – neutralized. upper chart – ferret (f131) infected with a mixture of virus 
and normal ferret serum. Lower chart - ferret (f101) infected with a mixture of virus 
and immune ferret serum. Virus neutralization is demonstrated in the lower chart. 
Source: W. Smith, C.H. andrewes, and P.P. Laidlaw, ‘a Virus Obtained from influenza 
Patients’, Lancet, 2, 1933, p. 68.
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a control. The team established the specific relationship between neutralizing antibodies 
and the virus by comparing the ‘neutralizing power’ of ferret sera taken before infection, 
at the acute stage (within 48 hours), and during convalescence. While ‘normal’ sera taken 
before infection had little effect against the disease, convalescent sera contained potent 
antibody that inhibited the disease.96 two fever charts, also published in the discovery 
report, displayed the contrasting results of neutralization with and without immune 
serum (see figure 6.9). When a mixture of virus and normal serum was instilled in a 
healthy ferret (f131) it produced the ‘dysphasic’ fever associated with ferret flu. yet when 
a mixture of virus and immune serum was instilled in another ferret (f101), temperature 
readings never exceeded the normal range for the animal (between 101 and 103 degrees). 
tracing the action of these antibodies on the ‘virus’, the lower chart showed how the 
neutralization test could be used for the indirect identification of virus infection, and 
indicated the specific relation of neutralizing antibodies to the disease.

Based on these results, the team evaluated human sera for neutralizing antibodies 
to Smith’s virus. in march, andrewes obtained serum samples from six Bart’s nurses 
who had recovered from flu.97 He mixed their sera with virus in vitro and inoculated 
the mixture into a ferret, while a control ferret was inoculated with virus alone. Like 
the convalescent ferrets, the nurses’ sera neutralized the virus, although less thoroughly. 
nonetheless, this was indication enough of a specific infection. if the antigen was indeed 
a virus, the neutralization test had been proven to be a tool for elucidating its presence 
in ferret and human flu.

Before publishing their research, Laidlaw and his colleagues collected a final piece 
of serological evidence. a standard method for corroborating the identity of a suspected 
virus was to see if it bore a serological relationship to known viruses. The nimr workers 
reckoned it was worth comparing their virus with a virus isolated from pigs by the 
american veterinary pathologist, richard E. Shope.98 a leading animal virus worker at 
the rockefeller foundation’s Princeton field laboratories, in 1931 Shope had determined 
that swine influenza – or ‘hog flu’ – was a dual infection, caused by a combination of 
haemophilus bacillus (suis) and a filterable virus.99 Shope’s discovery prompted speculation 
that an analogous type of infection might be the cause of human flu. Laidlaw was 
particularly interested in Shope’s hypothesis, but his team’s filtration tests had excluded 
‘visible bacteria’ as viable agents in human flu.100 What they did establish, however, 
was a close serological link between the two viruses. andrewes had befriended Shope 
during his time in new york, and the two exchanged samples of their respective viruses. 
Shope sent the nimr team his virus in a dried pig lung, while andrewes returned the 
favour by sending Shope the WS strain in dried turbinate bones extracted from the nasal 
cavities of the experimental ferrets.101 With Shope’s virus, Smith and andrewes produced 
a disease ‘indistinguishable from the ferret disease caused by virus of human origin’.102 
Cross-immunity and cross-neutralization tests traced the link between the two viruses. 
ferrets that recovered from the swine virus were ‘solidly immune’ to infection from the 
human virus. ferrets convalescent from the human virus were partly immune to the 
pig strain. Cross-neutralization tests, in which a healthy ferret inoculated with a serum-
virus mixture using one antigen was inoculated with the other antigen, indicated a 
relatively close antigenic relationship between the two viruses. While these tests offered 
only indirect evidence that ferret flu was a virus disease, the serological association with 
swine flu strengthened the case. ‘The similarities completely outweigh the differences’, 
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explained Laidlaw to an audience at guy’s Hospital a year later. ‘[W]e consider that the 
results with the human strain of virus coupled with those obtained with swine virus are 
strong arguments for the view that influenza in man is primarily a virus infection’.103

The team’s decision to publish its first report in the Lancet on 8 July 1933 had 
important ramifications for the profile of their discovery work. Though the Lancet 
and the BMJ carried research on virus diseases, most experimental virus work was 
published in the British Journal of Experimental Pathology, a specialist venue rarely read 
by physicians. The Lancet was, by contrast, one of the flagship journals of the medical 
profession. targeted at the average practitioner and clinician, it was a key forum for 
vetting and highlighting important medical issues and developments for the profession 
and the public. Publication of a discovery in the Lancet was thus a powerful form of 
legitimization. aware that their claim to the discovery of a flu virus was not the first of 
its kind, Laidlaw’s team needed the organs of the medical press on their side. ‘[t]he 
evidence’, they argued, ‘…strongly suggests that there is a virus element in epidemic 
influenza, and we believe that the virus is of great importance in the aetiology of the 
human disease’.104 But the strength of their new experimental animal, methods, or 
research skills alone could not sustain this discovery claim; it also depended on the 
support it received from the medical and lay press, which acted as important conduits 
for the wider sanction of flu’s virus identity. 

The report caused a minor media sensation in London. The Lancet editorialized 
that the nimr’s work had put flu research on a new footing: ‘it is almost impossible 
… to over-estimate the importance of the discovery … that the ferret is susceptible to 
infection with human influenza’. The nimr workers had ‘offered almost conclusive 
evidence that the primary cause of human influenza is a filterable virus’.105 The BMJ 
weighed in with a similar declaration: ‘Just when the possibility of any further advance 
seemed rather remote, three investigators at the national institute for medical research 
… succeeded in transmitting influenza to ferrets. The whole aspect of the situation has 
been transformed’.106 The Practitioner, journal of London’s physician elite, concluded 
that ‘the results with ferrets, as far as they have gone, are consistent with the view that 
epidemic influenza in man is caused primarily by virus infection.’ 107

Having received the team’s report a day before its publication, London’s lay press 
translated it into a resounding victory for medical science.108 The Daily Telegraph, which 
had promoted Laidlaw’s dog distemper research, ran the discovery as a lead story on 
the same day. it devoted its front page and two columns to describing the ‘40 years’ 
Search for The Cause of influenza’ and ‘How the virus was tracked down’ at the nimr 
(see figure 6.10). Smith, andrewes, and Laidlaw were identified as ‘British Doctors’, 
doing work of immediate practical relevance, rather than as scientific boffins working 
outside the realms of everyday medicine (see figure 6.11). readers were reminded of 
how ‘the practical outlook looked gloomy’ in the 1920s and how many thought ‘[v]ast 
epidemics might sweep the world again and mankind would again be the helpless victim 
of the spreading scourge’. The nimr’s use of the ferret to ‘show that a virus is the true 
causative agent [of the disease]’, changed this picture. ‘it is now certain that real progress 
is being made’.109  

The ferret’s sneeze became an icon of the power of medical science. Particular attention 
was drawn to how, as the Daily Telegraph put it, ‘the serum of human convalescents was 
capable of neutralising the virus of the ferret disease’.110 Laidlaw and his colleagues 
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figure 6.10 Discovery of flu virus. Source: Daily Telegraph, 7 July 1933, p. 10.
figure 6.11 ‘Primary cause of flu isolated’. Source: Daily Telegraph, 7 July 1933, p. 7.
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had suggested that virus neutralization and immunity in ferrets might have important 
application to the problem of flu immunity in humans. This suggestion was interpreted 
through broader notions about ‘neutralization’ linked to successes of serum therapies 
developed for diphtheria, typhoid, tetanus, and measles.111 in the age of serology, 
neutralization resonated with images of medical control over infectious disease. 

The ferret revolutionized flu research. Within a year, Shope reproduced the team’s 
ferret work, and Thomas francis Jr and his co-worker, Thomas magill, at the rockefeller 
institute, used the ferret to isolate a virus strain from clinical samples taken from an 
outbreak in Puerto rico.112 ferrets immunized against their new strain (Pr8) were also 
immune to the nimr’s WS strain; and sera for one virus neutralized the other. By 
1935, workers in melbourne, Leningrad, Philadelphia and manchester had developed 
variations of the nimr’s ferret system.113 This ferment of work forged new links 
between laboratories and went far in consolidating the ferret as an animal model of 
flu. yet turning experimental work into applied medicine was more difficult than its 
replication in other labs.

The nimr’s first move towards the wider application of the research began in late 1934 
with a study of ‘the antibody content of normal sera’ in Londoners aimed at addressing 
the problem of flu immunity.114 neutralization tests in ferrets demonstrated that some 
Londoners had antibodies to both the WS strain and Shope’s swine influenza. The tests 
also indicated that neutralizing antibodies increased in ferrets during convalescence and 
that convalescent serum ‘enhanced waning’ immunity. This suggested that a correlation 
might exist between changing antibody levels and levels of flu immunity. The question 
of whether these changes were linked to individual susceptibility and the rise and fall of 
flu epidemics had preoccupied physicians and epidemiologists since the 1890s. if what 
the team found in ferrets was applicable to humans, they believed they could devise 
protective serum therapies or vaccines against flu.

to pursue this line of investigation, the team developed a ‘reference’ antiserum 
against which to evaluate antibody levels to WS virus. Produced by hyperimmunizing 
horses with flu virus, the efficacy of the antiserum depended on the team’s ability to 
measure its neutralizing power. This involved testing serial dilutions of a serum mixture 
to a specified endpoint – either the production of a discrete lesion or death in a research 
animal. The standard measure for the quantification of all serum tests defined the 
endpoint for final dilutions at 50 per cent (LD50), in which equal numbers of animals 
inoculated with serum-virus mixtures showed, or did not show, lesions characteristic 
of a virus.115 ferrets were poor animals for this kind of work. They were expensive to 
breed, produced small litters, and demanded complex isolation and housing facilities. 
moreover, ‘ferret flu’ manifested as a non-lethal respiratory infection, without a distinct 
lesion. it was therefore impossible to isolate a pathological marker against which to 
quantify the antiserum.116 

recognizing these practical limitations, the nimr workers searched for a more 
suitable animal. in early 1934, Smith at the nimr and francis and magill, who 
had moved to the rockefeller foundation’s international Health Division (iHD) 
laboratories in new york, simultaneously devised a method for transmitting ‘ferret flu’ 
virus to mice.117 The pathological picture produced in the mouse was key to the animal’s 
transformation into a serological tool. Serial passage of the virus induced ‘plum-colored’ 
lung lesions, the consolidation of which killed the animals.118 These lesions could 
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be modified by changing virus-serum mixtures and, for the nimr team, were good 
markers for calibrating the potency of their horse serum, which they called ‘iH2’. in 
a series of experiments in late 1934, the team compared the effects of increasing five-
fold dilutions of iH2 and sera from convalescent and previously uninfected humans, 
mice and ferrets. as expected, different dilutions provided different levels of protection 
against lung lesions. The team determined the neutralizing power of serum dilutions in 
correlation with the resolution and consolidation of mouse lung lesions observed post 
mortem. While convalescent human sera protected the animals against the disease, iH2 
proved to be a more potent antibody, neutralizing virus at equal or greater dilutions. 
Though iH2 did not completely prevent infection, it inactivated the virus enough to 
protect the animal from developing lung lesions. This was a crucial piece of work, serving 
as a building block for the mouse neutralization test and the potential therapeutic uses 
of iH2.119 The mouse test not only enabled the nimr workers to measure the potency 
of their horse serum, but it gave them a way to more accurately detect and compare 
the presence of neutralizing antibodies in human and animal sera for diagnostic or 
epidemiological purposes, and to distinguish different virus strains. 

When the team reported their work in the Lancet in October 1934 they hoped that the 
mouse would provide a ‘readily available’ method for detecting influenza virus.120 The 
medical and lay press seized on this idea. ‘With such an easily handled and inexpensive 
animal as the mouse available for work on influenza’, noted the BMJ ‘…this line of 
research comes within the scope of most laboratories’.121 This was jumping the gun. try 
as they might, the nimr team could not induce infection in mice with human nasal 
washings. mice appeared to be susceptible only to virus first passed through ferrets. The 
promise of simplifying laboratory diagnosis would have to wait. instead, the value of 
the mouse derived from its use as a serological tool for exploring the complexities of flu 
immunity. 

Putting mice to Work

up to October 1934, the nimr workers had elucidated the properties of flu virus 
infection in ferrets and mice. Their evidence had yet to establish a certain identity 
between flu in their animal models and flu in humans. The research problems the teams 
tackled over the next five years attempted to resolve this question and to demonstrate 
the practical relevance of the research. using their new neutralization test as a key 
investigative tool, their strategy was to concentrate on three interrelated problems: the 
relationship between neutralizing antibodies and human immunity to flu, the clinical 
identity of epidemic influenza, and the development of a flu vaccine. This strategy also 
required extensive collaboration with London pathologists and physicians, and it drove 
the nimr’s initiative in 1936 to link together laboratory and clinical investigations of 
flu in the metropolis. 

The seeds of the collaborative investigations had already been planted by the 
team’s preliminary serological work, but their importance grew when they started to 
put the mouse test to work on a comprehensive serological study of flu antibodies in 
1935. By tracking the incidence and comparing the neutralizing power of antibodies 
in Londoners for the WS virus strain and Shope’s swine virus, the team wanted to 
know whether a relation existed between changing antibody levels and immunity, and 
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whether these changes were linked to the rise and fall of flu epidemics.122 While these 
questions had long preoccupied epidemiologists, the nimr workers believed the mouse 
neutralization test provided them with a tool to test these connections in the laboratory. 
Through 1935, they collected sera from hundreds of Londoners of varying age groups. 
London hospitals and medical officers at public schools supplied the bulk of sera from 
children; medical workers in the united States sent a number of adult samples; and 
finally, military installations provided considerable quantities of serum from servicemen 
of various ages. Constrained by the costs and time it took to run neutralization tests, 
they fully examined the sera of 113 individuals for serum antibodies to WS virus and 
swine flu virus.123 identifying ‘neutralizing antibodies to human (WS) influenza virus…
in the majority of human sera examined’, their assessment yielded the first serological 
picture of the distribution of flu virus in Londoners (see figure 6.12).124 

These graphs were a striking demonstration of the use of neutralizing antibodies as 
evidence in support of the link between WS virus and human flu. The antibodies were 
deemed key traces of the presence of flu virus infection in a cross-section of Londoners. 
The identification of swine flu virus antibodies marked the beginning of serological 
work that lead to Shope’s infamous claim that the 1918 pandemic was a zoonotic disease 
caused by swine flu virus. The practical implications of this work were readily apparent. 
The incidence of these antibodies in the population suggested that flu infection conferred 
some kind of immunity, the history of which could be traced serologically. 

Since it was well known that flu epidemics waxed and waned seasonally, it was 
important to determine whether changes occurred in antibody levels over time. When 
the team tested a sample of Londoners again in early 1937, their antibody levels had 
dropped considerably, in some cases to the point where they could not be identified. 
That summer, at the annual meeting of the British medical association, andrewes 
speculated that, ‘knowledge of such variations might … give … insight into one of 
the factors controlling the periodicity of influenza epidemics’.125 His prediction seemed 
to be confirmed when, after a large flu epidemic exploded in London that autumn, 
antibody levels shot up again. But while the team’s serological studies were pointing 
to the potential epidemiological and clinical significance of neutralizing antibodies, 
their clinical value would remain unclear until the team correlated a specific clinical 
entity to the virus and antibodies they had identified. This was important not just for 
consolidating flu’s virus identity, but also for targeting vaccines and antiserum. 

Stuart-Harris described the challenge they faced at the time: ‘it was apparent that 
a satisfactory application of such [laboratory] methods to human beings must largely 
depend upon the possibility of demarcating cases of influenza of virus aetiology from 
other diseases with similar symptoms. Correlated clinical and laboratory studies were 
clearly necessary’.126 it was around this necessity that the team organized its collaborative 
investigations.

The main sites for the studies were hospitals at military garrisons in and around 
London, while smaller scale studies were carried out at non-military hospitals. military 
hospitals provided relatively uniform and more easily controlled populations. and 
because of the mrC’s ties with the army medical Services, military populations were 
also more accessible to the nimr workers. nonetheless, creating a stable network of 
relations with civilian and military clinicians and pathologists was a crucial part of 
the nimr’s research. During suspected flu outbreaks in late 1936 and late 1937 the 
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figure 6.12 neutralizing antibody levels in Londoners. Each vertical column represents a serum. 
The height of shading indicates the quantity of antibody in the serum. Sera were 
graded as better than S (standard iH2 or iH4 horse-antiserum), equal S, S/5 (one-
fifth the neutralizing power of S), or S/25 (one twenty-fifth the neutralizing power of 
S). Spaces marked O indicate sera with no antibody or with less than S/25. Source: 
C.H. andrewes, P.P Laidlaw, and W. Smith ‘influenza: Observations on the recovery 
of Virus from man and on the antibody Content of Human Sera’, British Journal of 
Experimental Pathology, 26, 1935, p. 577.
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team worked with pathologists to collect masses of nasal and throat garglings for their 
work. The Daily Herald conjured a war-like image of the team as ‘flying squads’ moving 
between their Hampstead laboratory and hospitals in the search for a ‘cure’. But forging 
such links was more mundane.

much of this work fell to Stuart-Harris. He joined with hospital physicians to 
make detailed clinical notes on patients and personnel entering wards with flu-like 
symptoms.127 Part of his job was to characterize cases from which virus was isolated, 
with the aim of developing a specific clinical picture of the disease. Samples collected 
from these patients were sent to Smith and andrewes at the nimr to be tested for virus 
in ferrets. Serum samples were taken to test for the presence and levels of antibodies. 
The nimr workers attempted to carve out a specific ‘virus disease’ by correlating the 
recovery of virus in ferrets with a particular clinical picture in humans. Stuart-Harris 
compared clinical notes from the 1936 flu outbreak, from which virus was not isolated, 
and the 1937 epidemic, from which it was regularly isolated. in a widely publicized report 
published by the mrC in 1938, he distinguished ‘febrile catarrhs’, which encompassed 
a cluster of respiratory conditions of unknown aetiology, from ‘epidemic influenza’, a 
specific clinical entity aetiologically linked to the virus.128 

The mouse neutralization test took on particular importance in this work. in 
the laboratory, andrewes and Smith determined that in cases identified as ‘epidemic 
influenza’, serum from convalescent patients ‘acquired very definite neutralizing powers’, 
while by contrast, ‘no such neutralizing powers appear[ed] in the sera of patients 
suffering from respiratory diseases other than influenza’.129 The mouse neutralization 
test thus became a tool for the retrospective diagnosis of ‘epidemic influenza’. This 
was especially important since the test enabled the team to evaluate the efficacy of an 
experimental flu vaccine they had made in late 1935 from mouse lung virus inactivated 
by formaldehyde.130

The production of the vaccine highlights how the nimr workers moved between 
their animal models and human flu. in their laboratory experiments they found that 
the immunity conferred by virus infection in both ferrets and mice was transient. 
Epidemiological and clinical experience suggested the same held for humans. yet in 
tests with vaccine on ferrets and mice they found that vaccination had two effects: it 
provided temporary protection from lung infections; and it boosted waning immunity, 
evidenced by an increase in neutralizing antibodies.131 it was on this basis that the team 
tested their vaccine in humans. Preliminary tests with the vaccine were made on a small 
group of 30 soldiers in 1936. although there was no epidemic, the team found that one 
dose ‘engendered a very satisfactory rise in antibodies’.132 Emboldened by this result, the 
following year they administered the vaccine to 500 military men in different service 
hospitals, with a similar number of men used as controls. The experiment failed miserably. 
Scarcely before it began, an epidemic burst upon the soldiers. Vaccination produced no 
clear signs of antibody, and there was little difference between the unvaccinated and 
vaccinated, and at least four of the vaccinated developed flu.133

The failure of the vaccine highlighted the emergence of what andrewes called ‘a 
new complicating factor’ – antigenic variations among virus strains.134 Early cross-
neutralization tests with the ferrets had convinced the British and american workers that 
the strains they were isolating in different parts of the world were all of one type. This 
was interpreted as incontrovertible evidence of flu’s virus identity. yet use of the mouse 
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neutralization test soon revealed a far more perplexing picture. francis and magill first 
identified antigenic variation with mouse tests in 1936, but neither they nor the nimr 
workers attached much importance to it.135 Their views changed as both groups started 
to study closely the serology of flu virus and test vaccines. 

antigenic variation, which became the most studied and now best known attribute 
of flu virus, was elaborated collectively. The British and american workers used cross-
neutralization tests, where antiserum from one virus was used to neutralize another 
virus, to trace what Smith and andrewes called the ‘Serological races of influenza 
Virus’.136 from the 1937 epidemic, the nimr workers identified in greater London 
alone 13 strains with differing degrees of antigenic relation. The addition of 15 other 
strains identified from other parts of the world made the serological picture even more 
complex. in new york, francis and magill encountered a similar array of variations.137

Variations in flu strains illuminated old problems and introduced new ones. Keys 
to flu’s epidemiological puzzles could potentially be found here; so, too, could the 
changing susceptibility of individuals and populations. antigenic variation became a 
‘determining factor’ in vaccine production.138 at the same time, this very factor posed 
significant challenges for the classification of flu and a massive logistical problem for 
vaccine production: how to sort out which vaccine to use for a given epidemic. Things 
only became more complicated when, in 1940, francis and magill identified an entirely 
distinct antigenic type of the virus – now known as influenza B.139 By then, antigenic 
variation had become a crucial political and military problem, as the production of a 
flu vaccine became a pressing concern as British and american governments prepared 
for war. 

The threat of a wartime pandemic propelled efforts to improve serological tools 
and methods of flu vaccination. With the introduction of the developing chick embryo 
as the basis for a new serological test and a new system of vaccine production in 1941, 
mouse neutralization was soon replaced at nimr and most other laboratories. But as 
andrewes presciently noted in 1937, the serological picture elaborated through this test 
had introduced a ‘tangle’ that was ‘not going to be an easy one to unravel’.140

Conclusion

The mouse neutralization test was largely an experimental laboratory tool that virus 
workers applied to clinical and epidemiological problems. While the mrC and 
the medical and lay press highlighted the potential value of the nimr’s laboratory 
techniques to redress longstanding diagnostic problems associated with flu, the 
serological identification of flu virus in mice did not, at least in the short term, directly 
change everyday clinical or public health practices. The test was too complicated and 
too laborious to be used as a routine assay in hospital pathology laboratories. Even when 
serological tests for flu were eventually simplified they tended to be used for delineating 
annual flu virus strains and for population-based epidemiological studies. The impact of 
the mouse test on existing medical knowledge and practice was rather more indirect.

The nimr workers’ efforts to correlate laboratory and clinical work produced 
a new classification of ‘epidemic influenza’ as a virus disease. While the integrity of 
this entity was threatened by the antigenic variation of flu viruses, its potential value 
in explaining the protean clinical and epidemiological characteristics of flu was not 
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lost on the medical profession. as early as 1937, medical textbooks had incorporated 
the virus into explanations of flu’s aetiology and used it to elucidate flu’s pathogenesis 
and the nature of its associated immunity.141 in 1939, the British ministry of Health 
made the nimr workers’ viral definition of flu the basis for a new flu memorandum 
distributed to all public health officials in advance of the war. Distinguishing flu from 
various forms of catarrh and colds was an ongoing problem for physicians and for public 
health authorities, and the concept of flu as a specific virus disease represented one way 
to manage clinical knowledge. With diseases like flu, physicians would soon have to 
learn to differentiate between viral and bacterial infections. This process was hardly 
straightforward. flu diagnoses remained symptom-based, with recourse to the laboratory 
made only in uncertain cases. The persistent conflation of viruses and bacteria through 
the twentieth century suggests that ‘viralizing’ medicine faced considerable challenges. 
nonetheless, knowing that flu belonged to a category of diseases that eluded modern 
chemotherapy eventually had bearing on both treatment practices and public health 
measures. in this respect, flu vaccines would play a crucial role not only in managing the 
disease but in the incorporation of virus concepts and techniques into everyday medical 
worlds. The development and routinization of vaccines for polio, chicken pox, measles, 
and a host of other diseases after the Second World War carved out a place for viruses 
and virus diseases in modern medicine. 

neutralization tests played a crucial role in giving visibility to virus diseases. in 
the case of flu, they helped set the stage for its recognition as a major virus disease 
in the second half of the twentieth century. although the mouse neutralization test’s 
laboratory life was short, it was  not without consequence. The mouse neutralization 
test was integral to flu’s redefinition as a virus disease in the interwar years, and both the 
ferret laboratory model and the mouse neutralization test raised crucial questions about 
the nature of flu immunity and how to immunize against epidemics that continued to 
vex flu research. The genealogy of the problem of the antigenic variation of flu viruses, 
which became a defining research problem in modern virology, and a constant challenge 
to health care infrastructures, can be traced back to work done with the mouse test. The 
uses of the flu virus neutralization test illuminate how the construction of viruses and 
virus diseases as immunological problems facilitated the translation of esoteric virus work 
into medical problems, and how these problems were redefined in the process. Virus-
neutralizing antibodies were also powerful symbols that, as the medical and lay media 
highlighted, were suggestive of the ways in which virus research, and virus workers, 
could control the most challenging of plagues. if, in 1933, virus workers inhabited the 
periphery of flu medicine, by the Second World War, both they and their animal tools 
had become indispensable.
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chapter seVen

Creatures of reason?
Picturing Viruses at the Pasteur institute 

during the 1920s
Kenton Kroker

When considered as part of a history of disease, immunity cuts a rather strange figure. 
as experience, it cuts no figure at all; its presence can be inferred only when an infectious 
challenge fails. immunity is thus the result of reasoning about disease’s absence. it is a sort 
of shadow figure whose shape is determined by medicine’s focal point of interest, disease. 
as the object of the scientific field of immunology, immunity has been rendered visible 
in a variety of ways. Late-nineteenth-century bacteriology set the stage by linking the 
progress of medicine to the relentless expansion of the concept of specificity. infectious 
diseases, like the microbes that caused them, came in species. Before bacteriology, as 
andrea rusnock’s examination of Jenner’s work in this volume clearly demonstrates, 
natural historical classification of disease symptoms across and within species could and 
did function effectively as explanation. But, beginning in the 1860s, medical science 
began to revolve around a repeated series of routines in the bacteriological laboratory. 
Extraction, filtration, cultivation, and inoculation produced cultures of microbes 
of considerable purity, which could then be viewed with light microscopes and their 
associated technologies of stains and filters. microbes and the diseases they caused 
became natural and more-or-less stable kinds of things in large part because they could 
be identified morphologically. illustrations taken from bacteriological textbooks of the 
period testify to this interrelationship between the processes of producing objects and 
visualizing their specific shapes.1

Of course, unlike the organisms traditionally handled by natural historians, diseases 
were, first and foremost, experiences, not objects. as georges Canguilhem suggested 
(and as moira Howes demonstrates in her analysis of pregnancy immunology in this 
volume), medical understanding of physiological norms tends to begin with pathology. 
a corollary of this claim is that microbes were of medical interest only insofar as they 
could be manipulated in the hopes of finding a way to eliminate or control the diseases 
they caused.2 to be truly effective, therapies such as vaccinations and serotherapy had 
to be firmly grounded in these practices of specificity. Likewise, public health measures 
controlling water supply, drainage, sewage or quarantine should, whenever possible, rest 
upon the authority of the visual identification of the microbial culprit. But experience, 
too, was beginning to be restructured by 1900. The expanding use of the X ray was 
merely the most spectacular example of how mechanically and procedurally-generated 
visual signs became surrogates for patients’ symptoms. Punch cards, rubber stamps, 
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charts and graphs played an equally important role in the rationalization of the new 
focal point of scientific medicine, the hospital.3 Over the next few decades, hospital-
based care, public health, and laboratory-based medicine increasingly converged around 
a common mandate of increasing and standardizing inscriptions.

ideals of specificity, however, were quickly extended beyond the realm of what could 
be rendered visible with the light microscope. robert Koch, a clinician trained as a 
naturalist, had once claimed the smallest morphological differences among the Vibrio 
types as proof they were distinct species. His students, however, began to make inferences 
about immunity at the sub-microscopic level. richard Pfeiffer, for example, relied on 
cross-immunity experiments to mount claims about the specificity of the immune 
response. The serum of guinea pigs immunized against one strain of cholera Vibrio, 
he argued, would cause only that strain to form  clumps that could be seen in vitro.4 
Less than a decade later, Paul Ehrlich’s diagrammatic illustrations of his immunological 
theory pursued this same direction to its very limit. Where metchnikoff, who, like 
Koch, had trained as a naturalist, claimed inspiration for his phagocytic theory of 
immunity from actually seeing the cells of a starfish larva digest other cells, Ehrlich’s 
graphical depiction of his side-chain theory lacked any explicit links to the shapes of 
the utterly invisible entities they claimed to represent. in a reversal of post-Vesalian 
anatomical practice, Ehrlich’s images represented function, with little or no regard for 
structure. These illustrations also functioned, as a now-classic analysis suggests, as both 
an intellectual heuristic and as an organizing principle for orchestrating laboratory 
work.5 They were also a point of conflict, as immunological imagery was itself fast 
becoming a framework for debates in the field. Pfeiffer’s critics, many of them dedicated 
to Carl nägeli’s views regarding the continuum of natural forms, derided his claim to 
having observed specificity, or at least its consequences, in a test tube. Ehrlich’s foray 
into the graphic arts was received by some positivist french biologists (like félix le 
Dantec) as a dangerous epistemological crutch that would reify immunological entities 
whose existence remained speculative. i have no direct evidence of this, but i suspect the 
prominent cadre of Parisian intellectuals championing the phenomenological analysis 
of philosopher Henri Bergson would have been delighted with these developments. 
Bergson never hesitated to graphically depict experiences like that of memory as a sort 
of visual counterpoint to the project of brain localization he so relentlessly critiqued.6 
and we should keep in mind how, according to Bergson’s critics, ‘Bergsonisme’ had 
infiltrated public education in the Third republic by the first decade of the twentieth 
century.7

in any event, the fascination with the very large functional responses that could be 
elicited from very small doses of antigen were accelerated in the wake of richet and 
Portier’s 1902 discovery of anaphylaxis. richet later argued that this discovery would 
transform organ-based physiology into a ‘Chemistry of imponderables’ dominated by 
the study of reactions, not structures.8 at exactly the same time, a new class of entities, 
filterable viruses, were entering the field of medical research. Despite their invisibility, 
their status as infectious pathogens had become unquestionable. in the inaugural issue 
of the Pasteur institute’s Bulletin, Emile roux listed ten infectious diseases that had 
been added to their ranks since 1898.9 Offering a cursory history of these new objects, 
roux declared that filterable viruses, once mere ‘creatures of reason’ derived from 
Pasteur’s speculations about the cause of rabies, were changing, as investigators had now 
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‘given them a reality’ they formerly lacked.10 Despite viruses’ continued resistance to 
visual inspection, roux, who would become Director of the institute in 1905 following 
Duclaux’s death the preceding year, was nonetheless sanguine about the prospects for 
progress in the field. all that was required were consistent statements regarding the 
conditions under which these entities passed through the filters that held back other 
bacteria. What grade of filter was used? Was it submerged in growth media? How was 
the porosity of the filter established? What pressure was used, and for how long? So long 
as such issues were explicitly identified, roux thought there was little need of addressing 
the very slight possibility that conventional microscopy could somehow be improved 
to visualize these entities, whose size, he despaired, bordered ‘the length of a wave of 
light’.11

as angela Creager has shown in her study of Wendell Stanley’s work on tobacco 
mosaic Virus, not everyone followed roux’s line of reasoning. Stanley’s work represented 
a strain of investigation at the rockefeller institute for medical research that explicitly 
adopted chemical approaches over bacteriological ones in the study of viruses.12 The 
somewhat paradoxical consequence of this was that these two seemingly divergent 
strategies converged around the goal of inventing a way of generating a reliable image of 
the entity under investigation, be it through the processes of culturation and staining, 
or precipitation and crystallization. Echoing a Kochian approach to bacteriology, the 
aim of imaging the macromolecule that was tmV was part and parcel of adopting 
tmV as an experimental model for the study of viruses. But other investigational 
strategies were available, both during the 1920s and in the decades that followed. 
under the rubric of ‘unmasking’ a virus thought responsible for cancer, Creager and 
Jean-Paul gaudillière have identified three distinct ‘modes of visualization’; namely, the 
pathological, macromolecular, and the molecular genetic.13 Each involved a unique, 
but sometimes overlapping, array of images, including those distilled from histological 
sections, ultracentrifuge sedimentation results, viral particle counts, and cell cultures. 
Because cancer was not at this time conceptualized as a ‘contagious scourge’, the images 
and the experimental arrangements that generated them had to perform a double duty. 
They not only had to picture the virus itself (or at least work towards such a goal), they 
also had to depict the virus as the cause of what was slowly revealing itself as one of great 
epidemics of the twentieth century.

to this brief taxonomy, i would like to add a fourth approach, which i will call 
‘natural historical’. as already mentioned, Jenner’s work provides an excellent example 
of how this sort of reasoning was deployed to explain infection before the dominance 
of laboratory-based bacteriology. But as an experimentally-generated strategy of 
visualization, the natural historical mode seems to have persisted well into the twentieth 
century, at least in the case of epidemic encephalitis. The unusual status of the disease 
in question should not go unnoticed. unlike smallpox or cancer, Encephalitis lethargica 
was widely perceived as a novel epidemic disease.14 yet the nature of the disease and 
its mechanism of transmission proved extraordinarily confusing to the dozens of 
researchers that took up its study during the 1920s. indeed, such questions remained 
unresolved by the time the epidemic forms of encephalitis disappeared by the 1930s. 
Thus, in addition to the fundamental controversies over what, exactly, filterable 
viruses were, encephalitis researchers were confronted with the additional challenge of 
demonstrating that their new object was both coherent and robust. it was coherent, 
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proponents argued, in the sense that epidemic encephalitis was a disease sui generis, and 
not a mere collection of essentially unrelated symptoms; and it was robust, in the sense 
that its study could shed light on the nature of viral epidemics in general. a small but 
influential group of american neurologists centered in new york City worked hard to 
deploy their encephalitis research around both issues. They did so, in part, to further 
their professional interests.15

across the atlantic, a pasteurien, Constantin Levaditi (1874–1953) adopted a very 
different tack. While some american neurologists embraced encephalitis as a model 
disease that could help extend their field’s scientific authority in the domain of public 
health, Levaditi’s interests were elsewhere. unlike neurology, the investigative fields 
Levaditi worked in – cellular pathology and immunology – had already been incorporated 
into the very bedrock of public health by the time encephalitis first appeared. following 
roux’s lead, Levaditi’s efforts were thus focused on framing encephalitis as a problem 
that could be managed by the conventional strategies of scientific medicine, in spite of 
the fact that filterable viruses were invisible. His solution was to make them visible by 
adapting natural-historical methods to the practices of the bacteriological laboratory. 
The very definition of a virus changed in the process, as Levaditi began to visualize them 
as temporal, rather than morphological, objects. in tracing the transformation of these 
strategies from their initial static and iconic mode to a diachronic form of presentation, 
i will argue that Levaditi’s natural-historical approach evolved out of his empirical work 
with a number of viruses. Despite the fact that his efforts to group together viruses around 
family resemblances appear to be yet another strain of the nostalgic holism witnessed in 
other fields of biomedicine, i argue that this is not the case. Levaditi’s efforts bore only a 
superficial resemblance to more thorough-going critiques of medical reductionism then 
proffered by some clinicians and epidemiologists.16 although Levaditi’s work did not  
exploit any of the physico-chemical methods and technologies that were then coming 
into play, his work nonetheless adapted the latest biological tools, in the form of the 
successful viral passages recently made of the virus causing herpes. Levaditi’s work in 
this domain was, i suggest, ‘craftlike’, in the sense that its success relied heavily upon the 
idiosyncratic skills of the investigator framing the argument, rather than the creation 
of a rationalized and automated means of generating novelty that eventually came to 
dominate virology and immunology in the second half of the twentieth century.17

Picturing epidemic encephalitis as a Viral Disease

roux’s insistence that viruses had moved into the domain of real things without having 
been visualized is perhaps unsurprising, given the context of the times. morphology 
and specificity were closely related, and the first decades of the twentieth century 
witnessed some outspoken skepticism regarding the utility of specificity to biomedicine. 
anaphylactic shock and serum sickness threatened to undermine the utility of vaccine 
and serum therapy. The specificity of the Wassermann reaction, the most important 
diagnostic test for syphilis, was in dispute.18 The epidemiology of poliomyelitis and 
typhoid indicated that a person could be completely asymptomatic, yet harbour and 
spread the microbe responsible for these diseases, thus rendering traditional methods 
of clinical diagnosis suspect. in response, many clinicians and epidemiologists revived 
the non-specific, neo-Hippocratic theory of ‘epidemic constitutions’, with its clinical 
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correlate, ‘constitutional’ medicine, which emphasized individual variation as a 
contributing factor to disease. The Liverpool clinician, francis graham Crookshank, 
advanced precisely this argument when he declared that medicine was no longer ‘an 
exact science’ in a 1923 essay.19 The study of bacterial variation emerged as a viable 
research program during the same period.20 in some instances, the visual project 
of classical bacteriology actually seemed to be operating in reverse, as the influenza 
pandemics of 1918–20 destabilized the claim that Pfeiffer’s bacillus was responsible for 
the disease.21 and, in contrast to viruses’ continued invisibility, the visibility of ‘filterable 
virus diseases’ was on the rise. By 1926, Thomas rivers, a bacteriologist at the rockefeller 
institute, was able to list sixty-five such diseases.22

Particularly disturbing to some bacteriologists was the notion that some of these 
viral diseases were entirely new clinical entities. Such was the case with Encephalitis 
lethargica, a neurological disease first named by Constantin von Economo, a Viennese 
neuroanatomist, in 1917. Within three years, the disease, popularly (and erroneously) 
known as ‘sleeping sickness’, had assumed an epidemic form across Europe and north 
america. its symptoms were protean. in its acute form, it frequently resembled influenza. 
But its chronic form could include depression, headache, psychosis, eye tremor, delirium, 
convulsions, and, most significantly, extreme lethargy, or even its inverse, insomnia. But, 
despite the nearly five thousand biomedical articles that had been published on the topic 
by 1929, there was little consensus regarding either the disease’s symptomatology, or 
its aetiology.23 Encephalitis’ epidemic profile, which resembled that of polio, suggested 
that it must be an infectious disease caused by a filterable virus. But, unlike polio, 
encephalitis proved almost impossible to transmit to experimental animals.

One of the most enduring reports of successful transmission, however, had been 
reported by Constantin Levaditi, a rumanian-born bacteriologist who began working 
out of the Pasteur institute in Paris in 1900.24 On the heels of an announcement 
by the Parisian clinician and hygenist, arnold netter (1855–1936), that there were 
probably more than 10,000 cases of encephalitis in france at the time (almost all of 
them undiagnosed), Levaditi published his first study of encephalitis in 1920.25 in 
this paper, Levaditi utilized the standard visual conventions of cellular pathology of 
the day, providing in his publications (for example) a series of illustrated plates that 
demonstrated the presence of ‘inclusion bodies’, a cellular modification that was thought 
to signify the activity of a filterable virus.26 Picturing such entities was itself a matter of 
interpretation. Several of the images preserved in his archives at the Pasteur institute, 
for example, feature pre-publication drafts that include instructions at the bottom of 
the image to the illustrator to increase the size of the ‘granulations’ in several of the 
drawings (see figure 7.1).27

But, by the time of his next major publication of early 1922, Levaditi had developed 
an entirely new visual system in addition to the standard array of hand-drawn colour 
plates of pathological tissues and photographs of dermal reactions in patients and animals 
that then served to create a form of ‘virtual witnessing’ in bacteriological investigation.28 
The system in question combined a series of standardized icons, some of which Levaditi 
had already deployed in earlier papers, that were now set within the temporal framework 
of a pedigree (see figure 7.2).

This ‘icono-temporal’ approach allowed Levaditi to present the transitory and 
invisible dynamism of a group of viruses, rather than simply reproducing the effects of 
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viral disease witnessed by the experimenter at the macro- and microscopic levels. That is 
to say, he tried to visualize a family of biomedical entities whose invisibility was due not 
only to their miniscule size, but also to their transformative nature.

Levaditi’s system was not entirely unique among bacteriologists in general, or 
encephalitis investigators in particular. The particular set of icons he used, which 
variously represented brain, spinal, dermal and other tissues, as well as different species 
of experimental animals, appear to have been limited to publications emerging from 
his laboratory at the Pasteur institute (see figure 7.3). But a few other researchers used 
similar tools to depict, for example, the relative sizes of tumors subjected to antisera 
or physical treatment.29 Pedigrees, on the other hand, had been common currency for 
eugenists and their publics since around 1900, though they tended to represent different 
facts about inheritance for their British, american, and german readers.30 to judge by 
an admittedly limited survey of the pages of the Journal of Experimental Medicine, it 

figure 7.1 a draft illustration from Levaditi’s laboratory, with a request for alterations. Source: 
Constantin Levaditi archives at the Pasteur institute, Paris. fr iP LEV 03, item 27.31, 
n.d.
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would appear that, in the american context, some bacteriologists interested in filterable 
viruses adopted the pedigree around the same time as Levaditi. One group of researchers 
at tulane university in new Orleans, for example, routinely used pedigrees during the 
early 1920s to depict their success (or lack thereof ) in serially transmitting the viruses 
of measles and dengue fever to various species of experimental animal.31 Others did the 
same with yellow fever.32

These researchers, however, were working with diseases that were well-established as 
clinical entities. Their goal was to convert them into laboratory objects by establishing 
a manageable animal reservoir for the virus thought responsible for the disease, with 
the ultimate goal of successful antisera or vaccine production. Their pedigrees served 
to illustrate the success or failure of their particular model, and little else. The virus in 
question, like a ‘degenerative trait’ for the eugenists, either persisted in the ‘offspring’ 
at the end of the pedigreee, or it did not. a handful of other investigators, however, 
utilized this same visual form to illustrate the nature of viruses in general, rather than 

figure 7.2 a pedigree of a strain (r) of rabies in Levaditi’s laboratory. The virus was injected 
into animal 76.B (the animal died 10 days later), and was then transmitted to two 
animals (33.S and 34.S) – both of which died within two weeks, with no symptoms 
of corneal inflammation. after the strain was passed again through animal 36.E, 
infectious material was then taken from its (asymptomatic and unshaded) cornea and 
(symptomatic and shaded) cerebrum, and passed through three different animals (97.
E, 48.E and 99.E). Source: C. Levaditi, P. Havier, and S. nicolau, ‘Étude expérimentale 
de l’encéphalite dite “léthargique”’, Annales. Institut Pasteur, 36, 1922, pp. 63–104 and 
105–48 at p. 138.
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figure 7.3 a graphical depiction of a strain of herpes virus (m.C.), showing its varying ability to 
generate symptoms in corneal, cerebral, and dermal tissue. note the lack of symptoms 
in the cerebrum of animal 896, while this same strain proved capable of generating 
cerebral (and, sometimes, dermal) symptoms in the animals following 912 and 976. 
Souce: S. nicolau and P. Poincloux, ‘Étude clinique et expérimentale d’un cas d’herpès 
récidivant du doigt’, Annales. Institut Pasteur, 38, 1924, pp. 977–1001 at p. 989.
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any one disease in particular. Their pedigrees were tools that forcefully put forward 
ideas about family resemblances between viral diseases. One such bacteriologist, 
Thomas rivers, was, like Levaditi, searching for investigative tools that would allow 
him to create a classificatory system of viral diseases that was based on an amalgam 
of clinical and experimental evidence. in a 1923 paper, for example, rivers and his co-
worker, William tillett, cited Levaditi’s recent investigations into epidemic encephalitis 
with approval, and then went on to offer a pedigree of their own, showing how the 
Varicella virus could be passed through rabbits.33 The chart was accompanied by a table 
offering an initial classification of virus groups – quite unlike roux’s 1902 paper, which 
offered only a list of viral diseases more or less in the order in which they had been 
identified as such. upon discovering that his colleagues at the rockefeller Hospital had 
successfully generated the same set of varicella symptoms in rabbits by passing infectious 
material taken from rheumatic fever patients, rivers and tillett quickly retracted their 
intimation that they had successfully isolated the Varicella virus. in the same paper, they 
renamed the mysterious entity ‘Virus iii’, and illustrated their method of producing 
this formerly-unknown disease of rabbits with yet another pedigree.34 rivers continued 
to deploy pedigrees in some of his published virus research while also attempting to 
develop a coherent grouping of viral diseases.35 The latter work eventually emerged as 
his landmark 1927 review.36

While rivers continued to work on viruses that were often, like Virus iii, experimental 
tools at some remove from pressing clinical problems, the issue of epidemic encephalitis 
was very much in the hands of the rockefeller institute’s director, Simon flexner. 
flexner’s minimalist visual approach (he rarely published with diagrams) was rather 
different from that of either rivers or Levaditi, and might be described as ‘indexical’, 
in the sense that american philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce implied in 1885: ‘The 
index asserts nothing; it only says “There!” it takes hold of our eyes, as it were, and 
forcibly directs them to a particular object, and there it stops’.37 Like most mainstream 
bacteriologists, flexner believed in the specificity of epidemic encephalitis, and his visual 
strategies generally reflected this. Stacks and stacks of index cards featuring nothing 
but written descriptions of procedures and reactions between numbered viral strains 
of various diseases and the experimental animals that suffered their injections populate 
flexner’s archive (see figure 7.4). film was occasionally used in an attempt to articulate 
an animal’s reactions over time (see figure 7.5), but these were merely an experimental 
analogue of the clinical observation of neurological disease with motor effects, the study 
of which was also beginning to incorporate cinematic techniques (see figure 7.6).38 as 
far as encephalitis was concerned, every instance pointed to failure. Despite having easy 
access to what was probably the largest pool of encephalitis patients in the world in new 
york City, flexner and his co-workers (usually Harold L. amoss) failed to achieve serial 
transmission of supposedly infectious material taken from patients.

herpes as symptom and explanation

Levaditi, on the other hand, insisted that similar problems encountered in his own 
laboratory illuminated the true transformative nature of the encephalitis virus. Like polio, 
vaccinia, smallpox, herpes and rabies, encephalitis was part of a ‘family’ of infectious 
diseases he eventually dubbed the ‘neurotropic ectodermatosis group’ (see figure 7.7). 
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figure 7.4 two index cards outlining experimental procedures (‘received virus by stomach tube’), 
symptomatic observations (‘temp 105.8: tremor: atax[ia]: both legs almost gone’), and 
post-mortem results (‘typ[ical]. lesions’) of cynomolgus monkeys injected with polio 
virus in flexner’s laboratory. Source: Simon flexner Papers, american Philosophical 
Society Library, B/f365, Laboratory notes, miscellany #1. Courtesy american 
Philosophical Society Library.
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figure 7.5 unpublished enlargements taken from a film of a monkey (m.1593) in flexner’s 
laboratory, probably following an injection of polio virus. Source: Simon flexner 
Papers, american Philosophical Society Library, B/f365, ms. Coll #33, n.d.. Courtesy 
american Philosophical Society Library.
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figure 7.6 Enlargements taken from a film of a patient suffering from ‘Dystonia musculorum 
Deformans with Dromedary attitude’. Source: S. Philip goodhart, ‘Bradykinetic 
analysis of Somatic motor Disturbances. analysis of motor Disorders by the aid 
of ultra-rapid moving Pictures’, Neurological Bulletin, 3, 1921, pp. 295–323 at p. 318. 
Courtesy of the new york academy of medicine Library.
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He reached this conclusion just two years after his first publication on encephalitis 
appeared in 1920, even though he had considerable experience with most of these viruses 
before. Polio, for example, had been the subject of a number of studies which Levaditi 
published in conjunction with the austrian immunologist Karl Landsteiner shortly 
before the outbreak of the first World War. So why did Levaditi’s iconographic system 
of ‘family resemblances’ not appear until 1922?

The difference, it seems, was herpes, a strain of which Levaditi received from robert 
Doerr, then Director of the Hygenic institute at Basel, late in 1921.39 until 1920, when 
german and Swiss researchers independently reported their successful transmission of 
herpetic keratitis (an inflammation of the cornea) through rabbits, herpes had, like 
encephalitis, been considered to be a symptom of an infectious disease, rather than a 
disease in itself. Wilhelm grüter, of marburg, had successfully transmitted a herpetic 
keratitis to a rabbit in 1913, but did not publish his results (even as he followed this up 
by transmitting the infection to the cornea of a blind man). Löwenstein repeated these 
experiments in 1919, and Doerr demonstrated the existence of a specific local immunity 
in this procedure in 1920, showing that the infected cornea was refractory to further 

figure 7.7 Levaditi’s table of the neurotropic ectodermatosis group of viruses, illustrating each 
virus’ varying affinity for four different kinds of tissue. The chart is arranged to suggest 
a continuum ranging from vaccinia, which has a strong affinity (measured in terms 
of symptomaticity) for cutaneous tissue but only a weak affinity for spinal medulla, 
to polio virus, which has no affinity for cutaneous tissue but a strong affinity for 
spinal medulla. Source: C. Levaditi, P. Havier, and S. nicolau, ‘Étude expérimentale 
de l’encéphalite dite “léthargique”’, Annales. Institut Pasteur, 36, 1922, pp. 63–104 and 
105–48, at p. 147.
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infection. georges Blanc, Director of the Pasteur institute in athens, was the first to 
draw attention to the analogy between some neurological effects of the experimental 
inoculation of the virus of herpes and the symptoms of epidemic encephalitis. But while 
the serial transmission of herpetic keratitis assured experimenters that herpes was indeed 
an infectious disease, encephalitis was another matter entirely. With the exception of 
Levaditi’s work, most reports of successful transmissions of the virus to experimental 
animals had been discredited by the mid-1920s, most particularly by flexner. to defend 
his rather singular success, Levaditi latched on to the fact that experimental herpes could 
sometimes provoke an encephalitis in rabbits. following Doerr’s lead, Levaditi and his 
colleagues also claimed to have successfully conducted a number of cross-immunity 
studies. animals that survived a corneal herpes inoculation were resistant to corneal 
or intradural inoculations with encephalitis virus, and animals that survived a keratitis 
were protected from herpetic inoculations in both the cornea and the brain. There was, 
it seemed, an immunological identity between the viruses of the two diseases. in this 
way, Levaditi collapsed the striking clinical differences between herpes and encephalitis, 
while at the same time revealing a new set of relationships among viruses that could be 
represented in a powerful visual form.

These relationships resolved around three key concepts – ‘virulence’, ‘affinity’, and 
‘auto-sterilization’. The first was a term Pasteur himself had used in reference to the 
dynamics of the rabies virus, and it referred to the microbe’s varying ability to effect 
pathological changes in the organism. taking note of the curious fact that many more 
individuals showed antibodies to the herpes virus than expressed clinical symptoms, 
Levaditi demonstrated that the saliva of some asymptomatic individuals could engender 
a herpetic keratitis in rabbits. This virus could then be ‘fixed’ in a more virulent form by 
serial transmission of the virus. Creating (or re-creating) the virus responsible for epidemic 
encephalitis was, for Levaditi, a mirror image of the process Pasteur had developed to 
create a vaccine from attenuated strains of rabies. There existed in nature, he argued, 
weak strains of herpes, the behaviour of which corresponded to that of the ‘attenuated’ 
strains of rabies that Pasteur had been able to manufacture in his laboratory.

‘affinity’, on the other hand, was a term more frequently associated with the 
chemical, lock-and-key specificity advocated by Paul Ehrlich. yet Levaditi invoked it 
to describe the clinical differences between herpes, which was typically a mild skin 
disorder, and encephalitis, which could effectively destroy the nervous system. Drawing 
upon the developmental histology of Ehrlich’s rival, metchnikoff, Levaditi argued that 
the clinical symptoms masked the underlying similarities between these two infections. 
The nervous system was, after all, only ‘invaginated ectoderm’, and skin was merely 
the external manifestation of this same embryonic ectodermic tissue. Levaditi thus 
transposed the concept of specificity to a level in between the gross symptoms of patients 
and experimental animals and the still-invisible domain of side-chain receptors. in his 
analysis, specificity no longer described a one-to-one correlation between microbe and 
disease. nor did it denote the nature of the relationship between antibody and antigen. 
rather, it was a way of describing the dynamic affinity of microbe and tissue.

in his description of encephalitis as an ‘auto-sterilizable neuro-infection’, Levaditi 
turned once again to metchnikoff. metchnikoff had described the immune response as 
‘phagocytosis’, a process in which special cells originating from the mesoderm devoured 
invading microbes and infected cells. in contrast, Ehrlich’s ‘side-chain’ theory of antibody 
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formation, which described how cells produced ‘receptors’ that broke away from the cell 
and helped neutralize invading ‘antigens’ by chemically bonding with them, was by 
1910 generally accepted as the primary model of immune activity. many pasteuriens, 
however, continued to describe many immune phenomena, such as sensitization, which 
encompassed anaphylaxis, allergy and local immunity, in terms of phagocytic activity.40 
Levaditi’s description of encephalitis as an ‘auto-sterilizable neuro-infection’ was part 
of this institutional tradition that, as ilana Löwy argues in her contribution to this 
volume, simultaneously drew from reductionist and holistic precepts. Levaditi argued 
that the dramatic symptoms of encephalitis were not caused by the direct activity of 
the virus, but were rather the result of phagocytosis, which disrupted vital nervous 
activities as phagocytes attempted to devour infected cells in the brain. The severity 
of this immune response depended upon the organism’s sensitivity to what Levaditi 
now called the ‘herpetico-encephalitis virus’. Paradoxically, repeated exposure to feeble 
doses of the virus seemed to increase sensitivity among Levaditi’s experimental animals. 
Epidemiologically, this cashed out in Levaditi’s speculation that encephalitis was the 
result of neurotropically-virulent but dermotropically-feeble strains of the virus that 
had entered the nervous system by breeching the mucous membrane barrier in the 
nasopharynx. The fact that the mucous membranes became inflamed in many infectious 
diseases explained not only why the some of the symptoms of encephalitis could be found 
in a wide range of infectious diseases; it also explained why encephalitis had suddenly 
become rife in the wake of the 1918–20 influenza pandemics. Perhaps more importantly, 
Levaditi’s account had the additional benefit of explaining why the encephalitis virus 
was so difficult to recover from the brains of encephalitic patients: those individuals 
had died precisely because their dramatic immune reactions had succeeded in sterilizing 
their brains of any virus, thus rendering these organs useless in experimental terms. in 
other words, by the time encephalitis became clinically apparent, the virus had been 
altogether eliminated.

Levaditi’s arguments, and his graphical display of them, were themselves highly 
visible. in the only section devoted to viruses at the first international Congress of 
microbiology, held in Paris in 1930, Levaditi’s work and images figured strongly. indeed, 
the very name of the session – ‘Éléments filterables des Virus neurotropes’ – was a 
tribute to his efforts of the past decade.41 These efforts had, as i have already pointed 
out, relied heavily upon icons and diagrams to communicate the true nature of those 
still-invisible entities that were rapidly becoming part of bacteriological routine. But 
they also drew upon Levaditi’s own pedigree, which was itself rather unique. Before 
entering metchnikoff’s laboratory in 1900, he had spent a year in frankfurt working 
under Ehrlich, who had just become Director of the royal institute of Experimental 
Therapy. although Levaditi seems to have assigned rather less importance to Ehlich 
than metchnikoff or roux in his intellectual formation, his lifelong interest in the 
chemotherapy of syphilis bears Ehrlich’s imprimatur.42 So, too, does his passion for 
creating vibrant diagrammatic lives for his objects of research. But where Ehrlich had 
adopted the chemical bond as a heuristic for explaining the nature of the antigen-
antibody reaction, Levaditi found his histo-pathological expertise perfectly suited for 
the early study of viral diseases. it was not, after all, solutions, but tissues and cells that 
provided the only viable media for serial transmission of viruses during the 1920s. While 
the standardization of such materials has been well described by michael Bresalier in 
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his account of British flu studies, within the context of the Pasteur institute, Levaditi’s 
deployment of developmental concepts and their visual explication by pedigree itself 
represented a rather different tack on this same problem. His work was a reasonable 
attempt to adapt Ehrlich’s visual strategies to his Parisian institutional context. 

Levaditi’s work on the frontiers of virus research was nonetheless controversial. 
flexner, for one, always maintained that Levaditi had done nothing more than isolate a 
herpes virus, and that the specific filterable virus responsible for epidemic encephalitis 
remained to be discovered. as the epidemics disappeared and biomedical interest in the 
disease dried up by the end of the decade, Levaditi’s encephalitis research fell victim 
to neglect. its lynchpin broken, his more comprehensive claims about the variability 
of the neurotropic viruses also disappeared. But the current validity of his work on 
encephalitis should not distract us from reconceptualizing the role of the visual in the 
history of early virus research. turning these ‘creatures of reason’ into scientific objects 
could in some instances require more than simply looking more carefully with more 
sophisticated instruments. it could equally involve turning viruses into creatures of 
habit, making them the product of a conjunction of a specific set of visual practices, 
conceptual perspectives, and biological tools. Despite our tendency to think of seeing 
viruses as an unproblematic activity – not so very unlike spotting a red-winged blackbird 
in the thicket – Levaditi’s icono-temporal schemes suggest an alternative that appealed 
to at least some investigators during the 1920s. in such a world, seeing a virus amounted 
to picturing its dynamic relationships with other viruses, as well as with its host, which, 
in practical terms, could be described as both tissue (the infectious material) and 
organism (the infected animal). from this perspective, Levaditi’s diagrams are more 
than antiquarian curios; they signify the depth of a kind of reasoning about viruses 
that could not be reduced to the physio-chemical approaches that ultimately provided 
virology with the greater part of its imagery and its imagination. But, for all its potency 
as an ideology, ‘holism’ does not quite capture the nature of this reasoning, as it obscures 
the very practical commitments sometimes necessitated by virus research of the 1920s. 
in this instance, ‘holism’ appears as little more than a label affixed to the products 
of practice, which could include seemingly fuzzy conceptions of specificity and even 
outright transformism.

if the sort of icono-temporal thought expressed by Levaditi’s diagrams depicted an 
acceptable kind of reasoning for virus researchers at this time, historians must begin 
to account for it systematically (as, for example, Bresalier does in his contribution to 
this volume). What, for example, was the extent of histology’s influence on early virus 
research? On what basis were ‘model viruses’ (such as Virus iii) or ‘model viral diseases’ 
(like epidemic encephalitis or herpes) selected, developed, and deployed? and what 
were the professional orientations, disciplinary precepts, or clinical commitments of 
their advocates? Were their aesthetic styles incorporated into their laboratory routines? 
Were they adopted from their clinical work? The answers to questions like these will, i 
believe, help historians to more carefully incorporate the sometimes astonishing diversity 
of investigative styles into virology’s past. in the process, we can expect increasingly 
comprehensive accounts of how and why viruses ultimately came to be pictured in the 
way in which we now know them to be, in the eye, and in the mind.
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chapter eight

immunology in the Clinics: reductionism, 
Holism or Both?

ilana Löwy

Immunology and the Concept of Biological Complexity in the Interwar era

in his chapter on the history of the Wassermann reaction, Ludwik fleck criticized the 
dominant perception of immune reactions as explained in Julius Citron’s classical text. 
for Citron, immunity was the specific reaction of a well-defined, closed unit – the 
organism – to invading pathogens.1 There was an unambiguous external cause – attack 
– and a precise reaction – defense. He depicted the resulting conflict between body and 
invading pathogen as the essence of disease. Such a view of immunity, fleck argued, 
drastically oversimplified host-pathogen interaction:

… it is very doubtful whether an invasion in the old sense is possible, involving as it does 
an interference by a completely foreign organism in natural conditions. a completely 
foreign organism could not find receptors capable of reaction and thus could not generate 
a biological process. it is therefore better to speak about a complicated revolution within 
the complex life unit.2

in addition, serogenesis and immunogenesis were not merely reactions to pathogenic 
microorganisms: these were fundamental biological mechanisms, and were therefore the 
result of reciprocal changes within the complex life unit. for fleck, interaction between 
host and parasites should not be conceptualized in terms of ‘attack’ and ‘defense’, but 
should be seen as a biological process, akin to development, ageing, or cyclic fluctuations 
in life cycles of parasites and bacteria.3

fleck borrowed his notion of the ‘complicated revolution within the complex life 
unit’ from the german biologist, Hans gradmann. gradmann proposed to replace the 
concept of the self-contained organism as the base unit of study with the notion of a 
more permeable ‘harmonious life unit’, defined as the relevant unit of study in any 
given biological investigation. it could be as small as a cell, or as large as a forest.4 
Similarly, fleck’s understanding of serogenesis as a constitutional process was, in all 
probability, derived from the notion of constitutional serology developed by Ludwik 
and Hanna Hirszfeld. in 1928, Ludwik Hirszfeld, the most famous Polish immunologist 
of the interwar era, drew on his own and his wife’s studies of inheritable blood groups 
to propose that immunity was a constitutional property of the organism. normally-
occurring antibodies to foreign blood types, he argued, ‘should be perceived as 
biochemical organs, and their genesis and development is submitted to the same laws 
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as the genesis and development of anatomical organs’.5 The production of antibodies 
reflected at the same time the hidden potentialities of the cell, and the consequences of 
a specific encounter with an antigen.6 fleck quoted Hirszfeld’s description of allergy as 
a ‘changed mode of reaction’ in his book and it is reasonable to assume that fleck was 
familiar with other aspects of his work as well.7 fleck was persuaded that gradmann’s 
and Hirszfeld’s views represented future trends in biological and medical research. The 
chemical perception of life, grounded in what fleck referred to as ‘misguided attempts 
to explain the whole, or nearly the whole of biology in terms of effects produced by 
chemically defined substances’, was, he argued, being replaced gradually by a more 
complex view of biological and pathological phenomena.

fleck’s and Hirszfeld’s views of the complexity of biological processes can be described 
as holist. On the other hand, these scientists strove to find a concrete and material basis 
for biological phenomena. yet, fleck strongly opposed attempts to explain all biological 
reactions as simple interactions between well defined chemical substances, or a ‘lock and 
key’ view of the chemistry of life. He adhered to an alternative ‘molecular vision of life’, 
namely, a colloidal one:

… the primitive scheme based upon activating and inhibitory substances is being 
progressively discarded in accordance with current physico-chemical and colloidal theories 
in other fields. We now speak of states or structures rather than of substances, to express 
the possibility that a complex chemico- physico-morphological state is responsible for 
the changed mode of reaction, instead of chemically defined substances or their mixtures 
being the cause.8

The Hirszfelds grounded their constitutional serology in a material perception 
of heredity. Serogenesis, or serological maturation, Ludwik Hirszfeld explained, was 
the expression of an ‘innate necessity [that] originated in the germinal plasm’. it was 
defined by the localization of genes on chromosomes, and was subjected to the usual 
rules of heredity.9 Hanna Hirszfeld was even more precise. She coined the terms 
‘chromosomal lesions’ and ‘genotypic diseases’, and prophesized that soon the study 
of such chromosomal lesions would become as scientific as ‘our best studies of morbid 
syndromes’.10

Holist investigations of immune phenomena were often intrinsically bound with 
attempts to find an appropriate material framework.11 The intersections between 
immunology and clinical medicine in france, between 1910 and 1940, illustrate a close 
inter-relationship between holist and reductionist explanatory frameworks. immunology 
played an especially important role in shaping medical practices in france because it was 
able to provide a bridge between a strong Pasteurian heritage and an equally strong 
clinical tradition.12 However, this particularly french fusion of holism and reductionism 
and its associated clinical practices were abandoned after World War ii, and may be 
viewed today as an example of a poor medical science of a bygone era. This essay 
proposes a different view. Developments in interwar france point to unresolved issues 
in immunology, and its forgotten history raises methodological questions on writing the 
history of this domain.
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Anaphylaxis between specific and non-specific Reactions

in 1913, the french academy of Sciences held a poetry competition commemorating 
the 100th anniversary of the birth of Louis Pasteur. The winner of the competition was 
Charles richet, professor of physiology at Paris’s medical School, and a recent laureate 
of the nobel Prize in Physiology or medicine. richet was also a published novelist, 
playwright, and essayist. His epic poem, ‘Pasteur’s glory’ had, in fact, two heroes: 
Pasteur, and his adversary, the pathogenic microbe.13 ‘Pasteur’s glory’ presented the 
‘Pasteurian revolution’ as a watershed in the history of medicine. However, at the time 
of its publication, many leading french physicians – including the most enthusiastic 
supporters of ‘Pasteurian Science’ – were increasingly shifting their attention from the 
study of specific diseases induced by pathogenic microorganisms to the investigation of 
systemic and poorly defined pathological states. The transition from a focus on specific 
causes and specific cures to a focus on loosely defined pathological states and non-
specific therapies was mediated by the concept of anaphylaxis.

anaphylaxis – a violent reaction to a second injection of a sensitizing substance – 
was seen as akin to immunity and was initially characterized through its exceptionally 
high level of specificity. Sensitized animals reacted to a sensitizing substance, and to this 
substance only: guinea pigs sensitized with horse serum, for example, did not produced 
anaphylactic shock if injected with serum of a different animal species. a sensitized 
animal reacted to a minute quantity of the sensitizing substance. This observation led 
scientists to attempt to apply this exquisitely specific physiological reaction to forensic 
medicine in order to distinguish between small quantities of organic substances, such as 
stains made by human and animal blood. nevertheless, during the 1910s and ’20s, french 
doctors increasingly identified anaphylaxis with a wide range of non-specific and often 
poorly defined chronic diseases. Their understanding of anaphylaxis led to attempts to 
develop systemic therapies able to correct a presumed physiological imbalance.

richet and Paul Portier had first described anaphylaxis in 1902. Portier and richet 
noticed that dogs that survived a non-lethal injection of a poisonous protein succumbed 
very rapidly when they received a second dose of the same substance. Portier and richet 
coined the name ‘anaphylaxis’ – as opposed to ‘phylaxis’ (protection or prophylaxis) – 
and noted that the anaphylactic effect was produced only if the second injection was 
given after a sufficient amount of time had elapsed since the first injection.14 richet 
viewed anaphylaxis as a perfect illustration of the specificity of life chemistry. He 
conceived of the organism as a collection of chemical mechanisms, and nothing else. 
This assemblage was, however, constituted by a specific kind of chemical mechanism. 
unlike the traditional analytic chemistry developed by the eighteenth-century chemist 
antoine Lavoiser, where reactions operated on a scale that could be easily measured and 
quantified, the chemistry of life was an entirely new kind of chemistry, a ‘chemistry of 
imponderables’. Physiologically significant chemical reactions in living organisms often 
involved only minute amounts of active substances, but such ‘imponderables’ could be 
responsible for very violent and life threatening reactions.15

in the early twentieth century, anaphylaxis and allergy – phenomena induced by 
infinitesimal quantities of chemical substances – were thus simultaneously conceived 
of as important biological phenomena and as reactions that pointed to the mechanisms 
underlying numerous pathological events. moreover, an ‘idiosyncratic’ intolerance 
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of foodstuffs or medication was thought to be induced by a minute amount of stray 
proteins entering the blood stream. richet argued that this observation indicated that 
anaphylaxis was not merely an artifact of the laboratory, nor an iatrogenic side effect of 
serotherapy, but an important physio-pathological phenomenon.16 Other researchers 
affirmed that the histo-pathological changes in the lung of a guinea pig suffering from 
anaphylactic shock, for example, were analogous to pathologies present in individuals 
suffering from bronchial asthma – another indication that such shock was closely 
related to human disease. The higher frequency of severe reactions to injections of 
foreign serum in patients suffering from asthma, urticaria, exema or hay fever further 
sustained the hypothesis of a continuum between mild allergic phenomena and severe 
anaphylactic symptoms.17 in the interwar era, french researchers linked anaphylaxis to 
a broad spectrum of chronic pathological manifestations. Thus some french physicians 
argued that therapies should focus on the elimination of functional perturbations 
and the restoration of a physiological equilibrium and should not be aetiologic, but 
‘function regulating’. Such a view was energetically promoted by fernand Widal and 
his collaborators. 

Widal and his followers: Clinical models of Anaphylaxis and Their Therapeutic 
Implications

fernand Widal, one of the pioneers of medical bacteriology in france, is mainly 
known for his studies of typhoid fever and of puerperal fever. from 1913 on, Widal 
became interested in allergic phenomena and argued that they reflected an individual’s 
predisposition for instability in their homeostatic colloidal chemistry or, in his terms, 
‘colloidal diathesis’. Diathesis was a nineteenth-century medical concept describing 
a global predisposition to morbidity. it was associated with terms such as ‘terrain’, 
‘constitution’, ‘idiosyncrasy’, or ‘temperament’. On the other hand, Widal, like richet, 
strongly adhered to a chemical vision of life, and to a belief that major medical problems 
would be solved through a better understanding of the physico-chemical properties 
of cell components. The concept of ‘colloidal diathesis’ was an effort to describe a 
predisposition to a broad array of diseases in chemical terms.18

in 1913, Widal and his collaborators studied a sheep merchant who became allergic to 
wool and developed acute asthma when near sheep. During these crises Widal observed 
specific changes in the patient’s blood which he described as a ‘hemoclastic crisis’. Such 
crises were associated with several clinical signs, including a decrease in arterial pressure, 
a diminishment of the number of circulating white blood cells, and modifications in 
the mechanisms of blood coagulation. These changes, akin to those observed during 
anaphylactic shock, were named by Widal ‘colloidoclastic shock’.19 Coloidoclastic 
shock, Widal proposed, was a specific case of ‘proteinic’ or ‘peptonic shock’.20 injecting 
a foreign protein into a sensitized subject started a cascade of events which included a 
massive release of destructive chemical agents into the circulation. These destructive 
pathways occurred in diverse clinical events such as tissue necrosis after surgery, and were 
induced by pathogenic agents and diseases which involved spontaneous lysis of cells. 
These pathways provoked perturbations of the colloidal equilibrium and induced severe 
pathological manifestations, especially in people with a hereditary predisposition.21 The 
treatment of patients suffering from colloidoclastic shock – whatever its initial cause 
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– aimed to restore the equilibrium of body fluids through a process of desensitization. 
Thus, Widal and his colleagues treated patients who had experienced colloidoclastic 
shock with injections of proteins, bacterial antigens, and autologous or heterologous 
serum. One popular therapy consisted of an intramuscular injection of the patient’s 
own blood or serum; another involved the injection of milk proteins. Widal’s favored 
treatment was the injection of Witte’s peptone, a semi-standardized preparation of 
hydrolyzed protein products which could have been purchased commercially.22 This 
was the only preparation Widal used that was commercially available. Other substances, 
such as milk proteins, or a patient’s own serum, were presumably prepared in the 
hospital ward.23

Widal’s leading position in the french medical establishment favored the wide 
diffusion of his ideas. among his followers was auguste Lumière, a chemist, industrialist 
and pioneer of cinema technology. Lumière owned a factory which produced laboratory 
equipment and reagents. He developed an interest in scientific photography and cinema, 
and, in parallel, in the chemistry of life and in phenomena of cellular metabolism and 
regeneration.24 Lumière’s reflections on the chemistry of life were summed up in a 
series of widely diffused books published in the 1920s and ’30s. Lumière took Widal’s 
hypothesis, that the main effect of anaphylaxis was the modification of physico-
chemical properties of cells, as a starting point. He extended this definition by claiming 
that all the reactions of living matter could be explained as changes in the flocculation 
properties of colloids. a great number of diseases were the consequence of this ‘humoral 
instability’.25 This was especially true for chronic diseases of anaphylactic origin, such as 
urticaria, dermatoses, arthritis, rheumatism, migraines, and asthma. These pathologies 
reflected disturbances of flocculation induced by the putative changes in ‘micellae’ – 
the elementary units which structure colloids. Simple chemical substances that could 
stabilize the colloidal state of the cell and limit the chaotic flocculation were seen as the 
most effective treatment for these disorders.26

arnault tzank, a leading french physician (remembered today mainly as a pioneer 
of blood transfusion) agreed that anaphylaxis was at the origin of many chronic 
diseases.27 for tzank, the ideal treatment for anaphylaxis would desensitize the patient 
to the specific trigger. alas, this approach was seldom possible. in many clinical cases of 
anaphylaxis it was not possible to identify the sensitizing substance to which the patient 
was reacting. in addition, desensitization sometimes failed to resolve the patient’s 
symptoms or prevent the reaction. When desensitization with the specific trigger was 
not an option, doctors were instructed to moderate the overall reactivity of the organism 
through the use of non-specific ‘bioactive therapies’ such as vaccinotherapy, serotherapy, 
hemotherapy or proteinotherapy. Serotherapy and vaccinotherapy were seen as specific 
treatments but, tzank argued, such a view was inaccurate: their main therapeutic effect 
was frequently the consequence of a non-specific stimulation of immune mechanisms 
by bacteria or their products, or by foreign serum.28

alexandre Besredka and Jean Danysz, from the Pasteur institute, also shared the 
conviction that many chronic pathologies were induced by anaphylactic mechanisms, 
and they attempted to develop cures based on the principle of desensitization. Besredka 
developed a unified theory of sensitivity that claimed that all the immune phenomena – 
allergy and anaphylaxis, natural and acquired immunity – were different expressions of 
a single physiological mechanism. The specificity of anaphylactic or immune reactions, 
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like the ‘specificity’ of natural immunity, reflected the receptivity of target cells to 
pathogenic germs or, alternatively, their capacity to react to toxins, rather than being a 
process dependent on the chemical specificity of humoral antibodies. The main difference 
between an absence of anaphylactic sensitivity and induced desensitization was the 
way in which the end-result – the absence of reactive cells – was obtained. Similarly, a 
naturally immune or non-sensitized animal was devoid of ‘reactive cells’. in an artificially 
immunized or desensitized animal these cells were either depleted or inactivated.29 This 
theoretical principle led to the development of Besredka’s ‘antivirus’ therapy. antivirus 
– the filtered supernatants of old bacterial cultures – was expected to inactivate reactive 
cells, and therefore put an end to a chronic anaphylactic state.30 in the interwar era 
‘antivirus’, usually prepared with a mixture of common pathogenic germs, was produced 
and marketed by numerous pharmaceutical laboratories. it was used to treat chronic 
infections such as boils, infected burns, pyodermatitis, carbuncles, sinusitis or acne, 
and systemic diseases of a suspected bacterial etiology, such as rheumatoid arthritis.31 
antivirus was the only one among the substances discussed in this text that had a true 
commercial career. it is hard to know how many patients received antivirus therapy, but 
the impressive number of laboratories that produced it attests to its popularity. in the 
inter-war era, antivirus was produced by thirty-three french laboratories and thirty-two 
foreign ones. it was manufactured by major pharmaceutical firms such as Behring Werke 
or Institut Mérieux. in addition, other laboratories sold therapeutic products that were 
marketed as having been inspired by Besredka’s insights.32

Danysz proposed a slightly different therapy for chronic diseases using bacterial 
products. He believed that, over a long period, patients could become sensitized to 
common bacterial substances through casual contact with foreign proteins from bacteria 
of the intestinal flora. This was the underlying pathologic mechanism responsible for 
many idiopathic chronic diseases and ‘idiosyncrasies’. Desensitization with an appropriate 
bacteriological substance would eliminate the source of such chronic anaphylaxis.33 
accordingly, Danysz developed and marketed – on a very modest scale – a preparation 
made with an extract of six main intestinal bacilli. He reported that treatment with this 
preparation led to a marked improvement of gastro-intestinal troubles, skin diseases, 
rheumatisms, arthritis, and neurasthenia, and it occasionally induced remissions in 
patients suffering from mental disease.34

Pasteur Vallery radot, Pasteur’s grandson and biographer, and one of the leading 
french clinicians of the interwar era, attempted to bridge the clinical and experimental 
understanding of allergy and anaphylaxis. He proposed that the generic term 
‘anaphylaxis’ actually covered two types of phenomena. One was the brutal shock 
observed in laboratory animals following a second injection of foreign protein, or in 
patients sensitized by a previous injection of therapeutic serum. These reactions were 
induced by a massive liberation of histaminic compounds to the blood stream. The 
other less dramatic type of anaphylactic phenomena were the pathophysiological events 
observed in people suffering from allergies or idiosyncrasies, who were sensitized in a 
gradual manner. These people presented the signs of complex humoral perturbations 
described by Widal as colloidoclastic diathesis.

Since physicians did not know how to re-establish humoral equilibrium, allergic and 
anaphylactic phenomena had to be treated through desensitization. in the majority of 
cases, the cause of sensitization remained unknown, so the only treatment option was 
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a non-specific desensitization using a variety of substances such as bacterial products, 
foreign proteins, auto-hemotherapy, protein shock, or generic preparations such as 
Witte’s peptone.35 Vallery radot became an outspoken advocate of using bacteriological 
products for desensitization. He argued that it was a cutting edge development in 
physiopathology. The president of the french medical association, fernand Bezançon 
shared his views. in a presidential address of 1932, Bezançon explained that physicians 
had left behind the notions of narrow chemical specificity, focusing instead on the 
broad physio-pathological mechanisms involved in disease, and on specific dynamics 
of development of pathological phenomena in each patient. They were abandoning 
attempts to provide specific medications for each disease, replacing this approach 
with the deployment of drugs which acted on the reactional modalities presented by 
the patient in various stages of the illness: chemical specificity would be replaced by 
physiological specificity. Vallery radot’s peptone therapy, Bezançon added, exemplified 
this trend leading the way for further developments in medicine.36 for Bezançon, as 
for Vidal, intervention on ‘reactional modalities’ of each individual patient was a more 
precise therapeutic approach than disease-oriented treatments. 

Conclusions: Past and Present of the holism/Reductionism Division

Between 1914 and 1930, french clinicians developed global theories of disease that 
extended notions of anaphylaxis to a vast range of pathological phenomena, and in a 
physio-chemical – or colloidal – vision of life.37 in the 1910s, leading french doctors 
loudly proclaimed their faithfulness to Pasteur’s heritage but were aware of the fact that 
the bacteriology laboratory seldom provided cures. anaphylaxis – viewed as a result of 
the sensitization of tissues and organs to bacteria and foreign proteins – helped to bridge 
the gap between Pasteurian science and clinical experience. anaphylactic phenomena 
were at the same time highly specific, at the level of sensitization, and highly non-specific, 
at the level of pathological manifestations. it was possible to construct reproducible 
experimental systems to study anaphylaxis in the laboratory. On the other hand, the 
wide range of individual differences in reactivity adequately explained the variability 
of clinical manifestations. Concepts such as ‘sensitization’, ‘chronic anaphylaxis’ and 
‘colloid perturbation’ provided a scientific framing for vague and poorly defined 
symptoms. They legitimated symptomatic therapies and, at the same time, linked 
Pasteurian sciences with observations at the bedside.

The ‘colloidal vision of life’, a broad physiological definition of immunological 
reactions, and a conviction that many diseases had an anaphylactic component, were 
not uniquely french conceptions. for example, in 1927 the leading uS microbiologist 
Hans zinsser described immunology as a ‘branch of general physiology’.38 immunology, 
he explained, was the study of allergy or the general capacity of the cell to react to stimuli 
including the production of antibodies and anaphylaxis. Such reactions were responsible 
for the majority of pathological manifestations in infectious diseases. inflammation, 
extensive edema, hemorrhagic transudation, and necrosis were classified as allergic and 
anaphylactic phenomena that might persist long after the infecting microorganism 
disappeared from the body, and might thus play an important role in the etiology 
of chronic diseases. The main difference between zinsser’s views and those advanced 
by Widal or Vallery radot was that while zinsser focused on experimental studies of 
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bacterial allergy, french researchers immediately attempted to apply their ideas in the 
clinic.

The anaphylactic episode in french medicine might be presented as a temporary 
victory of presumably archaic systemic pathophysiological approaches and a sign of the 
relative backwardness of french medicine in the interwar era. The ‘french exception’ 
came to an end after World War ii, when french medicine and biomedicine increasingly 
came under the influence of developments in north america. in the post World War 
ii era, and especially from the late 1950s on, several leading french biologists and 
medical scientists argued that, thanks to an injection of new, scientific methods, french 
physicians could finally abandon their muddled, clinic-based theories and revert to the 
correct – read reductionist – pursuit of specific treatments for well-defined pathological 
manifestations.39

But how helpful is it to frame the ‘anaphylactic episode’ in french medicine in terms 
of reductionism versus holism? This episode may illustrate the difficulty in describing 
specific clinical practices as either holist or reductionist.40 french doctors employed 
the term anaphylaxis, originally a description of a highly specific phenomenon, in 
order to explain non-specific physiopathological manifestations. in the 1910s and ’20s, 
they shifted rapidly between putatively reductionist and putatively holist explanatory 
frameworks, smoothly substituting one for the other, and applied the new concept to 
produce simultaneously ‘more holism’ and ‘more reductionism’. Their discourse reflects 
this complexity and multi-functionality – the same practice could be simultaneously 
presented as acting on a level of the organism as a whole, and as addressing a precise 
physiological problem with well targeted means. Conceptually, it may correspond to 
Charles rosenberg’s ‘organismic holism’, an idea that turns on understanding the body 
as a functioning unit and emphasizing the patient’s biological particularity.41 french 
doctors aspired to address this particularity by modulating specific chemical mechanisms 
and ‘molecularizing idiosyncracy’. 

Holism and reductionism tend to be presented either as complementary or as 
antagonistic. in clinical practice, however, they are often neither. There are no fixed, 
stable or coherent relationships between approaches focused on the sick organism as a 
whole and those interested in isolated phenomena, be they on the tissue, the cellular or 
the molecular level. Doctors who grapple with complicated, multi-layered and slippery 
pathological phenomena tend to tinker with the conceptual and technical resources 
at hand, and are more often guided by ad hoc considerations than by a drive for 
theoretical coherence. indeterminacy, boundary concepts, and practices are therefore 
essential elements in medicine. medicine works as a scientific approach, a socio-cultural 
system, a profession, and an institution because it is heterogenic, and because it provides 
multiple, and partly incommensurable, interpretative frameworks. The heterogeneity 
of immunological approaches was, and is, a major asset in the development of this 
discipline.42 

The tendency to combine highly precise analyses on the molecular level with 
loosely defined systemic analyses did not disappear with colloidal diathesis and other 
mysterious pathological entities fashionable in the first half of the twentieth century. 
after World War ii, the rapid expansion of biomedical research dramatically increased 
the possibilities to study pathological changes on a molecular level. However, the rapid 
accumulation of tests and of data did not always facilitate clinical decisions. Doctors 
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need to separate the normal from the pathological, and they combine information that 
originates in the laboratory with other ways of apprehending human disease, from the 
epidemiological to the cultural and the psychological. from the clinician’s point of view, 
sometimes more may be less, and sharper lenses may produce a more confused global 
image. Present day physicians continue to struggle to align data from the laboratory 
and the clinics. They occasionally solve this difficulty through the use of rhetorical 
devices such as polysemic terms, multiple levels of meanings, and imperfect translations. 
‘Diathesis’, a fuzzy term that allowed the combination of pathophysiological, hereditary 
and chemical explanations, is perhaps not so different from ‘asthma’, a disease that may 
be framed as a physiological, a psychological, or an environmental disorder, and may 
be seen as a concept that favors the production of both more reductionism and more 
holism. 

One message of this paper – the call for historians of science to pay attention not 
only to professionally and institutionally sanctified developments, but also to domains 
of study labeled as mundane and unimportant – may be seen today as an attempt to 
storm open doors. Once the small group of historians of immunology focused mainly on 
subjects seen as important by immunologists themselves: from the quest to unravel the 
chemical nature of antibodies and of antigens of the major histocompatibility complex, 
to the origins of the clonal theory of antibody formation. Historians neglected domains 
seen as lacking theoretical clarity or too close to practical applications – that is, the 
great majority of the developments in immunology. This is no more the case. Historians 
of immunology increasingly follow fleck’s advice to study what the scientists do, not 
what they say they do. Histories of the major theoretical debates in immunology are an 
important topic of study, but so are the areas of immunology once seen as marginal: 
allergy and food allergy, vaccines and serotherapies, skin tests and autoimmunity.

The second message, the need to pay attention to all the different levels of scientific 
intervention, explanation and justification, is perhaps slightly less obvious. The point is 
not the promotion of an ideal of a ‘definitive study’ on a given topic. The decision what 
to include in order to conduct a complete historical investigation is always a subjective 
one. moreover, historians are usually severely constrained by time limits, by their skills, 
and by the access to sources. One way to overcome some of these constraints is to try 
to identify the significant ‘interpreting details’, able to illuminate the whole.43 another 
is an effort to develop a ‘fractal approach to the history of immunology’ – or striving 
to capture as much of the large picture as possible, even in the smallest fragments. it 
may be important to try to keep together several levels of analysis and to pay careful 
attention to alignments, articulations, and translations, especially to those between the 
more theoretical and the more practical aspects of immunology. These are surely not 
the only ‘methodologically correct’ ways to write the history of immunology – there are 
many points of view and many methodologically correct approaches – but they may 
help us to better grasp the complexities of this domain.
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chapter nine

antitoxin and Anatoxine :
The League of nations and the institut 

Pasteur, 1920–1939
Pauline m.H. mazumdar

Introduction

The League of nations was the embodiment of the search for collective security that 
followed the allied victory over germany in 1918. its Health Organisation was formally 
subordinate to its political organs, since it reported to the Council. But like the other 
technical committees, the Economic, financial and transit Committees, its members 
were supposed to be appointed solely on account of their technical expertise. They were 
supposed to be indifferent to interests of state, though in germany, no one believed 
that for a moment. There the League was seen more cynically as an organisation of the 
victors.

The League’s Health Organisation worked through its subcommittees.1 One of 
these was the Standardisation Commission, led by Thorwald madsen of the Statens 
Seruminstitut of Copenhagen, who was also President of the Health Organisation as a 
whole. The Commission’s main mandate was to examine and standardise the materials 
and methods of serology, both the therapeutic serums and the serological tests such as the 
Wassermann test for syphilis. The serologists of the Standardisation Commission were a 
representative cross-section from an age when serotherapy was medicine’s most effective 
weapon, and every state had its serum institute. But serum therapy had its limitations: 
not all sera were as successful as the two originals, anti-diphtheria and anti-tetanus. in 
addition, there were other interests outside of madsen’s international serological group. 
This paper discusses one such boundary situation.

The idea of the boundary object has quite a long history as historiographic devices 
go. it was suggested first by Susan Leigh Star and James griesemer in 1989. They 
proposed that the organisation of scientific enterprises created a flow of objects and 
concepts through overlapping networks from different social worlds.2 The metaphor 
was developed by ilana Löwy in 1994, and applied to the interaction between a self-
contained community of specialists, in this case the workers of the institut Pasteur, 
and the different groups both clinical and industrial that made use of what the workers 
produced. The boundary objects here, the products of the institut, formed a link that 
bridged these different worlds.3
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in both of these cases, the historians took the boundary object as a means of 
successful interaction through a point of contact. This paper, however, makes use of the 
image a little differently: the boundary objects between the two networks discussed here 
define a sticking point, rather than encouraging an easy flow between the serologists of 
the League of nations and the workers of the institut Pasteur. Our boundary objects are 
more like the tall stone that represented the ancient roman god called terminus, who 
marked the limit of a property, and was worshipped with blood.4

The little world of the serologists

Standardisation reached medicine and hospitals at the turn of the twentieth century. 
Like the international Bill of Lading for railway freight of 1881, standardised forms 
began to appear in hospital records, used both to request tests and to report them. The 
tests themselves tended to become standardised too.5 The standardisation of therapeutic 
antisera began with the assay of the antidiphtheria serum, distributed under government 
seal from Paul Ehrlich’s laboratory, first in Berlin, then in frankfurt in a new institute 
for Experimental Therapy, with Ehrlich as Director. Carola Throm has detailed how 
every aspect of the production of the serum was tightly controlled by official inspectors 
embedded in the manufacturing firms: the organisms used, the toxin production, the 
age and strength of the toxin solutions, the serum horses and their veterinary history, the 
protocols for their immunisation with the toxin, the collection and pooling of serum, 
the packaging, numbering, labelling and the official records for every batch, as well as 
the actual assay of the unit value of the antiserum, according to Ehrlich’s method.6

The serologists were, as Ludwig fleck put it, a little world.7 most of them had 
learned their techniques in frankfurt, giving them a common background in theory 
and practice even though they and their state serum institutes were spread over every 
continent. until the War broke out, Ehrlich’s standards and his procedures were 
internationally accepted. But then the connection collapsed: in 1914, Britain took 
fright at this dependence on an enemy source, and its medical research Committee 
started to press the government to set up its own standardisation laboratory. at the 
end of the War, the Committee (now the medical research Council) organised a 
Committee on Biological Standards, with a laboratory in the new national institute 
for medical research in Hampstead near London. Sir Henry Dale, a one-time visitor 
to Ehrlich’s laboratory, was to run it. Standardisation, said the Council, is indispensable 
for national safety.8 The institut Pasteur, however, already had its own standards and 
its own distribution network reaching out from Paris into the french colonies of asia 
and africa.9 So did Washington. as independent centres, they did not really need the 
stimulus of war to break free of frankfurt.

The first serological Standardisation Conference was held in London in December 
1921. The meeting was held under the auspices of the British ministry of Health, 
and was attended by representatives of the state: the ministry of Health, the medical 
research Council, and the War Office.10 There was no one there from germany, even 
though the development and standardisation of sera was such a peculiarly german field: 
germany was not yet a member of the League. Secretary-general Drummond favoured 
germany’s admission, and germany wished to apply for membership; but under the 
circumstances, with disagreements about reparations under the treaty of Versailles, and 
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a continuing occupation of the ruhr towns by the allies, it was not until 1926 that a 
formal request came from Berlin.11 furthermore, germany was still excluded from all 
international scientific meetings under a boycott organised by the British and Belgian 
royal Societies.12 By this time, the War had been over for three years, but its lessons were 
still overwhelmingly present and its needs still fresh. anne marie moulin has said that 
the experience of the battlefields made cooperation in an international sanitary order 
a condition of the peace.13 The planning of the Standardisation Commission is a case 
in point. in fact, the impulse for the formation of the Commission was most likely the 
striking success of anti-tetanus serum in controlling tetanus among the war wounded, 
and the standardisation problems associated with it.14

at the first conference, Thorvald madsen as Chair introduced the Commission and 
its mandate: it was to work on the standardisation of the anti-tetanus and anti-diphtheria 
sera, using the pre-War methods of the frankfurt laboratory, as well as developing new 
antisera for the treatment of dysentery, meningitis and pneumonia – gas gangrene was 
to be added later – and on standardising the serological test for syphilis.15 The projects 
on this list had heavy military significance: tetanus, dysentery and gas gangrene had 
been the army’s problems, while the navy’s were syphilis and meningitis. a new treaty 
guaranteeing free syphilis treatment for sailors in every port was currently in preparation, 
underlining the need for the standardisation and reporting of the Wassermann test for 
syphilis.16 Subcommittees of serologists from across the globe divided up the work on 
the various sera: state laboratories in austria, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, italy, Japan, 
Poland and Switzerland agreed to take part, along with the institut Pasteur in Paris, 
and two laboratories in the united States. at the centre was at the Danish Statens 
Seruminstitut, directed by madsen, and not the frankfurt institute, directed by Paul 
Ehrlich, as it had been before the War.

The second meeting of the group took place in Paris in 1922, at the institut Pasteur 
and this time, with a german member present. The Health Committee was deemed to be 
an expert technical committee to which considerations of nationality and membership 
did not apply.17 The institut Pasteur had wanted to have the first conference in Paris 
so that france could be first to make the beau geste of inviting the germans back into 
the scientific community; but that was to happen only at the second conference.18 The 
german in question, Wilhelm Kolle, was Director of the State institute for Experimental 
Therapy in frankfurt in succession to Paul Ehrlich who had died in 1916. He was nervous 
and unwilling at first, and afraid he would be snubbed; but in the event, he did go to 
Paris, and it was not as bad as he had expected.19 it was essential to have him there: Kolle 
as Ehrlich’s successor symbolised the toxin-antitoxin system and its standardisation, and 
state responsibility for its accuracy. Without Ehrlich’s bioassay, there would have been 
no international distribution of sera, and no standardisation.

Each of the subcommittees had between five and seven members, with several 
individuals appearing on more than one. The institut Pasteur, with its exceptional 
breadth of expertise, contributed to all of them. its group included the Director, albert 
Calmette, founder of the institut Pasteur in Saigon, later Director of the institut in 
Lille. He joined Emil roux at the head of the Paris institut in 1919, and working on the 
BCg anti-tuberculosis vaccine. He was responsible for international contacts, and so 
present ex officio;20 L. Cotoni, dealing with anti-pneumococcal serum; Charles-Henri-
alfred Dopter, Professor of Epidemiology at the military medical school, École du Val-
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de-grâce, and later medical inspector-general of the french army, who took on anti-
dysentery and anti-meningococcal sera;21 Louis martin, director of the institut’s serum 
farm at garches, with anti-tetanus and anti-diphtheria sera, and Stefan mutermilch with 
the sero-diagnostic test for syphilis. This last, the syphilis subcommittee, had fourteen 
people on it, and included almost all of the Standardisation Commission.

A Dysentery Antiserum

The dysentery, pneumococcal and meningococcal antisera were new sera: the problem 
was not so much to standardise them but to invent them. There was no generally 
accepted body of work to turn to: it was not even agreed whether serum therapy would 
in fact help in these infections as it so brilliantly did in tetanus and diphtheria.

Dysentery was a typical army disease known to spread by faecal contamination of 
water. military hygiene programmes dated back to the 1860s, following the sanitary 
horrors of the Crimean War. With all their emphasis on water supply, placement of 
latrines and the careful selection of campsites, and all the sanitary expertise of the royal 
army medical Corps, the military still had not tamed it.22 Wartime medical journals, 
military and civilian, are full of accounts of dysentery in the trenches, on the Somme, at 
gallipoli and Salonika.23 There were reports of epidemics among British prisoners of war, 
according to a joint memorandum to the War Cabinet by the admiralty, War Office, 
air ministry, Colonial Office and Prisoners of War Department of 25 September 1918.24 
it had been rife in the troops on the battlefield, especially in the British Expeditionary 
force in mesopotamia, and had resulted in several thousand men being sent back to 
hospitals in Britain for convalescence. The British medical research Council set up a 
research project to find out whether the dysentery was amoebic or bacillary. The answer 
was inconclusive: both were often found together.25 a medical advisory Committee for 
the Prevention of Disease arrived in gallipoli in 1915, and reported that most cases were 
amoebic, but later on changed its mind and reported that 90 per cent were bacillary. in 
1916, the Committee arrived in mesopotamia, and reported that as in other war areas, 
most of the cases were bacillary, and there would have been even more if they had been 
investigated earlier in the disease, rather than in the base hospitals. Severe, sometimes 
fatal, bacillary dysentery lasted a relatively short time, an average of 68 days, according 
to the History of the Great War, while the amoebic kind could become chronic.26 in may 
1918, the Director-general of the army medical Services appointed a Committee on 
Dysentery; in 1921, it reported that the disease, when the patient was actually ill, was 
bacillary, and the amoebae were virtually harmless. The upshot was that the bloody flux, 
the epidemic dysentery of armies, was agreed to be bacillary dysentery.

The work on the bacteriology of dysentery dated back to the glory days of the 
1890s: it forms a history of clinical immunology in miniature. The first description of a 
bacterial cause was in 1898 in a Japanese epidemic, by Shiga Kiyoshi from the institute 
for infectious Disease in tokyo.27 Shiga went on to prepare a successful antiserum, that 
shortened the duration of the disease by an average of 25 days, and reduced mortality to 
about one third, though it was not clear whether the serum contained an antitoxin like 
the anti-tetanus or anti-diphtheria serum, or whether it was simply bactericidal. Shiga 
was at the institute headed by Kitasato Shibasaburo, and Kitasato, along with Emil von 
Behring of Berlin, had been one of the originators of the antitoxin concept. it would 
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have been natural for Shiga to suppose that his bacillus too produced a powerful toxin, 
which was why the patients felt so desperately ill, and that the antiserum neutralised 
it, making them feel better very quickly. The bacteria were described again by Wilhelm 
Kruse in 1900, this time in a german epidemic.28 He found that there were two types 
of bacillus, one, the Shiga type, which caused severe disease, and one milder, similar 
to a form that had been described in 1900 in the Philippines by Simon flexner of 
the rockefeller institute.29 Kruse had also found subtypes that he could distinguish by 
agglutination tests, and labelled them a to H.30 a third type of organism came from the 
Danish Statens Seruminstitut. Here Carl Sonne described another bacterium that like 
flexner’s did not produce toxin, and hence gave a much milder disease.31

rudolf Kraus and robert Doerr of the Vienna State Serum institute had prepared 
a dysentery toxin, raised an antiserum to it in goats first, then in horses, and tried it 
out in an epidemic in Krakau in the summer of 1904.32 The workers in Vienna were 
loyal to the german serological tradition: they modelled their approach on the von 
Behring-Kitasato toxin-antitoxin system, and assayed their serum exactly as Paul Ehrlich 
had done with diphtheria antitoxin in the 1890s. The toxin reacted with its antitoxin 
just as Ehrlich would have predicted, according to the Law of multiple Proportions, 
reproducing the stepped neutralisation curve of Ehrlich’s diphtheria Giftspektrum, and 
coming very close to the diphtheria model. But they found that a serum that seemed to 
have a high neutralising titre in vitro did not necessarily have a powerful effect in vivo. 
The two effects seemed to be independent of each other, the binding titre often being 
high soon after the beginning of the course of immunising injections, but the speed of 
reaction, which they equated with the therapeutic effect, increasing as immunisation 
proceeded. They called this property ‘avidity’: it meant that a serum reacted quickly and 
that it would work well as a laboratory reagent. The detailed explanation of avidity was 
to fascinate immunologists for the next fifty years.33 The bacteriology of dysentery and 
the antitoxin were fairly well established in the german scientific literature, and had 
found their way into the standard textbooks well before the War.34 german clinicians 
were using the serum successfully, and the Vienna State Serum institute was producing 
high titre sera from horses immunised with live cultures and with toxin, covering both 
the free toxin, or exotoxin, and a possible toxic effect of the bacteria themselves, an 
endotoxin.35 By 1909, Shiga’s antiserum was accepted as an antitoxin in the german 
literature: so far, it had fitted perfectly into the existing paradigm.

But that was the german literature, and not everyone accepted it. a confusing array 
of different organisms, different terminologies and different disease pictures made the 
international literature contradictory and difficult to use, although the disease was so 
important to states at war. The British War Office’s Committee on Dysentery, having 
no access to Kruse’s a to H typing sera during the War, worked out a typing system of 
its own. There is no mention in its reports of using an antiserum treatment on cases of 
dysentery, only of attempts at prophylaxis with a partly-neutralised vaccine.36

There was also opposition in Paris. Louis Vaillard, Director of the french military 
medical school at Val-de-grâce, medical inspector-general of the french army, had 
been one of the original institut Pasteur workers to deal with the anti-tetanus serum.37 
He and his colleague and student, Charles-Henri-alfred Dopter, then Professor of 
Epidemiology at Val-de-grâce, had worked together on the problem of dysentery in the 
army since the turn of the century. They did not believe that the organism produced a 
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true soluble exotoxin like tetanus and diphtheria; they felt that it damaged the gut cells 
locally through an endotoxin. By 1903, Dopter had worked up a vaccine that was to be 
given by mouth.38

When the Standardisation Commission met in Paris in 1922, it was to receive the 
reports of the various subcommittees named the previous year in London. in the case 
of the Dysentery Subcommittee, the Statens Seruminstitut set the rules by making an 
antiserum for comparison that was raised by immunising horses with two samples of 
Shiga’s bacillus. One sample was from the Behringwerke company in marburg and one 
from Copenhagen, and both were sent round to the members. The toxin was prepared 
by emulsifying a whole culture of the bacillus, thus diplomatically by-passing the 
exotoxin-endotoxin problem. The series of 13 injections often made the horses grow 
sickly and thin, and created abscesses at the injection site.39 There was no suggestion 
here of trying to create an injectable vaccine against dysentery: clearly, this terribly toxic 
‘vaccine’ could never be used on human subjects.

The Dysentery Subcommittee consisted of Jean Cantacuzène of Bucharest, robert 
Doerr, now of Basel, Charles Dopter of the Val-de-grâce, working with the institut 
Pasteur, Captain Stewart Douglas of the British medical research Council, Hida Otoichi 
from Kitasato’s institute in tokyo, representing Shiga, Ludwik Hirszfeld from Warsaw, 
and Lev alexandrovitch tarassevitch from moscow. Wilhelm Kolle of frankfurt was 
added to it later on as a representative of all that Paul Ehrlich had stood for. Shiga 
sent in a report from tokyo that was so impressive that the medical Director, Ludwik 
rajchman, himself a dysentery worker under the medical research Council during the 
War, suggested publishing it at once.40 Ludwik Hirszfeld in Warsaw reported that he 
had made an effort to distinguish exotoxin from endotoxin, and to try to relate these 
separately to the nervous system effects and effects on the gut. He could not. toxicity in 
either sense seemed to depend on the receptivity of the rabbit involved. nor could he 
fix the variability of the toxins, though he had heard that the frankfurt institute under 
Wilhelm Kolle had already made up a standard serum and toxin. frankfurt, it seemed, 
was ahead of the game.41 indeed, Kolle himself had told madsen that dysentery serum 
had made so much progress in frankfurt that official state-sponsored standardisation, 
along the lines of the anti-diphtheria serum, was about to begin.42 at a later date, 
Hirszfeld came to the conclusion that standardisation was impossible without a uniform 
race of experimental animals, a problem that tied in with his work on constitutional 
serology, on the individual response to disease. responsiveness might be linked to 
mendelian inheritance.43 tarassevitch in moscow found something similar: the mice 
that he tried to use in place of rabbits which were too expensive, also showed marked 
individual reactions.44

robert Doerr, who had been so hopeful about the dysentery toxin-antitoxin system 
when he was working with Kraus in Vienna in the first decade of the century, now had 
doubts. His report mirrors the sense of confusion that enveloped dysentery research. 
There was still not enough clear data about the specific components of the vaccine, or 
about the specific aetiology of the cases being treated, a real difficulty with armies in the 
field. as Doerr reported, specificity was the problem. Cases of known aetiology should 
be treated with known serum:
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The word ‘known’ in the sense intended here can only be applied to anti-dysentery serum 
if the whole of its specific relations have been determined … The more accurately and 
comprehensively these tests are carried out, the more light will be thrown on the whole 
group of relations connected with the serum treatment of dysentery, and i therefore urge 
that the Health Committee of the League of nations should organise an enquiry with 
this object in view.45

There was no report from the British delegate, Captain Douglas. madsen as Chair 
visited him in London, only to be snubbed: Douglas said he was too busy with his 
new tuberculosis vaccine, and had no time or interest left for anything else.46 Sir 
Henry Dale, in charge of the British medical research Council’s new Committee 
on Biological Standards and its laboratory, after receiving the dried serum standard 
prepared by Copenhagen, decided simply to anticipate that this would be endorsed 
by the Standardisation Commission, and to issue it as the British standard, which he 
claimed he was obliged to do under the recent Therapeutic Substances act.47

at this point, there was no report from Charles Dopter, the dysentery representative 
for the institut Pasteur. Dopter and his senior colleague, Louis Vaillard, Director of the 
Val-de-grâce, still did not accept the existence of a dysentery exotoxin at all, even in the 
severe Shiga cases. They thought that they were dealing with an endotoxin contained 
within the bacterial body, and with an elective affinity for the mucosa of the intestinal 
wall. These workers stayed close to the institut Pasteur tradition as worked out by 
alexandre Besredka, who began his career in the laboratory of his fellow-russian, ilya 
(Élie) metchnikoff. Besredka revered metchnikoff, and adopted metchnikoff’s emphasis 
on cellular immunity. He suggested that the dysentery organisms had a specific local 
affinity for the gut, and it was there in the gut that the fixed phagocytes of the reticulo-
endothelial layer conferred immunity. Besredka summed up his thinking in 1925:

Can we not be permitted to speak of the receptor cells of the intestinal wall as having the 
same functions in the case of dysentery, typhoid and paratyphoid etc., as the receptive 
cells of the skin in the case of anthrax, and staphylococcal or streptococcal infection? … 
There are in the different organs of the higher animals, specialised cells that function as 
local phagocytes. These react only with certain pathogens, unlike the mobile phagocytes 
or leucocytes, which throw themselves indiscriminately on any foreign body … 48

in 1909, Dopter had found a way of vaccinating animals by dosing them by mouth 
with dysentery organisms emulsified in milk. But his favourite method was another 
of Besredka’s: an oral vaccine composed of bacteria emulsified in an anti-dysentery 
serum.49 interestingly, Hida too believed in an oral vaccine. So did Shiga, although he 
was too polite to say so. to oblige madsen, he agreed to work on an anti-toxic serum so 
as to help the Commission to reach an agreement.50 it was probably Hida who brought 
along a paper by his colleague Kanai, comparing the oral and subcutaneous methods of 
vaccination.51

The next full-scale meeting of the Standardisation Commission was in frankfurt 
in 1928. Kolle, relieved at the unexpectedly friendly and respectful reception he got in 
Paris, had enthusiastically invited the participants back to germany. The reports of the 
subcommittees covered the anti-dysentery serum, anti-tetanus, anti-anthrax and anti-
scarlatina sera, standardisation of tuberculin and blood-grouping sera, and a report from 
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an international conference on rabies.52 at Kolle’s suggestion, gas-gangrene, another 
war-time problem, was added to the list for future investigation.

The dysentery project had taken off from a serum supplied by Copenhagen. The 
work had been done by the medical research Council, the institut Pasteur, the institute 
of Hygiene at Basel, the national Epidemiological institute at Warsaw and at Krakau, 
the Kitasato institute in tokyo, the institute of Experimental medicine at Bucharest, and 
the State institute of Hygiene in moscow, as well as the State institute for Experimental 
Therapy in frankfurt, Ehrlich’s old institute, now under Kolle’s direction. The report 
says that in the present state of knowledge, the ‘only possible approach’ was to stick to 
Shiga’s bacillus alone, and determine the anti-toxic titre of the serum by the Ehrlich 
method in guinea pigs as an index of its therapeutic effect, even though as we have seen, 
not everyone agreed that that was even relevant. There were still disagreements about the 
nature and the role of the Shiga toxins; there were also several other dysentery organisms 
that appeared to produce disease but no free toxins. One is rather reminded of the man 
looking for his car keys under the streetlight, even though that wasn’t where he had 
lost them. The frankfurt paradigm was very powerful: it provided the ‘only possible 
approach’.

The recommended assay method was that of Ehrlich, based on the lethal dose of 
toxin for animals of a given weight and its neutralisation by antitoxin. But there was 
disagreement about whether the toxin-antitoxin neutralisation curve really followed the 
law of multiple proportions, as Doerr and Kraus had thought before the war in Vienna. 
Kolle, Ehrlich’s successor in frankfurt, still thought it did, Hirszfeld did not. if different 
samples of toxin were taken as a basis, the values for the sera came out quite differently, 
though the sera always had the same relationship to each other. it seemed therefore, 
that it would be best to work from a standard serum, not, as in Ehrlich’s original 
protocol, from a standard toxin. There was also the problem of variable response by the 
test animals, noted by Hirszfeld. it was still not clear whether this seemingly antitoxic 
serum had an antibacterial, as well as an anti-toxic effect, and whether in fact that was 
really what gave the clinical result.53 nonetheless, the Standardisation Commission went 
ahead with the agreement on the standard.54 The oral vaccine with its cellular claim did 
not come into the picture.

The problems with the dysentery serum were not over yet, however. Kolle had 
agreed in 1928 to set the frankfurt serum to match exactly the standard serum sent 
out by Copenhagen. However, by 1931, it appeared that they did not match; either 
the frankfurt serum had become much stronger, or the Copenhagen weaker. The 
Standardisation Commission was worried. This was something serious: Shiga was 
contacted, and efforts were immediately begun to compare them both with a serum 
from Japan, which had originated in Copenhagen. a small group of workers including 
Percival Hartley from London, richard Prigge and Wilhelm Kolle from frankfurt and 
Kaj Jensen from Copenhagen met unofficially in Copenhagen in november 1932 to 
try to solve the problem.55 after much experimental effort, they concluded that the 
international Standard sera had not declined in value over a period of three years; 
Hartley’s report pointed to a weakness in Kolle’s technique as the probable cause of the 
problem.56
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The Institut Pasteur at the boundary

unfortunately, Louis martin from the institut Pasteur, now an official member of the 
Dysentery Subcommittee, was not invited to the Copenhagen meeting of november 
1932. Worse, the conversation strayed onto other subjects, including vaccination with 
formol-modified diphtheria toxin or anatoxine, and its possible standardisation in 
frankfurt by means of the usual large numbers of guinea pigs.57 We know a lot about this 
very short and relatively unproductive meeting because of the intense diplomatic efforts 
needed to try to explain it away and smooth down angry feelings at the institut Pasteur 
when the news reached Paris. The care with which madsen wrote out his explanation 
and apology is shown by the fact that he drafted it first in his own Danish, and had it 
translated into french by the official translators. 58

gaston ramon, Director of the institut Pasteur’s experimental farm at garches, was 
essentially the institut’s chief immunologist, and a substantial figure.59 The diphtheria 
anatoxine was his creation, but the Commission had discussed it without any reference 
to him. ramon would not accept madsen’s apologies and explanations, and remained 
insulted:

i don’t want to discuss the question of the terms committee, conference, commission, 
sub-committee, meetings of the working group etc. i live entirely in my laboratory, and i 
don’t grasp, or not very quickly, the meaning of these diplomatic terms. However, i begin 
to understand: in London in June 1931, there was a meeting with a number of colleagues 
and yourself … The standardisation of the anatoxine was discussed for two hours, and 
a programme of study set up … But no mention of this meeting or this discussion 
ever appeared in the divers documents i possess … [There was also] a meeting of the 
Commission on antidiphtheria Vaccine whose composition is listed in the official report 
C.H. 1056. in this report, there is a minute of that meeting, and a whole programme of 
experiments that the institut Pasteur is to participate in, about which we have not even 
been consulted … another meeting, perhaps a working group, took place in Copenhagen 
at the end of 1932 …60

The institut Pasteur was not a state serum institute. it was not a centre of serology 
like the Statens Seruminstitut, the Vienna State Serum institute and the institute for 
Experimental Therapy in frankfurt, although as ilana Löwy has pointed out, much 
of its income, especially during the first World War, came from its serum sales.61 its 
tendency, however, was to lean towards vaccination rather than serotherapy. Even at 
garches, the institut’s serum farm – where the scaling-up of anti-diphtheria serum 
production from the original rabbit to that industrial-sized organism, the horse, had 
been managed62 – even there, the tendency was to prefer cells to serum in theories, and 
vaccines to antitoxins in practice. Vaccines were more ambiguous than sera, and less 
easy to standardise: standardisation was not the central interest in Paris that it was in 
Copenhagen. as the institut’s director albert Calmette predicted to Ludwik rajchman 
in 1924, soon after the first publication of ramon’s work on the diphtheria vaccine,

it is quite likely that the whole question of serum therapy for diphtheria is about to be 
turned upside down by the new work of ramon, done here … active immunisation 
against diphtheria has now been made absolutely harmless and practical – and he has 
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demonstrated that it is not the strongest toxins that produce the best serums, but just 
the opposite!
 The revolution is on the march. This is not the moment to have some theory crystallised 
under the aegis of the League of nations.63

Over the course of the 1920s, as Calmette had foretold, the whole question of serum 
therapy for diphtheria, and for tetanus, was turned upside down, as focus shifted from 
antitoxin production to the creation of vaccines, from therapy to prophylaxis, using the 
attenuation of the toxin to anatoxine to make it safe for human subjects. The ramon 
group at the institut Pasteur developed anatoxine vaccines for both diphtheria and 
tetanus, essentially by-passing both of the two best anti-toxins.64

The anatoxine quickly became very popular, so popular that it was difficult to keep 
up with demand. gaston ramon helped by sending out instructions and doses of the 
vaccine.65 By the later 1920s, a new network based not on sera but on vaccines had built 
up, centred on the institut Pasteur. reports of users outside france were published 
in the Annales, containing information about large-scale trials of the anatoxine: 
24,510 individuals vaccinated in Belgium, 369,359 across Canada reported by John g. 
fitzgerald of the Connaught Laboratory in toronto.66 By 1932, at a special session of 
the american Public Health association meeting in montreal, the north american 
public health providers can be seen gearing up to offer vaccination to the populations 
they serve: fitzgerald, with ramon’s support, reported that the Connaught was 
preparing and distributing an anatoxine, which he called toxoid, using Ehrlich’s word for 
a modified toxin.67 at the same meeting, William Park and O.r. Povitzky of the new 
york Department of Health and Walter Harrison of the national institute of Health 
in Washington DC, reported routine immunisation of children with the toxoid.68 as 
anne marie moulin has said, because of the sweeping success of his anatoxine, ramon 
gained great prestige: he was to be proposed for a nobel Prize in 1935 by Jules Bordet, 
and named President of the Section of immunology at the international Congress of 
Bacteriology in new york in 1939.69 He developed a worldwide personal correspondence 
based on the distribution of his treated toxins that went far beyond the institut Pasteur’s 
usual outreach to its succursales in the world of france’s colonial connections.70 a map 
of the institut Pasteur dans le monde shows seventeen instituts Pasteur; nine associated 
institutes are marked, five in Europe, twelve in africa, six in SE asia, and three in South 
america. all but four are in french-speaking areas or colonies.71 The new outreach with 
the production and testing of the anatoxine went far beyond this traditional francophone 
world. The files contain correspondence dating from the late twenties, with advice, 
reprints and sometimes samples for laboratories and clinicians all over france, as well as 
in argentina, Belgium, Britain, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, germany, greece, 
Hungary, italy, iran, Japan, Lebanon, Palestine, Spain, Switzerland, turkey, uSSr, uS 
and yugoslavia.72

it seems a little harsh to call all this practical activity ‘artisanal’, in anne marie 
moulin’s words, indicative of an inter-war period moins glorieuse, a decline in the history 
of the institute and in the history of immunology itself. Historians agree, however, 
that for the institute, it was certainly a period of declining prosperity: both before, and 
even more so after the stock market crash of 1929. in ilana Löwy’s words, the institute’s 
capital eroded, leaving it more and more dependent on sales of sera and vaccines.
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madsen’s Commission, in the midst of struggling with Kolle’s problems with the 
dysentery serum, had also, as we saw above, rather tactlessly set up a subcommittee to 
investigate the anatoxine, in an effort to include the new materials in the Commission’s 
scientific ambit. Diplomatically, madsen hoped to find a way of bridging over the 
gap between these two sharply demarcated areas, with their undertones of wartime 
and nationalist tensions between Paris and frankfurt.73 He failed: we find ramon 
writing dismissively in 1932 in response to madsen’s personal explanations about the 
Commission’s embarrassing attempts to standardise the diphtheria anatoxine without 
ramon’s help:

as i already did when you were here, i would like to thank you for coming, and also take 
the opportunity to say once again,
a. That it is difficult if not impossible to measure the immunising effect of the different 

samples of diphtheria anatoxine by testing it directly on a vaccinated guinea pig, as 
the Commission suggests …

B. [That i would like] to underline the value of the intrinsic immunising power as 
determined by flocculation.

C. [That we can] prove the concordance of the antigenic power of the anatoxine in 
flocculation units and its immunising power. numerous comparative tests on human 
subjects done by my collaborators and myself, and the results we have accumulated … 
give incontestable proof. facts established thus rigorously remain facts; tests done on 
guinea pigs as your own report shows, are completely useless, and prove nothing.74

Since an anatoxine by definition was not toxic, the classical frankfurt-style bioassay 
of the serologists involving a toxic effect on many guinea pigs seemed clumsy and 
indirect at best, and difficult to relate to its effectiveness as a vaccine, although the 
national institute for medical research in Hampstead was to remain faithful to Ehrlich’s 
classic Dosis letalis method. Percival Hartley, who was later to lead the Standardisation 
Division at the Hampstead institute, had published his own method for assay of the 
diphtheria toxin in 1922, and stayed with it into the thirties. in his account of the history 
of active immunisation against diphtheria, he tended to play down the originality of 
ramon’s contibutions.75 in Paris, however, an in vitro flocculation test, based on colloid 
precipitation of antigen-antibody complexes, had completely replaced the Ehrlich 
method; the antigen-antibody reaction produced an obvious precipitate in a test tube, 
with no animals needed. it was quick and simple compared to Ehrlich’s complex, 
expensive bio-assay method, and it appealed to the colloidalist tendency at the institut 
Pasteur.76 Colloid chemistry was attractive: it seemed to offer a new and modern point 
of view on the chemistry of life, a chemistry more suited to the proteins and their 
delicate, reversible, charge-based reactions, and to move away from Ehrlich’s structural 
biochemistry with its firm chemical unions, and from the concepts and methods of 
frankfurt.77 as in the case of the serological test for syphilis, the new tendency, especially 
in Paris, was to turn to colloidal flocculation tests, and even, as ilana Löwy points out in 
this volume, to colloidal explanations of disease.78

madsen and his young colleague Sven Schmidt published a parallel series of tests 
comparing the results in vitro ad modum Ramon and in vivo ad modum Ehrlich, with a 
short note in 1929 in french and 1930 a longer paper in german, with obvious diplomatic 
intent. Comparison of the two methods of testing showed that they mostly agreed with 
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each other. But madsen seems to have been less interested in ramon’s anatoxine as a 
vaccine than in using his colloid flocculation as a quick test to monitor the immune 
response of the serum horses.79 madsen was a serologist at heart.

The turn to colloidal flocculation testing, for the anatoxine at least, seems to have 
been pervasive. as ramon himself wrote to madsen in 1933:

you can assure yourself by reading the publications on this question that the flocculation 
method is being used more and more. it is the basis for the present progress in the 
production of diphtheria toxins and anatoxines world-wide, or almost (in america, in 
England, in Belgium, in Holland, in rumania, in Czechoslovakia, in the urSS etc., and 
even in Denmark …) which goes to show the value of flocculation units. its widespread 
use gives it the force of law.80

ramon knew very well that it was being used, even in Denmark: Sven Schmidt at the 
Statens Serum institut had been in close touch with him outside the framework of the 
Standardisation Commission, in fact since the first publications on the new technique, 
as his long personal letters to ramon show. Schmidt must have known that his letters 
would seem like treason, since the most critical of them are handwritten and not typed 
by the Statens Serum institut’s secretary. But like ramon, he was angry and insulted. He 
felt the Standardisation Commission had neglected his expertise; he took ramon’s side 
in the argument about the standardisation of the anatoxine by the Ehrlich method, and 
the contentious meeting of 1932:

Let me begin with some personal remarks about international standardisation. i absolutely 
agree with you about the make-up of the ‘commissions’, ‘sub-commissions’ and ‘meetings’ 
etc. … The resolutions passed at the conclusion of those ‘conferences’ look pretty peculiar 
to real specialists in the field who have not taken part in the ‘meetings’. i remember 
that you told me when i last visited you in Paris that there had been a meeting when 
they talked about the Schick reaction, but i was not invited even to that one. i didn’t 
say anything, even though i have done more work on this than most of the members of 
these various commissions set up by the Standardisation Committee (preparation and 
issuing of the serums and toxins, standardisation and control of the serums and toxins on 
demand…) but i never got a single invitation from the Hygiene Committee …
 in short, these commissions should have been made up of those who were actually 
working on current problems instead of people who hadn’t touched a pipette or worn a 
lab coat for the last ten or twenty years. Then we might have hoped to get some usable 
results … i can assure you that if the President had not been at the same time my boss, 
i would have given up this project: it takes up a lot of time, and mostly leads to nothing 
but disappointment …
 But to go back to the question of the anatoxine. from the beginning, i suggested to 
the President that we should have a meeting that would bring together all those who 
have already done experimental work on the anatoxine and the flocculation reaction: you, 
glenny, H. Schmidt from marburg and myself. in my opinion, we should have begun 
with a study and a discussion of the results that have already been obtained by these 
workers, since there had been some solid experimental work done. instead, they started 
off as if there was nothing, and with a plan that was all wrong.81

J.g. fitzgerald of toronto, who was invited to join the Standardisation Commission 
in 1933, was keen at once to do comparative testing. as we saw above, he was already 
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doing very large clinical trials of vaccination with anatoxine or ‘toxoid’ as he called it, 
sent to him by ramon.82 in 1935, the Health Organisation finally issued a study of the 
two methods by the Statens Serum institut, which concluded that the ‘toxoid’ could 
be standardised by an antigen-antibody flocculation test except in the rare cases when 
the antiserum chosen was one of unusually high avidity. Copenhagen undertook to 
circulate a suitable serum for the test.83

The institut Pasteur did cooperate with the Standardisation Commission, but 
it was a prickly relationship. from 1924 onwards, following the introduction of the 
anatoxine, vaccines became increasingly successful, and the pasteuriens became less and 
less interested in standardisation in general, and the classical Ehrlich assay in particular. 
The anatoxine and the flocculation test on the one hand, and very marginally successful 
anti-dysentery serum on the other, defined the limits of the therapeutic antisera and the 
Ehrlich assay method that went with them.

Conclusion

The purpose of the League of nations was to work toward world peace, through what 
a contemporary commentator called in 1936, ‘collective security based on cooperative 
universality’.84 Standardisation clearly fitted into that picture: in 1937, the Health 
Committee was able to say that standardisation had always received support from the 
League’s Council as a fine example of international cooperation. nineteen countries in 
Europe and eleven more in asia and america had adopted the serological standards they 
sent out.85

The Health Committee’s effort to standardise its sera in the interests of world peace 
and collective security worked out very well in many cases. The diphtheria antitoxin and 
its twin, the tetanus antitoxin, were enormously successful in clinical practice and fitted 
the existing technology perfectly: Ehrlich’s standardising procedure had been designed 
to deal with them. The serologists all knew and understood each other, and they knew 
and understood the Ehrlich protocol: it was their bread and butter. as fleck had said 
so tellingly, they were a little world. Sadly, the new dysentery serum did not work out 
as well as diphtheria and tetanus. There were too many organisms: the Subcommittee 
concentrated on the Shiga bacillus which did produce toxins; but there were several 
other dysentery organisms, most of which did not act through a classic circulating toxin 
and so counted themselves out of specific treatment with antitoxin from the beginning. 
Like the other bacterial infections for which the Commission had hoped to develop new 
antisera, that is, streptococcal, staphylococcal and meningococcal infections, the control 
of dysentery had to await a non-specific therapy, the sulpha drugs, to be introduced only 
a few months later, beginning in the mid-thirties. The same story has been told about the 
anti-pneumococcal sera: efforts to treat pneumonia serologically were confused by the 
many serological subtypes of the organism. Here, too, specific treatment was superseded 
by the non-specific sulpha-drugs, which swept away everything in their path. The first 
successful use of sulphanilamide was for streptococcal infections, such as sore throats 
which often had serious sequelae, and staphylococcal infections such as erysipelas; 
sulphapyridine came in for meningitis and pneumonia in 1938, and sulphathiazole for 
dysentery from about 1939. according to underberg, experiments on the effectiveness 
of sulphanilamide were also carried out in the concentration camps. The step from the 
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patented Prontosil to the simpler and more effective sulphanilamide was made by the 
tréfouëls, working at the institut Pasteur. 86

The network of serologists tied together under Thorvald madsen in the Standardisation 
Commission and its subcommittees was a working community that characterises a whole 
era, an age of serology. The state serum institutes and the serologists, the members of 
the Commission and its special subcommittees were related by their common ancestry 
in Paul Ehrlich’s standardisation of the toxin-antitoxin system, and its striking successes 
in the treatment of diphtheria and tetanus. But attempts to extrapolate from that 
model were less successful; with the new sera, among them the anti-dysentery serum, 
the method reached a boundary. Even though it had the highest of military priorities, 
and an anti-Shiga antiserum was in fact standardised and issued, it was not much used 
in practice. Perhaps that was because it was too difficult to identify specific dysentery 
organisms under field conditions, or perhaps because it was not clear after all whether 
the Shiga bacillus really belonged to the exotoxin-antitoxin system. Several workers, 
including the group at the institut Pasteur, preferred an oral vaccine to the anti-serum. 
interestingly, it has been oral vaccines that have led the way most recently for gut-related 
infections. in the end, the new sera were overtaken by another german innovation, the 
sulpha drugs, which appeared in 1935.

it was even more artificial to try to standardise an anatoxine, by definition not toxic, 
by the Ehrlich Dosis letalis method, depending as it did upon lethal toxicity in guinea 
pigs. That was, more or less, the view of the institut Pasteur, which preferred its own 
colloidal flocculation tests to the classic bioassay. We see here the formation of another 
network, a less formal one than the Health Organisation with its committees and 
subcommittees. it was based not on sera but on vaccines, and centred on the institut 
Pasteur. in spite of the income they brought in, the institut Pasteur was less attached 
to sera, less interested in standardisation, and even before World War i, a lot more 
interested in cells and vaccines. The differences were quite clear to the workers involved: 
we find Calmette as early as 1924, a few weeks after the publication of the anatoxine and 
the flocculation test that went with it, telling off the Standardisation Commission for 
‘crystallising an old methodology under the auspices of the League’. in spite of madsen’s 
efforts, both scientific and diplomatic, a successful collaboration between the two 
networks, the serologists of the Standardisation Commission and the institut Pasteur 
and its contacts did not really come about. The institut Pasteur and its international 
network of correspondents shifted the ground from serotherapy to vaccination.

Here are our two boundary objects, the rather doubtful dysentery antitoxin on 
the one hand and the very successful anatoxine on the other. They mark a limit and 
a transition, a limit to serotherapy and its classic bioassays, and a transition to vaccine 
prophylaxis and the flocculation test. These were the boundary stones that separated the 
Standardisation Commission from the institut Pasteur.
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chapter ten

 molecular Surveillance: a History of 
radioimmunoassays

angela n.H. Creager 

The development of immunology throughout the twentieth century has had a profound 
technological edge, as scientists have put the remarkable specificity of antibodies to use 
in identifying and isolating cells and molecules. This essay focuses on an immunology-
derived detection technique that has been widely used in research and diagnostics – that 
of radioimmunoassays.1 radioimmunoassays were the first of a generation of in vitro 
antibody-based assays, including ELiSa and fluorescent immunoassays, that enabled 
users to measure minute concentrations of specific molecules, as small as 10-10 to 10-12 
molar, even in the presence of billion-fold higher concentrations of other molecules.2 
This sensitivity greatly improved upon the immunoprecipitation detection techniques 
of the mid-twentieth century.3 radioimmunoassays generally involve mixing known 
quantities of a radioactively marked antigen with the antibody to that antigen, then 
adding an unknown amount of unlabeled antigen, which competes with the radio-
labeled antigen for binding sites on the antibody. By measuring how much labeled 
(‘hot’) antigen has been displaced by the ‘cold’ antigen, one can determine the precise 
amount of the unlabeled antigen present. The sensitivity and simplicity of the method 
led to its wide adoption in laboratory research and in medical diagnostics.

Like many other techniques for identifying and tracking molecular agents, 
radioimmunoassays rely on radioisotopes – unstable variants of chemical elements that 
give off detectable radiation as they decay – to label molecules of interest. The widespread 
availability of radioisotopes after World War ii was facilitated by the uS atomic Energy 
Commission (aEC), which managed the massive infrastructure of the american bomb 
project. The atomic Energy act of 1946 charged the aEC with pursuing and promoting 
the civilian benefits of the atomic age. among the ‘medical dividends’ of the atom were 
radioactive isotopes mass-produced in the government’s nuclear reactors.4 The aEC 
made these radioisotopes available to scientists and physicians and encouraged their use 
through a combination of training programmes, subsidies, and incentives to companies 
to produce laboratory equipment and reagents. as part of this enterprise, the aEC began 
supplying radioisotopes for clinical research and therapy to Veterans administration 
(Va) Hospitals. One of the first such units was established at the Va Hospital in the 
Bronx, new york, where rosalyn yalow, a nuclear physicist, and Solomon Berson, an 
mD, developed the radioimmunoassay technique. Hence the emergence and early 
history of radioimmunoassay manifest the priorities and resources of the atomic age.

in addition, both the initial development of the radioimmunoassay method and 
its subsequent application point to the thick connections between the clinic and the 
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laboratory, a theme that recurs throughout this volume. What is surprising about this 
case is the dynamic of the scientific transfer: the technique emerged out of clinical 
research, and then moved into biological research as well as into medical diagnostics. 
yalow and Berson were using radioisotopes to trace the fate of insulin in diabetics 
and other patients that received exogenous insulin. Their 1956 finding of anti-insulin 
antibodies in patients receiving insulin therapy contradicted the then-dominant dogma 
that peptides as small as insulin could not stimulate genuine antibody production. The 
methodology underlying the radioimmunoassay emerged from yalow and Berson’s 
efforts to demonstrate, in response to skeptics, that the plasma globulin binding insulin 
in this group of patients was actually an antibody.

The dissemination of the technique can be viewed as a two-step process, as the 
method first penetrated yalow and Berson’s research field and then entered the realm of 
commercial diagnostics. in the early 1960s, yalow and Berson extended their method 
to develop assays for several other small hormones, including growth hormone, 
adrenocorticotrophic hormone (aCtH), and gastrin. Other hormone researchers were 
the first to adopt their technique. By the 1970s radioimmunoassay formed the basis of a 
new generation of diagnostics in clinical medicine, bringing the method to a much wider 
base of users. according to one survey, by 1976, 4,108 hospital and non-hospital clinical 
laboratories in the uS performed radioimmunoassays of all kinds.5 molecular biologists 
also adopted the technique in research, in conjunction with related methods such as 
ELiSa and Western blotting.6 yalow and Berson never patented their original method, 
but scientific credit continued to accrue to them as applications for their technique 
proliferated. in 1977, the same year yalow won the nobel Prize (Berson died five years 
earlier), the Science Citation index christened yalow and Berson’s 1960s paper a ‘citation 
classic’ for having been cited 1,100 times between 1961 and 1975.7 radioimmunoassay 
remains an important tool in medical diagnostics, and also has a place in toxicology, 
environmental monitoring, and workplace drug testing.

from Atomic medicine to Radioimmunoassay

The widespread application of radioisotopes in biomedical research became one of the 
major consequences of the ‘physicists’ war’ for postwar life science.8 Several historians 
of biology have stressed the role of physicists in general, and those associated with the 
manhattan Project in particular, in the transformation of postwar biology. Evelyn fox 
Keller points to the symbolic continuities between a physics tainted by its secretive 
pursuit of a massive instrument of destruction and the physics-inspired pursuit of the 
secret of life by molecular biologists. in her view, molecular biology benefited from the 
high cultural authority of physics while providing it some vindication.9 moving the 
theme of redemptive biology to a more disciplinary level, nicolas rasmussen argues that 
the infusion of funds and people into biophysics after the war – as american politicians 
and scientists attempted to find a ‘silver lining’ in the mushroom cloud – seeded the 
subsequent emergence of molecular biology.10 my contribution stresses a much more 
tangible legacy of the war – the redeployment of facilities built for the bomb project 
to provide postwar scientists and physicians with nuclear-generated radioisotopes. 
Physical scientists within the manhattan Project developed and launched this plan, 
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which was part of their efforts advancing the civilian control of atomic energy after 
demobilization.11 

Prior to the war, cyclotrons, exemplified by the massive machines at Ernest 
Lawrence’s Berkeley lab, were the principle source of artificial radioisotopes. Physicists 
began to collaborate with physicians and biologists in the late 1930s in using these new 
radioactive sources in research, therapy, and diagnosis. indeed, the medical uses of 
radioactive sources – especially in treating cancer – provided an important justification 
for cyclotron-building in the late 1930s and 1940s.12 Even so, cyclotrons produced tiny 
amounts of isotopes at high cost, and access relied on direct interaction with physicists 
and chemists. for example, in 1937 Lawrence was supplying only a half a dozen biologists 
with radiolabels.13 

The development of nuclear reactors, first called ‘graphite piles’, as part of the 
manhattan Project, made available an alternative means for producing artificial 
radioisotopes. in the course of converting uranium into plutonium for bomb production, 
the american military’s reactors at Oak ridge and Hanford generated radioisotopes as 

figure 10.1 unloading of an irradiated sample from the Oak ridge reactor. Original caption 
reads: ‘removal of radioactivated sample from the pile after a neutron bombardment. 
Here Dr ralph Overman, with a long holder, removed a bombarded sample from the 
carrier block which has been pulled from the pile. mrs Weber measures the sample’s 
radioactive strength to check on the safety of handling it. The carrier block is pulled 
into a lead shield to protect the workers from the radiation of the other samples in 
the carrier’. X-10, Clinton Laboratories, 14 June 1946. Source: uS army Photograph. 
Courtesy national archives, photograph no. 433-Or-box 22-mED-308.
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fission products, although in impure form. iodine-131, whose use in the diagnosis and 
treatment of thyroid disorders had already been shown, was one such by-product.14 in 
addition, foreign ‘target’ materials could be placed in the reactor to produce specific 
radioisotopes from neutron bombardment (see figure 10.1). Several of the isotopes of 
biological interest, such as carbon-14, sulphur-35, and phosphorus-32, could be produced 
easily and cheaply this way.

Even before the conclusion of World War ii, the head of the manhattan Project, 
general Leslie groves, approved a plan to dedicate the Oak ridge reactor to mass-
production of radioisotopes for outside users (figures 10.2 and 10.3). Scientists and 
physicians could utilize radioisotopes in two ways: as radiation sources, principally in 
cancer therapy, and as tracers for tagging a molecule of interest with radioactive atoms to 
follow its movement through tissues or chemical transformations.15 The headquarters of 
the manhattan Project signaled both of these avenues of use in its announcement of the 
radioisotope program in June of 1946: ‘Production of tracer and therapeutic radioisotopes 
has been heralded as one of the great peacetime contributions of the uranium chain-
reacting pile. This use of the pile will unquestionably be rich in scientific, medical, and 
technological applications’.16 

figure 10.2 aerial photograph of building housing the graphite reactor and process area, Clinton 
Engineer Works, Oak ridge. Source: uS army Corps of Engineers, manhattan 
Engineering District, 10 march 1944. Courtesy national archives, photograph no. 
433-Or-box 22-roll 206-28.
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figure 10.3 two workers loading uranium slugs into the concrete face of the graphite reactor, X-
10, with others in the control room. The photograph in figure 10.1, of an irradiated 
sample being removed from the reactor, was on the left side of the reactor, though 
this shot was taken much later (in the 1960s, perhaps even after the reactor was 
shut down, in which case the actions were staged). Courtesy Department of Energy 
Photography.
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On august 2, 1946, the day after the atomic Energy act was signed into law, 
Eugene Wigner, the director of Oak ridge national Laboratory, hand-delivered the 
first government radioisotope shipment to Edmund Vincent Cowdry and William L. 
Simpson, research director and associate research director of the Barnard free Skin and 
Cancer Hospital, St Louis, missouri. it was a carefully orchestrated event with full press 
coverage. The manhattan Project’s civilian successor, the aEC, made the radioisotope 
program the cornerstone of its program for atomic biology and medicine. from 1946 to 
1955, the aEC sent out nearly 64,000 shipments of radioactive materials to laboratories, 
companies, and hospitals.17 

The reactor-based production system at Oak ridge substantially reduced the cost 
of radioisotopes and dramatically increased their availability. government officials 
estimated that whereas the Oak ridge pile could manufacture 200 millicuries of carbon-
14 in a few weeks, at a cost of about $10,000, ‘it would take 1,000 cyclotrons to equal this 
output, and the operating cost would be well over $1,000,000’.18 The aEC subsidized 
radioisotope usage in key areas, making radioisotopes ordered for cancer treatment, 
diagnosis, and research free of charge from 1947.19 The agency further encouraged 
laboratory researchers to use radioisotopes by offering courses to scientists on methods 
for using radioactive materials and by cooperating with industry to make radio-labeled 
compounds available.

The two isotopes that were shipped from Oak ridge most frequently – about two-
thirds of domestic shipments and a higher proportion of foreign shipments – were 
phosphorus-32 and iodine-131. Both had been part of medical physics since the 1930s 
in conjunction with the production of artificial radioisotopes by neutron sources 
and subsequently by cyclotrons. in both cases, early metabolic studies led rapidly to 
clinical application.20 Physicians used phosphorus-32 to treat blood disorders such as 
leukemia and polycythemia vera, and used iodine-131 to treat hyperthyroidism and, 
more experimentally, cancer of the thyroid.

Since the 1930s, physicians and scientists had fostered hope that radioisotopes, which 
could localize to particular tissues, would eventually replace radium and X rays in clinical 
use to irradiate tumours. The publicity surrounding the government’s radioisotope 
program reinforced this expectation. as one writer for the New York Times informed 
readers, ‘properly chosen atoms can become a powerful and highly selective weapon for 
the destruction of certain types of cancer’.21 Well into the 1950s, journalists and agency 
officials perpetuated the mirage that investment in atomic energy would generate cancer 
cures, an expectation never fulfilled to the extent envisioned.22 However, this did not 
mean that radioisotopes proved less useful in clinical application than expected – rather, 
isotopes became crucial to techniques of visualization for diagnosing diseases, a field of 
application associated with the term ‘nuclear medicine’ by the 1950s.

in order to cultivate clinical facilities for medical uses of radioisotopes, the aEC 
funded research programs and new facilities at a few medical schools, such as uCLa 
and university of rochester.23 The aEC also constructed cancer research hospitals at 
argonne and Oak ridge national Laboratories, referring to one such hospital in 1949 
as a ‘clinical proving ground’.24 While these new facilities were being built, the aEC 
developed an equally significant – and higher volume – clinical venue for the utilization 
of radioisotopes by working with an already-existing hospital infrastructure, that of the 
Veterans administration.25 
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figure 10.4 rosalyn yalow preparing an ‘atomic cocktail’, 1948. Source: Eugene Straus, Rosalyn 
Yalow, Nobel Laureate: Her Life and Work in Medicine, new york: Plenum trade, 1998, 
p. 119. ©1998 Eugene Straus. reprinted by permission of Basic Books, a member of 
Perseus Books group.
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The atomic bomb tests at Bikini atoll in 1946, which went by the name Operation 
Crossroads, provided motivation for the Va to develop a new kind of radiological 
expertise.26 The tests, which involved over 200,000 servicemen, resulted in unanticipated 
levels of radioactive contamination on the test ships and service vessels.27  in fact, a third 
of the three planned tests was cancelled altogether due to the radiological catastrophe 
caused by the second underwater blast. general groves and other government 
officials expressed worry that the men who participated in the navy’s operations at 
Bikini might bring lawsuits against the government over injuries resulting from 
their involuntary radiological exposure.28 in 1947, a newly-created Central advisory 
Committee recommended that the Va establish an atomic medicine Division to deal 
with disability claims and other litigation filed by veterans exposed to radiation from 
atomic bomb testing.29 The committee envisioned a radioisotope Program as part of 
this atomic medicine Division, to facilitate ‘research aimed at bringing veterans the 
benefits of medical breakthroughs connected with the use of radioisotopes’.30 although 
the division did not, in the end, materialize, the radioisotope Program did, beginning 
with six Va Hospitals establishing radioisotope units supplied by the aEC.31 By 1953, 
the number of these units had grown to thirty-three, employing 202 staff.32 

One of the original six units was the radioisotope Service at the Va Hospital in the 
Bronx, which, in 1947, hired the young nuclear physicist rosalyn yalow to help set up 
this venture (see figure 10.4).33 By 1949, yalow had established a laboratory there and 
was investigating the usefulness of radioactive phosphorus and sodium in diagnosing 
tumours.34 as she shifted to doing research at the hospital full-time, she was keen to find 
a physician to collaborate with, and asked Dr Bernard Straus, Chief of medicine at the 
hospital, if he had any candidates. He recommended a young clinician named Solomon 
Berson, who joined yalow in 1950 after he completed his residency in internal medicine.35 
The two rapidly established a tight partnership in medical research using radioisotopic 
tracers, beginning with the use of iodine-131 to study thyroid physiology in Va hospital 
patients.36 Clinicians began using iodine-131 on a wide scale as soon as the aEC made 
it available, building on the pre-war record of success in applications of radioiodine to 
diagnose thyroid function and treat thyroid conditions.37 yalow and Berson focused 
their attention on improving the measurement of iodine-131 clearance rates in vivo.

yalow and Berson extended their use of radioisotopes for precise in vivo measurements 
by tagging erythrocytes with isotopes of potassium and phosphorus to measure blood 
volume.38 Like their earlier studies, these investigations relied on being able to inject 
patients with isotopically labeled materials. Their papers do not include information 
about the relationship of their research to the treatment and care of these patient-
subjects. it is also hard to discern from their publications whether yalow and Berson 
regarded their experiments with patients as therapeutic or non-therapeutic. a non-
therapeutic research design entails radiation exposure in the absence of any specific 
medical benefit for the subjects.39 as we will see, the ‘healthy volunteers’ invoked in 
some of their papers provide clear examples of non-therapeutic studies. Equally vague 
in these publications are the provisions for informed consent. These patient-subjects 
played a crucial role in yalow and Berson’s research – which in the end, for unexpected 
reasons, did have important beneficial consequences for endocrinology and medical 
diagnostics. most were exposed to very small amounts of radioactivity, primarily iodine-
131. yet the ambiguity as to whether or not these patients were aware of their status and 
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risks as research subjects, and whether their exposure to radioisotopes was also part of 
their treatment or diagnosis, remains a troubling aspect of the history, an issue to which 
i will return.

Within a few years, yalow and Berson applied their precise methods of measuring 
blood proteins to see if radioisotopically-labeled insulin disappeared more rapidly from 
the bloodstream of diabetic than normal subjects. This study put to the test a suggestion 
by one prominent expert on diabetes that the disease resulted from the abnormally 
rapid degradation of serum insulin.40 yalow and Berson administered radioiodine-
labeled insulin to both diabetic and non-diabetic patients as well as to some ‘healthy 
volunteer laboratory personnel’ of the Va Hospital in the Bronx.41 to their surprise, 
they observed the very opposite of the effect they expected: insulin persisted in the 
bloodstream of most diabetics far longer than in that of normal subjects. This nullified 
the rapid degradation theory of diabetes, but it raised another question of why diabetic 
patients exhibited such a low turnover of insulin in their bloodstream. 

yalow and Berson could differentiate the effects of diabetes from the effects of 
its treatment with insulin by analyzing another patient population at the hospital: 
psychiatric patients receiving insulin ‘shock therapy’. from the 1930s through the 
1960s, psychiatrists in the uS used insulin to induce hypoglycemic shock and even 
coma as a way to treat thousands of schizophrenic patients.42 Blood samples from two 
insulin-receiving schizophrenic patients contained the same long-lasting insulin bound 
to antibody that characterized the insulin-treated diabetic patients. in other words, 
persistence of insulin in the bloodstream correlated with whether the patient had 
received exogenous insulin, regardless of their disease (figure 10.5).43 yalow and Berson 

figure 10.5 ‘radioactivity in Plasma as a function of time following intravenous administration 
of insulin-i-131’. Source: Solomon a. Berson, rosalyn S. yalow, arthur Bauman, 
marcus a. rothschild, and Katharina newerly, ‘insulin-i131 metabolism in Human 
Subjects: Demonstration of insulin Binding globulin in the Circulation of insulin 
treated Subjects’, Journal of Clinical Investigation, 35, 1956, pp. 170–90, at p. 173. 
reproduced by permission.
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concluded it was the immunogenicity of beef or pork insulin that was responsible for 
the presence of the insulin-binding antibodies.

yalow and Berson’s contention that patients treated with animal-derived insulin 
developed antibodies against it was highly controversial. Their manuscripts were 
rejected from the journal Science and initially from the Journal of Clinical Investigation, 
because peer reviewers were not persuaded that a molecule as small as insulin could 
be immunogenic.44 as yalow’s biographer states, ‘Letters flew back and forth, passion 
flared, and then, in the midst of the battle, they accepted a compromise to drop the term 
antibody in the title of the paper and call the protein an insulin-binding globulin’.45 
yalow’s 1977 nobel Prize address, published in Science, included a copy of the letter 
from the journal of the Journal of Clinical Investigation, which laid out the objections to 
the paper (figure 10.6).46 

figure 10.6. Excerpts of a letter of rejection received from Journal of Clinical Investigation. Source: 
rosalyn S. yalow, ‘radioimmunoassay: a Probe for the fine Structure of Biologic 
Systems’ (nobel Lecture for yalow’s 1977 Prize in Physiology or medicine, shared 
with r. guillemin and a. Schally), Science, 200, 1978, pp. 1236–45, at p. 1238. © 
nobel foundation 1977.
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in order to overcome this skepticism, yalow and Berson utilized several physical-
chemical techniques to demonstrate that the insulin-binding globulin was a specific 
antibody, found only in patients who had been treated with exogenous insulin. They 
used radioelectrophoresis to show that radioactively-labeled insulin migrated with serum 
gamma globulin (plasma antibodies) in insulin-treated patients. They also employed 
chromatography and ultracentrifugation to analyze how labeled insulin interacted with 
serum proteins from patients, both those who had received insulin treatment and those 
who had not. all the results showed a consistent pattern: in insulin-treated patients 
most of the radioactivity from labeled insulin was associated with serum gamma 
globulin protein, that is, igg antibodies.47 if the initial reviewers of yalow and Berson’s 
papers were skeptical, the publications won over the field. Berson received the american 
Diabetes association’s first Lilly award in 1957 (yalow won it in 1961). This was the first 
of many prizes recognizing their contributions (figure 10.7).

figure 10.7 Solomon Berson and rosalyn yalow holding the check for the first Eli Lilly award 
given by the american Diabetes association, awarded to Berson in 1957. Source: 
Eugene Straus, rosalyn yalow, Nobel Laureate: Her Life and Work in Medicine, new 
york: Plenum trade, 1998, p. 153. ©1998 Eugene Straus. reprinted by permission of 
Basic Books, a member of Perseus Books group. 
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as part of these studies, yalow and Berson sought to determine the maximum 
binding capacity of the serum antibodies against insulin.48 They recognized that the 
binding of radiolabeled insulin to a fixed amount of antibody is a quantitative function 
of the amount of insulin present. When a small amount of radioactively-labeled insulin 
was added to insulin antibody, all of it was bound by the antibody. The addition of 
unlabeled insulin prevented the binding of labeled insulin in proportion to the total 
amount of insulin present. This meant that one could add labeled insulin to a solution 
containing both insulin antibody and an unknown amount of insulin, and calculate 
precisely the concentration of insulin based on how much of the labeled insulin was 
bound by antibody (figure 10.8). This is the principle of radioimmunoassay, although 
it was three more years before yalow and Berson published a paper showing how the 
technique could be used to measure insulin levels in human plasma.49 Their method 
for determining insulin concentration relied on several assay points; one could compare 
the curve of bound to free insulin to a curve using known standards. yalow and Berson 
claimed that their technique could measure human insulin down to a range of 0.25–1.0 
µ-units (1.25–5.0 µ-units per milliliter). The sensitivity of this method improved upon 
existing bioassay techniques by about two orders of magnitude, and enabled users to 
measure levels of human serum insulin directly using a very small amount of blood.50

The Technological Trajectory of Radioimmunoassay

yalow and Berson were not the only investigators to realize that competitive binding, 
radioactive labels, and specific antibodies could be used in concert for quantitative 
assays. in the uK, roger Ekins was working in the Department of Physics applied to 
medicine at the middlesex Hospital medical School in London. He was collaborating 
with some hormone biochemists on developing assay techniques for serum thyroxine 

figure 10.8 Schematic diagram showing the competing reactions that form the basis of 
radioimmunoassay (ria). Source: rosalyn S. yalow, ‘radioimmunoassay: a Probe 
for the fine Structure of Biologic Systems’ (nobel Lecture for yalow’s 1977 Prize in 
Physiology or medicine, shared with r. guillemin and a. Schally), Science, 200, 
1978, pp. 1236–45, at p. 1239. © nobel foundation 1977.
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(thyroid hormone), and realized that the recently isolated specific thyroxine-binding 
globulin (antibody) and radio-labeled hormone could be used for the purpose of such 
an assay. as he has recounted since, his idea was greeted with skepticism by his peers and 
he was refused funding to purchase the radiolabel needed to test it. However, in 1957 a 
hospital patient provided him with the opportunity to follow up this idea. The patient 
had a thyroid tumor and was being treated with massive doses of iodine-131. Ekins 
observed that the resulting radioactivity in the patient’s bloodstream was largely bound 
by blood proteins – specifically, antibodies to the patient’s now-radioactive thyroid 
hormone – and Ekins used blood samples from this patient to show how unlabeled 
exogenous thyroid hormone could compete with the radioactive endogenous thyroxine 
bound to serum antibody.51 as in the case of yalow and Berson’s work, the postwar use of 
radioisotopes, especially radioiodine, in clinical medicine provided the context in which 
the radioimmunoassay method took shape.52 Both the antigens being studied – insulin 
and thyroxine – were hormones. a third research group developed a radioimmunoassay 
for another hormone, glucagon, in 1959.53

Through the late 1960s, endocrinology remained the major arena of application for 
radioimmunoassay (figure 10.9).54 yalow and Berson extended their method to develop 
assays for a variety of other peptide hormones including growth hormone, aCtH, 
parathyroid hormone, and gastrin.55 This research direction took advantage of the fact 
that many peptide hormones were newly available in pure form. non-peptide hormones, 
beginning with thyroxine, were also targeted – the development of radioimmunoassays 
for steroids being especially notable.56 These assays benefited medical practice as well as 
research: being able to detect various hormones in human plasma down to picomolar 
concentrations (a trillionth of a mole) greatly expanded the diagnostic capabilities of 
clinical endocrinology.57 in fact, it brought many blood hormones within range of direct 
measurement – hormones such as insulin and thyroxine were not concentrated enough 

figure 10.9 ‘number of papers concerning experiments in which rias were used published by yalow 
and Berson (y and B, left) and all others in american journals of endocrinology and 
diabetes through 1969. Papers before 1965 are shown in black; 1965 and later are cross-
hatched. (JCi, Journal of Clinical Investigation; JCE, Journal of Clinical Endocrinology; 
Endocrinol., Endocrinology). Source: rosalyn S. yalow, ‘radioimmunoassay: a Probe 
for the fine Structure of Biologic Systems’ (nobel Lecture for yalow’s 1977 Prize in 
Physiology or medicine, shared with r. guillemin and a. Schally), Science, 200, 
1978, pp. 1236–45, at p. 1239. © nobel foundation 1977.
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for detection by the antibody-based agglutination tests of the 1950s. at the same time, 
the new detection methods led researchers to recognize that many hormones (nearly all 
peptide hormones) exist in more than one form in vivo, due to the presence of precursors 
and metabolic products. many hormone precursors, such as pro-insulin and big gastrin, 
were identified and characterized through use of radioimmunoassay in concert with 
other methods of analysis, such as electrophoresis. Thus the increasing sensitivity of 
immunoassays was accompanied by a growing recognition of the actual heterogeneity 
of the target molecules.58 

This sophisticated detection method relied on a very old-fashioned substance, 
anti-sera from laboratory animals, as its source of antibodies. in yalow and Berson’s 
laboratory, the anti-sera came from guinea pigs, each of which was inoculated with a 
distinct antigen, such as gastrin or growth hormone. yalow’s biographer writes that in 
the early hours of the morning, she would spend time with her guinea pigs, offering 
them lettuce from home, cradling them in the crook of her arm, and cajoling them to 
produce the best anti-sera in the world (figure 10.10).59 Her laboratory did not make its 
valuable anti-sera available for sale, but it did provide precious vials to the scientists who 
came from all over the world to the Bronx to learn its methods.

figure 10.10. rosalyn yalow holding one of the anti-sera-producing guinea pigs in her laboratory. 
Source: Eugene Straus, Rosalyn Yalow, Nobel Laureate: Her Life and Work in Medicine, 
new york: Plenum trade, 1998, p. 15. ©1998 Eugene Straus. reprinted by permission 
of Basic Books, a member of Perseus Books group.
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in the early 1970s, radioimmunoassays began to reach a much wider range of users – 
and began to go by the acronym ria. The emergence of commercial radioimmunoassay 
reagents and ‘kits’ registered and reinforced this trend, while taking advantage of new 
technical developments. in particular, iodine-125 overtook iodine-131 as the label of 
choice, and the longer half-life of this isotope in turn meant a reasonable shelf life for 
commercial assay kits.60 new England nuclear, which had been founded in 1956 to 
provide radio-labeled reagents to researchers, moved into the area of radioimmunoassay 
products and featured this technique in their 1973 annual report.61 Their report 
focused on the uses of ria for endocrine diagnosis (e.g., for pituitary hormones to 
diagnose various endocrine disorders and for angiotensin 1, whose levels were affected 
by hypertension) and drug dosage (e.g., for digoxin or digitoxin in patients with 
congestive heart failure) (figure 10.11).62 yalow and Berson and their colleague J.H. 
Walsh developed a radioimmunoassay for hepatitis-associated antigen in 1970, and by 
the end of the decade this became the ‘method of choice for testing for infected blood 
in red Cross and other blood banks in the united States’.63 One writer has gone so far 
as to credit government regulation requiring blood banks to screen for hepatitis with 
fostering the commercial development: ‘ria was the only method with the required 
sensitivity at that time. and abbott Diagnostic was the only company with a suitable 

figure 10.11. Picture of a Digoxin 125i radioimmunoassay kit from new England nuclear. ‘to 
provide data necessary to evaluate, monitor, and improve the management of 
digitalized patients, nEn provides the Digoxin 125i ria kit. a typical “standard 
curve,” from which a patient’s digoxin level might be determined, overlays the photo’. 
Source: new England nuclear 1977 annual report, courtesy of Paul mcnulty.
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ria’.64 Oncology was another growing market for ria-based in vitro diagnostics, since 
patients could be screened for antigens that marked particular tumours, especially 
endocrine tumours, either to enable early detection or to monitor cancer patients after 
treatment.65 in the late 1970s, ria diagnostic tests for carcino-embryonic antigen and 
for hepatitis comprised about 20 per cent of the commercial market.66 ria attained an 
impressive scale of use: around fifty-two million radioimmunoassays were performed in 
1975.67

in effect, the movement of ria, in the 1970s, from research laboratories to clinical 
laboratories necessitated the industrialization of the technique. as one commentator 
described the situation in 1979,

The clinical diagnostic laboratory industry is large, growing, and highly fragmented. many 
people fail to realize that the clinical laboratory industry generates approximately $10–12 
billion in revenues per year and is approximately the same size as the ethical drug industry. 
There are approximately 7,000 hospital laboratories which generate approximately $5 
billion, and approximately 7,000 independent commercial laboratories which generate 
another $2.5 billion per year. in addition, there are 50,000–60,000 physician office 
laboratories which perform some $2.5 billion worth of testing. . . 
 Basically, there’s logistics – how do you get 17,000 samples picked up from 8,000 
doctors? Sample handling – how do you number in 17,000 patients properly? if we put 
the wrong number on the wrong patient, and give someone else leukemia, we do not keep 
that account very long. Production – how do we get the correct answer on 256,000 tests 
each day? reporting – how do we produce the reports on an overnight basis, and transmit 
them back to the 30 cities? How do we bill 8,000 clients and now with the new york 
Patient Billing Law and the rhode island Patient Billing Law, how do we bill 160,000 
patients every single month in amounts from $5.00 to $15.00? 68

One answer to the challenge of scaling up the use of ria for in vitro diagnostics 
was the development of automated instrumentation. By 1979, there were six automated 
systems available. Beyond the labor-saving advantages of automation, these instruments 
also helped minimize exposure of workers in high-volume testing laboratories to the 
radioactivity of the samples.69 

in 1975, georges Köhler and César milstein published their method for the in 
vitro synthesis of monoclonal antibodies, antibodies against single antigen binding 
sites or epitopes, produced from cultured cells. The individual antibody-producing 
cells, or B lymphocytes, are fused with tumour cells to allow their propagation by cell 
culture; the clonal lines created by this technique are referred to as hybridomas. By 
contrast, ordinary polyclonal antibodies are generated by many different lineages of B 
lymphocytes, each of which produced a specific antibody against one of many binding 
sites on the antigen.70 monoclonal antibodies thus provided two striking advantages 
in antibody-based detection techniques: they offered enhanced specificity because they 
were completely homogeneous in their binding of antigen, and they circumvented the 
reliance on animals for antibodies in anti-sera. The monoclonal ‘revolution’, however, 
did not occur immediately. Ekins has called attention to the lag of nearly a decade 
between Köhler and milstein’s publication and the use of monoclonal antibodies in 
immunoassays.71 in accounting for this delay, alberto Cambrosio and Peter Keating 
argue that a great deal of art and effort was required to replicate hybridoma technology 
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in order to scale up the production of monoclonal antibodies, even after the initial 
techniques had been published.72 monoclonal antibodies were costly to produce. Even 
so, by the late 1980s, human and veterinary diagnostic tests using monoclonal antibodies 
represented the vast majority of biotech products on the market.73

Since the 1980s, growing concerns about the health effects of low-level radiation 
exposure as well as stricter regulations for disposal of radioactive waste have provided 
incentives for laboratories to shift to non-radioactive labels in immunoassays – such 
as enzymatic, chromogenic, fluorescent, and luminescent tags.74 in commercial assay 
kits, non-isotopic labels tend to have a longer shelf life than radiolabels. nonetheless, 
radioimmunoassay has not become an obsolete technology. as one observer noted in 
1979, ‘The demise of ria as a technology for sensitive assays has been discussed almost 
since it was introduced’.75 One science writer has attributed the enduring utility of ria 
to its tremendous sensitivity, part of which derives from the nature of radioactivity as a 
label, with which one can potentially detect even a few tagged molecules.76 as of 1994, 
there were at least forty-four commercial suppliers of radioimmunoassay kits, reagents, 
and supplies.77 Clinical laboratories were still using ria to measure levels of substances 
such as ‘pregnancy and growth hormones, drugs ingested therapeutically or illegally, 
such as antibiotics, cocaine, and steroids; antigens that are characteristic of autoimmune 
thyroid disease and other autoimmune disorders and antigens that indicate infection by 
various bacteria, parasites (such as schistosoma), and viruses’.78 

Workplace testing for drugs has become a significant facet of the commercial 
immunoassay market, particularly after President reagan’s executive order in 1986 
‘directing federal agencies to achieve a drug-free federal workplace’.79 forensic 
toxicologists had already begun to develop sensitive drug tests before reagan’s mandate. 
among the methods that came to market in the early 1980s was a radio-labeled assay 
for drug testing called abusescreen. according to the national institute of Drug 
abuse (niDa) guidelines for employee drug testing, developed in the late 1980s, two 
different analytical methods should be used to reach a positive result: initial screening 
by immunoassay, and confirmation by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry.80 
usually enzyme-linked immunoassays are used for the initial screening, although the 
uS military, which has more stringent regulations than the niDa guidelines, requires 
more sensitive tests using ria.81 

in the 1990s, the frontier for immunoassays, including ria, became environmental 
monitoring and toxicology. targeted compounds have included halogenated 
hydrocarbons such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and dioxins, dichloro-diphenyl-
trichloroethane (DDt), herbicides such as atrazine, and a wide variety of other pollutants 
and contaminants.82 as one observer notes, ‘developing antibodies to toxic chemical 
haptens comes with its own set of problems’, not least that if one is using an animal 
to provide the antibodies, it may not be able to survive injection with such poisonous 
compounds.83 in addition, other analytical methods have their own advantages. 
traditional chromatographic methods of environmental monitoring, although costly, 
allow analytical chemists to detect multiple residues, a feature only recently developed 
for immunoassays.84 On the other hand, the sensitivity of immunoassays exceeds most 
rival methods, and the technology has already been developed for high-volume sample 
processing. One government research group adapted an ria from medical diagnostics 
to develop a sensitive screen for the presence of antibiotics shed from confined livestock 
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operations into ground water.85 immunoassays have also been used to test for the presence 
of pesticide-based metabolites in humans.86 The advancing threshold of detection for 
agrochemicals and pollutants is a concern for industry. as one commentator has noted, 
government regulations tend to ‘parallel the sensitivity of the detection technologies’, 
whether or not such levels are linked to health risks.87 

Thus antibody-based assay methods have expanded beyond the arena of clinical 
diagnostics to be used by companies and federal agencies in the monitoring of certain 
morally-charged chemical compounds, which can now be detected at a few parts per 
billion. The state makes use of these technologies in its efforts to compel individuals, 
institutions, and companies to comply with government regulations, whether in the 
name of a drug-free workplace, a safe blood supply, or an uncontaminated environment. 
These efforts by the government to monitor individuals and ecosystems do not go 
uncontested.88 ria, having originated in the atomic age, helped make possible a world 
of molecular surveillance.

Concluding Reflections: Atomic guinea Pigs?

This study of the development of radioimmunoassay is one thread of a larger project 
on the origins and consequences of the uS atomic Energy Commission’s radioisotope 
distribution program.89 The aEC program provided physicians with radioisotopes 
for therapy, diagnosis, and research and equipped scientists in a variety of fields to 
address longstanding questions in new ways. radioisotopes found wide-ranging uses, 
especially in biology. Biochemists used them as molecular tracers in the visualization of 
intracellular processes from photosynthesis to glycolysis. Ecologists used them to trace 
the circulation of phosphorus and other elements through ecosystems.90 The technique of 
radioimmunoassay similarly took advantage of this new mode of visualizing molecules, in 
this case to identify and quantify antigens with unrivaled sensitivity. radioimmunoassay 
thus extended the capability of scientists to access previously unseen molecular agents, 
demonstrating the power of radiolabels in technologies for detection and diagnostics. 

Ernst f. Pfeiffer, a distinguished diabetes researcher, has singled out radioimmunoassay 
as evidence of the ‘impact of insulin research upon biomedicine and clinical application’.91 
as he suggests, the development of ria challenges the commonly-held notion that 
biomedical knowledge is born in basic research laboratories and applied in clinics, for 
this antibody-based detection technique emerged from a scientific finding made in the 
clinical realm, and then was adopted by a wide array of basic researchers – both within 
and beyond biomedicine – even as it generated new diagnostic tools for clinical practice. 
This example is by no means unique in showing the complex pathways through which 
biomedical findings and technologies circulate between ‘bench and bedside’; historians 
of medical research have been pointing to the clinic as a source of scientific innovation 
for some time.92 nonetheless, the case of ria makes the point especially vivid. 

at the same time, it is worth asking why radioimmunoassay emerged from clinical 
experiments and observations, since there is no reason that techniques using competitive 
antibody binding need have originated in a research hospital. The answer necessarily 
implicates the uS aEC, which not only made radioisotopes available and affordable, 
but strongly encouraged clinicians to experiment with them. The government’s push 
to reap medical dividends from the atomic age did catalyze impressive innovations in 
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nuclear medicine, but the human experimentation that enabled these advances has come 
under public criticism during the last fifteen years.93 in 1993, investigative journalist 
Eileen Welsome first published reports naming americans who had been injected 
with plutonium, many without being informed, much less asked to consent.94 Her 
stories spurred other reporters to uncover incidents of government-sponsored radiation 
experiments on patients, pregnant women, and children. responding to intense public 
pressure and outrage, the uS government admitted in December 1993 to having 
concealed human radiation experiments.95 President Clinton subsequently appointed 
an advisory Committee on Human radiation Experiments early in 1994, and they 
published a report in 1995.96 The committee sought to bring the government record on 
these matters to light, where there was a record – for the documents concerning human 
experiments were incomplete even where declassified. 

in their report, the advisory Committee points out that, so far as the aEC’s 
radioisotope distribution program was concerned, the agency was attuned from the 
beginning to the need for ethical oversight for human uses. Beginning in 1946, a 
Subcommittee on Human application of the interim advisory Committee on isotope 
Distribution Policy reviewed, with veto power, any requests for radioactive materials to 
be used in humans. By October 1946, there were 217 requests, 211 of which had been 
approved. 94 of these 217 requests were for human usage; 90 of them were approved.97 
initially, the main ethical concern of the committee was allocation – since radioisotopes 
were still regarded as a scarce resource, this committee was charged with setting 
priorities, both among various possible human uses and between human uses and 
research applications. However, as the Oak ridge facility increased production, supply 
kept up with demand – and in fact exceeded it. in retrospect, the ethics of allocation 
appear much less significant than issues of safety and informed consent. although the 
aEC acknowledged the importance of consent from the spring of 1947, the agency did 
not develop a consent requirement for experimental volunteers until the late 1950s. in 
general, local committees at institutions that received aEC radioisotopes were expected 
to monitor radiation hazards and safeguard patients.98

Clinton’s advisory Committee pointed to the development of radioimmunoassay by 
yalow and Berson as an example of the unexpected and beneficial consequences from 
experimentation – in this case, clinical experimentation – using radioisotopes.99 yet the 
broader legacy of the manhattan Project and the aEC illustrates how the government’s 
sense of urgency in developing atomic energy, first for new weapons then for civilian 
application, ran ahead of scientific understanding of the hazards of exposure – and 
sometimes ahead of protection against known dangers. in formulating guidelines to 
protect scientists, physicians, patients, and workers exposed to radioisotopes as well 
as other sources of radiation, the aEC drew on existing frameworks for safety and 
permissible exposure developed by health physicists in the manhattan Project and 
by the non-governmental national Committee on radiation Protection, the latter 
of which had been first established in 1929 in response to injuries and deaths from 
X rays and radium.100 assessing and mitigating the adverse effects of the newly available 
radioisotopes was difficult, because the specific risks associated with exposure to most 
reactor-produced radioisotopes were unknown – many of these artificial radioisotopes 
had not been previously produced in such large quantities if at all.101 The aEC emphasized 
safe handling and disposal of radioactivity in its isotope distribution program, requiring 
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the institutions licensed to receive its isotopes to abide by its guidelines, though it is 
not clear how these were enforced. Officials and scientists tended to assume that the 
dangers of low-level radiation exposure, such as that usually associated with tracer 
uses of isotopes, were too minimal to warrant much concern. However, critics, both 
at the time and since, questioned whether the agency’s emphasis on promoting atomic 
energy and advancing atomic weaponry hindered full disclosure of radiation risks and 
compromised the safety of users and experimental subjects. 

two sets of non-therapeutic human experiments with radioisotopes brought to light 
in the 1990s attracted particularly strong criticism and, in one case, litigation. The first 
was a study of the nutritional needs of pregnant women undertaken by the tennessee 
Department of Health and researchers at Vanderbilt medical School, with funds from the 
Public Health Service and the rockefeller foundation. One part of the study addressing 
iron absorption during pregnancy involved oral ingestion of tracer amounts of radioiron 
by ‘approximately 820 poor, pregnant Caucasian women’.102 researchers drew blood 
from these pregnant subjects on their subsequent prenatal visit to analyze the percentage 
of iron absorbed, and measured the radioactivity of the iron in their infants at birth. 
although the scientific question prompting the investigation was legitimate – anemia 
during pregnancy is a commonplace problem – the radioactive iron offered no benefit 
to the pregnant subjects, and whether the doses carried risk to their fetuses has been a 
matter of study and debate since the 1960s. The advisory Committee stated that they 
found ‘some indication that the women neither gave their consent nor were aware they 
were participating in an experiment’.103 in 1998, a class action lawsuit on behalf of these 
women resulted in a $10.3 million settlement.104

non-therapeutic studies were also conducted on institutionalized children. most 
notably and notoriously, nutritional researchers from mit fed cereal containing trace 
amounts of radioactive iron and calcium to ‘students at the Walter E. fernald School, 
a massachusetts institution for mentally retarded children’.105 The study was funded by 
the atomic Energy Commission, the national institutes of Health, and Quaker Oats 
Company. The young male subjects were members of the school’s ‘science club,’ and 
they were offered treats for participating such as extra milk and special outings. The 
advisory Committee on Human radiation Experiments singled this study out for its 
ethical problems, even by standards of the time.106

alongside the pregnant women and children who have become conspicuous for their 
roles in radioisotope experiments, veterans occupy a distinct historical position as subjects 
of investigation. in the uS, soldiers and veterans served as ‘scientific guinea pigs’ in two 
kinds of activity related to atomic energy. first and foremost, military personnel were 
unwitting subjects in the dozens of atomic test explosions that took place between 1946 
and 1963.107 to the degree that the planners of these tests regarded military personnel 
as human subjects, these studies were designed to investigate not the biological effects 
of radiation, but the psychological and physiological reactions of servicemen to the 
atomic blasts. These research subjects, often involved in training maneuvers at test sites, 
formed a small contingent of the 200,000 people who experienced radiation exposure 
in conjunction with american atomic weapons testing. Servicemen who experienced 
radiation as an occupational hazard at test sites were still used as sources of biomedical 
data.108 in the 1960s and 1970s, hundreds of veterans who participated in nuclear tests 
filed claims with the Veterans administration for service-connected radiation injuries.109 
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although the Va ruled in favor of only a handful of claimants, the veterans’ cause 
became a political issue. in 1988, Congress passed legislation establishing compensation 
for radiation-exposed veterans irrespective of whether injury could be proven. 

The other arena of exposure related to military service was strictly clinical: as we 
have seen, veterans were at the front-lines of medical experiments with radioisotopes at 
Va Hospitals in the late 1940s and 1950s. The aEC took advantage of the government-
controlled hospital infrastructure for military personnel in order to establish clinical 
research sites for nuclear medicine. This meant that veterans were in a position to benefit 
from the most recent advances in nuclear medicine, but they were also part of the aEC’s 
clinical proving ground for radioisotopes. The government’s motivation in this case was 
not so much military as political – the agency was eager for medical breakthroughs that 
would demonstrate atomic energy’s peaceful uses in the midst of an emerging nuclear 
arm race.

although ria could have been developed without the use of human subjects, 
both in the uS and the uK the novel binding assays arose as part of clinical research 
programs where patients were being treated with radioisotopes. in effect, human 
subjects and patients were the experimental vessels for observing competitive binding 
behavior of antibodies in the presence of marked antigen. yalow herself emphasized the 
serendipitous nature of ria, emerging as it did from her studies of insulin metabolism 
in a hospital’s radioisotope Service.110 yalow and Berson’s subsequent development of 
a laboratory technique from these initial observations effectively replaced the human 
body – which was both the site for binding reactions and the source of antibodies – with 
test tubes on the one hand, and animal sera on the other. in the 1980s, antibodies 
synthesized in vitro, that is, monoclonal antibodies, began replacing animal-derived 
antibodies. The trajectory of technological development was one of disembodiment, a 
progressive liberation from dependence on diabetic veterans, and then actual guinea 
pigs, to become an automated process using purely synthetic constituents. Or to put it 
another way, ria externalized clinical observations, rendering what had been an in vivo 
experiment into an in vitro assay. This examination of the technique’s history has put 
the veterans and guinea pigs back into the picture, to elucidate the complex legacies of 
government atomic energy policy and clinical research for postwar immunology. 
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Emerging Paradigm, Emerging Disease: 
molecular immunology and aiDS in the 

1980s
Victoria a. Harden

During the quarter century since aiDS was recognized in 1981, scholars and popular 
writers have produced a great outpouring of literature about many aspects of this disease. 
This paper will focus on a narrow but critically important segment of aiDS history that 
has not been explored as thoroughly as the social and political contexts. it will examine 
aspects of the intellectual context within which scientists at the uS national institutes 
of Health (niH) thought about this disease from their earliest encounter with an aiDS 
patient in 1981 until the human immunodeficiency virus was demonstrated as the cause 
of aiDS in 1984.1 Based on this case study, i will argue that the intellectual paradigm of 
molecular immunology, within which early aiDS research was conducted at the niH, 
was incomplete in the early 1980s, and that investigators utilized their partial knowledge 
to combat aiDS while simultaneously working to expand the intellectual scaffolding 
within which they could formulate new interventions.

Beginning about mid-1980, physicians began to see two anomalous medical 
problems. first were young men with what were called ‘opportunistic infections’. 
These infections were caused by microbes that usually were kept in check by the 
human immune system and that flared up only when they had the opportunity 
provided by an extraordinary shutdown of the immune system, such as that caused by 
radiation to prevent rejection of transplanted bone marrow. The other strange medical 
phenomenon was Kaposi’s sarcoma, a skin cancer usually seen only in elderly men with 
a mediterranean background. now it was occurring in seemingly healthy younger men. 
Physicians are trained with the mnemonic, ‘When you hear hoof beats, think first of 
horses, not zebras’. Thus physicians must have put down the first few aiDS cases as just 
something they personally did not recognize. as time went on, however, and similar 
cases were seen and mentioned to colleagues in telephone calls and at medical meetings, 
it gradually dawned on physicians that maybe these phenomena represented something 
new, a ‘zebra’ disease, a disease not previously encountered. On June 5, 1981, michael 
gottleib at the university of California, Los angeles, and his colleagues published the 
first medical article about aiDS in the united States. it was a short article about the 
opportunistic pneumonia caused by Pneumocystis carinii (PCP), and it appeared in the 
Centers for Disease Control’s weekly journal, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, or 
MMWR. in the ‘Editorial note’ following the case descriptions, the authors ventured no 
more than this cautious statement: ‘all of the above observations suggest the possibility 
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of a cellular-immune dysfunction related to a common exposure that predisposes 
individuals to opportunistic infections such as pneumocystosis and candidiasis’.2 

a month later, the MMWR published a second report from alvin friedman-Kein 
at new york university medical Center and a large number of his colleagues in new 
york and California hospitals, noting that Kaposi’s sarcoma was also being observed in 
men in the gay communities on both coasts. a link to the gottleib paper was made via 
the observation that some of the patients with Kaposi’s sarcoma also suffered from PCP 
and other opportunistic infections. Both papers observed that the population in which 
the symptoms were found was homosexual males.3 By the end of august 1981, a third 
paper was published in MMWR, this one submitted by public health officials at the 
local, state, and federal level. it contained epidemiological tables related to incidence 
of the diseases, noted that laboratory studies on possible suppression of the immune 
system were underway, that active disease surveillance was in progress, and a national 
case-control study planned. This paper sent a strong signal indicating that the medical 
community had been persuaded by the number of similar cases and patterns of disease in 
defined populations that a new disease was not just possible, but apparently probable.4

How was the uS federal government structured to respond to a new infectious 
disease? figure 11.1 shows the public health agencies of the uS Department of Health 
and Human Services (DHHS). Three agencies – the niH, the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC), and the food and Drug administration (fDa) – were technically 

US Department of Health and Human Services
(Other DHHS components included Medicare, Social Security, etc.)

Public Health Service

—National Institutes of Health
Medical research
18 institutes, centers, divisions in 1981
Intramural (in-house) and extramural (grants) programs

—Centers for Disease Control
Initial responder agency
Monitored epidemics
Addressed public health issues

—Food and Drug Administration
Regulation of foods, drugs, cosmetics
Oversight of clinical trials

figure 11.1 Organizational chart of the public health components of the uS Department of 
Health and Human Services, 1981.  Source: Office of niH History, national institutes 
of Health.
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National Institutes of Health

Office of the 
Director
No grant authority
No laboratories

NIAID
National Institute 
of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases

NCI
National Cancer 
Institute

NHLBI
National Heart, Lung 
and Blood Institute

NIA
National Institute on 
Aging

NIADDK
National Institute on 
Arthritis, Diabetes 
and Digestive & 
Kidney Diseases

NICHD
National Institute 
of Child Health 
and Human 
Development

NIDR
National Institute of 
Dental Research

NIEHS
National Institute 
of Environmental 
Health Sciences

NEI
National Eye 
Institute

NIGMS
National Institute 
of General Medical 
Sciences

NINCDS
National Institiute 
of Neurological and 
Communicative 
Disorders & Stroke

CC
NIH Clinical Center

DCRT
Division of 
Computer Research 
& Technology

FIC
Fogarty International 
Center

DRG
Division of Research 
Grants

DRR
Division of Research 
Services

NLM
National Libary of 
Medicine

figure 11.2. Organizational Structure of the national institutes of Health, 1981. Source: Office of 
niH History, national institutes of Health.
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subsumed under the uS Public Health Service (PHS), but, in fact, in 1981 the PHS 
primarily supervised the personnel of the Commissioned Officers Corps, not the civil 
servants who also worked in the agencies. The directors of the niH, the CDC, and 
the fDa all reported to the DHHS assistant Secretary for Health, not to the PHS 
Surgeon general.5 as they had evolved historically, moreover, the three agencies had 
specialized missions: the niH conducted medical research; the CDC responded to 
epidemic outbreaks, such as Legionnaire’s disease in 1976 and toxic shock syndrome in 
1980; and the fDa regulated food, drugs, and cosmetics. in 1981, the boundary lines 
between these agencies were clear. The advent of aiDS introduced a strain into this 
system that has been discussed by many authors, especially related to questions of the 
speed of making promising aiDS treatments available, access to and conduct of clinical 
trials, and coordination among agencies.6

The agency charged with research on understanding diseases was the national 
institutes of Health. figure 11.2 shows the eighteen components of the niH in 1981. By 
2006, the number of components had increased to twenty-seven. most of the institutes, 
Centers, and Divisions shown in this figure had been created since World War ii by 
a combination of forces including disease lobby groups such as the american Cancer 
Society and their Congressional backers, who liked to vote for health. With respect 
to a new disease whose first symptoms included pneumonia and a rare cancer, both 
the national institute of allergy and infectious Diseases (niaiD) and the national 
Cancer institute (nCi) might well have argued that they should claim ‘lead institute’ 
status with respect to aiDS. Later, when aiDS was shown to be transmissible by blood, 
the national Heart, Lung, and Blood institute might also have claimed a major stake 
in aiDS research. as other organs were identified as having aiDS involvement, the 
national Eye institute, the national institute of Dental research, the national institute 
of neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke, and most of the other 
components were also drawn into research on aiDS. Because of the historical growth 
of the niH, however, aiDS did not fit neatly into any single category in the existing 
structure, and it took some time and some friction to work out internal coordination 
and the divisions of responsibility.7

The niH is divided into an extramural or grants program, originally launched 
in 1946, to which 80 per cent of the niH budget is dedicated, and an intramural 
programme, in the niH’s own laboratories, which receives about 11 per cent of the 
budget. Both of these funding mechanisms were involved with research on aiDS, 
although the grants program was slower because of its administrative structure. The 
process for making awards is two tiered. first, a panel of experts in the field of any 
proposal – the peers of the requesting scientist – evaluate the proposal for scientific 
merit and award a score. after this peer review, the proposal is sent to an institute’s 
advisory council, which includes lay members, and which can change the weight given 
to proposals if they believe particular areas of research should be promoted. in 1981, the 
time from an investigator’s submission of a proposal to the time funds were received was 
about eight or nine months, under normal circumstances. in the 1980s, many writers 
were outraged that the niH grants process was so slow to get new money to aiDS 
researchers in universities. The speed of the process, however, had never been of concern 
before the advent of aiDS.8 
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Because of this slow-moving process in the earliest years of aiDS, much early 
research on aiDS occurred in the niH intramural programme, whose flexibility 
permitted a rapid shift of resources to the new disease. The niH intramural programme 
is comprised of a series of laboratories, primarily in Bethesda, maryland, in which the 
scientific staff are civil servants, members of the PHS Commissioned Corps, or trainees 
in various programmes. Between 1953 and 1990, one group of trainees was called Clinical 
associates. They were young physicians who could satisfy their military obligation 
with two years’ research at niH. During the Vietnam War, these self-styled ‘yellow 
Berets’ were chosen in a highly competitive climate. They received rigorous training in 
clinical research while at the niH, and many of them transplanted these methods to 
the medical schools around the country where they pursued their careers. Some of the 
Clinical associates stayed in the intramural programme at niH, however, and among 
them were the three leaders of intramural aiDS research in the 1980s, anthony fauci, 
robert gallo, and Samuel Broder.9 Within the niH intramural programme, the chief 
of a laboratory or branch could redirect the research program overnight if he so wished. 
This was because funding was stable, and not dependent on grants. The work of the 
laboratory was reviewed usually every three years by a non-niH group of scientists 
called the Board of Scientific Counselors for each institute. So long as a laboratory’s 
work was endorsed by this group, the scientists could pursue their own interests. 10 

Before examining the specific activities in the niH intramural program’s response 
to aiDS, the intellectual context with respect to immunology in which scientists 
formulated their research needs to be explored. Scientists can only devise responses to 
any disease within the mental construct they have of how the human body works. When 
the earliest responders to aiDS recognized that it did not fit existing disease descriptions, 
they initially defined it according to its symptoms and common immune-deficiency 
characteristic. Once the scientific community recognized aiDS as a new disease entity, 
the concept of its pathology was developed within an intellectual paradigm that allowed 
scientists to think about disease at the molecular level.

The march of discovery at the cutting edge of research in what became molecular 
immunology began in the mid-1950s, when new discoveries in immunology moved the 
theoretical and experimental interests of chemical and biological immunologists closer 
to one another. in 1956, the antibody-producing cells were defined as ‘B cells’ because 
they were shown to be produced in the bone marrow. in 1961, other immune-system 
cells derived from the thymus gland and called ‘t cells’ were shown to be important 
in a different kind of immunological reaction called ‘cell-mediated immunity’. in 1975 
recombinant Dna techniques made it possible to produce monoclonal antibodies –
antibodies produced by a single line of cells and that recognized a single narrowly-defined 
epitope or receptor. in 1976 an assay was developed to detect and measure antibody 
production by human lymphocytes at the single-cell level. in 1981, the structure of a 
major histocompatibility complex antigen was completed.11 One scientist recalled the 
excitement in the early 1960s:

in a very wonderful meeting in Sanibel island, florida, in about 1963, scientists first began 
to talk about these diseases in terms of the type of cell and the immune function involved. 
The tests for t-cell functions emerged from various laboratories.... The next phase first 
involved the use of heteroantibodies, then of hybridoma technology and monoclonal 
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antibodies, to define differences in the surface of t cells with different functions. CD4 
and CD8 antibodies were defined. CD4, the entry site for HiV, was not known until 
the late 1970s when Dr. [Pat] Kung of Ortho Scientific, in conjunction with Drs. [Ellis] 
reinherz and [Stewart] Schlossman of Harvard and many others, contributed by making 
monoclonal antibodies to this protein.12

This exciting new knowledge, however, emerged piecemeal as a new intellectual 
structure, and it was not rapidly incorporated into ordinary clinical practice. in the 
preface to E.J. Holborow and W.g reeves’s 1979 textbook of immunology, for example, 
the editors noted, ‘The large majority of doctors in practice today escaped any specific 
training in immunology and many find its unfamiliar jargon and growing complexity 
formidable’.13 Even in 1983, a publication entitled ‘understanding the immune System’, 
which was prepared to help physicians understand the new discoveries in immunology, 
reflected the inconclusive nature of many of the findings. it stated that it was ‘becoming 
increasingly clear’ – note that it did not say, ‘it is clear’ – that the two arms of the 
immune system were closely related.14

One characteristic of the emerging nature of the theoretical scaffolding in 1980 
was the lack of consistency in terminology. The term ‘lymphokine’, for example, had 
been introduced in 1969, but in 1980, the following synonyms were still in use for it: 
lymphocyte mediator, soluble lymphocyte mediator, lymphocyte activation product, 
soluble lymphocyte product (or factor), mediator (or soluble mediator) of cellular (or 
cell-mediated) immunity, soluble mediator of immunologic regulation.15 The methods 
for studying cells of the immune system were also labor intensive, as a number of 
investigative technologies either did not yet exist or were not widely available in practice. 
although flow cytometry had been developed by the early 1970s and a fluorescence-
activated cell sorter, or faCS machine, had been introduced commercially in 1975, the 

Theoretical Scaffolding for Studying Infectious Diseases, 1900, 1981

Germ theory of infectious diseases, 1900 Molecular immunology, 1981

Vectors known: insect, water, milk, healthy human 
carrier

Limited number of therapies and vaccines

All types of microorganisms not identified

Relationships among microbes and vectors not 
fully understood 

B cells, T cells known

Lymphokines known

Receptor concept known

Chemokines not known independently

How to identify any given receptor not known

figure 11.3 Theoretical scaffolding for studying infectious diseases, 1900, 1981.  Source: Victoria 
a. Harden, ‘The Scientific Construction of new Diseases: rocky mountain Spotted 
fever and aiDS as Comparative Case Studies’, in martha L. Hildreth and Bruce t. 
moran (eds) Disease and Medical Care in the Mountain West: Essays on Region, History, 
and Practice, reno: university of nevada Press, 1998, pp. 59–71.
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first publications in which it was used to study B and t cells in aiDS cases were in 1983 
and 1984, according to a search of the uS national Library of medicine’s database.16 at 
the niH, as we will see, one institute had purchased a faCS machine for use in aiDS 
research by late 1981, but another did not have the instrument available. The polymerase 
chain reaction, or PCr, was another technique now commonplace in molecular biology 
that was not developed until the mid-1980s and not cited in aiDS publications until 
1988.17 Computer analysis of data about immunological cells, moreover, was done in 
the early 1980s on computers such as the PDP-11, whose memory cache was small and 
which had no large storage mechanism.18 Computer programmes to analyze the data 
and produce sophisticated curves did not yet exist. in one of the first texts in 1980 to 
discuss analysis of lymphocytes by flow cytometry, the author suggested that an entire 
computer be dedicated to the task because of its complexity: ‘a machine with at least 64 
K core memory is highly desirable’, they wrote. ‘a disc with 10 megawords is the very 
minimum’.19

figure 11.3 compares the understanding of molecular immunology when aiDS 
made its advent in 1981 to the understanding of the germ theory in 1900, when diseases 
caused by rickettsial, bacterial, viral, and other microscopic organisms were challenging 
investigators. at each point in time, the basic structure of a new intellectual system 
was known, but much detail remained to be understood. With respect to molecular 
immunology’s parent discipline, molecular biology, accretions of knowledge had been 
incremental and steady within the biomedical research community since the 1940s. yet 
the tools for utilizing this knowledge, such as flow cytometry, had not become standard 
among clinical investigators in the years before the advent of aiDS, let alone among 
practicing clinicians. The power of the new concept of molecular immunology – its 
promise for understanding disease on a molecular level – was irresistible to scientists 
trained in the 1970s, however, and the phenomenon was international in scope. Scientists 
all over the world agreed that the symptoms they saw in early aiDS cases suggested an 
underlying immune deficiency.20

The magnitude of the generational difference in thinking about infectious diseases 
between immunologists trained before and after the shift to molecular understanding 
may be seen in the responses of two niaiD directors to the question, ‘What would 
have happened if aiDS had struck in 1955?’ richard Krause, niaiD director from 1975–
84, was trained in the pre-molecular biology era. He responded that ‘The principles 
for identifying sexual transmission of a disease were in place ... We would have used 
cruder immunologic techniques to make a diagnosis ... a 1950s serological diagnostic 
test would have been somewhat more primitive, but i think we would have come up 
with something’. anthony fauci, in contrast, who has been niaiD director since 1984, 
matured as an investigator within the intellectual climate of molecular medicine. His 
response emphasized how much molecular thinking had made older models of disease 
control seem helpless: ‘i think we would not have had a clue as to how to come at 
this disease from a basic scientific standpoint. i think we would have realized just on 
epidemiological grounds that it was an infectious agent of some sort that was sexually 
transmitted and transmitted by blood. But about pathogenic mechanisms, we wouldn’t 
have had a clue’.21

With molecular immunology as an intellectual framework, much of the earliest 
research on aiDS was conducted at the niH from 1981 to 1984, before an aetiological 
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agent was identified. aiDS came to the niH Clinical Center, the research hospital on 
the Bethesda campus, on 16 June 1981. The first patient was a young homosexual man 
beset by severe opportunistic infections who had essentially no immune response. He 
was admitted to the Omnibus metabolism Branch protocol of Thomas Waldmann, a 
distinguished senior immunologist who had been the first to demonstrate the existence 
of suppressor t cells. Waldmann was head of the metabolism Branch in nCi. His 
group was working to define what made the immune system work normally and what 
the clinical consequences were of abnormal functioning. as part of these studies, he had 
seen hundreds of patients with different forms of immunodeficiency disease. Waldmann 
hoped to learn something from this patient in 1981 who apparently had a profound 
immune deficiency that was different from the genetic Severe Combined immune 
Deficiency that was known in children. Waldmann described the first patient in these 
words:

The patient, unknown to his family, to us, or to the referring physicians, was a thirty-five 
year old homosexual man who had been living in new york. He had a particular partner 
but many other partners as well within the gay community. He had been healthy with the 
exception of an array of venereal diseases, including syphilis and gonorrhea on a number of 
occasions, but then he began having lassitude and weakness in february 1981. Weight loss 
and fever ensued, and he was admitted in april 1981 to the Hartford Hospital where he had 
Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, lymphocytopenia, cytomegalovirus [CmV] in the blood 
and urine, herpes simplex ii perianaly, Candida oesophagitis, and Mycobacterium avium 
tuberculosis of the lung, bone marrow, and esophagus. initially, he was not as ill as you 
might have suspected from this history ... We looked at the ability of the patient’s cells to 
make immunoglobulin molecules in vitro in a culture system we had developed in 1974 ... 
This patient could not make immunoglobulins with his cells in tissue culture. These cells in 
co-culture with my cells inhibited my cells’ capacity to make immunoglobulin. Others in 
the branch studied his cell-mediated immunity. He was unable to make a skin test response 
to tuberculin, despite the fact that he had widespread Mycobacterium avium, nor could he 
respond to diphtheria and tetanus antigens to which he had been immunized and to which 
all the rest of us were responsive. These were the in vivo evidences in this person of a cellular 
defect ... The lymphocyte count was profoundly low in the patient, below 1,000 cells per 
cubic millimeter ...22 

By 28 October, despite heroic efforts to combat the multiple pathologies, the patient 
died. When aiDS was eventually identified as an infectious disease, Waldmann and his 
laboratory turned back to their ongoing research on the immunology of cancer.23

another center for immunological research at the nCi was the group of young 
researchers who were interested in the relationship between the immune system and 
cancer and who wanted to use epidemiological methods to track so-called outbreaks of 
cancer. James goedert and William Blattner were two of these young physicians. Blattner 
had taken evening courses at niH in immunology, and in the first few months of 1981 
collaborated with another colleague, James goedert, on an unusual case of Kaposi’s 
sarcoma in new york. goedert noted that the young man, the brother of a friend of 
one of his family members, had two lesions that were reportedly diagnosed as Kaposi’s 
sarcoma. ‘They must be wrong. That is impossible’, goedert told him. ‘in my whole 
career, [i had] seen one case in an elderly Jewish man whose general practitioner had 
said, “i think this is Kaposi’s sarcoma”’. goedert took slides of the young man’s lesions 
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to the armed forces institute of Pathology at Walter reed army institute of research. 
‘The eminent pathologists at afiP in the Sarcoma Section said, “no, this is not Kaposi’s 
sarcoma, this is angiosarcoma”’. But goedert’s patient’s sister had discovered that more 
young men in new york were exhibiting KS lesions and put goedert in touch with 
their physician. He confirmed six cases of KS and noted that ‘they are all gay’. ‘is your 
patient gay?’ he asked. goedert replied that he did not know. ‘times have changed in 
terms of what we ask our patients’, goedert stated. ‘in the end my patient reluctantly 
acknowledged that he was gay. That was a time, especially for a young professional, 
when it was not something that was out in the open’.24

in 1981, nCi had considerably more money available than other niH institutes 
because of its unique status under the 1971 national Cancer act in the so-called ‘War 
on Cancer’. Blattner noted that this extra funding allowed nCi to establish ‘a fairly 
high powered immunologic capability through an interagency agreement with the 
uniformed Services university [for the Health Sciences] ... One of the things that we 
were able to do through this mechanism was to develop a lot of immunologic assays. 
We also bought a faCS machine. a faCS machine is used for identifying t-cell 
subsets and, in retrospect, was one of the key instruments that helped us recognize the 
extent of the problem caused by aiDS’.25 goedert set up a pilot study of fifteen gay 
men in manhattan and used the faCS machine to analyze their t cells. ‘Essentially’, 
goedert said, ‘we characterized the CD4 and CD8 populations’ and ‘came up with the 
startling discovery that half of the asymptomatic new york men were immunologically 
abnormal ...’26

a mistake made by the goedert-Blattner group in seeking a cause for the new 
disease highlights the limits of practical immunological knowledge in the early 1980s. 
Their study also showed an apparent connection between the immune deficiency and 
the use of amyl nitrites by the study population. ‘We went wrong in our analysis in that 
paper’, Blattner stated. in retrospect, the use of these drugs ‘was a mark of a high risk 
behavior for HiV infection’ rather than a direct link between the drugs and the disease. 
‘you have to understand that when you are going through this kind of process and living 
it, as opposed to looking back on it, things were not that clear. There were very few of 
us who were living it, because there were not very many people working in the area. it is 
very clear to people in retrospect how ‘stupid’ we were, but ultimately the problem got 
solved through the process of scientific research’.27

On 15 January 1982, a second aiDS patient arrived at the Clinical Center and was 
taken into the protocol on Human immune Problems investigated by fauci. for this 
and later patients, fauci, his postdoctoral fellow H. Clifford Lane, and Henry masur, 
Chief of Critical Care medicine in the Clinical Center, formed a core team to study the 
pathogenesis of aiDS while they tried to help these very sick patients. 

Henry masur, son of the first director of the niH Clinical Center, Jack masur, was 
an expert in infectious diseases in new york and had already seen aiDS cases when 
he was enticed to come to Bethesda to take over the Critical Care Service in the niH 
Clinical Center. He had published one of the first articles about aiDS in the New 
England Journal of Medicine and wrote the first formal protocol for aiDS patients at 
the niH. He described the way niH investigators at the Clinical Center addressed the 
research problem and the sick patients: 
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When we first started studying aiDS, we found – just by word of mouth – that there were 
a lot of people who wanted to look at various aspects of it ... it really took a combination 
of basic science and clinical science to bring the patients in, to recognize the important 
patient-care related problems, but also to do, very quickly, a lot of the ground work in 
immunology and virology. it required the range of expertise that we have at niH from 
basic immunology, basic retroviral studies, basic herpes virus studies to very good autopsy 
studies. from the study group that we had, we got autopsies on patients to figure out what 
the range of the pathology was. The ophthalmologies were interesting. They enucleated 
all the patients who died, so they very quickly recognized what the retinitis was all about. 
Because there were people here who were free to choose what they wanted to do, who 
had the resources to devote to it and the esoteric backgrounds to take advantage of it, it 
all worked out.28 

in 1982, H. Clifford Lane was a postdoctoral fellow in fauci’s laboratory of 
immunology. as such, he was in closest contact with the patients on which he and fauci 
worked. as they began to study patients with the then-unknown disease, he stated, 

... we knew there was a t-cell defect and that there was a numerical decrease in the helper 
cells – that had been published. But what struck me ... – no one had really looked at 
this – was the amazing polyclonal B-cell activation. The B-cells of these patients were 
just incredibly turned on, more so than in lupus patients. This was something that i had 
been studying in normal volunteers. i had been looking at some autoimmune diseases, 
but this B-cell hyper-reactivity was something that superseded any of it; so i got very 
interested.29

among the early aiDS patients was one who had an identical twin who was not 
sick. This offered the possibility for both treatment and research, because lymphocytes 
and marrow could be taken from the healthy twin and given to the patient without fear 
of a pathologic reaction. Lane observed,

We watched with great excitement, because we saw the t4 count come up in the patient 
after we infused the lymphocytes; then it went right back down. Then, after we did the 
bone marrow transplant, the t4 count came up and it stayed up for a while... We were 
monitoring skin tests. The skin test response was getting bigger, and the t4 count was 
going up. So we were ecstatic. But then the t4 count started going down. The patient 
developed Kaposi’s sarcoma, after which he developed cytomegalovirus [CmV] retinitis.

Lane spent hours every day in the patient’s room explaining 

... what we had done that day, what the lymphocytes were doing ... it was mind-boggling 
looking at how immunodeficient these patients were ... We would immunize the aiDS 
patients, and they would have no reaction ... at that time, we didn’t have flow cytometry 
the way we do now. We were doing laborious physical techniques, like separating the 
helper cells from the suppressor cells. We were studying them separately because people 
thought there was too much suppression with the imbalance in the helper-suppressor 
ratio ... Clearly that wasn’t the case. you could tell. The suppressor cells were there, in 
fact, they should have functioned normally, but they couldn’t without normal inductive 
signals. it was the lack of that inductive signal from the helper cell that was the defect.30
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fauci and Lane continued their immunological studies of aiDS – indeed, the 
program still goes on today, and fauci became the niH’s key spokesperson for aiDS 
and undisputed expert on its pathogenesis. His friend and colleague, John gallin, now 
director of the niH Clinical Center but director of intramural research at niaiD from 
1985 to 1994, placed great hope in molecular immunology as the source of a therapeutic 
intervention in aiDS. in 1993, he speculated: 

in terms of therapeutics, i think the use of immuno-stimulants in this disease is emerging 
as a very exciting area that you are going to read about in the next few months. in 
particular, i am excited about Cliff Lane’s current studies suggesting interleukin-2 is 
capable of reconstituting CD4 cell numbers in patients with aiDS. These cells are the 
principal ones attacked by HiV, and when they drop below a certain number the patient 
becomes highly susceptible to opportunistic infections like Pneumocystis. What Dr. Lane 
has found is that if you give patients iL-2 in the right way—it is very critical thing what 
the right way is—the fall in CD4 t-cell counts is reversed. i think the use of iL-2 and 
other immune cytokines, such as gamma interferon, iL-10, or iL-12, in the management 
of patients with aiDS and other immune disorders is going to be very exciting in the next 
few years. it will have broad implications beyond aiDS. 31 

So far interleukin-2 alone has proved useful as one part of a treatment strategy for 
people infected with the aiDS virus.32

One interesting detail of early pathogenesis studies was the fact that investigators 
ignored the problem of a second receptor for aiDS on human t cells as a problem that 
might help develop an intervention strategy. Early on, the CD4+ receptor was identified 
as the principal receptor through which the aiDS virus gained access to t cells. mice, 
however, were known to exhibit CD4+ receptors on their t cells, yet they did not get 
aiDS. This indicated that a second mechanism involved in the entry process, probably 
a second receptor, had to exist on human cells. Virtually no research seeking this second 
receptor was done until the mid-1990s, when the field of receptor biology intersected 
with the study of cytokine biology to produce the discovery in 1996 of the second 
receptor of HiV, CCr5.33 This work led to exciting projections that a cure for aiDS 
might be imminent, but, of course, they were premature. 

at the end of 1982 and the beginning of 1983, robert C. gallo’s Laboratory of tumor 
Biology in nCi began a search for the etiological agent of aiDS at the behest of James 
Curran, who headed the epidemiological work on aiDS at the CDC and urged gallo 
as a virologist to investigate the new disease.34 gallo’s decision to respond to Curran’s 
suggestion grew out of the immunological information suggesting that aiDS might be 
related to his own previous research. abnormal numbers of helper and suppressor t 
cells were the first immunological manifestation of the disease to be documented, and 
once aiDS had been epidemiologically determined to be transmissible, which occurred 
in mid-1982, work on aiDS etiology was guided by the assumption that the unknown 
agent would be something that attacked t cells. The only such agent known was a newly 
discovered class of human retroviruses, HtLV-i and HtLV-ii, identified in 1980 by 
gallo and his colleagues.35 These retroviruses, however, caused uncontrolled growth in 
the t cells, producing t-cell leukemia. although the pathogenic process was reversed 
in aiDS, in that t cells were dying instead of proliferating, the investigators worldwide 
who began to search for an aiDS agent were primarily retrovirologists looking for a 
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retrovirus because the intellectual framework in which they had been schooled predicted 
that such an organism would be the cause.36 

Similarly, research on the initial therapy with any effectiveness against aiDS, 
azidothymidine, or azt, sold under the brand name retrovir®, was conducted within 
the molecular knowledge about the aiDS virus’s genetic makeup and life cycle that 
emerged in the months after the virus was identified (figure 11.4). The only point of 
intervention that appeared immediately vulnerable to possible rational drug design 
in the mid-1980s was the step in which the ribonucleic acid (rna) of the virus was 
transcribed into deoxyribonucleic acid (Dna) that could be incorporated into the cell’s 
Dna. The enzyme that guided this process, reverse transcriptase, was known, and drugs 
that might inhibit its action were investigated by Samual Broder and his colleagues via 
the nCi’s drug screening program. azt was the first promising drug identified that was 
sufficiently low in toxicity that human patients could tolerate it. it ultimately proved to 
be less effective than originally indicated, but as the first hopeful therapy for aiDS, it 
inspired new research within the molecular paradigm.37

in conclusion, the emerging paradigm of molecular immunology provided the 
framework for understanding and investigating the emerging disease, aiDS. This 
phenomenon was not limited to the approach taken by the intramural program at 
the national institutes of Health but was the case worldwide. The earliest attempts at 
the niH to understand aiDS revealed not only the power of this emerging paradigm 
to frame the new epidemic disease but also the limitations of its development at that 
moment in time. This case study, detailing how intellectual concepts in biomedical 

figure 11.4 Diagram of life cycle of Human immunodeficiency Virus, showing major points 
at which interventions might be successfully developed. figure courtesy of Vinay 
K. Pathak, Ph.D., Chief, Viral mutation Section, HiV Drug resistance Program, 
national Cancer institute, national institutes of Health, Bethesda, mD.
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research shape the response to new diseases, also demonstrates the flow of information 
in the opposite direction, as research on one disease speeds the elucidation of the 
intellectual concept itself.
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chapter twelVe

Conceptualizing the maternal-fetal 
relationship in reproductive immunology

moira Howes

We have learnt much about the mother’s immunological intolerance of its foetus … it 
will be as well to be aware of these dangers, even if there is an inclination to make too 
much of them: for even if we set down all the known causes of antenatal mortality or 
miscarriage, the unexplained residue is of stirring proportions … [There] is clear evidence 
of the fundamental advances in our knowledge of the relationship between mother and 
foetus that may yet emerge from a deliberate study of its shortcomings.1

Introduction

immunological phenomena are increasingly thought responsible for a variety of fertility 
and pregnancy problems. from reports that suggest having a male baby increases 
one’s future risk of fetal loss, to those that suggest women can identify the scent of 
reproductively compatible men, immunology is implicated.2 immunology has, in fact, 
been referred to as the ‘new area of infertility treatment for this century’.3 and indeed, 
some women are already turning to immunology for help. notably, The New York Times 
recently reported that a woman spent $300,000 (uSD) on fertility treatments, some 
immunological, in order to have a second baby.4 While much remains to be discovered 
about the immunology of reproduction, scientists and the public are becoming quite 
excited about its potential applications.

The excitement over the potential of immunology to enhance fertility is 
troublesome, however. new immunotherapies for infertility stand on shaky empirical 
ground, especially when contextualized against the persistence of doubts about allergy 
immunotherapies over the last hundred odd years.5 Currently, no clear evidence exists 
to show that immunological tests and treatments increase the likelihood of successful 
pregnancy. Diagnostic tests are not standardized and laboratory discriminations of 
what is normal and pathological do not translate well into actual fertility problems.6 
are antibodies to sperm normal or pathological? Do high levels of antibodies directed 
against a woman’s own self components cause infertility? no one really knows. in the 
meantime, an increasing number of women are paying to have these things measured.

But money spent however unwisely is a minimal concern in light of the evidence 
that the health of women may be negatively affected by immunological treatments.7 The 
health of their newborns may also be affected. immunological (and non-immunological) 
fertility treatments pose risks of serious immunological problems including graft versus 
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host reactions (like those in organ transplant rejection), the induction or exacerbation 
of autoimmune diseases (such as lupus), changes in allergic responses, and alloimmune 
neutropenia in newborns.8 at a more theoretical level, it is worrisome that these tests and 
treatments are offered to women at all, given that the reasons for observed differences 
in immunity between the sexes remain unclear. Women have higher levels of immune 
activity and allergies than do men and they constitute the vast majority of autoimmune 
disease sufferers.9 Without knowing why these differences exist, immunological tests 
and treatments for infertility pose unknown risks.

feminists have identified many reasons for the tunnel-vision and occasional 
recklessness of the fertility industry – money, power, ignorance, pro-natalism, as well 
as problematic attitudes about and towards mothers and women generally. fertility 
treatments based on reproductive immunology may also be influenced by these factors. 
at present, however, my concern is the degree to which certain theoretical assumptions 
and experimental practices shape models of the maternal-fetal immunological 
relationship. How immunologists conceive of this relationship is relevant to our 
knowledge of the risks to which women and their newborns are exposed by this new 
area of infertility treatment. for example, if a seriously incomplete model of maternal-
fetal immunological relations dominates research, and hypotheses about treatments are 
based on this model, then the treatments developed may be ineffective or even harmful 
to health. unquestioned acceptance of a dominant model can lead to overconfidence, 
which may in turn contribute to the hasty implementation of treatments. When a 
scientific model matches with social values and expectations, the perception that the 
model mirrors reality may be strengthened, making it more difficult to evaluate critically 
treatment programs that are based on the model. So, for example, if an immunological 
model assumes that women are biologically passive in pregnancy, and certain societal 
values also regard women as socially passive in pregnancy, problems associated with the 
assumption of passivity may be less visible. Sorting out conceptual difficulties in models 
of the maternal-fetal relationship is one way to gain understanding and potentially 
lessen the immunological risks posed to women and their pregnancies.

my suggestion is that a seriously incomplete model of maternal-fetal immunological 
relations has, in fact, dominated research, and that exploring alternatives to this model 
may encourage new perspectives of maternal-fetal immunological relations. The 
spectrum of possible conceptualizations of the maternal-fetal relationship has already 
been explored in feminist analyses, so it is helpful to use the conceptual models they 
have produced. feminist analyses descriptively and prescriptively investigate at least 
three ontological models of the maternal-fetal relationship. The first, which i call the 
‘foreign-fetus model’, holds that mothers and their fetuses are two separate entities; the 
physical connection between them is thus de-emphasized or ignored.10 The second, 
which i call the ‘body-part model’, holds that the fetus is the mother’s flesh, or is a part 
of the mother in much the way that the mother’s kidney is a part of her.11 in the third 
model – the ‘not-one-but-not-two model’ – the distinctions between mother and fetus 
are blurry and develop over time.12 mother and fetus are neither two distinct individuals, 
nor do they count as one distinct individual. in this model, relations between mother 
and fetus are interconnected and dynamic, and the gradual physical differentiation of 
mother and fetus is emphasized.
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Each of these ontological models has an immunological counterpart, though one model 
– the foreign-fetus model – clearly dominates the field of reproductive immunology. The 
immunological foreign-fetus model contains two particularly problematic assumptions, 
and together these significantly shape theoretical and experimental practice. The first 
assumption is the view that mothers and fetuses are clearly distinct entities separated by 
an immunological barrier. The second is that if there is a breakdown in this barrier, the 
maternal immune system will respond antagonistically to the fetus. Thus, while it may 
be that ‘there is something unnatural about positing a fetus at odds with its own mother, 
since until recently pregnancy was viewed as a cooperative interaction’,13 this cannot 
be said of immunology, as maternal-fetal immunological relations have not, generally 
speaking, been viewed as cooperative.

in my first section, i outline the foreign-fetus model in immunological theory. This 
outline will make explicit the assumptions of maternal-fetal distinctness and antagonism 
as well as problematic understandings of maternal reactivity towards the fetus or diseased 
tissue. i argue that maternal immune reactivity is cast as either passive or pathological; 
thus, active, beneficial maternal involvement is marginalized. i also argue that the 
restriction of maternal reactivity to the passive and pathological directs experimental 
practice in reproductive immunology into two problematic frameworks: pathology and 
organ transplantation. Thus, it is vital to consider experimental practice because these 
problematic assumptions are instantiated in material practice. next, i examine another 
immunological model of maternal-fetal relations based on Polly matzinger’s (1994) danger 
theory.14 This model is analogous to the body-part model in philosophy, and thus helps 
to show what a departure from the standard foreign-fetus model might look like from 
theoretical and experimental perspectives. But while the danger model of maternal-fetal 
relations takes a provocative step in the right direction, it does not do quite enough to 
render explicit the positive maternal immunological involvement in pregnancy. finally, 
i propose that there is a need for a model that takes a ‘not-one-but-not-two’ approach 
to immune selfhood that centralizes beneficial maternal immunological contributions 
to pregnancy. The seeds of this model are already present in reproductive immunology, 
but they need to be developed. i refer to this model as the relational model, for it 
simultaneously recognizes that immune contact occurs between mother and fetus and 
explicitly adopts the view that maternal immune activity is primarily beneficial and 
constructive to pregnancy.

it is important to note here that the relational model does not deny that immunological 
conflict and indifference exists in the maternal-fetal biological relationship. rather, it 
denies that immunological conflict and indifference themselves provide an adequate 
picture of pregnancy immunology. The relational model suggests that the maternal 
immunological activities beneficial to the progress of pregnancy are much more important 
than previously regarded. i emphasize the beneficial and constructive elements of the 
maternal immune system quite strongly, in part to draw attention to this lacuna in 
the immunology of pregnancy. But this emphasis should not be taken to imply that 
maternal-fetal immunological relations are exclusively beneficial.

i also do not want the relational model to be taken to imply that women should 
necessarily experience their fetuses in a harmonious manner and wish to benefit them. 
i am not suggesting that we adopt a naively optimistic view of women’s experience of 
pregnancy. nor does biology, immunology in particular, dictate this sort of psychological 
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experience of the fetus. a woman may justifiably feel, as many have felt, that the fetus 
is an utterly foreign invader.15 i discuss the relational model, not to advocate a certain 
experience of pregnancy, but because it expands the range of values available for 
reasoning in immunology and augments critical awareness of the influence of values on 
this field. So, though i argue that the foreign-fetus model in reproductive immunology 
is problematic and that the relational model is an antidote of sorts, i do not make this 
same argument with respect to women’s experience of pregnancy. i restrict my arguments 
and the implications of my arguments to immunology.

in essence, i offer a description of immunological models currently used in 
reproductive immunology and their philosophical correlates. i complement this 
description with a critique showing that the foreign-fetus model is outmoded – at best, 
it provides an incomplete account of maternal immunological activities. The danger 
model, though an improvement, does not do enough to model positive maternal 
immunological responses. The relational model is conceptually the best available – it 
can accommodate the full spectrum of maternal immunological functions – but it 
has no clearly developed immunological correlate. my overall objective is to argue 
for the importance of this third approach to maternal-fetal relations in reproductive 
immunology. in so doing, i show that there remains a strong need for feminist critiques 
of science, especially those that engage experimental practice.16

The foreign-fetus model of Pregnancy Immunology

The foreign-fetus model of maternal-fetal immunological relations is largely a consequence 
of the view that self-nonself discrimination is the primary organizing principle of the 
immune response. Self-nonself discrimination is the means by which the immune 
system learns to kill nonself invaders without harming self components. However, the 
source of problematic assumptions about the maternal-fetal immunological relationship 
is not so much that a self is posited; rather, it is the kind of self implicitly assumed.17 
The most prevalent view of the immune self assumes that it is sharply defined, unitary, 
independent, masculine, and Western.18 But this understanding of selfhood poses a 
problem for pregnancy. if the ‘selves’ involved in pregnancy are static, unitary, and 
fully independent, this will restrict the sorts of immunological relationships thought 
possible between them. given the strict self-guarding immune activities required to 
maintain sharp self-definition, contact between the unitary selves of mother and fetus 
is most naturally understood in terms of conflict or submission. There is little room for 
mutually beneficial relations.

The sharply defined immune self generates all sorts of theoretical problems and 
experimental anomalies, and for this reason, it is tempting to reject the notion of 
immune selfhood altogether. However, this rejection sits uncomfortably with empirical 
evidence that shows that some degree of immunological individuality exists.19 The task is 
to construct an understanding of selfhood between the extremes of a purely and sharply 
defined self and the absence of self; and here, pregnancy could be a guide, rather than an 
exception. Pregnancy suggests a developmental and relational understanding of immune 
selfhood, and an immune self with flexible, blurry edges. This ontological claim better 
fits the nature of biological individuality in general, given that organisms negotiate 
individuality in ways that often do not fit precise philosophical criteria. Conjoined 
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twins, for example, violate philosophical criteria that individuate persons on the basis 
of the unitary body. But note that while ontology is by no means irrelevant to human 
experience, the ontological status of pregnancy here advanced does not determine what 
women’s experience of pregnancy must be. given the flexibility of the selfhood relations 
involved, a variety of experiences of pregnancy are compatible with it.

Despite being a potential source of enlightenment about immune selfhood, however, 
pregnancy has instead been forced to fit a unitary self model that admits no more than 
one individual. This has significant consequences for pregnancy immunology. according 
to self-nonself discrimination theory, the mother’s immune system should classify the 
fetus as nonself, for the fetus is an ‘an antigenically foreign body, a kind of foreign 
graft’.20 Thus, if the mother’s immune system recognizes the fetus, it should eliminate 
it. But this does not happen. as Peter medawar notes, the fetus does not ‘immunize the 
mother’; if it did, the consequences would be ‘disastrous to itself ’.21 following medawar, 
immunologists refer to this mysterious tolerance of the fetus as the ‘immunological 
paradox of pregnancy’.

This paradox does make one wonder how the fetus evades hostile maternal forces. 
Various proposals, the earliest of which came from medawar, have been put forth 
to explain why self-nonself discrimination between mother and fetus does not more 
frequently lead to harm. medawar offers three explanations, and, though none would 
be wholly accepted today, there is some truth in each.22 His first explanation is that the 
fetus might have immature antigens that fail to stimulate the maternal immune system. 
His second is that an anatomical barrier, perhaps provided by a ‘vascular quarantine’, 
may prevent maternal-fetal contact.23 medawar’s third explanation is that mothers might 
be immunologically inert or idle during pregnancy. He suggests that the excess cortisone 
production brought on by endocrinological changes during pregnancy leads to a general 
suppression of the maternal immune system.24

medawar’s preoccupation with immunological identity is understandable: in addition 
to his skin transplantation experiments, the then-new discovery that immunological 
conflicts were behind hemolytic diseases of the newborn (such as rh disease) provided 
evidence for immunological incompatibility between biological individuals. Hemolytic 
diseases of the newborn also provided inspiration: the idea that pathology could result 
from immunological contact between mother and fetus was a striking one. However, 
the fact that hemolytic diseases are ultimately caused by immunological contact between 
mother and fetus means that contact does occur. Though puzzled by this contact, 
medawar is aware that mothers transfer antibodies to their fetuses.25 He says,

the antibodies which are the chemical effectors of the immunity reaction must be able to 
pass from the mother’s circulation into the circulation of the unborn child. in effect, this 
means that the membranes which separate mother from foetus must be of such a kind as 
to let the antibodies through.26

There is tension, then, between medawar’s demand for a barrier, whether anatomical or 
regulatory in nature, and the various instances of its violation.

This same tension still exists today. in a text concerning the maternal-fetal 
immunological relationship and cell-surface markers known as human leucocyte 
antigens (HLa), immunologist Joan Hunt says:
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The mammalian maternal-fetal interface is a battleground where warring factions struggle 
for control. Here, because of an evolutionary decision to internalize the embryo, the 
reproductive and immune systems are brought into direct conflict … The unexpected 
willingness of mothers to accept genetically disparate tissues has often been described as 
the ‘immunological paradox’ of pregnancy.27

Shortly after this she continues: ‘a less well recognized but equally surprisingly aspect 
of pregnancy is that a certain measure of maternal immune recognition [of the fetus] 
increases fertility’.28 On the one hand, then, maternal recognition of the fetus leads to 
harmful responses that will decrease the success of implantation or pregnancy and thus, 
fertility. On the other, maternal recognition of the fetus leads to beneficial responses that 
increase the success of implantation and pregnancy – and hence, fertility (here defined 
as the ability to conceive and complete a pregnancy). it is surprising that maternal 
immune responses increase fertility because it has long been assumed that maternal 
responses are antagonistic in nature. That such tension exists reflects how poorly the 
idea of beneficial maternal immunological contribution to pregnancy fits self-nonself 
discrimination theory.

Contemporary hypotheses for the ‘surprising’ tolerance of the fetus share basic 
features with medawar’s original proposals. for example, one contemporary hypothesis 
is that maternal-fetal conflict is controlled by mechanisms that hide or conceal 
the fetal trophoblast from the maternal immune system, in effect achieving a local 
immunosuppression.29 The proposed mechanism of concealment involves the major 
histocompatibility complex Class i genes.30 These histocompatibility genes code for the 
HLa found on most cells of the body and are involved in rejecting nonself tissues from 
the body – hence the need for a close match between organ donors and recipients. in 
fetal trophoblast cells, however, the HLa differ from that of the average body cell. The 
usual types of HLa are down-regulated and so do not appear on the cell surface and 
unusual HLa molecules are produced instead. Thus, the molecules that one would 
expect to identify fetal trophoblast cells to the maternal immune system are either absent 
or altered. trophoblast concealment might also be achieved through the initiation of 
programmed cell death in maternal immune cells capable of recognizing the fetus.31 
This would explain why maternal t and B lymphocytes that target the paternal antigens 
present in fetal cells do not appear to inhabit uterine tissues in significant numbers.32

Systemic maternal immunosuppression is the basis of another contemporary 
hypothesis for the control of maternal-fetal conflict. Though controversial, some 
immunologists think systemic immunosuppression may be achieved by something 
known as ‘Th2 bias’, which involves a shift in cytokine33 profiles from those produced by 
t-helper 1 lymphocytes to those produced by t-helper 2 lymphocytes.34 This hypothesis 
bears some resemblance to the general proposal that in pregnancy, the innate immune 
system is activated while specific immune responses are suppressed.35 The specific arm of 
the immune system attacks using highly specific molecular recognition; and, while this 
is great for fighting pathogens, highly specific recognition of the fetus is thought to be 
dangerous. On this view, then, system-wide maternal immunosuppression is achieved 
by very general changes in immunoregulation.

These contemporary hypotheses for maternal immunosuppression and fetal 
concealment are certainly intriguing, but their adequacy is by no means established. 
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from an evolutionary perspective, it is difficult to see how systemic suppression of 
specific immunity could persist in vertebrates. The need to protect against infection 
certainly does not decrease in pregnancy – if anything, it increases. and, given the 
complex interrelationships between innate and specific immunity, locating suppression 
in one or other of the compartments may not be possible. indeed, research increasingly 
challenges the existence of a clear innate-specific distinction.36 and, though pregnant 
women do show differences in immune function, they are clearly not globally deficient 
in specific immune functions. Changes in immunoregulation may be more fine-grained 
and restricted than is suggested by Th2 bias.

immunosuppression hypotheses for maternal tolerance of the fetus also reveal both 
a preoccupation with traditional understandings of self-nonself discrimination and 
problematic assumptions about the nature of maternal reactivity towards the fetus. 
These assumptions about maternal reactivity intersect with notions of the ideal unitary 
independent self – and the connections between selfhood and biological reactivity run 
deep in the scientific context out of which immunology grew. in the late nineteenth 
century, who you were was considered relevant to your degree of reactivity to the 
environment. mark Jackson, for example, contends that upper class white men were 
thought to suffer more from hay fever and asthma because of their status. The cultural 
and intellectual superiority of such men caused them to react strongly to things natural 
and uncivilized. Class, race and gender stratification thus influenced the emergence of 
the allergy concept in the early twentieth century.37 as allergies became more prevalent, 
however, it became more clear that women, those of ‘other’ races, and the poor did suffer 
from allergies; indeed, it was soon thought that more women than men suffered from 
this condition. Jackson, however, contends that explanations for this gender difference 
preserved the social hierarchy present in earlier explanations. Women had more allergies 
because of their domesticity – that is to say, their closeness to house dust and cleaning 
solutions.38

Connections between self and reactivity also exist in emerging explanations of 
inflammation in the first part of the twentieth century. Ohad Parnes argues that allergy 
and autoimmune disease were then understood as instances of misdirected inflammation 
and were rooted in conceptions of reactivity from the field of pathology.39 inflammation 
was understood as reactivity that repaired the body; but, inflammatory diseases, some of 
which we now classify as autoimmune, were understood as examples of inappropriate, 
self-destructive reactivity. The spectrum of inflammatory reactivity, then, ranged from 
the reparative, through the defensive, to the destructive.

The key difference between maternal reactivity and the tradition of ideas about 
reactive inflammation in pathology and immunology – and indeed, earlier ideas about 
reactivity in allergy as well – is that maternal reactivity is not conceptualized as reparative. 
The maternal immune system is either locally or systemically suppressed in the process 
of pregnancy, which passively allows the fetus to invade, or it is inappropriately or 
pathologically reactive, in which case the mother rejects the fetus and, in more recent 
hypotheses, the sperm of her male partner.40 in cases of recurrent pregnancy loss thought 
to have an immunological cause, women are considered inappropriately reactive to 
fetuses. in cases of sperm allergy or ‘hostile’ cervical ‘mucus’, women are considered 
inappropriately reactive to (se)men.41 inappropriate reactivity to semen has also been 
put forward as a cause of pre-eclampsia, a serious hypertensive condition related to 
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inadequate blood flow between mother and fetus. The hypothesis is that women who 
are immunologically ‘unfamiliar’ with their partner’s sperm are more likely to develop 
this condition.42 familiarity with sperm is thought to suppress maternal-fetal conflict, 
which allows the fetus to fully invade and keep the blood supply open.

missing here is the idea that women’s immune systems are constructively reactive during 
pregnancy. Constructive maternal reactivity thus falls through a gap between passivity 
and pathology. This unduly restricts alternative hypotheses worthy of investigation. for 
example, in cases of recurrent pregnancy loss, it may be that the maternal immune 
system does not construct the necessary environment for fetal nutrition – an explanation 
quite different from that made available by the foreign-fetus model. another example 
concerns the fact that after years of targeting inappropriate maternal immune activity as 
the suspected cause of recurrent pregnancy loss, an hypothesis has recently emerged that 
men may have a causal role due to certain deficiencies in their semen.43 Here, men have 
not typically been considered causative agents. The emphasis on maternal harmfulness 
obscures consideration of potential paternal factors in recurrent pregnancy loss. Viewing 
maternal immunity as principally constructive may have opened space for hypotheses 
about the paternal role sooner.

The hypothesis that pre-eclampsia is due to maternal immunological unfamiliarity 
with the father’s sperm is also worthy of challenge. another hypothesis indicates a more 
straightforward route to pre-eclampsia. This hypothesis holds that bacterial vaginosis 
may be the culprit.44 Here, pathogen defence during pregnancy results in pathology: 
but it is a constructive form of reactivity insofar as its goal is to control infection whilst 
maintaining a pregnancy. The relevance of pathogen defence to pregnancy immunology 
is not overlooked in this hypothesis. But i suspect it is overlooked in the hypothesis 
concerning maternal immune familiarity with sperm. The sperm familiarity hypothesis 
is somewhat counterintuitive, given its reliance on monogamy, and it does not take 
into account the role of infection. The bacterial vaginosis hypothesis is perhaps more 
plausible insofar as we know that it is relatively commonplace for women to deal with 
infections of the reproductive tract before, during and after pregnancy.

The type of reactivity assigned to pregnant women may, then, affect theory and 
practice in reproductive immunology. The restriction of maternal reactivity to the 
passive and pathological makes the foreign-fetus model particularly difficult to 
destabilize, especially given its conjunction with longstanding assumptions about the 
unitary immune self. What may make it even more difficult to destabilize, however, 
is its instantiation in the material practices of reproductive immunology. now that 
some of the theoretical aspects of the foreign-fetus model have been made explicit, i 
turn to consider the ways in which these assumptions shape experimental practice in 
reproductive immunology.

The foreign-fetus model in experimental Practice

The stability of the foreign-fetus model is only partly explained by ontology and the 
social-historical context from which it emerged. The foreign-fetus model is also stabilized 
by experimental tools and methods developed over decades of research influenced by 
self-nonself discrimination theory. Loyalty to experimental practice plays an important 
role in conceptualizations of the maternal-fetal immunological relationship, for loyalty 
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may persist at least as long as experiments produce unusual results.45 Certainly, the idea 
that maternal recognition of the fetus promotes healthy pregnancies is an unusual and 
welcome experimental result. is it desirable, then, that experimental practices centred 
around foreignness and antagonism persist? for those troubled by the laboratory 
instantiation of concepts having unjust and erroneous foundations as well as adverse 
effects for women’s health, the answer may well be ‘no’. moreover, in cases where 
experimental and theoretical systems are broken apart – that is, where they are detachable 
in some way from each other – it is possible for experimental practices to perpetuate 
approaches belonging to a given theoretical model even though that theoretical model 
has been rejected.46 Destabilizing experimental loyalty thus demands an ongoing 
dialogue between theoretical and practical critique.

However, because the distinction between theory and experimental practice is 
somewhat blurred, it is not always possible to know where to assign responsibility for 
the persistence of problematic ideas. instead, it is likely that many factors are at play, 
including ‘data, theory, experiment, phenomenology, equipment, data processing’ and 
so on.47 There are also a variety of different traditions behind the types of equipment 
used and experiments performed.48 Destabilizing loyalty to an experimental practice, 
especially in scientific cultures that demand constant and intense productive activity, 
is difficult. With the heavy emphasis on ‘doing’ in science, there is often little time to 
seriously rethink experimental methodologies – one just keeps using them. Destabilizing 
loyalty is also challenging because experimenters do not, ‘as a rule, deal with isolated 
experiments in relation to a theory, but rather with a whole experimental arrangement 
designed to produce knowledge’.49 The foreign-fetus model does not simply influence 
the odd experiment in reproductive immunology. if this were so, it would be highly 
disposable. instead, it runs throughout experimental systems in reproductive immunology 
and interlocks with experimental models in immunology as a whole.

in this particular case, assumptions about maternal-fetal distinctness, antagonism 
and maternal reactivity help channel methodology into what i call the pathology and 
transplantation experimental frameworks. Each framework reflects just how deeply these 
assumptions influence reproductive immunology. This is not a wholly negative thing: 
something must anchor research, and immunologists in this area have a limited set 
of tools available to them. Because human pregnancy is physiologically unique in the 
animal world, it is difficult to find suitable animal models, and many studies in this 
area are therefore retrospective.50 it is also understandable that the foreign-fetus model 
wields the influence it does given that self-nonself discrimination theory guides much 
of the experimental work in the field of immunology as a whole. it would be surprising 
if reproductive immunology was an exception. However, because the foreign-fetus 
model appears to impede the development of new experimental systems, it is important 
to make the theoretical factors shaping experimental practice – and the experimental 
factors perpetuating the foreign-fetus model – explicit.

The Pathology framework

as my introductory quotation attests, the use of pathology as a tool in experimental 
investigation has a history in immunology. But while medawar dismisses the concern 
that too much might be made of the shortcomings of the maternal-fetal relationship, 
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he is at least aware that such a concern exists. most contemporary experimental models 
in reproductive immunology deliberately study the shortcomings of the maternal-fetal 
relationship with little or no apparent concern for this method’s limitations. and now, 
too much is made of ‘the mother’s intolerance of its foetus’.

There are a few ways in which pathology is exploited in experimental reproductive 
immunology. immunologists look, for instance, to problems experienced by women who 
are pregnant or who try unsuccessfully to become pregnant. Women who have recurrent 
pregnancy losses are therefore commonly used as clinical subjects in reproductive 
immunology, as are women with unexplained fertility problems and pre-eclampsia. 
immunologists will observe or test these women for the existence or development of 
immunological problems before or after fertility treatments have been tried. Paternal 
leucocyte immunization is an example of a treatment for which this sort of information 
is sought. Ovarian stimulation, though not an immunological treatment, is another 
treatment of interest. if in response to these treatments, immunological diseases develop 
or become worse, immunologists take note. in a sense, these are experiments of nature 
– with a little nudge from the lab. Provided patients are interested in these treatments, 
immunologists and fertility specialists will try them, hope for pregnancy success, and 
observe whatever else happens. Lending credence to the view that immunological 
treatments are also experiments of nature is the fact that, even though the question of 
whether such treatments actually treat infertility has not been answered, they are offered 
anyway.51 it has been suggested that paternal leucocyte immunization, for example, is 
no more effective than psychological support.52 Ethics aside, if natural experiments are 
relied upon for data, patience will likely be required, as some autoimmune diseases may 
take decades to develop.

a second way in which experimental pathology is used to investigate pregnancy 
immunology is analogical: some immunologists think there are important similarities 
between pregnancy and both cancer and parasitism.53 fetal trophoblast cells are thought 
to resemble cancer cells insofar as they are proliferative and invasive.54 and conversely, 
tumors are thought to ‘mimic the natural situation of pregnancy; [human leucocyte] 
antigens are frequently not expressed in a normal manner, complement regulatory 
proteins are high and immunosuppressive conditions prevail’.55 alan Beer, of the alan 
E. Beer Center for reproductive immunology and genetics, offers an immunological 
test – the cost of which appears to start at approximately $3000 uSD – for elevations of 
immune cells that purportedly mistake embryos for tumors. The website information 
for this test reads:

natural Killer (nK) cells are one of the oldest lymphocytes (white blood cells) in man. 
They have many functions. One of these functions is to produce a cytotoxic chemical 
called tumor necrosis factor (tnf). This is a chemotherapy drug that kills cancer cells 
in our body. in some couples, the embryo is misinterpreted as a cancer cell and when 
pregnancy is initiated, the natural Killer cells of the woman increase in numbers and in 
killing power.56

What does it mean to misinterpret the embryo as a cancer cell? Or for that matter, a 
parasite? The parasitism analogy is based in part on the view that fetal nutrition comes 
at the expense of the mother. gestational diabetes, for example, results from fetal 
mechanisms designed to increase glucose supply and this is seen by some as evidence 
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of an evolutionary history of maternal-fetal conflict over nutrition. The parasitism 
analogy is also based in part on the fact that fetuses go through stages, including a ‘free-
swimming’ phase prior to ‘invasion’. Some parasites go through a free-swimming phase 
prior to invasion too!

Obviously, there are relevant dissimilarities between pregnancy and cancer or 
parasitism. analogies based on cancer and parasitism seem most germane when successful 
pregnancies are characterized as a result of an immunologically passive mother and 
fetuses are conceptualized as straightforwardly distinct. if one recognizes that maternal 
bodies actively construct the maternal-fetal interface, invasion ceases to be a relevant 
similarity. The fetus does not invade as cancer and parasites do. The analogy is further 
weakened by the blurry and gradual maternal-fetal interface: it is not clear that one 
distinct individual is invading another.

a third – and very commonplace – way in which pathology is used experimentally 
is in the use of immunodeficient mice as animal models. Though a very important 
experimental ‘tool’, results from immunodeficient mice can be difficult to interpret. 
This is mainly because redundancy is an important feature of the immune system. if one 
mechanism fails, others may compensate for the deficiency. for example, researchers can 
block production of certain cytokines in mice in order to investigate their functions – 
but other cytokines may compensate for those removed, making the results unclear.57 In 
vitro isolations are always problematic in immunology for this reason. as immunologist 
David Clark says:

The term ‘hard science’ has come to mean basic, rather than applied science, and to 
symbolize a fixation on the minutia of cells and molecules that may or may not 
have a direct relationship to phenomena in the real world. The speculation in which 
phenomenologists engaged in order to explain what they were seeing, in what way it 
was significant, and what they could do to alter events has been replaced by speculation 
concerning the meaning, significance, and (obvious) importance of molecules.58

it is difficult to interpret what the molecules are doing in contrived circumstances. Thus, 
experimental results obtained using immunodeficient mice always require biological 
contextualization.

material practices involving women with fertility and immunological problems, 
and those based on analogies to cancer, parasitism, and immunodeficient mice, help 
to instantiate passivity and pathological reactivity as the primary forms of maternal 
reactivity. They also help to establish invasive foreignness as the principle property of the 
fetus. Thus, although a pathology framework can provide a useful starting point in the 
investigation of certain phenomena, it is important to keep its limitations in clear view. 
Experiments in reproductive immunology that are guided by the pathology framework 
exclude many kinds of immunological interactions and they can thus provide only a 
partial perspective on pregnancy immunology.

The Transplantation framework

medawar’s term ‘fetal semi-allograft’ is commonly used in contemporary immunology 
and is based on a direct comparison between fetuses and transplanted organs (allografts). 
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Pregnancy is also sometimes referred to as ‘natural transplantation’ in immunological 
literature. for example:

[a]lthough the rejection of surgically transplanted organs fits the self-nonself hypothesis, 
the theory in its most simple form does not explain the phenomenon of natural 
transplantation, namely pregnancy.59

Because the fetus expresses immunological markers from both the mother and 
father, only half – the paternal half – is immunologically nonself. given this, it is 
curious that the term ‘fetal semi-allograft’ did not suggest a characterization of the 
maternal-fetal relationship along the lines of the relational model in philosophy: from 
an immunological perspective, the fetus is only partially maternal, after all. That it did 
not underscores the pervasive influence of the unitary immune self. The view that the 
fetus is foreign may also have been strengthened by medawar’s view that the maternal-
fetal relationship in vertebrates is teleologically inept.60

The idea that the maternal-fetal relationship in vertebrates is teleologically inept may 
at first seem very strange. Pregnancy allows vertebrates to reproduce and thus enables 
the survival of species. it seems that pregnancy should be viewed as quite successful from 
a teleological standpoint. two points may be helpful to explain, at least partially, why 
medawar adopted this perspective on pregnancy. first, there are the dangers associated 
with pregnancy to consider, including immunological health problems, such as rh 
disease, that affects mothers and their offspring. Second, medawar viewed mother and 
fetus as distinct individuals with distinct evolutionary objectives. The mother’s body 
will try to limit what she gives to the fetus, so as not to disadvantage herself. The fetus 
will try to get all it can in order to grow and develop. a conflict therefore exists in 
the relationship. The more independent they are of each other, then, the better off 
each might be. This claim might also seem very strange, but for medawar, there was 
already evidence in the human fetal adrenal gland that the human fetus had evolved 
greater independence from the mother’s physiology. The removal of the ovaries during 
pregnancy causes the loss of the pregnancy in some kinds of animals (mice, rabbits and 
cows), but not others (women, monkeys, mares and guinea-pigs).61 in the latter group, 
the fetus has evolved large adrenals to secrete hormones necessary to the completion of 
pregnancy. The direction of this evolved change is, medawar claims, ‘unmistakable; it is 
towards a complete endocrinological self-sufficiency of the foetus and its membranes—
in short, towards the evolution of a self-maintaining system enjoying the highest possible 
degree of independence of its environment’.62 He continues: ‘The human foetal adrenals 
stir up one’s teleological predilections by their size alone, for although they rapidly 
undergo regression, the adrenals of the newborn infant are twenty times their relative 
adult size’.63 greater independence of the fetus is, for medawar, a sign of evolutionary 
progress, for the fetus is no longer subject to the mother’s biological inability to meet 
all of the needs of the fetus consistently and reliably. We should expect, then, to find a 
similar immunological independence via some protective boundary between mother and 
fetus: the better the boundary, the less risk posed to the fetus by the maternal immune 
system. for medawar, viviparity

raised for the first time in evolution the possibility that a mother might react 
immunologically upon her unborn children – might treat them as foreign bodies or as 
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foreign grafts. The haemolytic disease that occurs in about one new-born child in 150 is 
an error of judgment of just this kind: it is, in effect, an immunological repudiation by 
the mother of her unborn child. Thus the existence of immunological reactions has not 
been fully reconciled with viviparity; and this is a blunder…64

and so, the foreignness of the fetus – what it has in common with an organ transplant – 
is emphasized, while any similarities of the fetus to the mother are seen as unproblematic 
and set to the margins of inquiry.

Like the pathology framework, the transplantation framework provides experimental 
models for research in reproductive immunology.65 Experimental models of chimeras 
have been devised, such as the ‘murine interspecies mating model’, which involves 
transplantation of blastocysts from one mouse species, both with and without their 
own trophoblast, into mouse mothers of a different species.66 This model has been used 
to study whether the trophoblast layer is a physical or immunological barrier. if the 
mother mouse is Mus musculus and the blastocyst is M. caroli, the blastocyst resorbs. 
if, however, a musculus trophoblast is used instead of the caroli’s own trophoblast, the 
caroli embryo will survive to term. This suggests to researchers that the trophoblast 
layer is an immunological barrier and thus fits the foreign-fetus model quite well. fully 
xenogenic embryo transplants, such as between zebras and horses, have also been used 
as experimental models of pregnancy immunology.67

Some also think that microchimerism originating from pregnancy is more or less 
the equivalent of transplantation. This phenomenon, known of since the 1960s, occurs 
when cells from the mother or fetus enter the circulation of the other. Diana Bianchi, 
in trying to use this phenomenon to develop a method of prenatal diagnosis, found 
that fetal cells do not merely exist in pregnant women – they can persist, sometimes 
for decades, in women who have previously been pregnant. This discovery was initially 
thought ‘so unexpected that despite her stellar reputation, colleagues first looked 
askance’.68 Bianchi used y chromosome fluorescent probes to find the presence of 
male fetal cells in the systems of women who had once been pregnant. Women with 
male children have been found to contain cells from those male children and similar 
results for women with daughters are inferred.69 microchimerism may thus be very 
common. in an editorial titled, ‘So you Think your mother is always Looking Over 
your Shoulder – She may be in your Shoulder!’ Judith Hall discusses recent studies 
showing that microchimerism occurs frequently.70 Hall explains that if ‘the cell is a stem 
cell, it may take up ‘residency’, produce daughter cells, and become a permanent part of 
the structures of that other person’.71 interestingly, Bianchi’s experimental method uses 
biological sex as an experimental tool. Here, ‘sex becomes scientifically performative, 
not as a pitfall or a blindspot, but as the most meaningful “experimental operator” to 
be tackled in particular research systems …’.72 Thus, instead of marginalizing the issue 
of biological sex in immunology, Bianchi’s procedure uses it to study microchimerism 
– and in so doing contravenes the idea that such exchanges are prohibited by a maternal-
fetal barrier against immunological antagonism.

understanding microchimerism as an instance of transplantation suggests this 
phenomenon is again one of self-nonself discrimination and the failure of the 
immune system to maintain maternal-fetal distinctness. There are, however, relevant 
disanalogies between fetuses and transplantation and between microchimerism and 
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transplantation. for starters, nothing is being ‘transplanted’ anywhere in pregnancy.73 
Organ transplants involve a surgical and immunological shock to the body; pregnancy 
does not. further disruption is caused when ‘mix and matching’ between species, as 
in cases of xenotransplantation. The immune system, if it is about fixing damage, will 
behave differently under such circumstances. Organs also bring their own immune cells 
and biochemicals with them and, according to matzinger’s danger theory (discussed 
below), these may supply danger signals in the new host leading to transplant rejection. 
a related disanalogy is that organ transplants happen all at once, but embryos begin as 
single cells and gradually develop.74 Thus, the transplantation analogy largely ignores 
the developmental aspect of pregnancy. moreover, while immunological sameness works 
better for organ transplantation, immunological difference appears to work better for 
pregnancy.

The existence of relevant disanalogies between organ transplantation and pregnancy 
suggest there may be something fundamentally limited about experiments using chimeras 
and experiments that treat microchimerism as an instance of organ transplantation. 
The transplantation framework naturally leads us to think of the mother and fetus as 
self and nonself; that is, as two distinct beings separated by a boundary. it leads us to 
think of ways to get the mother to accept the fetus biologically by overcoming her 
immunological hostility to it. Pursuing the partialness of the ‘semi-allograft’ notion and 
its relation to a more beneficent maternal immune system may lead to immunological 
practices quite different from those of the organ transplantation framework. in adopting 
a relational model, which can accommodate partialness, different experimental practices 
may be developed – ones that either depend on analogies more relevant to pregnancy or 
are themselves entirely novel.

as the pathology and transplantation frameworks in reproductive immunology 
show, medawar’s warning that too much can be made of dangers to the fetus is advice 
worth listening to. The assumptions of maternal-fetal distinctness and antagonism 
structure experimentation in such a way that phenomena such as immunosuppression 
and organ transplantation take on more importance than they should. Loyalty to 
experimental systems that emphasize self-nonself discrimination may thus slow scientific 
understanding and explanation in this area. most importantly, experiments modelled 
on pathology and transplantation may well miss experimental possibilities available to 
relational accounts of maternal-fetal immunity.

The Danger model of Pregnancy Immunology

Viewed from the perspective of matzinger’s danger theory, the maternal-fetal 
immunological relationship most resembles Barbara Katz rothman’s body-part model of 
pregnancy. The danger model of pregnancy holds that the mother’s immune system will 
not concern itself with the placenta-fetus unless it sends danger signals. The ‘foreignness’ 
of the fetus is thus irrelevant. if healthy, the placenta and fetus will be treated as any 
other part of the body. if unhealthy, an immune response to the fetus or placenta may 
occur, and the pregnancy may be lost. There is no need to maintain a barrier between 
mother and fetus or explain away contact between them. There is no paradox, and the 
maternal immune system need be neither inert nor inept. The danger model thus avoids 
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many of the problems generated by the sharply defined self characterized by self-nonself 
discrimination theory.

in addition to avoiding problems generated by self-nonself discrimination, the 
danger model opens space for new perspectives on immunological function in pregnancy 
and new experimental designs. for example, according to the danger model, some of 
the functions assigned immunological status in pregnancy may actually be physiological, 
not immunological, in nature.75 matzinger’s danger model ‘shifts control of immunity 
to the tissues that need protection rather than the [immune] cells that protect them’.76 
all tissues thus become immunological; but one might equally think of their activities 
as simply physiological. immunologist irun Cohen, though working with a different 
theoretical perspective, shares this emphasis on the physiological. for Cohen, specific 
immune reactions to pathogens are a smaller subset of ongoing immunological 
maintenance. Of this ongoing maintenance he says:

We may define body maintenance as the implementation of processes critical to wound 
healing, tissue repair, angiogenesis, cell regeneration, and the disposal of abnormal cells 
and nonfunctional molecules. These processes, to a large degree, are triggered or performed 
by immune cells and by the molecular products of immune cells … Body maintenance, 
in short, depends on the immune activity that we call inflammation.77

How this physiological perspective affects experimentation is evident in the following 
example. Some reproductive immunologists propose that the enzyme indoleamine 2.3-
dioxygenase (iDO) is responsible for suppressing the maternal immune system so as 
to prevent the rejection of the fetus.78 Experimentally, it has been found that if the 
enzyme is inhibited in the placenta, fetal rejection results. This evidence seems to fit 
the foreign fetus model. Elizabeth Bonney and Polly matzinger, however, argue that the 
enzyme’s function may be physiological, not immunological, in nature. The enzyme iDO 
degrades tryptophan and one of the products of tryptophan is serotonin. That means 
that iDO will act in pregnancy to keep local levels of serotonin low. and this is exactly 
what is needed. Serotonin is a vasoconstrictor, but vasodilation is needed for a healthy 
pregnancy.79 This result is particularly interesting given how convinced some are that 
experimental results show iDO prevents fetal rejection by turning off maternal t cells.80 
Bonney and matzinger are not bound by the notion that a foreign fetus necessitates 
maternal immunosuppression, and so other explanations of these experimental results 
are more likely to arise.

Certainly, the disciplinary distinctions between physiology and immunology that i 
assume here are not uncontroversial. There are historical precedents for such controversies. 
in the early twentieth century, the study of anaphylaxis was increasingly split between 
physiologists and immunologists – and the widening gap was due to differences in 
experimental systems used in the respective scientific communities.81 Similarly, one side 
of this recent split in pregnancy immunology invokes physiological understandings of 
immunology that are less concerned with self-nonself discrimination, and see immune 
function as tissue maintenance. On the other, self-nonself discrimination perspectives 
view highly specific immune reactions to foreign pathogens or entities as an example 
of immunological function par excellence. Here, immunology is about defence, not 
housekeeping. to adopt an experimental approach based on the danger model thus 
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involves not only a departure from self-nonself discrimination theory, but also a 
departure from perceived boundaries of immunology.

it is important to note that the danger model does not deny that immunological 
changes accompany pregnancy. The remission of certain autoimmune diseases and the 
increased vulnerability to certain infections during pregnancy make it clear that changes 
do occur. What is denied is that these changes hinge on identity. identity does not 
serve as the primary organizing feature of maternal-fetal immunological relations. Thus, 
the troublesome assumptions of maternal-fetal distinctness, maternal passivity, and 
pathological reactivity simply drop out of the picture.

A Relational model of Pregnancy Immunology

The question i would now like to consider is this: Does the danger model make 
enough room in its account of the maternal-fetal relationship for constructive maternal 
immunological activity? The answer is no, not quite. That the maternal immune system 
is indifferent to fetal identity in the danger model is somewhat problematic, for some 
recognition of fetal difference is probably necessary to conceive and maintain pregnancy. 
a more explicit hypothesis about beneficial maternal recognition of and response to 
the fetus is therefore important. The foreign-fetus model is of little help, for it links 
maternal recognition with the unary self and pathological reactivity. What is needed is 
a model based on a relational understanding of immune selfhood and reactivity. Here, a 
philosophical relational model is helpful. as Catriona mackenzie explains,

the experience of pregnancy, particularly in the early stages, is unique in the sense that it 
defies a sharp opposition between self and other, between inside and the outside of the 
body. from the perspective of the woman, there is no clear-cut boundary between herself 
and the foetus, between her body boundaries and the body boundaries of the foetus. The 
foetus, to the extent that it is experienced as part of the woman’s body, is also experienced 
as part of her self, but as a part that is also other than herself.82

While mackenzie here overgeneralizes the experience of pregnancy – many women 
do not experience the fetus this way – i wish to focus on her underlying ontological view 
about boundaries. The relational model of pregnancy immunology is similar in its view 
of boundaries insofar as there is no clear-cut immunological boundary between mother 
and fetus. mother and fetus are not two unitary immune selves overshadowed by the 
threat of antagonism or invasion – but neither can they be collapsed into one unitary 
self. rather, it seems that, at least in the ontological sense, both sameness and difference 
need to be taken into account.

Support for a relational model can be found in the fact that immunologists 
occasionally describe maternal-fetal immunological relations using terms that suggest 
positive, neutral, and non-antagonistic interactions. terms such as maternal-fetal 
‘bi-directional traffic’, ‘dialogue’, and fetal trophoblast ‘migration’ emphasize normal 
communication or at least neutral interaction.83 Such terms contain the beginnings of a 
relational immunological model of maternal-fetal contact, though it does require some 
determination to draw this emerging model from papers in reproductive immunology. 
This is because there are no explicit theoretical models or experimental practices 
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built around beneficial relations. When beneficial relations present themselves in the 
laboratory they are still, for the most part, surprising.

The relational model is based on beneficial bi-directional immunological 
communication and makes constructive maternal reactivity a focal point of theory and 
practice. Empirical evidence suggests there are at least three kinds of communication 
that could support this emphasis on positive relationships. The first kind of beneficial 
communication involves HLa on fetal trophoblasts and may occur in a few different 
ways. first, an unusual form of HLa expressed by fetal trophoblasts (HLa-g) appears to 
be important for successful pregnancy.84 This means that the mother’s immune system 
recognizes fetal trophoblasts as being different from itself and that this recognition is 
beneficial – not harmful – to pregnancy. One reason these novel HLa antigens are 
expressed may be that they protect trophoblasts from attack by natural killer cells. 
natural killer cells can attack cells that display no HLa or nonself markers. if trophoblast 
cells had no HLa antigens, natural killers could target them and the placenta would be 
harmed.85

a second way in which recognition occurs via human leucocyte antigens involves 
the degree of difference between paternal and maternal HLa. if the father’s antigens are 
quite different from the mother’s, there is a greater chance that a successful pregnancy 
will occur.86 This is one rationale behind using paternal leucocyte immunization for 
women who have recurrent pregnancy loss.87 again, this suggests that recognition of 
fetal difference is beneficial to pregnancy. a third way recognition occurs via human 
leucocyte antigens should be strictly prohibited according to the foreign-fetus model. 
Despite the down-regulation of the usual major histocompatibility complex Class i genes 
and the expression of unusual HLa, the mother does encounter fetal cells expressing 
normal HLa at delivery, and probably before.88 Whether this is beneficial or not is 
unclear. However, it appears that unmediated immunological contact can occur without 
causing rejection of the fetus.

a second kind of beneficial immunological communication is thought to help 
the placenta-fetus to develop properly. Here, the maternal immune system is actively 
involved in constructing the needed physical environment for pregnancy alongside fetal 
trophoblasts. for example, special uterine natural killer cells – a type of lymphocyte 
– appear to be involved in tissue remodelling at the maternal-placental interface.89 These 
cells are thought to be involved in reconstruction of the uterine spiral arteries which 
ensure adequate blood flow between mother and fetus. One of the reasons bacterial 
vaginosis is thought causally relevant to pre-eclampsia is that preoccupation with infection 
prevents the maternal immune system from adequately constructing the maternal-fetal 
interface. Others contend that maternal immune responses to the placenta-fetus may 
have an important role in stimulating growth and differentiation of the maternal-fetal 
interface.90 The orchestration of immunological cytokines is important here, for some 
inhibit growth and differentiation while others promote it.

a third kind of beneficial maternal-fetal immune communication involves 
microchimerism. Bianchi’s research showing the exchange of cells between mothers 
and their fetuses is astonishing to some only because such exchanges were thought 
forbidden or pathological. What perhaps is unexpected is that microchimerism can 
bring positive benefits to mothers and their children. Bianchi found that some women 
have had their diseased organs repaired – sometimes almost wholly replaced – by cells 
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originating from their fetuses. now that is astonishing; and a better candidate for ‘natural 
transplantation’ too. Studies also suggest that stem cells originating from mothers may 
participate in responses to infection and injury in their children.91 This is not to say that 
microchimerism is always beneficial – it might also contribute to autoimmune disease 
in women. But the potential benefits of microchimerism are at least understandable 
within the context of the relational model, for the relational model does not require 
that maternal and fetal tissues be kept strictly distinct. in the local environment of 
pregnancy, the maternal-fetal interface consists of fetal and maternal cells that are in 
contact with each other. and while some of this contact is likely regulated, it is not 
possible to point to any particular dividing line between two individuals. The transition 
between mother, placenta, and fetus is gradual. given this context, it is unsurprising 
that microchimerism occurs, and it is unsurprising that it has benefits.

given the emerging evidence of beneficial communication, it is likely that 
immunological communication occurring between mothers and fetuses is crucial, 
not detrimental, to the success of pregnancy. maternal awareness of the antigenic 
semi-difference of the fetus may well be key to the success of pregnancy. On this view, 
the exchange of immune cells and biochemicals between mother and fetus is routine 
and the relationship between them is beneficially interconnected and dynamic. 
maternal-fetal interactions change as pregnancy proceeds and some stages may involve 
more immunological interaction than others. most research papers in reproductive 
immunology still do not foreground beneficial maternal-fetal communication and 
the boundary diffusion between them. Some allude to benefits – they may note, for 
instance, that the maternal immune system helps fetal development – but, typically, the 
immunological paradox of pregnancy gets the introductory limelight. But as the benefits 
of immunological communication attest, pregnancy is not a paradoxical exception to 
the immunological rule; it challenges the rule itself.

important to any relational model, then, should be the view that the maternal 
immune system behaves constructively in pregnancy; it is not simply a destructive force, 
kept at bay in circumstances of health. Experimental work taking the relational model 
to heart investigates the means by which maternal immune responses contribute to 
tissue remodelling and fetal development, as well as to the future health of offspring. 
Experiments taking a relational approach need not exclude pathological reactivity and 
maternal immunological indifference: pathology, indifference, and rejection of the 
fetus each describe certain maternal immunological activities. it is simply that in the 
relational model, bias towards unary selves and pathological reactivity is corrected, and 
the constructive immunological activities central to pregnancy are given the attention 
they are due.

Conclusion

i have argued that the foreign-fetus model is insufficient for understanding the maternal-
fetal immunological relationship and that it inhibits further understanding. i have 
also argued that, despite its poor fit with pregnancy, the foreign-fetus model persists 
because of both its unexamined assumptions and its deep structuring of experimental 
practice. The foreign-fetus model forces permeable, blurry biological relationships into 
rigid conceptual containers. in so doing, it over-emphasizes difference. its assumptions 
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operate implicitly in the experimental landscape and absorb attention that might instead 
be focused on more empirically adequate experimental models.

One available alternative to the foreign-fetus model is the danger model of pregnancy. 
Certainly, fresh new experimental approaches are suggested by it. However, the danger 
model, while making an important departure from the foreign-fetus model, does not 
do enough to emphasize positive maternal immunological reactivity. to some extent, it 
reduces the maternal-fetal relationship to one conceptual container – the mother’s – and 
thereby under-emphasizes difference.

There is a need therefore to consider experimental frameworks wherein maternal 
immunology benefits fetuses and is studied without the conceptual overlay of rigid 
physical boundaries. The assumptions of distinctness and antagonism that are materially 
implicit in the pathology and transplantation experimental frameworks must be 
rendered explicit (and removed as needed) if the range of useful experimental models 
is to expand. a relational model of pregnancy immunology is an important place, 
conceptually speaking, to begin such an expansion. However, the development of a 
relational-style model may require that more research in reproductive immunology be 
conducted outside of infertility clinics, cancer treatment centres and transplantation 
centres. These environments help perpetuate the pathology and transplantation 
experimental frameworks – as well as the focus on achieving pregnancy and successful 
organ transplantation over the improvement of women’s immunological health.

The marginalization of women in medical research generally does impact our 
knowledge of the immunology of pregnancy and the immunological health of women. 
Hypotheses about maternal antagonism are rooted in and strengthened by problematic 
medical and social assumptions about mothers and fetuses, assumptions which are 
themselves partially responsible for the marginalization of certain features of women’s 
biology in research – such as those features where there is active maternal involvement. 
research framed by a genuine interest in the immunology of women – that is, an 
immunology wherein females defend themselves against infection and autoimmune 
disease and can do so whilst constructing healthy pregnancies – should look very 
different from research focused on the minutiae of molecular self-nonself discrimination 
between mother and fetus.

i conclude with the general observation that there remains a need for feminist critiques 
of science, especially ones that engage experimental practice. Even when problematic 
theoretical assumptions are identified, uprooted and rejected, their experimental 
counterparts may persist. as the methods of the pathology and transplantation 
frameworks in this case demonstrate, procedures, practical models, tools, digitization 
and data may all perpetuate particular ways of conceptualizing immune function. 
Destabilizing problematic experimental approaches is therefore vital to the advancement 
of immunological research concerning women and their pregnancies.
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chapter thirteen

Canadian Vaccine research, Production 
and international regulation: Connaught 

Laboratories and Smallpox Vaccines,  
1962–1980

Christopher J. rutty

in the more than two centuries since Edward Jenner identified the effectiveness of 
vaccine lymph to protect against smallpox, the success of a wide variety of vaccines has 
demonstrated the power of the human immune system, when precisely stimulated, to 
protect against the most deadly or debilitating infectious diseases. The development of 
the immunological science behind the effectiveness of various vaccines has been the focus 
of some historical attention, as has, to varying degrees, their evaluation, standardization, 
regulation, delivery and application.1 However, considerably less historical attention has 
been focused on the scientific and practical development and large-scale production 
and quality control of vaccines. This is primarily because of limits placed upon direct 
access to primary records generated by vaccine manufacturers, most of which, especially 
in north america, are large private companies that generally do not welcome academic 
historians into their archival collections – assuming any records have been retained in 
the first place.

in Canada, there has been one primary producer of vaccines and other public health 
biological products for most of the twentieth century. Known variously as Connaught 
antitoxin Laboratories, Connaught Laboratories and Connaught medical research 
Laboratories while a self-supporting, non-profit part of the university of toronto from 
1914 through 1972,2 a large and valuable collection of primary records from this period 
and later have been preserved at what is now the Connaught Campus of Sanofi Pasteur 
Limited in toronto.3

from 1916 through 1980, and especially after 1962, Connaught Laboratories 
produced glycerinated and then freeze-dried smallpox vaccines that simultaneously met 
the increasingly rigorous regulatory standards of Canada, the united States, and the 
World Health Organization. indeed, Connaught was a key player in establishing such 
international standards and it was one of, if not the only, smallpox vaccine producer 
in the world that had to regularly meet and exceed such domestic and international 
standards.4 Satisfying domestic vaccine demands and maximizing profits were the main 
focus of commercial vaccine producers, particularly in the uS. Without the need to 
satisfy private shareholders, and with a broader, more academic approach to global 
public health, Connaught developed a tradition of stronger and more open international 
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connections with governments, regulators, public health organizations like the WHO, 
as well as other vaccine producers. moreover, Canadian export regulations allowed 
Connaught to more easily export vaccines than uS manufacturers; Connaught only had 
to satisfy the regulatory requirements of the importing country, while uS commercial 
producers first had to meet american standards. During the early 1960s, this situation 
gave Connaught an important advantage, particularly during the early development of 
Sabin oral polio vaccine (1960–62) as the Labs could export the still experimental vaccine 
to countries facing major polio epidemics before it was licensed in Canada or the uS. 
Cold war politics and Canadian neutrality also tended to favour Connaught over uS 
and Soviet vaccine producers during this period.5 nevertheless, Connaught had always 
worked closely with american regulators at the national institutes of Health to ensure 
their vaccines and other biologicals met uS standards to allow for export south of the 
border, while also working to meet increasingly rigorous Canadian regulatory standards, 
which were generally based on american standards, but sometimes diverged from them, 
as was the case with smallpox vaccine. in 1967, Connaught’s international reputation 
and experience with smallpox vaccines were recognized when the WHO designated it 
one of two regional Smallpox Vaccine reference Laboratories, responsible for working 
with local smallpox vaccine producers in the Western Hemisphere to improve standards 
and provide testing and consultation services. The national institute of Public Health in 
Bilthoven, netherlands, provided similar services for the Eastern Hemisphere.

Within this context, Dr Paul fenje oversaw Connaught’s smallpox vaccine program 
from 1962 through 1979, quietly and effectively raising standards, driven by pressures 
from national and international regulators, academic and commercial interests, and a 
growing determination to ultimately eradicate ‘the speckled monster’ from the planet.6

The sudden emergence of smallpox after 9/11 as a potential bio-terrorist weapon 
focused considerable energy on expediting the preparation of renewed supplies of 
smallpox vaccines around the world.7 a new Canadian vaccine stockpile has been 
produced from a series of Vaccinia pulps originally prepared at Connaught in 1979 and 
then, fortunately, preserved in a deep freeze after smallpox was declared eradicated and 
vaccine production shut down. not unlike the frozen Vaccinia pulps, the unique archival 
record of Connaught’s smallpox vaccine development and production activities preserved 
at the Connaught Campus opens an otherwise closed window on the practical and dynamic 
world of vaccine development and manufacturing during the twentieth century.

This paper builds upon an earlier article that described Connaught’s broader 
contributions to the global smallpox eradication effort.8 The main focus here will be 
on fenje’s smallpox vaccine development and production work and an examination of 
the scientific and practical advantages and constraints he faced in raising international 
smallpox vaccine standards, and then consistently meeting and exceeding them in 
supplying the World Health Organization’s smallpox eradication program with what 
he and others, metaphorically, though not inaccurately, characterized as ‘the best dried 
smallpox vaccine ever made in this galaxy’.9

Prelude: smallpox Vaccination in Canada: The Pre-modern era, 1797–1916

Several authors, including Jennifer Keelan in this volume of essays (and in her 
dissertation), have described and analyzed the pre-modern era of smallpox vaccination, 
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including the Canadian context.10 However, the primary focus of this scholarship has 
been more on the various intersections between vaccination theories, the empirical 
assessment of its efficacy and political debates surrounding the use and value of the 
vaccine than on the practical aspects of its production on the various vaccine farms.

The first steps towards more potent and pure smallpox vaccine supplies began with 
the promotion of a new means of propagating vaccine, which used only ‘pure bovine 
vaccination’. This new approach to selecting and producing good stock vaccine lymph 
distinguished itself from the mélange of techniques and vaccine lymphs in use. Pure 
bovine vaccine was made using only spontaneous cowpox as a seed vaccine material, 
and was propagated in a series solely in the cow. Other more popular means of vaccine 
production involved a variety of starter materials, which had been propagated serially 
through a variety of hosts, including humans (see Keelan this volume). The most 
important improvement in smallpox vaccine production came in 1891 when glycerin 
was first used to dilute lymph. not only did glycerin allow for vaccine production on 
a larger scale, it was also a preservative of the virus, and destroyed extraneous bacteria. 
The vaccine could now be more easily tested in the laboratory, although there were 
efforts to systematically test lymphs in the lab much earlier (see Keelan and rusnock this 
volume). Sterile glass capillary tubes were also introduced at the same time in which the 
glycerinated vaccine was packaged and distributed. Other antiseptics, including phenol, 
were later used to ensure purity in vaccine production.11

Smallpox vaccine stations overseen by interested physicians and local health boards 
and supplied with vaccine imported from the united States, or a local supply, facilitated 
the distribution of smallpox vaccine in Canada through the mid-1880s.12 in addition, 
with support from the montreal Board of Health, the ‘montreal Cow-pox institute’ was 
established in 1878. Larger scale production began on a commercial and government-
sponsored basis after the great 1885 montreal smallpox epidemic. L’institut vaccinogène 
de Québec was established in 1886 in Sainte-foy, just outside Quebec City and operated 
with the support of the Quebec provincial government, while in 1899, l’institut vaccinol 
de montréal, a privately funded company, was established in montreal, although it 
received some support from the city.13

The first smallpox vaccine supply in Ontario commenced in 1885 when the Ontario 
Vaccine farm was established in Palmerston. influenced by the 1885 montreal epidemic, 
as well as by a serious smallpox outbreak north of Belleville in 1884, the Provincial 
Board of Health sponsored the Palmerston Vaccine farm. managed single-handedly by 
Dr alexander Stewart, and after his death in 1911 by Dr Herbert Coleman, the Ontario 
Vaccine farm produced Vaccinia points, despite increasing imports of higher quality 
glycerinated vaccine, until 1916.14

Connaught Laboratories and smallpox Vaccine, 1916–1962

Prompted by growing domestic, and particularly military, demand for higher quality, 
glycerinated smallpox vaccine, in 1916 the antitoxin Laboratories of the university 
of toronto purchased the calves and equipment of the Ontario Vaccine farm.15 The 
antitoxin Laboratories were founded in 1913 in a small backyard stable in west toronto 
by Dr John g. fitzgerald to provide life-saving public health products in Canada, such 
as diphtheria and tetanus antitoxins, at a price that was within the reach of everyone. 
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figure 13.1 Connaught Laboratories’ first smallpox vaccine production facility was located in 
several isolated rooms at the south-east corner of this building (the front corner at the 
left end of the image). main laboratory building, c. 1917-18, Connaught antitoxin 
Laboratories, farm Section, university of toronto. Source: Sanofi Pasteur Limited 
(Connaught Campus) archives, acc1180.

figure 13.2 after packaging bulk smallpox vaccine imported from the new york City Health 
Department Laboratories for about a year, Connaught Laboratories began to fully 
prepare its own smallpox vaccine in September 1917. The first step in the production 
process was shaving and preparing the calf for inoculation. Source: Sanofi Pasteur 
Limited (Connaught Campus) archives, acc1954.
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Encouraged by his efforts and enthusiasm, and initial antitoxin sales to the Ontario 
government, on 1 may 1914, the university of toronto officially established the antitoxin 
Laboratories in the basement of the medical Building.16

a severe shortage of tetanus antitoxin during the first year of World War i prompted 
the donation by Colonel albert E. gooderham (Ontario red Cross Chairman and 
a university of toronto governor) of a large farm property 17 kilometers north of 
the university campus, along with new laboratory facilities for expanded antitoxin 
production. in early 1916 these new buildings were almost completed and a corner 
section of the main laboratory building was renovated for smallpox vaccine production, 
accommodated and isolated in four separate rooms with an outside entrance.

in the meantime, as was the case when production of diphtheria and tetanus 
antitoxins was initiated in toronto in 1914–15, bulk supplies of smallpox vaccine, along 
with scientific and technical assistance, was sought from the new york City Health 
Department’s Laboratories. fitzgerald had developed a close relationship with its 
Director, Dr William H. Park, beginning with his post-graduate studies there in 1910, 
and was able to negotiate an arrangement for supplies and testing of antitoxins and 
vaccines at cost. for example, during September and October 1915, a total of 19,760 
points of smallpox vaccine were supplied from new york City, the first shipment of 
7,500 points immediately forwarded from toronto to Winnipeg (2,500 points) and 
niagara (5,000 points).17

The first batch of smallpox vaccine fully produced in the lab in toronto was 
harvested from Calf #1 on 12 September 1917, shortly before the official opening of 
the ‘Connaught antitoxin Laboratories and university farm’. Connaught’s opening 
took place on 25 October 1917 and was christened by gooderham after the Duke of 
Connaught, Canada’s governor general during WWi, and first patron of the Canadian 
Public Health association. With the vaccination of the calves and harvesting of the 
vaccine managed by albert Double, and after several tests carried out by frank Scruby, 
particularly for streptococcus, tetanus and anaerobic bacteria, proved negative and 
clinical tests showed ‘good takes’, Connaught’s first lot of 6,000 capillary tubes of 
smallpox vaccine was released on 21 December 1917.18

Connaught’s smallpox vaccine production then rose sharply under the leadership of 
the lab’s assistant Director, Dr robert D. Defries.19 Defries, Hilda finegan (secretary, 
purchasing agent, shipper) and Leila Hanna (laboratory assistant), made several trips 
to the united States to secure not only an original Vaccinia calf seed virus supply from 
the new york City Health Department – which, Defries thought was ‘…an original 
cowpox strain from England’, first brought to new york in the 1850s20 – but also all 
the components for smallpox vaccine packaging, including capillary tubes, scarifying 
needles and rubber bulbs.21 The greatest demand for smallpox vaccine came from the 
Canadian military, which had purchased more than 600,000 capillary tubes from 
Connaught by the end of the war. a large quantity of vaccine was also prepared for 
provincial health departments and others across Canada, including hospitals and 
individual physicians.22

not long after the end of the war, domestic demand for Connaught’s smallpox 
vaccine grew sharply when a series of localized smallpox outbreaks struck parts of central 
Ontario. The toronto area was struck in 1919 and 1920, and then Ottawa in 1921. a 
total of 3,046 cases were reported in 1919 in the province, and another 5,129 cases and 
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33 deaths in 1920. as fitzgerald noted in his annual report, ‘There was, as a result, 
an enormous demand for smallpox vaccine and the resources of the Laboratories were 
greatly strained to meet the need’. moreover, ‘The output of vaccine for each of the 
months during which the epidemic continued was almost as great as the production 
for any previous year since the opening of the Laboratories’. in total, sufficient vaccine 
for 489,270 vaccinations was produced during October 1919 through January 1920, and 
another 500,000 in 1921.23

This level of smallpox vaccine production provided a valuable opportunity for 
Connaught scientists not only to build up practical experience with vaccine production, 
but also to study the effectiveness of the vaccine, investigate complications, and to focus 
on improving its quality. in particular, occasional complaints of vaccine failures from 
doctors, particularly during the Ontario smallpox epidemic in 1919–20, underscored the 
importance of how the vaccine was being shipped, stored and administered, and especially 
how heat could easily destroy its potency. Such complaints also highlighted the limited 
understanding of vaccination and vaccines among some physicians during this period 
and the importance of Connaught keeping detailed production records so that individual 

figure 13.3 During the last years of World War i and expanding into the 1920s, Connaught 
Laboratories supplied smallpox vaccine, among other vaccines and antitoxins, to all 
provinces in Canada, as well as to other parts of the British Empire. This promotional 
map, dating from about 1920-21, was displayed at such public events as the Canadian 
national Exhibition and highlighted Connaught’s mission: ‘Established for research 
investigation in Preventive medicine and for the production and distribution of 
all Public Health Biological Products at minimum Prices’. Source: Sanofi Pasteur 
Limited (Connaught Campus) archives, acc0705.
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complaints could be investigated.24 This apparent lack of attention among at least some 
physicians to the proper storage of smallpox vaccine in the 1920s raises the question of 
how the vaccine had been stored and handled by nineteenth-century physicians and 
vaccinators and how this had affected its potency and effectiveness. moreover, how did 
such conditions influence the medical and political debate surrounding its use?

in 1921, the first volume of Studies from the Research Division, Connaught Antitoxin 
Laboratories was published and included two original articles on smallpox vaccine 
that began a tradition of serious scientific research at Connaught into its ongoing 
improvement. The research was focused on maximizing the stability, potency and purity 
of the vaccine, particularly through increasingly careful attention paid to how calves 
were selected, tested, accommodated, washed and handled during and after they were 
inoculated.25

Despite the obvious effectiveness of smallpox vaccine, underscored by the sharp 
decline in smallpox incidence in Canada, the inherent production problem of bacterial 
contamination of Vaccinia pulp harvested from calf skin was a constant challenge that 
Connaught scientists focused intensely on overcoming. glycerin was effective in sharply 
reducing bacterial contamination after the Vaccinia pulp was harvested and processed, 
but during the late 1920s, Connaught scientists focused their attention on further 
reducing bacterial content by improving how the calves were selected, tested, handled 
and kept clean before, during and after they were inoculated. more careful attention 
to the cleanliness of the calf stalls and their handlers made a significant difference, 
as did increasingly scrupulous measures of washing and rewashing the calves and the 
vaccinated area of their abdomen, and also the liberal use of ‘brilliant green’, which 
was a triphenylmethane dye of the malachite-green series generally used in a 1:500 
dilute solution as a topical antiseptic. it was particularly effective against gram-positive 
microorganisms. The results of such measures in reducing bacterial content were quite 
clear after a 1927 series of experiments. in a vaccine with a high initial bacterial count 
of 30,000,000 per cc, a series of phenol-glycerine treatments reduced the count to 300, 
while in a vaccine with a low initial count of 3,000 per cc, phenol-glycerine treatment 
reduced the count to an undetectable level.26 By 1932 an even more intensive routine of 
washing the calves before and after vaccination and the expanded use of brilliant green, 
further reduced the bacterial content of Connaught’s finished vaccine, ranging from 
60 to 60,000 per cc over 45 lots produced during two years of production; 17 lots had 
counts of less than 1,000 and 14 were between 1,000 and 3,000 per cc.27

By the early 1930s a new research program began at Connaught. it was led by Dr 
James Craigie and focused on Vaccinia and Variola strains and Vaccinia elementary 
bodies. utilizing Vaccinia virus cultured in rabbits and other animals, Craigie’s interests 
were focused on the ‘flocculation reaction’ evident when Vaccinia lymph, or smallpox 
crusts, were mixed with an appropriate antiserum. Such visible reactions with viral 
materials were unfamiliar to researchers at the time and had been thought to be bacterial 
invaders, but Craigie demonstrated that the antigen-antibody floccules in fact contained 
infectious viral particles, otherwise known as ‘elementary bodies’.28 By the start of World 
War ii, other demands, including an intensive effort to produce typhus fever vaccine 
for the military, resulted in the slow down of Vaccinia research work at Connaught, 
although smallpox vaccine production increased significantly.
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interest in improving smallpox vaccines was boosted during World War ii and 
especially through the late 1940s, by the persistent and increasing incidence of smallpox 
in tropical countries and by the limited effectiveness of glycerinated smallpox vaccine in 
such environments. Liquid smallpox vaccine was very heat sensitive and under tropical 
conditions it might not be properly refrigerated. a variety of freeze-dried smallpox 
vaccines had been produced as early as 1919, particularly in france for use in its african 
colonies, but it was not until after the end of the war and the establishment of the World 
Health Organization in 1948 that the usefulness of a freeze-dried smallpox vaccine 
in tropical countries grew more apparent and research efforts focused on improving 
production methods to boost the heat stability of dried vaccines.29

Dr L.H. Collier of the Lister institute in England was one of the first to take up 
this challenge, adapting a centrifugal freeze-drying apparatus developed during the war 
for blood plasma to smallpox vaccine production. Collier’s freeze-drying technique was 
based upon the preparation of suspensions of Vaccinia virus utilizing a method developed 
by Craigie in 1932. Collier used a homogeneous strain of Vaccinia first described by Dr 
Cleeve russell amies in 1938, who was then at the Lister institute. a strain of virus was 
needed that could be easily purified and which would show uniform characteristics 
during repeated passages. Collier thus converted the standard Lister strain of vaccinia to a 
‘homogeneous’ strain, the starting material for which was a partially purified elementary 
bodies suspension prepared from sheep pulp using differential centrifugation, followed 
by repeated passages on the skin of the rabbit.30 twenty years later, amies himself was 
to join Connaught. among other projects, he was to oversee the development of its first 
generation of freeze-dried smallpox vaccine.

Connaught had experimented with producing a dried smallpox vaccine as early as 
1941, however, little more was done in this area until 1958, when a major smallpox 
epidemic struck what is now Bangladesh, causing more than 100,000 cases. The 
international red Cross and the WHO mobilized vaccine from all over the world, 
including Canada, where stocks were quickly exhausted. The Canadian red Cross 
approached Connaught to produce additional vaccine ‘with the utmost speed’. Defries, 
who had retired as Director of Connaught in 1955 after overseeing its ‘Herculean’ Salk 
polio vaccine development and production program,31 stepped in to apply his long 
experience with smallpox vaccine, and within four weeks Connaught had shipped 1.5 
million doses.

The vaccine sent to Bangladesh was regular glycerinated vaccine, but it was clear that 
a dried vaccine would be more useful in such a tropical environment. after the crisis had 
passed, Defries stressed to Connaught’s Human antigens Committee the importance 
of proceeding with developing a dried smallpox vaccine.32 at the same time, stimulated 
by the high profile success of the Salk polio vaccine and the beginning of work on an 
oral polio vaccine, considerable international attention was now focused on improving 
smallpox vaccines based on tissue culture methods like those being used to produce 
polio vaccines.

in late 1958, a research program was launched at Connaught under the direction of 
C.r. amies, focused on investigating some of the new production ideas, including the 
development of a freeze-dried smallpox vaccine. By 1960, amies was able to produce 
a dried vaccine on a small scale, and by 1962 clinical trials were conducted with the 
Canadian armed forces, as well as in the West indies and africa.33 However, amies was 
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more interested in research than vaccine production; he left Connaught in 1962, passing 
direction of the smallpox program to Dr Paul fenje, who had worked with him since 
they both arrived at Connaught in 1958.34

Connaught Laboratories, Paul fenje and Raising smallpox Vaccine standards

The growing global threat of smallpox, particularly through increasing international air 
travel, and the goal of eradicating this disease required fresh approaches, with energy 
directed at developing, producing and utilizing the best dried vaccine possible. in 
early 1962, Paul fenje assumed this responsibility with a unique blend of research and 
production skills, enthusiasm and humility, which helped bring the global battle against 
smallpox to new levels of intensity.

Born in novi Sad, yugoslavia, in 1915, and following in the medical paths of his father 
and grandfather, fenje received his mD from the university of zagreb in 1940. He then 
received a Diploma in Public Health from the institute of Hygiene in Belgrade and a 
Specialist in microbiology certification. fenje was primarily drawn to microbiology and 
diagnostics, and, as he later recalled, an interest in ‘finding the reason or cause of why 
things happen’ in the laboratory, rather than looking down people’s throats as his father 
as a general practitioner did. He was particularly interested in rabies and influenza. 
in yugoslavia under the Communists, fenje oversaw a viral diagnostic lab and then a 
general public health laboratory in Sremska mitrovica.

in 1955, fenje was appointed Head of the Department for medical Virology at 
the Pasteur institute in novi Sad, where he served until 1958, when, through some 
‘conspiratorial work’, he and his family escaped from yugoslavia and moved to Canada. 
unsatisfied with a position that increasingly kept him behind a desk at the Pasteur 
institute, fenje accepted an invitation from the university of Edinburgh in Scotland 
to do some research. at the same time, his wife and children quietly managed to travel 
to London, where the family reunited and took the opportunity to board a steamship 
bound for montreal.

fenje needed a job quickly and first went to the institute of microbiology at the 
university of montreal, but they had little to offer him, and neither did mcgill university. 

figure 13.4 Dr. Paul fenje, passport photo 
taken in 1967. Source: Sanofi 
Pasteur Limited (Connaught 
Campus) archives, aneg67-35.
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fenje and his family next went to toronto where he arranged to meet the Director of 
Connaught, Dr J.K.W. ferguson. at the time, fenje had heard the Connaught name 
but knew little about the Labs. immediately impressed with fenje’s ability to speak six 
languages, and in need of someone experienced enough with rabies vaccine production 
to help stem an alarming outbreak of the disease among Eskimo dogs, ferguson hired 
fenje on the spot.35

Hired at about the same time as amies and initially working under his direction, 
fenje’s primary focus during his first years at Connaught was on preparing and improving 
rabies vaccine. While he would maintain this interest in rabies throughout his career 
at Connaught, the development of new smallpox vaccines increasingly consumed his 
time. as he later recalled, fenje was immediately overwhelmed by the kindness of his 
colleagues at Connaught and their readiness to help, and similarly overwhelmed by the 
availability of money for equipment. formal budget plans were rarely needed and none 
of his requests for funds were refused, which was something quite new to him. fenje’s 
arrival at Connaught coincided with a period of rapid growth in the Labs fueled by 
large-scale production of Salk polio vaccine and the beginning of development work on 
the Sabin polio vaccine.36

in february 1962, fenje was invited to a special meeting ‘to establish priorities, space 
and personnel requirements for the continuation of certain projects now underway and 
to plan for the further development of smallpox vaccines’. There were growing export 
demands for glycerinated vaccine, but difficulties obtaining enough suitable calves. at 
this meeting, robert J. Wilson, an assistant Director at Connaught, felt that an expanded 
smallpox vaccine production program was necessary in order to place Connaught ‘in 
the most advantageous position, should shortages develop in other parts of the world 
as a result of current epidemics, which seem to be gaining ground, particularly in the 
Congo’.37

top priority, however, was to be given to further development of a dried vaccine. 
WHO’s initial smallpox eradication program, launched in 1955, was stalled after large 
quantities of vaccine donated by the Soviet union were found to be contaminated. in 
response, and in a context of concerns about regulatory lapses that contributed to the 
‘Cutter incident’ in 1955 when the Salk polio vaccine was first introduced, and then 
the discovery of extraneous viruses in other vaccines, such as SV40 in the Sabin and 
Salk polio vaccines in 1960–61, the WHO focused on developing more sophisticated 
international vaccine standards. Such events, among other factors, helped shape the 
WHO’s recognition that ‘biological products are usually highly complex and cannot be 
assayed for safety and efficacy by examining final material alone’.38 The new regulatory 
process would thus involve all starting ingredients, the establishment of reference 
materials, and the monitoring of all stages of production. This approach contrasted 
with that of the Standardization Commission of the League of nations established in 
1924, the work of which was primarily focused on using biological methods to define 
and standardize the chemical purity of final bacterial antisera and antitoxin products 
(see mazumdar this volume).

for Connaught, there was no evidence of foreign viruses in its smallpox vaccines 
during the production process. as noted by key members of Connaught’s Human 
antigens Committee, the only possible sources for viral contamination would be calves 
or humans. indeed, ‘such virus contamination is believed to be very unlikely since 
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a long history of successful vaccine production has indicated no such problem’. The 
Committee concluded that while a formal testing program would not be needed, there 
were techniques available that would enable a closer study of vaccinia virus and provide 
useful data for Connaught to have, including in support of statements ‘that our vaccinia 
virus has been examined for foreign virus and found to be “clean”’.39

During the first years of the 1960s, the idea of smallpox eradication was accelerated 
in light of new epidemics in developing countries and by several alarming outbreaks 
in Europe sparked by cases imported from endemic areas. Closer to home, in august 
1962, north american fears of imported smallpox were realized when a 14-year-old boy 
returning home to toronto from Brazil via new york City developed smallpox en route, 
touching off an international emergency and a mass vaccination campaign on both sides 
of the border. fortunately, it was a mild case and there were no secondary infections. 
yet, north america’s vulnerability to imported smallpox was dramatically exposed.40

Picking up where amies had left Connaught’s dried smallpox vaccine development, 
fenje initially focused his attention on experimental processing methods. He improved 
freeze-drying techniques, and standardized methods of testing vaccine potency and 
stability, beyond the traditional rabbit scarification test.41 indeed, the standardization of 
freeze-dried vaccine was critical to fenje. as he discussed with Wilson in late may 1962, 
there did not seem to be any international standard or minimal requirements established 
regarding the potency of vaccine that was to be freeze dried. Specifically, there needed 
to be potency standardization based on a specific number of plaque forming units in 
monkey kidney cells and pock forming units in chick embryos, as well as standardization 
in drying techniques, moisture content and vaccine stability. as fenje concluded in a 
memo, ‘These are Dr. Wilson, the most important questions, which if you could discuss 
with the WHO experts, the resulting information might be of considerable help for the 
development of our dried smallpox vaccine’.42

The pace of fenje’s work accelerated during the latter half of 1962, boosted by the 
toronto smallpox scare and by intensified international efforts to develop a dried vaccine 
that would meet the new WHO standards. as a self-supporting part of the university of 
toronto, and in the wake of its pioneering polio vaccine work over the previous decade, 
Connaught was in a fortunate position to share its progress in the spirit of academic 
and practical inquiry, and also benefit from the advances made by others. Sharing of 
experience was from Connaught’s perpective, largely unidirectional as they provided 
critical research capacity to vaccine manufacturers, including the Lister institute in 
England, who were interested in obtaining samples of the Vaccinia strains Connaught 
was using, and the Serum institute in Copenhagen, who were impressed with the 
vaccine yields Connaught was obtaining.43 in addition, Connaught was occasionally 
asked to test smallpox vaccine batches sent from uS manufacturers, particularly to 
confirm potency or stability test results.

fenje’s relationship with his international colleagues, and his position among them 
was elevated significantly through an international Smallpox Vaccine Symposium 
hosted by the institut mérieux in Lyon, france, in December 1962. However, fenje 
had not yet been granted Canadian citizenship and was nervous about traveling back to 
Europe for fear of attracting attention in yugoslavia. He also did not yet feel particularly 
confident in his position as a smallpox vaccine expert, confiding to Wilson shortly after 
being invited to the conference, ‘it seems the best people in the field of smallpox control 
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will be present (with my exception). The problems to be discussed are all of practical 
importance and conclusions will have probably a significant bearing on the future 
development of the smallpox vaccine’.44 nevertheless, fenje’s paper, entitled ‘Stability 
of Dried Smallpox Vaccine at Various temperatures’, was well received, although, as he 
reported to Wilson, it was scheduled during the last session of the meeting and there was 
very little time left for discussion.45

following the conference, fenje spent the next few weeks visiting a variety of 
European vaccine manufacturers and laboratories, including the Pasteur institute in 
Paris, the Lister institute in England, and the national institute of Public Health in 
Bilthoven in the netherlands. He was particularly impressed by the use of arcton, 
a fluorocarbon,46 at the Lister institute for purifying calf pulp without high-speed 
centrifugation, although fenje recognized that this process did not result in a sterile 
dried vaccine product. Of more immediate interest was the new Vaccinia unit at 
Biltoven, which produced low bacterial count pulps and used antibiotic sprays. as fenje 
later wrote to the institute’s Director, Dr B. Hoffman, ‘We realize now how primitive 
our way of handling the animals is in comparison with your methods, and we would like 
to do something about it, to improve it to some extent’. fenje also asked for Hoffman 
to send descriptions of the institute’s filling machinery and a simple plan of its animal 
quarters, although fenje recognized that, at present, he did not anticipate Connaught 
would have the means to build new animal quarters.47

fenje’s dried smallpox vaccine development work continued through 1963, albeit 
on a relatively small scale during the first part of the year as the uncertainties of the 
export market made it difficult for Connaught to commit the necessary resources for 
large-scale production. The WHO had not yet committed to an expanded eradication 
program, although, encouraged by a series of clinical trials, the Canadian armed forces 
considered converting to dried vaccine if Connaught could supply it within the next 1–2 
years. nevertheless, as was stressed at a february 1963 meeting of the Human antigens 
Committee, ‘C.m.r.L. should remain in the forefront of the work leading to the best 
available smallpox vaccine on a production scale’.48

in april 1963, fenje’s leadership of Connaught’s smallpox vaccine development 
and production work was solidified with his invitation to join the Human antigens 
Committee.49 Key priorities for fenje were preparing an application for a Canadian 
license for dried smallpox vaccine and also a uS license. There was also interest from a 
uS firm known as Panray, to distribute Connaught’s smallpox vaccine to take advantage 
of american efforts to increase smallpox immunization levels.50

During his first full year fenje focused almost totally on dried smallpox vaccines 
development and production, and was then able to recommend that routine production 
could begin. By June 1963, as he wrote in his first annual research report, considerable 
international progress had been made recently in dried vaccine production. However it 
was clear that there were wide variations in vaccine quality, particularly in the levels of 
bacterial contamination, and in how much, or how little, producers did about it.

in particular, fenje noted that vaccine producers in Holland, france, South america, 
among others, seemed to be doing little to minimize bacterial contamination. They simply 
homogenized and then freeze-dried calf pulp without any further preparation other than 
adding a stabilizing agent. The resulting final product contained a relatively high concentration 
of a bacterial agent that caused a significant loss in potency during freeze-drying and decreased 
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stability when exposed to higher temperatures. fenje also noted that ‘a huge amount’ of 
dried smallpox vaccine from the uSSr donated to the WHO had to be discarded ‘since it 
was so heavily contaminated’. However, ‘some producers have sterile products of satisfactory 
potency, stability, purity and distributed with elaborate means for application’, such as the uS 
army, while others, such as the Lister institute, ‘do not pay any attention to this’.51

The rest of fenje’s report detailed the efforts employed at Connaught to control 
contaminants in the final vaccine, including keeping inoculated calves under the most 
meticulous sanitary conditions through scrupulous washing, cleansing and scrubbing prior 
to exsanguination. Contamination control was also reinforced by spraying the inoculated site 
of each calf with a 1/1000 dilution of brilliant green, while antibiotics, 0.02% Streptomycin 
and 0.01% neomycin, were used in the processing and purification of the harvested and 
homogenized Vaccinia pulp. The pulp was then subjected to a series of differential high-
speed centrifugations, after which 10% peptone and 4% phenol solutions were added. fenje 
also stressed the adoption of a standard potency of 108 pock forming units per ml, that would 
ensure 100% ‘takes’ in vacinees and also leave a safety margin to cover potency loss during 
storage at high temperatures.52 He noted that it had been ‘generally observed that vaccines 
containing between 5 x 107–108 infectious units per milliliter will give 100% takes, and those 
containing approximately 2 x 108 infectious units will vaccinate successfully on 50% of 
susceptible persons’. nevertheless, it was clear that a positive take will render to the vaccinee 
a degree of protection which is independent of the potency of the vaccine’.53 meeting such 
a standard, and more importantly, meeting it consistently from lot to lot was a significant 
challenge for smallpox vaccine manufacturers, including Connaught. as his experience grew, 
however, fenje was able to maintain and exceed such a standard over time.

 Confident in his methods to produce a superior dried vaccine, fenje faced growing 
pressure to expand production, particularly as the WHO worked towards intensifying 
its smallpox eradication program. in January 1964, fenje was asked whether or not 
Connaught was prepared to supply 5 million doses of dried vaccine, should the WHO 
ask for it. The limiting factors he faced were the present production facilities, and an 
available support staff of only two or three. Calves could be processed weekly and about 
44 calves would be needed to prepare the 15,380 grams of pulp required to make 5 
million doses of vaccine.54

figure 13.5 Harvesting Vaccinia pulp from calf, Smallpox Vaccine production, 1970s, Connaught 
medical research Laboratories. Source: Sanofi Pasteur Limited (Connaught Campus) 
archives, uncatalogued slide.
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fenje’s confidence underscored the growing breadth of his intellectual and practical 
grasp of the broader situation regarding the production of smallpox vaccines around 
the world. During the early 1960s, he spent considerable time investigating the relative 
merits of the other, more ‘modern’, types of smallpox vaccines – that is, various tissue 
culture-based vaccines, and others based on inactivating the Vaccinia virus using various 
chemical agents or physical methods – that were being developed and promoted widely. 
He summarized his critical views on the state of the art in a 1964 paper, ‘advances in 
the immunoprophylaxis of Smallpox’.55 fenje saw the theoretical advantages of some of 
these new approaches, however, they seemed limited when it came to adapting them to 
the practicalities of large scale production and quality control demands, and fell short of 
the immunological response shown with the ‘traditional’ calf-skin Vaccinia pulp-based 
vaccine. fenje’s progress was also acknowledged in august 1964 with the Canadian 
licensing of Connaught’s dried smallpox vaccine, and in December by the news that it 
also met WHO’s new dried vaccine standards.56

By the summer of 1965, the intensity of smallpox vaccine production at Connaught 
increased after the announcement that the united States government was prepared to 
sponsor a more sophisticated global smallpox eradication program through the WHO.57 
There were also new inquiries about how much dried vaccine Connaught could supply 
and how soon. a new smallpox building was under construction to enable larger 
production, but it would not be ready until late in 1965.58

at the same time, the WHO assembly issued new measures concerning the 
international control of smallpox, yellow fever and malaria, requiring that all vaccinations 
for international certification should be made only with a product certified to fulfill 
WHO vaccine requirements. This meant that, as of 1 January 1967, anyone traveling 
between countries that required proof of smallpox vaccination or re-vaccination had to 
present an official vaccination certificate that included information about the origin and 
batch number of the vaccine they received.59

fenje felt that there were no major differences between the current Canadian 
and WHO dried vaccine standards, although the WHO was now calling for a more 
potent vaccine than Canadian regulators required. in September 1965, fenje stressed 
to Wilson that Connaught needed to upgrade its present criteria for acceptance in 
order to meet all of WHO’s requirements, which meant increasing the concentration 
of the vaccine, although this would increase its production cost. at the same time, 
Connaught had to meet uS requirements, which differed substantially from Canadian 
and WHO regulations with respect to potency testing procedures; american authorities 
only required the rabbit scarification test, which involved comparing the scratched skin 
reactions of a series of vaccine samples of varied dilutions. This was also the only test that 
provided a good indication of the vaccine’s effect when applied to human skin. This test 
required three times as many animals as Connaught’s.60

in order for Canadian travelers to prove their smallpox vaccination status when 
they crossed international borders, Canadian regulatory authorities had to certify that 
Connaught’s vaccine met the new WHO standards, and there were concerns that it 
might not in light of the WHO’s reliance on the pock count test, which indicated a 
vaccine that was perhaps not potent enough, while other tests, and reports from some 
doctors suggested that it was too potent. it was evident to fenje, however, that the 
potency of the vaccine was not related to its potential reactivity; increased reports of 
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reactions were more related to increased reporting sensitivity than to a more reactive 
vaccine. The new testing and certification rules proved frustrating to fenje. as he 
stressed in a handwritten note to Wilson in response to a letter from r.a. Chapman, 
Director general of the Canadian food and Drug Directorate, ‘i think it would be 
entirely impractical from anybody’s point of view to deal with 2 kinds of vaccines: 1) one 
which would be certified and to be used for the international Vaccination Certificate, 
and 2), another vaccine, non-certified for “non-international” purposes. it seems to me, 
what we have to do is to prepare the smallpox vaccine so as to meet in every lot their 
requirements’.61

By march 1966, Connaught’s smallpox vaccines met all uS and WHO requirements, 
each batch subjected to rabbit scarification and the pock mark tests.62 meanwhile, the 
preparation of a dried vaccine suitable for use with the jet injector would have to meet 
another set of strict WHO standards, particularly for sterility and consistency in light 
of the different dosage and delivery system involved. as Dr Donald a. Henderson, 
Director of the WHO Smallpox Eradication Program, pointed out to Wilson, ‘i argued 
some tolerance in the requirements but it was quite clear the Committee was against 
bacteria like sin and to advocate some low level of bacterial contamination was akin to 
arguing the virtues of wine to a group of methodist clergymen. it’s a funny world’.63 
The jet injector for smallpox vaccine was introduced in the early 1960s, initially for use 
in the uS and Canadian military, and involved a special intradermal nozzle designed 
for use with a hypodermic jet injector apparatus that provided a very rapid method of 
intradermal injection. When used instead of the traditional multiple pressure method, 
the vaccine could be diluted 50-fold, thus greatly boosting the efficiency of mass smallpox 
vaccinations.64

fenje’s primary goal was, however, to produce a dried smallpox vaccine that was truly 
bacteriologically sterile, that is with consistent bacterial counts of 0 in each vaccine lot. 
By early 1968 fenje was able to confidently make such a claim. yet, as early as October 
1965, the President of Wyeth Laboratories had personally phoned Connaught’s Director, 
J.K.W. ferguson, inquiring about the sterility of Connaught’s freeze-dried smallpox 
vaccine. as Wilson reported to fenje, Wyeth’s President had heard a rumour that ‘we 
were producing sterile material for the jet injector’, while Wyeth had one contaminated 
dose for every 200 it produced.65 ‘i don’t think we ever claimed that our dried vaccine is 
sterile’, fenje replied to Wilson, ‘although in practice we always tried to achieve this goal. 
it just happened that the standard tests used for both the glycerinated and for the dried 
smallpox vaccine did not show any bacterial contamination’. He admitted at the time, 
however, ‘it is quite possible that the vaccine would not pass a rigorous sterility test’.66 in 
february 1968, fenje reported to Connaught’s Human antigen Committee that 9 sterile 
lots of dried smallpox vaccine had been produced, representing about 1 million doses. 
in addition, several countries, including Chile, were interested in buying 1.5 million 
doses of the sterile product.67 uS regulators were also impressed with Connaught’s dried 
smallpox vaccine. in a series of sterility tests in October 1970 at the national institutes 
of Health in Washington, they were able to pass at least 1, 100 doses of Connaught’s 
dried vaccine through a 0.45 micron pore-size millipore filter without clogging the filter 
and with no evidence of contaminants.68

The WHO permitted a bacterial count of up to 100 non-pathogenic contaminants 
per cc of smallpox vaccine. By the late 1960s, fenje was consistently able to demonstrate 
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bacterial counts of 0 in virtually every Vaccinia pulp he processed. from January 1970 
through february 1976 – which included the period of peak production of some 35 
million doses of dried smallpox vaccine primarily for the WHO – only 8 out of 179 
fully processed Vaccinia pulps prepared for all vaccine types had bacterial counts that 
were not 0, and they only occurred sporadically among the first 26 pulps processed 
between January 1970 and february 1972. The highest bacterial count recorded was 29 
per cc (which was the first pulp of the series, but well under the WHO standard of 100 
per cc) and the others ranged from 2 to 18; all counts were 0 for each of the remaining 
150 Vaccinia pulps processed after february 1972. This smallpox vaccine purification 
process generally began with initial homogenized Vaccinia pulps with bacterial counts 
ranging from as low as 6 for pulp #872 (processed in november 1970), up to as high as 
50,600,000 for pulp #977 (processed in may 1972), although the average initial count 
ranged from a low of 1,000 to 100,000 over the 6 years of vaccine production that are 
well documented.69

fenje’s sterile freeze-dried smallpox vaccine took 3 days to prepare, followed by 
a variety of tests. On the first day one part crude calf pulp was suspended in three 
parts 0.004 m mcilvaine buffer (with no antibiotics), and then homogenized and 
centrifuged, resulting in Extraction #1. The supernatant was kept and the sediment 
used for preparing Extractions 2, 3 and 4, which followed the same process as #1 
with the exception that antibiotics were added to the mcilvaine buffer (10 mg% of 
neomycin and 20 mg% of Streptomycin). after Extraction #4 the remaining sediment 
was discarded. The four extractions were then pooled and subjected to three cycles 
of purification by differential centrifugation, after which the sediment was discarded 
and the purified pooled extractions stored overnight and then subjected to high-speed 
centrifugation. The supernatants that contained the antibiotics were then discarded and 
the final elementary body suspension of Vaccinia virus was prepared from the remaining 
pellets, which were then re-suspended in the mcilvaine buffer, but without the addition 
of antibiotics, and then pooled and homogenized. Peptone and phenol solutions were 
then added and the suspension left at room temperature for 24 hours under constant 
stirring. The Vaccinia suspension was generally sterile at this point. a peptone solution 
was then added to decrease the phenol concentration (which lessened the harmful 
effect of phenol on the Vaccinia virus) and the final suspension stored at 0º C until all 
bacteriological and potency tests were completed and passed and the filling and freeze-
drying process could commence.70

Connaught’s smallpox production process was not a secret. as noted earlier, there was 
considerable sharing of information with other smallpox vaccine producers, including 
Wyeth Laboratories, which was the largest producer of smallpox vaccines in the uS. 
after fenje sent a copy of Connaught’s standard procedure for dried smallpox vaccine, 
Wyeth prepared a summary document comparing Connaught’s and Wyeth’s production 
and testing process. Wyeth’s managing Director, J.H. Brown, felt that ‘apparently 
there are no great differences between our two laboratories’. nevertheless, there were 
interesting differences in the handling of the calf before inoculation: Connaught 
sprayed the inoculation site with acetone and also injected 40% chloral hydrate as a 
general anaesthetic, while Wyeth did not use acetone, but rather rinsed the calf with 
70% alchohol and did not use any anaesthetic unless the animal was uncontrollable. 
Connaught used wooden platforms to hold the calves for inoculation to minimize soiled 
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vaccinated areas, as well as sterile sawdust spread on the floor. at Wyeth, in contrast, 
sawdust was not used, while the calf was ‘held on metal slatted rack but probably too close 
to floor for maximum effectiveness’. as noted earlier, brilliant green (containing added 
neomycin and streptomycin) was employed quite liberally at Connaught before and 
after Vaccinia inoculation, while at Wyeth, brilliant green was not used since ‘attempts 
at using it did not substantially reduce plate counts of the skin swabs or harvested pulp’; 
also, antibiotic sprays were not used at Wyeth.

During the preparation of the purified Vaccinia suspension, other important 
differences are evident. at Connaught a total of 4 extractions were made, the 
homogenate centrifuged at 1200 g for 10 minutes; at Wyeth 3 extractions were made 
with centrifugation at 1000 g for 15 minutes, with both labs employing neomycin 
and streptomycin in the buffer. in contrast to the further purification processing at 
Connaught described earlier, at Wyeth, there was no further purification conducted 
after the initial low speed centrifugation, but rather treatment with 0.5% phenol and 
holding for 5 days at 4º C, followed by centrifugation at 5000 g for 2 hours. There 
were also several differences in the tests that were conducted on the final vaccine. for 
example, Connaught tested for Bacillus anthracis, while at Wyeth no test was done 
as they felt this would be ‘picked up on blood agar’. also, intratesticular injections 
of rabbits were done at Connaught with observation for local reaction or generalized 
infection; at Wyeth no such test was conducted.71 Wyeth’s managing Director may have 
felt that these differences were insignificant, but they do highlight important differences 
between the two labs: in the level of care taken with the handling of the calves, in the 
level of rigor employed in the processing and purification of Vaccinia pulps, and in 
the testing of the final vaccine. Connaught had a stronger academic orientation and 
focused more attention on vaccine development and production. Wyeth, in contrast, 
had a purely commercial structure; pharmaceuticals were the major product line, and 
vaccines played only a small part. This different emphasis may explain at least some of 
the differences.

Connaught and the Politics of smallpox eradication, 1967–1979

Despite the WHO’s desperate need for such a high quality vaccine as the global smallpox 
eradication program began, the Canadian government was unable, or unwilling, to buy 
the vaccine from Connaught and donate it directly to the WHO. Canadian politics and 
External affairs regulations that only permitted general financial support to the WHO 
was a source of growing frustration for Henderson, Wilson and fenje. Henderson 
had earlier suggested to Wilson, ‘a donation to the Organization of perhaps 5 to 10 
million doses of vaccine for jet injection (100 dose vials) would really be a godsend. The 
[limited] availability of vaccine for jet injection is going to put us in a real bind before 
long. any hope?’72 Eight months later, Henderson again stressed to Wilson, ‘With 
your tremendous capacity and good vaccine, i am sorry not to see it more extensively 
used’.73

The most intensive year of Connaught’s involvement with the eradication effort was 
the first, 1967–68, during which Wilson and fenje, as special consultants to the Pan 
american Health Organization, visited some 15 labs in 12 countries of Latin america 
to help improve local vaccine production quality. at Connaught, which was designated 
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one of two international Smallpox Vaccine reference Laboratories by the WHO, fenje 
also hosted a series of scientists and technicians from Latin american vaccine producers 
to further instruct them on vaccine production methods. indeed, it was clear that the 
quality and purity of locally produced vaccine in Latin american countries, as well as 
most of the 30 other smallpox endemic countries, was much poorer than expected.74

The newly established WHO vaccine production methods and standards, based 
largely on the initiative of Wilson and fenje and the experience of Connaught, were 
codified in 1968 in the WHO’s Methodology of Freeze-dried Smallpox Vaccine Production.75 
in September 1968, after another trip to South america, Wilson reported to Henderson, 
‘The WHO “methodology” was received with great enthusiasm and everyone agreed 
that it was a most useful document even though they do not all follow the precise 
procedures’. He was ‘most gratified to see such progress in about one year, (since my last 
visit) and the enthusiasm [with which]these people have attacked the problem in spite 
of economic, political and administrative chaos’.76

meanwhile, a certain level of political and administrative chaos in Canada continued 
to complicate the WHO’s use of Connaught’s vaccine. However, some unexpected 
and somewhat embarrassing press attention in may 1970, featuring ‘an eloquent 
presentation’ by Henderson on television of the need for smallpox eradication and for 
the need for vaccine,77 finally prompted the Canadian government to donate 7 million 
doses of Connaught’s vaccine to the WHO.78 according to Henderson and Wilson, 

figure 13.6 Jet injector and smallpox vaccine (dried) vials and needles, Connaught medical 
research Laboratories, 1970s. Source: Sanofi Pasteur Limited (Connaught Campus) 
archives, uncatalogued slide.
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this tV story had a ‘long and colourful’ background. Earlier, the Canadian mission to 
the united nations had approached Henderson in support of bilateral donations based 
on specific requests for aid. Henderson, however, stressed the far greater flexibility of a 
multilateral donation, directing vaccine to where it was needed most.79 as Henderson 
recalled, ‘The man at the mission seemed a bit troubled by this (for reasons i do not 
know) but when informed that the approximate cost of the vaccine would be in the 
range of one cent per dose and that we were talking of only 85,000 dollars, he rather 
snorted at the various proposed restrictions, etc. suggested by CiDa’.80

at about the same time, Wilson had a dinner guest of his niece’s at his home. Wilson 
later discovered that he was a television producer. ‘at her prompting, i told him about 
some of the problems related to the smallpox process, amongst these was the stupidity of 
the Canadian government over a donation of smallpox vaccine’.81 in June 1970, shortly 
after this media attention to the issue, the Canadian international Development agency 
asked Connaught to provide a quote for 8.5 million doses of smallpox vaccine for the 
jet injector. Wilson was ‘hopeful that the machinery is now grinding’.82 By august 
1970 there were still a few more details to iron out, but it was clear that the Canadian 
government was now committed to donating $140,000 to purchase about 7,000,000 
doses of dried smallpox vaccine from Connaught.83 The priority for the first vaccine 
shipment was Ethiopia and the Congo.

Henderson’s main concern in October 1970 was to obtain as much vaccine for the 
Canadian donation as possible, for use in the jet injector, as well as with the bifurcated 
needle. as he stressed to Wilson, ‘Believe it or not, we are desperately in need of vaccine 
in quantity for this programme’, but hoped Connaught might be able to offer a better 
price. in particular, Henderson pointed out that ‘the costs for [Connaught’s] jet injection 
vaccine, for example, are considerably higher than comparable vaccine from any other 
source, even Wyeth!’ Wilson agreed, but pointed out that ‘our process is more costly 
than other preparations and this is reflected in the very high quality of the vaccine as 
claimed by niH. i think we cannot make any short cuts in this processing’.84

The bifurcated needle for multiple puncture smallpox vaccination was originally 
developed at Wyeth Laboratories by B.a. rubin in 1961. While the jet injector ‘marked 
the peak of complex vaccination technology’, historian Derek Baxby has suggested that 
‘the bifurcated needle marked the peak of simple excellence’.85 The bifurcated needle 
was based on a sewing needle with the ends of its loop cut off and then ground to a 
point, the idea being, as rubin recalled‘that a pronged needle would retain the capillary 
activity of a loop and that it might have simultaneous utility in scarification’. Simplicity 
and economy were the bifurcated needle’s main advantages as it could be used by almost 
anyone after minimal training – although in the hands of an expert made possible 
800–900 vaccinations per day per vaccinator – plus the ‘capillary action held enough 
vaccine for one dose between the prongs, a saving of 75% in the volume used for other 
techniques’. after use the needle could be quickly sterilized, or was cheap enough to be 
easily discarded. Connaught, however, was unable to utilize the bifurcated needle in its 
dried smallpox vaccine package due to Wyeth’s patent protection. in 1968, in support of 
the smallpox eradication program, Wyeth waived its patent royalties from the bifurcated 
needle, shipped them in bulk to geneva, and allowed the WHO to utilize it freely with 
all dried vaccines used where smallpox persisted, including Connaught’s.86
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nevertheless, Henderson remained desperate for vaccine. indeed, as he stressed to 
Wilson, ‘we are in need of vaccine in fairly large supply and on a continuing basis 
particularly for the programme in the Congo. Vaccinating as if it was going out of style, 
consuming vaccine at a prodigious rate – faster by far than we had anticipated earlier’. 
Henderson preferred to use Connaught’s vaccine, ‘as it makes it most difficult for the 
field units to change from one type of vaccine to another – more specifically from the 
very practical Canadian package to others which are far more cumbersome’.87

By february 1971, Henderson’s vaccine supply concerns eased when fenje was 
pleased to report, ‘i have just completed the production of your order. i guess that you 
will shortly have on hand about 10 million doses of the best dried smallpox vaccine 
ever made in our galaxy’.88 Henderson was ‘indeed delighted’ and claimed that ‘with a 
continuing flow of this vaccine, i would hope that we would be battling the problem of 
smallpox in Sudan and Ethiopia (in africa) by the end of this year’.89 a few months later, 
Wilson wrote to Henderson, ‘Paul fenje has recently been asking me whether there have 
been any reports from the field on his “best vaccine in the galaxy”. i think he is rather 
anxious to know how it is performing although i have few doubts this properly applied 
will do what is expected of it’.90 Henderson was very pleased. as he told fenje, ‘your 
vaccine, incidentally, is performing magnificently both in the Congo and Ethiopia. The 
good packaging and ease of reconstitution have both been commented upon. take rates 
in primaries have been in the range of 98% to 100%’.91

as he stressed in a recent interview, fenje was quite serious in his claim of galactic 
supremacy of his dried smallpox vaccine. His ability to consistently prepare a sterile 
dried vaccine impressed the Canadian and american regulatory authorities as well 
as the WHO. They were also all similarly impressed with the unique freon-purified 
liquid glycerinated vaccine he was also able to regularly produce for Canadian use.92 
Developed in 1969 by fenje, Connaught’s freon-Purified smallpox vaccine was prepared 
in the same manner as the standard glycerinated product, but was purified by treatment 
with freon (113) to remove proteinaceous cellular debris. The product was thus ‘purified’ 
and finished as a ‘sterile’ vaccine. no antibiotics were used in the preparation, and with 
the addition of tests for sterility, protein content and residual freon, the remainder 
of the testing process was the same as for Connaught’s regular glycerinated product. 
The freon-purified vaccine was also considerably more stable and hence had a longer 
expiration dating than the standard product.93

By 1971 remarkable progress had been made in the global smallpox eradication 
program, particularly in Latin america. Smallpox was clearly on the run. However, a 
‘high emergency’ situation in Bangladesh in 1972 reminded everyone about the persistent 
threat of smallpox. Connaught responded with a commitment of 5 million doses of 
vaccine. as fenje said to Wilson, ‘D.a. [Henderson] is urging us to cut down the time 
for our testing to the minimum and to shorten as much as possible the administrative 
process regarding vaccine delivery’.94 at about the same time as the Bangladesh epidemic, 
smallpox was imported into yugoslavia, sparking a serious outbreak of 170 cases and 40 
deaths, further reinforcing the importance, particularly for the yugoslavian-born fenje, 
of establishing national smallpox vaccine stockpiles.95 after considerable debate over the 
type of vaccine to be used – glycerinated or dried/jet injection or multiple pressure – 
how much vaccine to prepare and at what price, by 1974 Connaught had prepared a 
1 million dose dried smallpox vaccine stockpile for the Canadian government.96 By early 
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1979, however, it was clear to fenje that a new stockpile would be soon needed.97 at the 
same time, the WHO proposed that a 25-million-dose stockpile be prepared and held 
at Connaught for emergency use in Latin america.98 Thus, in march 1979, and aware 
of his forthcoming retirement, fenje quickly pressed ahead with the preparation of 17 
Vaccinia pulps for these new stockpiles.99

as is well known, the last stand for smallpox took place in Somalia, the final natural 
case occurring on 26 October 1977. after two years of careful surveillance for additional 
cases of smallpox in Somalia or elsewhere, none were found. Smallpox, ‘the speckled 
monster’, was vanquished. On 26 October 1979, africa was officially declared free of 
smallpox, with global eradication formally declared by the WHO on 9 December 
1979.100

The timing of the official declaration of global smallpox eradication coincided with 
fenje’s retirement, prompting reflection by his colleagues on his contributions to this 
unprecedented effort in medical history. as D.a. Henderson’s successor at the WHO, 
Dr isao arita, said of fenje in a letter to Wilson,

as you will remember, at the beginning of the programme in 1967, the quality of many 
vaccines was not good. in three years, the quality had been rapidly improved and since 
then the eradication programme has employed potent and stable vaccine. you have been 
the principal scientist in the WHO Collaborating Centre for this excellent development. 
your contribution was considerable. The supply of quality vaccine has, in fact, been one 
of the major elements which led to the successful eradication of the disease.101

Henderson also recalled, ‘i appreciate only too well how many of the concepts in 
the execution of the smallpox program saw the first light of day over a glass of beer 
with Bob [Wilson] and Paul [fenje]. What i don’t recall is whether the ideas stemmed 
from Wilson or fenje, so perhaps they are better attributed to Wilje (or should it be 
fenson?)’.102 moreover, he felt that ‘Directly and indirectly, the ammunition for the 
campaign bore the indelible stamp – “made in Canada”. to a once-Canadian, it was 
always a personal source of pride’.103

With smallpox officially eradicated, Connaught began the process of shutting down 
its smallpox vaccine production facility, the last lots completed in march 1980 for the 
new Canadian stockpile.104 However, the large stockpile the WHO had proposed was 
abandoned due to lack of Canadian government sponsorship. Thus, in april 1980, 
15 Vaccinia pulps remained in deep freeze storage, along with other materials such as 
seed virus and samples.105 The shutdown of Connaught’s smallpox department was 
scheduled for July 1980 and included plans for the incineration of the remaining pulps 
and materials; it was expected that any future smallpox vaccine would be made by using 
cell culture adapted seed virus.106

in September 1980, however, Connaught’s medical Director, E.W. Pearson, strongly 
recommended that Vaccinia pulps should be kept. as he stressed, ‘it surely will not be 
a great problem to keep the seed virus and pulps for some time to come and at least 
in this way we might have something to fall back on so as to be able to prepare our 
licensed product’.107 These Vaccinia pulps were indeed saved and kept in the deep freeze, 
undisturbed, for the next 21 years. The terrorist attacks of 9/11 prompted their retrieval, 
testing and careful processing to expedite the preparation of a new Canadian smallpox 
vaccine stockpile.
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at the first Canadian Conference on Counter terrorism and Public Health, held 
in toronto in late October 2003, a special honour was given to Drs Paul fenje, r.J. 
Wilson and D.a. Henderson by the Canadian Public Health association and aventis 
Pasteur Limited (now Sanofi Pasteur Limited). r.J. Wilson had retired from Connaught 
a year after fenje, but died suddenly in 1989. His son, ray Wilson, who also worked at 
Connaught for many years, accepted the honour on behalf of his father. This honour 
and rare reunion of the fenje, Wilson and Henderson team, like the new Canadian 
smallpox vaccine stockpile, would not have occurred if not for the foresight of Pearson 
to keep the pulps fenje had made in 1979, and for the confidence aventis Pasteur had 
in their quality that was evident from the extensive archival record fenje had left of his 
work. indeed, my role as a professional historian and my familiarity with this archival 
record was also significant in a practical way, first in establishing the extensive historical 
context surrounding the preserved Vaccinia pulps that enabled the new smallpox vaccine 
stockpile to be prepared with confidence, and, secondly, in providing the wealth of 
primary documentation from which i was able to assemble this story.
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